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reGuirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, I develop and support a theory of grammatical
relations, i.e.~ a theory about the connection between semantic roles and
dependencies and their expressions in sentences, Grammatical relations
are defined as the syntactic counterparts of certain logico-semantic rela
tions, such as the predicate-subject and modifier-modi~iee relations.
Associated with each sentence in a language is a "logico-semantic (I-a)
st~ucture" which displays the logico-semant1c relations among sentential
constituents. Within the theory of this dissertation, a structure called
"syntactic (8) structure" stands between the 1-s and surface structure in
the analysis of any sentence. Just as the l-s structure of a sentence
displays the logico-semant1c relations an\ong constituents, so the syntac
tic stru~ture displays the grammatical relations constituents bear~ One
gener~l principle governs the mapping between 1-8 and & structure: If X
bears an l-s relation with respect to Y, then the s structure countdrpart
of X must bear a grammatical relation with respect to the s structure coun
terpart of Y, Y', or with respect to a phrase headed by Y', S structures
are mapped onto surface structures, which serve as input to the rules of
phonology.

Chapter One describes the model of grammar I assume and provides an
over-view of the dissertation. In Chapter Two, I explain in detail the
f~rmation and properties of l~s structure, the source and characteristics
of grammatical relations, and the principles and lexical information which
govern the mappings between 1-8 and 6 structure and between s and surface
structure. Chapter Three contains evidence for the ~heory of grammatical
relations described in the earlier chapters. In this chapte~, I provide
analyses for certain constructions whose derivations are often believed
to involve lexical rules, rules referring to grammatical relations, or
structure preserving movements transformations. The present theory pre
dicts the syntax of these constructions from the features of the verbs
which head them, The theory includes no "lexical ruleR" in the usual sense
to derive these verbs; rather, I assume that the only truly productive pro
cesa in the lexicon is affixation. The features of a derived word are de
termined from the features of its constituent parts according to simple
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feature "percolation" conventions .~lany of the cons true tians discussed in
Chapter Three, e.g., the passive, display an alternate expression of a verb's
semantic dependents from what might be expected from general considerations,
The first: set of constructions discussed -- the passive and antipassive con
structions and constructions headed by a reflexive verb form -- result in
the theory from the affixation to a verb of a morpheme lacking its own argu
ment structure. The theory is shown to force analys~s of these construct~ons

which explain a wide range of phenomena related to them as well as account
for their well-known properties. Another set of constructions analyzed in
this chapter contain verbs derived through affixation to verbs roots of mor
phemes bearing their own argument structures. These include the "applied"
verbs of the Bantu literature and derived causall~! verbs. The roots and
affixes in such constructions are assumed to be separate 1-s constituents
which "merge" between 1-8 and surface structure.. On this assumption, the
theory predicts the syntax of applied verb and derived causative construc
tions. Differences in such constructions between various languages are
explained by the hypothesis that the affix and root verb merge between 1-6
and s structure in some of these languages but between s and surface struc
ture in others. Chapter Three also includes a discussion of a class (Jf

alternations in the expression of a verb's dependents, including the dative
shift alternation and the alternation between the transitive and inchoacive
uses of a verb, which cannot be mediated by simple affixation within the
present theory. The theory is shown to make correct predictions about such
alternations in a variety of languages.

Ergativity is given a precise definition in Chapter Three and the
theory is sho,vn to predict striking differences between nominative-accusa··
t~ve and ergative languages. These predictions are confirmed with data
from the ergative languages Oyirbal and Central Arctic Eskimo.

In Chapter Four, I consider how the theory of grammatical relations
developed in the dissertation might be incorporated into the Government
Binding framework of Chomsky (1981) and the Lexical-Functional framework
of Bresnan (1981a). I also briefly and critically review alternative ap
proaches to grammatical relations. I rnmpare the theory of this disserta
tion to other theories with regard to the source the theorie~ postulate
for grammatical relations and to the approach the theories take toward
accounting for generalizations that seem true of grammatical relations.
The present theory locates the source of grammatical r~lations in (logico-)
semantic relations. It is explanatory in the sense that generalizations
true of grammatical relations follow in the theory from fundamental princi
ples of syntax and from the inherent properties of grammatical relations.

Thesis Supervisor: Noam Chomsky

Title: Institute Profassor
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Grammatical relations of some sort appear in virtually every gram-

matiea! theory from Panini to che present. Within a grammar they are,

intimately: connected wit.h thematic or semalltic roles such as "agent" or

"theIne" on the one hand, and with cases and structural relations such

as nominatIve or accusative case or "NP immediately dominated by SIt on

the other. Often linguists define grammatical relations in terms of,

or give them up in favor of, semantic or structural relations or nominal

cases. In this dissertation, I will develop and support a theory of gram-

matical ~elations which places them as intermediaries in the connection

between semantic roles and dependencies and the expression of these roles

and dependencies in structural and positional relations and in case marking.

Consider sentence (1),

(1) Elmer threw the porcupine to Hortense.

Elmer appears as tlle NP immediately dominated by :3 ([NP, 5]) in (1) because

it is the subject of the verb, ttlrew, and it is the subject of the verb

because it nanles the bearer: of the "thrower" role in the action described

by threw. Conversely, because it is the [NP, SJ in (1), Elmer is inter-

preted as the subject of threw, and because it is the subject, it is inter-

preted as the "thrower." Granunatical relations such as "subject" and "ob-

ject" stand between the semantic roles constituents bear with respect to

argument-taking words and phrases and the expressions of these semantic

roles in sentences, The diagram in (2) represents this central idea,

around which the dissertation is constructed.



(2) setalnntic roles and de,fendencies
~p ~

grammatical relations
It 1:

expressions of se~antic roles¥and dependencies

10

The conception of gr~mmatical relations as mediating the connection between

semantic roles and their expressions can be found in Pa~ini (see Kiparsky

1981, Kiparsky and Staal 1969, and Shibatani 1977).

Grammatical relations arc nr i objects of study that can be identi-

fied outside a particular theo.cy of grammar. Terms lik.e "subj ec t" and

"object" have no clear pretheoretical reference. Since there is no gen-

eral agreement over what grammatical relati~ons are, one can not ask such

questions as whether rules of verb agreement refer to grammatical rela-

tions without specifying some theory of grammatical relations to identify

the objects of inquiry. It is widely believed that a crucial question

for linguists is whether grammatical relations are definable or primitive.

But because: grammatical relations have different characterizations -- and

grammatical relational terms different extensions -- in different theories,

the questj.on of the definability of grammatical relations arises only within

particular theories ~f grammar.

So we may ask whether in theory T the grammatical relational terms

are primitive or defined. As Chomsky (1981) points out, ~his question

is of somt~ interest when the theory or grammar is considered to represent

the child's innate linguistic knowledge, Whatever the primitives of a

linguistic theory gua innate linguistic knowledge are, the child must be

able to associate them with the stream of speech which constitutes his

linguistic experience~ If grammatical relations are primitives in a theory,
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the child must still have some means to pick subjects and objects out of

the utterances which confront him. Any theory is suspect which postulates

grammatical relations as primitives but which does not provide a reasonable

account of how children manage to learn the extensions of grammatical re-

lational tenus.

The definability 9f grammatical relations witEin particular theories

is an important issue from the standpoint of language acquisition. The

debate in the literature over whetl1er grammatical relations are prinlit1ve

covers important issues as well, but they are not in fact issues of defin-

ability. When linguists appear to be arguing over whether grammatical

relations are definable or primitive, they are often really arguing over

whether the conne~tion betwe~n semantic roles and structural positions

or case marking is direct or indirect. If the connection is direct in

a theory, gra.mmatical relatioIls are said (without proper justificatiorl)

to be "defined" in the theory because rules fllhich arta of ten believed to

refer to grammatical relations> e.g., subject-verb agreement, will refer

instead within the theory to groups of constituents classified according

co their semantic roles or according to their structural positions or case

marking. When the mapping between semantic roles and th~ir expressions

is indirect in a theory, i,e., mediated by grammatical relations as shown

in (2), the theory's granunatical relations are considered "pri'lllitive."

The issue of whether grammatical relations are defined or primitive

is also confused with the issue of h0W a theory should account for alter-

nations in the expressions of semantic roles like the passive alternation

illustrated in (3).

(3) a.
b.

Elmer threw the porcupine to Hortense.
The porcupine was thrown co Hortense.
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It is clear that the "thrown" argument in (3a) and (3b) -- the porcupine

is expressed in different structural positions in the two sentences.

If a theory accounts for alternations like the passive with a rule which

~efers only to 6emanti~ roles or with a rule which maps phrase markers

onto phrase markers, the theory is considered (without proper justification)

to have defined grammatical relations in semantic or structural terms.

If a theory accounts for the passive alternat1,on with a rule which refers

directly to grammatical relations, the gramma.tical relations in the theory

are said to be "primitive."

The important problems to be addressed by a th~ory of grammatical

relations include the nature of the connection between semantic roles and

their expressions and the proper account of alternations in the expression

of semantic roles like the passive alternation illustrated in (3). As ex

plained above, the technical question of whether grammatical relations

are defined or primitive arises only within particular theories and is

of general interest only in conne~tion with the acquisition problem. In

claiming that gr_mmatical relations are primitives within their theory,

Relational Grammarians like Perlmutter (see, e.g., Perlmutter 1980a) really

mean to emphasize that the association of semantic roles anQ their expres

sions is mediated by grammatical relations in Relational Grammar and that

alternations like the passive are handled by rulas referring directly to

grammatical relations. In fact it is quite likely that the grammatical

relations of Relational Grammar may be defined in terms of prtmitives of

the theory. Relational Grammar assumes that the initial assignment of

grammatical relations to semantic roles is fixed in universal grammar.
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For example, an agent in a sent~nce will be the initial subject of the

sentence in every language. Given that the semantic role terms are prim

itives in Relational Grammar, as is the concept "assign a grammatical re

lation to a semantic role," the grammatical relations of Relational Gram

martmay be defined in the Lollowing manner. Suppose S is the set of sem

antic roles assigned the subject relation by the universal initial assign

ment of grammatical relations to semantic roles. We define "subject" as

the grammatical relation universally assigned to S. The remaining gram

matical relations are defined in a parallel manner. Within Relational

Grammar it is an important qu~scion whether the universal initial assign

ment of granunatical relations to semantic roles is consistent with the

other laws of the theory and with data from natural languagps. In that

sense, then, it is important within the theory whether grammatical rela

tions are definable or prim~tive. Howev~r, in evaluating the merits of

Relational Grammar, the crucial consideration is not whether grammatical

relations are primitives in the theory but whether the theory provides

the best account of the connection between samantic roles and their expres~

sions.

To repeat, a theory of grammatical relations is a theory about the

connection between semantic roles and their expressions in sentences~ This

dissertation presents one such theory and demonstrates its explanatory

power; some alternative theories are discuss£d in Chapter 4.

What is the nature of grammatical relations in the theory of this

dissertation? Grammatical relations are the syntactic counterparts

the "grammaticalizations" so to speak -- of certain logico-semantic rela

tions such as the predicate-subject and modifier-modifiee relations. As~

sociatecl with each sentence in a language is a "logico-semantic structure"
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(l-s structure) which displays the logico-semanti~ relations or interde-

pendencies among the constituent~ of the sentence. The 1-8 structure of

a sentence is not its semantic representation in the usual sense; it merely

represents the syntacti,cally encoded semantic dependencies among sentential

constituents. Logically, it would be possible for languages to connect

1-6 structures dlrectly to the surface structures of sentences, i.e., to

express the logico-semantic relations directly j.n surface structure case

marking, structural configurations, etc. Although a direct mapping between

I-a structures and surface structures cannot be ruled out a p4iori, I will

claim that there is a structure called "syntactic structure" similar in

form and make-up to 1-8 structure which stands between the 1-8 structure

and surface structure in the analysis of any given sentence. Corresponding

to each type of logico-semantic relation in I-a structure there is a type

of grammatical relation in syntactic structure. Just as the 1-8 structure

of a sentence displays the logico-semantic relations among constituents,

so the syntactic structure of a sentence displays the grammatical relations

constituents bear with respect to one another.

The model of grammar I will adopt in this dissertation is schematized

in (4). I have drawn (4) to emphasi~e it~ similarities with the model

proposed in Chomsky (1980b) and elaborated in Chomsky (1981). In Chapter

4 I will discuss the few but important differences between the two models.

(4) phrase structure
rules

Move 0<
(adjunction; no
substitution)

deep
structure

logico
semantic ~(--

structure

lexical
information

a general
principle
(see text)

surface syntactic----.
~ucture-v-....atrueture

phonetic form ~cal form
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On the left-hand side of the grammar in (4) the phrase structure rules

of a language generate deep structures into which lexical items are in

serted. Although nothing in this dissertation hinges on th~ treatment

of the long-distance dependencies captured by wh-movement in transforma

tional grammars, I assume that a general trace-leaving movement and adjunc

tion rule, Move a, generates surface structure from deep structures. A

framework without "Move a," in which traces are gen~rated directly by the

phrase structure rules in such r1nstructions as constituent questions andre

lative clauses) would be completely compatible with the present work.

Note that Move a in (4) merely (Chomsky-)adjoins the moved constituent

to a node; there are no structure-preserving, i.e., substitution, trans

formations,in this model. The rules of phonology map the surface structure

of a sentence onto a phonetic form.

On the right-hand side of the grammar in (4), information contained

in the le~ical entries of morphemes determines a logico-semantic (1-6)

structure. As stated above, the 1-a structure of a sentence displays the

logico-semantic relations among constituents. These include the relation

between a predicate and its subject and that between a verb and a consti

tuent for which the verb determines a semantic role in a sentence, i.e.,

to which the v~rb "assigns" a semantic role. In (1) above the verb threw

determines that the porcupine will bear the "theme" role; in other \\Fords,

thrp~ assigns the theme role to the Eorcupine. An 1-8 structure may be

represented as a constituent structure tree in which only the dominance

relations, and not linear order, are significant. Each phrasal constituent

at 1-a structure consists of a logico-semantic "operator," like a predicate

or semantic role assigner, and its I-a dependents, like the subject of
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the predicate or the constituents to which the role assigner assigns semantic roles.

The syntactic (s) structure of a sentence displays the grammatical re

lations among constituents, such as the relation between a verb phrase and

its subject or the relation between a verb and its object. Recall that gram

matical relations are "grammatica11zat1ons" of 1-8 relations in the sense de

scribed above, An s structure may also be- represented as a const1tue~t struc

ture tree in which linear order has no interpretation. Each phrasal con

stituent at s structure consists of a grammatical "operator," e.g., a VP, and

its grammatical dependent(s), e.g., the subject of the VP~

Every 1-8 constituent has a counterpart in s structure, but because

two 1-8 constituents may correspond to a single constituent in s structure,

the mapping between constituents is not one to one. The grammar must include

certain definitions and principles to determine the s structure counterpart

of each constituent at l-s structure. Once the ~orrespondence between i-a

and s structure constituents is fixed, one general principle governs the

mapping between 1-8 and s structures: If X bears an 1-6 relation with re

spect to Y, Y the "operator" in the relation, then the s structure counter

part of X must bear a grammatical relation with respect to the s structure

counterpart of Y, or with respect to a phrase headed by the s structure coun~

terpart of Y. A constituent is the "head" of a phrase if it determines the

category of the phrase. The mapping between 1-8 and s structures is also heavily

governed by lexical properties of constituents. For example, only if a verb is

grammatically trans! tlva may it take an obj ect at s s true ture .. I f a cons tituent, X,

bears an 1-a relation with respect to a verb, V, at 1-8 structure, and the s structure

counterpart of the verb, V', 1s intransitive, then the s structure counter-
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part of the constituent, X', may not be the object of V' although this

correspondence may be allowed by the principle stated above.

No grammatical rules in the usual sense forge the connection between

l-s A.lld s structure in (4); there are no movements, substitutions, pro-

motions, demotions, or clause unions, only the general principle describ~d

above and features of lexical items. Nor do I posit "lexical rules" in

the usual sense to handle, e.g., passive constructions or sentences con-

taining morphologically derived causative forms. Rather, I assume that

the only truly productive process in the lexicon is affixation. Affixes,

such as the passive affix and the causative affix, carry features just like

any other morpheme with a lexical entry. The features of a derived word

are determined from the features of its constituent parts according to

simple "percolation" conventions described and independently motivated in

Lieber (1980): Features of constituent morphemes "percolate" up in a

word tree, which displays the internal structure of a derived word, to

become the features of the derived word. The features of affixes take

precedence over the features of roots in percolation, although where an

affix is unspecified for a feature, that feature percolat~s up from the

root morpheme to become a feature of the derived verb. For example, a

derived word consisting of a transitive verb and an intransitive affix
l' 'V)

will be intransitive, since the~transitiv1ty feature of the affix will take

precedence over the transitivity feat~te of the root 1n percolation. If

the affix were unmarked for transitivity, howev~r, the derived word would

be transitive, receiving the transitivity feature of the root when the

affix is unspecified for that feature. Assigning the correct features

to affixes like the passive affix accounts in the present framework for

the constructions analyzed in other theories as implicating lexical rules,
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relation changing rules, rules of clause union, or structure preserving

NP movement transforma~ions.

The s structure and surface structure of a sentenc~ are related in

(4) oy specific statements in a language about the expressj,on of grammatical

relations in surface structure, For example, a language might generally

require that objects of verbs in s structure appear in the accusative case

in surface structure, although individual verbs in the language might also

make special demands on the expression of their objects, A principle to

be discussed in Chapter Two governs the association of surface and s struc

tures. Informally put, the principle insures that the expression of a

constituent, X, at surface structure is dictated by the lexical itdm, Y,

in s structure, with respect to which the s structure counterpart of X

bears a grammatical relation. This principle, when stated precisely, has

consequences for the distribution of PRO (see Chomsky 1981) and for the

behavior of "raising" constructions. For example, the principle explains

why only grammatical subjects "raise" and why raising only raises con

stituents to subject or object.

I call tl·le level of structure between 1-8 and surface structure "syn

tactic" or "s" structure to emphasize its association with the S-structure

of Government-Binding (GB) theory (Chomsky 1981), The principles of GB

theory which apply at S-structure and which make crucial reference to the

notion "government" will apply to s structure in the present theory; "X

governs Y. at S-structure" in GB theory is roughly aquivalent to "Y bears

a grammatical relation with respect to X" in the present framework. One

set of GB principles which should apply to s structure in the present frame

work 1s "binding theory," which deals with possible refl~xive-antecedent

connections and with the possibilities of coreference among pronominal
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1and nonpronominal noun phrases in a sentance.

Rules of the "logical form component" (see Chomsky 1981 and the re

ferences cited there) apply to the pair consisting of the s structure and

the surface structure of a sentence to derive a "logical form" for the

sentence. The logical form serves as input to rules of semantic inter-

·pretation.

In Chapter Two I explain in detail the formation and properties of

1-9 structure, the source and characteristics of grammatical relations,

and the principles and lexical information which govern the mappings be

tween 1-8 and s structure and between s and surface structure. To provide

a complete picture of that portion of the mod~l in (4) which falls between

1-s and surface structure -- the goal of Chapter Two -- is to provide a

theory of grammatical relations, i.e., a theory of the mapping between

semantic roles and their expressions. At the end of Chapter Two I dis

cuss the distribution of "PRO" -- the phonologically null pronominal ana

phor of Chomsky (1981) -- and the analysis of the so-called "raising to

subject" and "raising to object" constructions.

Although some motivation is provided in Chapter Two for certain as

pects of the theory of grammatical relations presented there, convincing

evidence for the present th~ory is reserved for Chapter Three. To begin

Chapter Three I outline the theory of morphology I will be assuming,

adopted from Lieber (1980). In this theory affixes have lexical ~ntries

essentially like those of root morphemes, with the exception that affixes

have morphological subcategorization features which specify what constitu

ents they may attach to in the l~xicon. The properties of d~rived words

are determined by the percolation of features from the lexical entries

of their constituent motphemes, as described above.
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In the remainder of the chapter, I provide analyses for certain con

structions whose derivations are often believed to involve lexical rules,

rules referring to grammatical relations, or structure preserving move

ment transformations. The analyses are intended to apply to any language,

and data from many languages are examined. Many of the constructions to

be considered display an alternate expression of a verb's semantic depend

ents from what might be expected from general considerations. For example,

although the logical object of a transitive verb generally appears as its

direct object, the logical object of a passive participle in a passive

construction is expressed as the subject of the verb phrase the passive

participle heads. The first set of constructions discussed -- pas~ive

sentences, antipassive sentences, and sentences containing reflexive verb

forms -- all result in the present theory from the affixation to ~ verb

of a morpheme lacking an argument structure of its own •• The theory of

grammatical relations developed in Chapter Two is shown to force analyses

of these constructions which account for the well-known properties of the

constructions but which also explain a wide range of phenomena related to

them. For example, the theory explains the presence of passive morphology

in sentences which do not involve the "promotion" of a noun phrase to sub

ject; it explains the crosslinguistically widespread homophony between

passive and reflexive verb forms; and it explains data used to support

the "1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law" of Relational Grammar (see Perlmutter

and Postal 197Ba). It should be emphasized that the analyses of passive

and reflexive constructions which explain the phenomena just mentioned

are not merely compatible with the theory presented in Chapter Two; they

are demanded by the theory.

The second major section of Chapter Three explores ~ special sat of
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alternations in the use of verbs, incl1.!ding the "dative shift" al terna-

tion illustrated in (5), the "inchoative" alternation displayed in (6),

the "stative" alternation shown in (7), and the "indefinite object dele-

tion" alternation illustrated in (8),

(5) a. Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortens~.

b. Elmer gave Hortense a porcupine.

(6) a. Elmer broke the porcup1ne.C~.

b. The porcupine cage broke.

(7) a. Elmer hung the clothes on the line.
b. The clothes hung on the line.

(8) a. Elmer ate mock-porcupine pie all evening.
b. Elmer ate all evening.

Within the present theory, the alternation in (5) must be analyzed as an

alternation in which semantic role the verb give assigns; give assigns

the theme role in (Sa) and the goal role in (Sb). The alternations 11-

lustrated in (6-8) result from alternations in the argument structures of

break, hang, and eat. If alternations like those in (5-8) are correctly

analyzed as involving alternations in the semantic role assigning proper-

ties or argument structures of verbs, the theory precludes relating the

verbs in the a. sentences of (5-8) to the verbs in the b, sentences through

affixation to either the a, or b, verbs of a morpheme specific to these

alternations, e.g" a "dative dhift" affix for the alternation in (5).

To put it another way, the theory does not permit the alternations in

(5-8) to be mediated by affixation alone. Horeover, on the assumption

that the alternations in (5-8) implicate alternations in semantic role

assigning properties or argument structures, the theory provides no pro
.--'"

duct1ve mechanism which could associate the verbs in the a. sentences to

the verbs in the b. sentences. That it cannot relate the a. verbs to the

b~ verbs in (5-8) by productive rule is shown to be an advantage rather
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than a defect of the present theory. Crosslingu!st1cally, the alternations

illustrated in (5-8) are limited to a small, semantically coherent set

of verbs in each language, the members of each set largely synonymous

from language to language. In addition, alternations like those between

the a. verbs and b. verbs in (5-8) are never signalled QY an affix on one

of the verbs distinctive to the alternation in question, The theory leads

one to expect these characteristics of alternations in the expression of

a verb's semantic dependents which result from alternations in the sem~ntic
r---'.""

:_~.~e ~ssigning p~operties or ~B];'gumet\t ~tructur~s of verbs and therefore

can not be mediated by affixation within the theory.

The theory developed in Chapter Two also predicts the existence of

"ergative languages." Ergativity is given a precise definition in Chapter

Three and the theory is shown to predict striking differences between nom-

inative-accusative and ergative languages. These predictions are confirmed

with data from Dyirbal (Dixon 1972) and Central Arctic Eskimo (Johnson

1980).

The last major section of Chapter Three treats constructions con-

taining verbs derived through the affixation to verb roots of n\orphemes

bearing their own argument structures, Firat, I provide an account of

"applied verb" constructions like the Chi-r.lwi :01 (Ki.sseberth Ll t1d Abasht;:likh

1977) benefactive applied verb construction illustrated in (9b) (the ab-

breviations in (9) will be explained in Chapter Three).

(9) a. Hamadi 0-sh-pishile cha:kuja,
Hamad! SP-OP-cooked food

'Hamadi cooked the food,'

b. Hamad i 0-wa-pik-il-ile wa:na cha:kuja,
Hamad! SP-OP-cook-APPL-T/A children food

'Hamad1 cooked food for the children,'
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Applied affixes are assumed to have the same lexical entries as preposi-

tions like English for and ~' with the exception that the affixes but

not the prepositions contain the morphological subcategorization features

of a bound affix; i.e., they attach to verbs to make verbs. In 1-8 struc-

ture the root verb -pik- 'cook' and the applied affix -11- in (9b) are

separate argument-~aking items just like the verb ££2k and the preposition

for in the l-s structure of the English gloss of (9b). Most of the syn-

tactic features of applied verb constructions follow immediately in the

theory from this assumption that the applied affix is just like a prepo-

sition. For example, the theory explains why the benefactive NP wa:na

'children' in (9b) displays direct ~bject properties while cha:kuja 'food,'

the logical object of the root verb -pik- 'cook,' does not, although cha:kuja

'food' does display object properties in (9a), which lacks the applied affix.

The theory also explains the expression of cha:kuja 'food' as a postverbal

NP without case marking even though it is not the direct object of the

main verb of the sentence.

Instrumental applied verbs are given special attention in Chapter

Three, InstruDlental applied affixes resemble the benefactive applied af-

fix in (9b) except that they have the logico-semantic properties of English

with rather than those of English!£r. An observation made by Dick Carter

(personal commun~cation) about the semantics of instrumentals is formalized

and shown to explain syntactic differences between instrumental and other

applied verb constructions in some languages. Otherwise puzzling facts

about instrumental applied verb constructions in certain Niger-Congo lan-

guages follow immediately if we assume that in some languages the root

verb and instrumental applied affix distinct l~s constituents -~ form

a single s structure verb, while in other languages, the root and affix
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remain separate at s structure but form a single verb in surface structure.

Morphologically derived causative verbs are the topic of the last

section of Chapter Three. I assume that the causative affix~s in languages

with derived causatives have the sam~ arg~~ent S~!~cty~~s and syntactic
~t""'···

features as independent causative verbs like English ~_ The only dif-

ference between causative affixes and independent causative verbs is that

the former but not the latter are bound morphemes, i.e., attach to verb

roots in the lexicon. The major syntactic properties of derived causative

constructions, described, e.g., in Comrie (1976) and in the Relational

Grammar literature, follow immediately in the theory from this assumption

about causative dffixes. Derived causative constructions are shown to

divide into two classes crosslinguistically according to their syntactic

behavior. A schematic English gloss of the paradigrnatic causative sentence

is shown in (10).

(10) causer causes [causee to lower-verb (logica!-object-of-lower-verb)]
Elmer caused (Hortense to eat (cake) ]

In the first sort of causative construction, found in Japanese and many

of the Bantu languages, the "causee" is the direct object of the derived

causative verb (in its active form) ~~arQless of the transitivity o~ the

root (lower) verb onto which the causative affix is attached. The logical

object of the root verb is .n~Y~F a direct object of the (active) derived

verb in this sort of causative construction. The Japanese sentences in

(11) illustrate this sort of derived causative,

(11) a. Taroo ga Hanaka 0 hatarak-ase-ta.
Taro NOM Hanako Ace wo~k-CAUSE-PAST

'Taro made Hanaka work.'

b. Taroe ga Hanska ni sashimi 0 tabe-sase-ta.
Taro NOM Hanakn OAT sashimi ACe eat-CAUSE-PAST

'Taro let/rna Hanako eat sashimi,'
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The second type of causative construction, called the "paradigm case" in

Comrie (1976), is found in Turkish, Malayalam, and many other languages

discussed by Comrie. In these languages, the log~~al object of the root
tJ. ,I

(lower) verb, if it takes one, is al'vays a direct' object of the (active)

.derived verb. The Tu·rkish sentences in (12) illustriite this second sort

of derived causative.

(12) a. Ali Hasani ol-d~~-dU.

Ali Hasan-ACe die-CAUSE-PAST
'Ali cau:e/edliasci.f\ to die.'

b. Di991 mektub-u mUdijr~e imzala-t-ti.
dentist letter-ACe l.'director-DAT sign-CADSE-PAST

The theory {S),·edicts the a..l;)o~e-m~ntiQned differences between the two

types of causatives on tHe assump~~on that the causative affix and rnot
} 1 .' I ~

'~

verb -- separate 1-8 st~ucture items -- form a single s structure constituent
~ ,

in the second type of causative construction~ but remain distinct consti-

tuents ~ntil surface structure in the fi~st. Other differ~nces between

the two sorts of derived causative constructions are shown to follow from

the same assumption about the differing locus of merger of root verb and

causative affix between the two sorts,

The theory of gramnlatical relations developed and supported in this

dissertation is only a piece of a theo,y of grammar. In Chapter Four I

consider how this theory of grammatical relations might fit into th~oretical

frameworks with wider scope, in particular, the Government-Binding (GB)

framework of Chomsky (1981) and the Lexical-Functional framework of Bresnan

(1981a). Although the theory is broadly compatible with both these theo-

retical frameworks, both would require modifications to incorporate the

present theory as a subpart, For example, if the present theory were im-

planted in the GB framework, the principles connecting l-s with s struct~re

,.,auld replace Chomsky' § "projection principle" (see Chomsky 1981) t The
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few essential differences between the theory of this dissertation and GB

theory are noted in Chapter Four.

In the second part of the chapter, alternative approaches to gram-

matical relations are briefly and critically examine1, with special atten-

tion given to Relational Grammar. I compare the theory of grammatical

relations supported in t~is dissertation to other theories in the litera

ture with regard to the source the theories postulate for grammatical re-

lations and the appt'oach the theories take toward accounting for phenomena

which seem to implicate grammatical relations. The present theory locates

the source of grammatical relations in ~mant~g ~.~~~~~ons; grammatical

relations are grammaticalizations of ~g~qQ-~~mantic ~~1~~;9ns. In 000-

trast, many other theories consider semantic roles, not semantic rel~E~9ns,
~ • _. ~ • 1rP' ....... , ~

to be the source of grammatical relations ~1} °118 ser~se or anot~~..'F. ~f "sou~ce. 11

For example, some theories identify semantic roles as tha source of gram-

matical relations in the language acquisition process; others consider

semantic roles the source of grammatical relations in the syntactic der-

vation of every sentnece. In the present theory, generalizations true of

grammatical relations are shown to follow from fundamental principles of

syntactic theory and from the inherent properties of grammatical relations.

In contrast, most other thAories account for generali2stions true of gram-

matical relations by postulating ~s or !J;lles which refer to spe~;l.fic

grammatical J;§l~.t.~Qns and which are logically independent of the fundamental

principles of the theories and of the proposed i~herent properties of gram-

matical relations within the theories. At the end of Chapter Four data dis-

cussed earlier in the dissertation are sho,Yn to ~ais~ difficulties for the

particular assumptions of Relational Grammar.
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FOOTNOTE

1. "Binding theory" should apply to s structure if it is correctly stated

solely in terms of "government" and "go'.'erning category." ~lohanan (1981c)

has presented evidence from Malayalam and other languages that at least the

determination of possible coreference between a pronoun and an NP is de

pendent on the linear order of these constituents in some languages. Because

linear order is not a feature of s structure, pieces of binding theory may

have to refer to surface structure in (4), at which linear order of constitu

ents is established.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE NATURE OF GRAMMATICAL RELATIOl'~3

2.0. Introduction. In this chapter I develop that section of the

model of grammar in (4) of Chapter One which leads from logico~scmantic

(l~s) structure through syntactic (s) structure to surface structure. I

describe and discuss the types of constituents found at each level of ana~

lysis and the sorts of relations that interconnect the constituents at

each level~ I also present and explore the consequences of a few general

principles which constrain the mapping between 1-8 and s structures and

between s and surface structures.

Much of this chapter is highly technicala I introduce principles and

explore their formal consequences within the grammar without giving con~

siderable attention to the relationship of these consequences to natural

language d~ta. The application of the principles to particular problems

in syntactic analysis is reserved, for the most part, for Chapter Three.

The reason for separating the introduction of grammatical principles from

the predictions they make concerning properties of natural languages is

that the predictions do not follow from individual principles but rather

from the interactions of principles. All the essential principles must

be in place before the theory makea predictions about grammars of par~

ticular languages o I will provide motivation for the principles intro~

1
duced in this chapter, but not extensive demonstration of their validity.

2~1. Logico-semj :ic (1-8) structure~ Logico-semantic (1~8)

structure is a representation of the syntactically relevant semantic inter

dependencies among sentential constituents. In this section I introduce

the types of constituents which are found at 1-8 structure and the Botts

of relations in which these constituents stand with respect to one another.

The discussion of 1-8 structure begins with the semantics of verbs ~ the
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canonical "heads" or "pivots" of sentences.

Semantic roles and 1-8 relations o A verb is associated

with some number -Jf "inherent" semantic roles, roles 1\lextricably con-

nected with the meaning of the verb. Although locative, benefactive, tem~

paral, and other such arguments may be interpreted freely with a wide

range of verbs, certain semantic roles are implicated in the semantics of

verbs themselves, and arguments bearing these roles appear only with th~

verbs which select them. In (1) I list some verbs with their associated

semantic roles; see section l.2 below for a discussion of the semantic role

terms, e.g., "agent," appearing in (1).

Although it may be difficult in practice to tell whether or not a constituent•

(1) a. touch:
b. give:
c. buy:

agent, patient,
agent, theme, goal
source (seller), goal (buyer), theme (thing bought),
means (money exchallged)

in a given sentence bears one of the inherent semantic roles of the verb

heading the sentence, the distinction between inherent and non~inherent

semantic roles may be clearly stated: The verb dictates how to incorporate

the constituents bearing its inherent semantic roles into the semantics of

verbial" in the sense that the semantic effect on a clause of the constituent•
the clause of which it is the head. Non-inherent semantic roles are "ad.....t,,,. f1oll

•

•

bearing them is not determined by the head of the cl~use.

The inherent semantic roles associated with a verb constitute its

"case frame" in the terminology of Case Grammar. 2 Although they argue about

specific examples, case grammarians and others who work on thematic or

semantic roles3 more or less agree on the number and sorts of semantic roles

to attribute to verbs. I refer the reader to Ostler (1979) for an overvie~

of the literature on thematic/semantic roles and Ab~aham (1978) for a
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number of articles on case frames. According to general consensus, verbs

possess from no to perhaps a maximum of four inherent roles. English

weather verbs like rain fall at the low end of the spectrum with no inherent

semantic roles while transactional verbs like buy or sell fall at the high

end with four roles each ~- see (lc).

Various attempts have been made to provide an adequate account of the

semantic roles which seem to be involved in verb semantics. The work of

Jackendoff (1976) and Ostler (1979) (see also Carter 1976) illustrates one

of the most interesting of these attempts. Although I will argue for a

radically different conception of semantic roles from that offered by

these authors, an understanding of their approach is an almost indispen-

sable prerequisite to an understanding of mine.

Jackendoff (1976) and Ostler (1979) decompose the meanings of verbs

into complexes of primitive predicat~s such as CAUSE (x,y) and GO (x,y,z)

(I follow Jackendoff 1976 in this discussion). Constituents bear one or

another semantic role by virtue of appearing in a particular slot in one

of these primitive predicates~ For example, a constituent falling into

the first slot of the GO (x,y,z) predicate bears the theme role, that

appearing in the second slot bears the source role, that in the third

slot the goal role. To say that the subject of !1Z, e.g., bears the

theme role is to say that the GO predicate appears in the semantic de-

composition of !ly and that ~'s subject is inserted into the first slot

of this predicate. Jackendoff (1976, po 94) gives (2) as a semantic te-

presentation for~.

(2) ~ rao (x,y,~) ]
I]BROUGH THE AIR

In Jackendoff's system, the inherent semantic roles of a verb are simply
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the roles associated with the slots in the primitive predicates which con~

stitute the verb's semantic decomposition.

The issue of whether words are semantically decomposable is irrelevant

to this dissertation (but see Fodor, F\dor, and Garrett 1975, Fodor et. ale

1980). However, I must assume that the linguistically relevant representa-

tion of a verb's argument structure generally involves no decomposition.

Each verb is viewed as a function4 from arguments bearing certain specified

semantic roles to predicates, which may assign an additional semantic role

to their subjects. The semantic roles born by the arguments which serve

as input to the function the verb names plus.the semantic role assigned by

the predicate which is the output of this function.constitute the verb's in-

herent semantic roles. Consider a verb like give, which we claimed in (1)

to have for its inherent semantic roles a "giver" or agent, a "receiver"

or goal; arid a "given" or theme. The function give names takes as input

an argument bearing the goal role and an argument bearing the theme role

and yields a predicate wh~ch we might paraphrase as the open sentence (x

give theme-NP to goal-NP)o The predicate assigns the agent, or more pro~

perly, the "giver of theme-NP to goal-NPH role to its subject, the con,...

stituent which substitutes for its free variable to form a proposition.

We may rep~esent a verb's semantics in the functional notation

shown in (3).

(3) 'give' ( )theme' goal

The representation in (3) indicates that the 'give' function requires an

argument bearing the theme semantic role to fill its first slot and an

argument bearing the goal role to fill its second slot. The value of

the function in (3) is a predicate assigning the giver role to its subject.

For typographical convenience we place the names of the semantic roles born
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by&rguments filling each slot in a function like (3) inside rather than

underneath L~~ slots, as shown in (4).

(4) 'give' (theme, goal)

I will call represntations such as (4) "predicate-argwnent structures" or

P...A structures.

One essential diiference between predicate~argument structures and

Jackendoff's notation for primitive predicates is that, while constituents

in Jackendoff's framework receive their semantic roles by virtue of occu

pying positions within predicates, the constituents inserted in the slots

of a P-A structure like (4) already bear the indicated semantic roles,

which must be assigned to them in some manner independent of the verb's

function from a~guments to predicates. The give function in (4) is defined

only over ordered pairs of constituents, the first bearing the theme role,

the second the goal role. In the present theory, we parate the organi~

zation of arguments into a predicate, performed by the function a verb

names, from the assignment of semantic roles to these arguments.

Since it is crucial to this dissertation, the notion of semantic role

assignment warrants further clarification here. Consider sentence (5).

(5) Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortense

Speakers of English know from sentence (5) that Elmer denotes a giver, that

a porcupine denotes something which underwent a transference of possession,

and that Hortense denotes the recipient of a porcupine. One general approach

to accounting for this knowledge is to suppose that the verb gave in (5)

names a machine which organizes the NPs into some sort of structure suitable

for semantic interpretation. On this account, speakers may deduce the se~

mantic roles of the various NPs in (5) from the semantic interpretation of

the sentence. In this dissertation I adopt the alternate view that con~
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stituents in sentences assign semantic roles to -- determine the semantic

roles of -- other constituents independent of the semantic organization of

the entire sentence or clause in which the constituents appear. For

exmple, the preposition ~ assigns the goal or recipient role to Hortense

in (5). On this view a speaker's knowledge of the semantic role of a con~

stituent need not be deduced from the semantic representation of a sentence

but may be computed directly from a syntactic analysis of the sentence. A

determination of the semantic roles born by constituents is in fact logi~

cally prior to the derivation of a semantic representation since, for example,

verbs name functions from constituents bearing certain semantic roles to

predicates. Although I present some direct support in 2.1.3.2. below for

the notion of semantic role assignment I adopt, the convincing argumeac

for the notion is the explanatory power of the theory built on it, the theory

of this dissertation.

So in the present theory constituents do not receive semantic roles

by virtue of occupying slots in predicates like GO (x,y,z), but are assigned

their semantic roles. Semantic roles may be assigned by the items listed

in (6).

(6) a. predicate~

b. lexical items (verbs, pre~

positions, nouns, adjectives)

c. case markings
d. certain structural

positions

In sentence (7), in addition to naming a function from arguments toa pre-

dicate, gave assigns the "given" or theme role to the porcupine. The pre~

position ~ assigns the goal role to Hortense, and the predicate (x give

the porcupine to Hortense) assigns the "giver of tIle porcupine to l-Iortenseu

role to Elmer.

(7) Elmer gave the porcupine to Hortense

I will underline within the predicate~argument structure of a verb the
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semantic role or roles the verb assigns, as in (8).

(8) 'give' (theme, goal)

In the unmarked case, each of the semantic role assigners in (6)

will assign only one semantic role. Predicates are limited to one se-

mantic role by principle (9).

(9) All predicates in natural languages are (at most) monadic;
that is, a predicate will assign (at most) one semantic role.

The ability of case markings and structural positions to assign semantic

roles is special and will be discussed below. It turns out that ~n in~

~ependent principle \related to the special nature of these semantic role

assigners will rule out the possibility of a given instance of a case

marking or structural position assigning more than one role in l~s struc~

ture. As for lexi.cal items, (6b), two claims must be made. First, I

assume that the unmarked case crosslinguistically is for lexical items to

be limited to assigning only one role. However, a language may be marked

in allowing its verbs to assign more than one semantic role without being

"marked" within the language. I am using "marked" and "unmarked" he-re in

the sense of markedness theory, i.e., as rough synonyms to "usual" and

"unusual," not in the morphological sense. If a language limits unmarked

verbs to n semantic roles, it may include "marked" verbs which assign more

than n roles, this markedness information being encoded within the lexical

entries of these verbs.

A constituent assigned a semantic role by an item in (6b, c, or d)

will be called,the "logical object" of the item.~ The predicate assigns a

semantic role to its "subject." To distinguish :the subject of a predicate,

from ,the gt'ammat;Lcal subject of a sentence" we call the former the "logical

subje~t." Th~ constituents which serve as input to the function a verb

llames will be called "arguments" of the verb.
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A verb names a function from arguments bearing semantic roles to

a predicate. It may also assign a semantic role to one of its arguments.

Similarly, what I have called a "predicate" is a function from arguments

bearing a semantic role to propositions. Unlike verbs, predicates take

at most one argument and must assign the semantic role which that argument

bears. However, there are really only two basic semantic relations here:

"argument-taking item ... argument" and "semantic role assigner - semantic

role assignee." We call the argument of a predicate its "logical subject."

An intransitive verb like dance may name a function from no arguments to

a predicate, (x dance). Similarly, a predicate may be a function from no

arguments to a pt'oposition, for example, the "predicate" (rain) in It rains.

To repeat, constituents are assigned their semantic roles in the

present theory; they do not receive roles by vi~tue of occupying slots in

predicates. Another important difference between P~A structures and the

sort of predicate notation employed by Jackendoff and others is that the

former but not the !ptter imply an asymmetry among the inherent semantic

roles ofa verb. In the Jackendoff (1976) framework and in many current

theories, all semantic dependents of a verb simply fill slots in n~ary

predicates such as GO (x,y,z). The asymmetric P-A structures incorporated

into the present theory assure that the choice of arguments to fill P-A

slots will affect the predicate the P~A function produces and thus the

semantic role of the logical subject of the predicate, while choice of

subject for the predicate cannot affect the semantic roles assigned to the

input arguments. Thus the verb give in (7), repeated here as (lOa), will

yield the predicate displayed in (lOb), while give in (lOc) will yield the

predicate shown in (lOd).
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(10) a. Elmer gave the porcupine to Hortense.
b. 'give' (the porcupine, Hortense) ~ (x give the porcupine

to Hortense)
c. Elmer gave two aardvarks to Horace.
d. 'give' (two aardvarks, Horace) = (x give two aardvarks to

Horace)

Since the different choice of arguments as theme and goal in (lOa) and (lOc)

produce different predicates, Elmer, the logical subject of both sentences,

will bear a distinct role in each, the ngiver of the porcupine to Hortense" ,

role in (lOa) and the "giver of two aardvarks to Horace" role in (lOc). How~

ever, regardless of what NP is chosen as subject of give the porcupine to

Hortense, the porcupine will be assigned the same theme role by give,

Hortense the same goal role by~. In section 2.1.3.1. below I will provide

evidence for this asymmetric treatment of a verb's semantic dependents; for

the moment, it is only necessary that the reader understand what the asym~

metry entails.

Although verbs are the canonical predicate producers in English, ad-

jectives, nouns, and prepositions may also have predicate-argument struc-

tures, taking in arguments to yield predicates, which, given a logical sub~

ject, make propositions. In the sentences in (11) we see an adjective (lla),

a noun (llb), and a preposition (llc) operating as predicate producers.

(11) a. I consider Elmer [APoverly afraid of aardvarks].

b. I consider Elmer [NPa slick operator].

c. I consider Elmer (ppin debt beyond help].

d. I consider Elmer [vpto lead a strange life].

Leaving aside the question of the proper surface constituent structure for

sentences like those in (11), we may conclude that the labeled phrases in

these sentences form predicates taking Elmer as their logical subjects and

head propositions at 1~6 structure which serve as the logical object of

consider q Afraid in (lla), for example, though an adjective, has a p~e~
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dicate-argument structure much like that of the related verb fear.

(12) a. 'afraid' (feared)
b. 'fear' (feared)

In addition to P-A structures, nouns may have what might be called "nominal~

argument structures." Some nouns, particularly nominalizations of verbs,

take in arguments and produce "substantives," i.e., constituents which

may bear semantic roles. For example, destruction, from the verb destroy,

takes in an argument bearing the destroyed role, which it itself assigns,

and yields a nominal, "destruction of NP~" designating some event of de...

struction.

(13) a. nominal-argument structure: 'destruction' (destroyed)
b. P-A structure: 'destroy' (destroyed)

Since the nominal-argument structure yields a nominal, not a predicate,

there is no logical ~~~j~ct associated with the nominal, destruction of NP.

How the genitive NP in (14a) and the NP in the prepositional phrase headed

by £I in (14b) receive their semantic roles is a topic to which we shall

return in the discussion of passivization in Chapter Three (see section

3.1.1.).

(14) a. Elmer's destruction of the porcupine cage.
b. The destruction of the porcupine cage by Elmer.

Adjectives have "modifier~argument" structures as well as P...A

structures; that is, they name functions from arguments to modifiers~ The

modifier-argument structu~e of afraid is shown in (15).

(15) 'afraid' (feared)

The relationship between a modifier and the constituent it modifies is the

last logico...semantic relation to be introduced in this dissertation. The

paradigmatic instantiations of the modifier..-modifiee relation are the re~

lation between an adjective and a noun or noun phrase and that between an
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adverbandverb or verb phrase. In (16) I give examples of the modifier-

modifiee relation, underlining the modifiers and bracketing them with

their modifiees.

(16) a. (the porcupine on the table] is for sale.
b. [The porcupine red in the face from exhaustion] just jogged

a mile.
c. Elmer [sold porcupines all day in the pet store].

Modifiers are functions from constituents of type X to constituents of type

x. For example, nominal modifiers like adjectives take in a nominal and

yield a nominal. The modifier~odifiee relation involves no new basic

semantic relation; "modifiee' is simply what we call the argument of a modi~

fier.

The logico-semantic structure of a sentence is basically a representa-

tion of semantic role assignment and semantic dependencies among constituents.

It might be represented as a list of l~s constituents and the 1-8 relations

which connect them. However, since constituents at 1-6 structure are built

of other 1-8 constituents, a constituent structure representation of 1-6

structure seems warranted. I will introduce ap!ctorial constituent struc-

ture representation for l~s structure here, Since aspects of the pictorial

representation will have no interpretation in the theory, the reader is

asked to pay careful attention to the explanation of the relationship be-

tween the representation of 1-6 structure and l~s structure itself. For.

example, writing constituents on a page requires putting them in some order~

but the order of constituents in our constituent structure representation

of l-s structure will have no significance.

5An argument-taking item and its arguments form a constituent at

l~s structure, either a predicate, a nominal, or a modifier depending on

whether the item has a P~A structure, a nominal-al:gument structure~ or a
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modifier-argument structure. In the pages to follow, an argument~taking

item which yields ~ predicate l~il1 be given the 1-8 category label "V"

and one which yields a nominal will be given the label "N" ~ An item which

produces modifiers of nominals will be called an "A " one which produces
_.~

modifiers of predicates a "P." The constituent structure :tepresentation

of a constituent consisting of an argument-taking item and its arguments

is shown in (17). In this and all other 1-5 structure trees, the order

of constituents may be arbitrarily chosen.

(17) XP
~~X arg arg arg •••

x ~ an argument~taking item
arg = an argument of X

By the definition given above, an argument is something which is

inserted into the slots of a function represented in a predicate/nominall

modifier-argument structure -- it is a constituent bearing a semantic role.

So in a sentence like (18), neither to Hortense nor Hortense alone is

technically an argument. Rather, the argument inserted in the goal slot

of the 'give' function is Hortense bearing the goal role.

(18) Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortense.

For present purposes, let us say that the combination of a semantic role

assigner lacking an argument st~ucture and its logical object form a coo-

stituent called an "argum.ent phrase." I will use "p" as the label for a

semantic role assigner without an argument structure.

(19) an argument phrase: PP
p/'--......x

p ~ a semantic role assigner without an argument structure
X = the logical object of P

We will say that it is the combination of semantic role assigner and logical

object ~~ the argument phrase -- which bears the argument relation with

respect to an argument~taking item. When an argument~taking item also
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assigns a semantic role to one of its arguments, we say that its logical

object alone is an argument of the argument~taking item. The reader is

asked to keep in mind that an argument is technically a constituent bearing

a semantic role and that these terminological decisions are made for no-

tational and formal convenience.

A predicate, XP, and its logical subject form a proposition, which we

may call an "s" at 1-6 stX'ucture.

(20) s
~~

yp XP

XP = a predicate
yP = the logical subject of XP

For each of the relations, argument-taking item - argument, semantic role

assigner - logical object, and predicate-subject, it is the "operator" or

left hand member of the relation which determines the category of the con~

stituent immediately dominati.ng both members of the relation. In contrast,

the constituent consisting of a modifier and its modifiee is of the same

logico-semantic category as the modifiee~

(21) XP ;:; a modifier
YPZ = the modifiee of XP

To illustrate the constituent structure notation of l~s structure,

a partial 1-8 structure of sentence (22) is given in (23).

(22) Elmer gave a porcupine weak from exhaustion to his favorite
charity.

(23) S

NP------ -------'VP
~ ~ .---------.
Elmer V-- NP pp

J ~.~ ~~
gave NP ~ P NP-...-----~,.,' L.~ I ~ ,,~~-

a weak front to hts favorl-te
porcupine ~xhastion charity

In (23) the verb, give, and its ar~uments, ~orcupine weak from exhaustion

and !O his favorite charity, form a predicate, The preposition, ~$ as~
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signs the goal role to its sister, his favorite charity, just as gave

assigns the theme role to its sister, a porcupine ••• " As a semantic

role assigner without argument structure, !£ heads an argument phrase, the

PP, consisting of itself and its logical object. The argument phrase

serves as argument to give in (23). The modifier, weak from exhaustion,

modifies its sister, the nominal a porcupine, to produce a,new nominal.

The function give names takes in gave's sisters and yields a predicate,

the VP, which, with its logical subject, Elmer, forms a proposition.

In (24), I list the 1-8 relations introduced in this section along

with a notat~on for referring to the relations. If Y stands in 1-8 re-

lation r with respect to X, where X is the "operator" as described above,

we write r (X, Y).

(24) X -- operator Y
a. semantic role assigner - logical object
b. argument-taking item - argument
c. predicate - subject
d. modifier - modifiee

notation
obj (X, Y)
arg(X, Y)
sub (X, Y)
mod (X, Y)

An operator and its 1-8 dependents form a constituent in l~s structure.

For the obj(X, Y), arg(X, Y) relations,and sub(X, Y) the operator, X, is

called the "head" of the phrase of which it is an immediate constituent bacaus~ it

determines the category type of this phrase. Since the modifiee determines

the category of the phrase consisting of modifier and modifiee, the modtfiee

is the head of this phrase~

The constituent types at 1-8 structure are listed in (25).

(25) I. Lexical Items
A. argument~taking items

1. with predicate-argument structures
2. with nominal~argument structures
3. with modifier~argument str1.1ctllres

B. semantic role assigners



II. Phrases
phrase type
A. predicates

B. nominals

C. modifiers

D. propositions

E. argument phrases
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internal structure
element from I.A.l. and its arguments

or a predicate and a modifier
element from I.A.2. and its arguments

or a nominal and a modifier
f-,enient f'rom I.A,,3, and its arguments

or a modifier and a modifier
a phrase frot~ II.A. and its subj ect

or a proposition and a modifier
element from I.B. which does not also
belong to I.A. and its object

£! an argument phrase and a modifier

As mentioned above, a lexical item may both take arguments and assign a

semantic role, i.e., fall under both I.A. and I.B.. Only nominals (II.B.)

and propositions (II.D.) may receive semantic roles, and only a constituent

bearing a semantic role may be a,n argument (in the narrow sense; see fn. 5).

We decided above that, with respect to an argum~nt~taking item X, an arJu~

ment phrase (II.E.) and a logical object of X would count as constituents

bea~ing semantic roles and thus would qualify to serve as arguments of X.

The lists of 1-8 relations and constituents presented in (24) and (25)

are probably not complete; missing, for example, are the mechanisms needed

to account for conjunction. However, I have introduced all the l~s machi-

nery I claim is required to account for the core syntax of a language in~

eluding the variety of constructions to be discussed at the end of this chap~

ter and in Chapter Three.

2.1.2. Constraints on 1-8 structure. A few general principles

should be sufficient to constrain the formation of 1-8 structures. Consider

1-9 structure as a list of pairs of constituents, the first member of each

pair standing in some I-a relation with respect to the second. We wish to

insure that these pairs describe a single, well-formed constituent struc~

ture tree headed by an S or "proposition" node. Formally there are a number
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of ways to accomplish this goal. For example, we could write phrase

structure rules corresponding to the structures in (17, 19-21) and have

these phrase structure rules generate 1-s structures beginning with an S

node. Or we could build l~s structures Montague-style from the bottom up,

taking the trees in (17, 19~21) as rules of construction. The exact means

we employ to guarantee that the 1-8 constituents of a sentence fit together

as a single proposition are not important here. What is important is the

general principle, which is restated informally in (26).

(26) A well-formed 1-a structure must be representable as a single
constituent structure tree headed by an S node and conform~ng

to the constituent structure specifications implicit in (25)
sbove.

'Principle (26) has the desirable consequence that any constituent

appearing in l-s structure will be either the operator or operand of an

l~s relation. To appear in l~s structure is to stand in an 1-6 relation

wlch respect to another constituent. Principle (26) obviates the need for

the part of Chomsky's (1981) theta-criteria (discussed in Borer 1980) which

states, in our terms, that every nominal or embedded proposition must re-

ceive a semantic role. If a nominal or embedded proposition appears in

1-5 st~~cture, it will have to be a subject, an object, an argument, or a

modifiee. If it is a subject, an object, or an argument, the nominal or

proposition receives a semantic role by the definition of these relations.

As a modifiee, the nominal or proposition will head another nominal or pro~

position which, to appear in l~s structure, must be assigned a semantic

role (be a subject, object, or argument) orbe a modifiee.

In addition to principle (26), some principle or condition must in~

sure that an argument~taking item receive the arguments it requires at l~s

structure and that semantic role assigners, which could enter l~s structure
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as the argument taker in an arg(X, Y) relation, assign their semancic role(s).

How many and what sort of arguments an argument-taking item takes and how

many and which semantic roles a semantic role assigner assigns are specified

tn the lexical entries of these constituents. Clearly, lexical requirements

relating to arguments and semantic roles must be met at l~s structure. How~

ever, it is not a peculiarity of 1-a structure that lexically specified

requirements must be met. Some principle like (27) is assumed implicitly

or explicitly in most grammatical theories.

(27) Lexical requirements are met at all levels or structure.

Principle (27) does not imply that all the requirements of a lexical item

be met at every level of structure, rather that the requirements relevant

to each level of structure be met at that level. So if a constituent is

specified to assign sem~ntic role R, it must assign R at 1-8 structure, at

which semantic role assignment takes place, but not at s structure, where

semantic role assignment is not a relevant concept.

In practice, principle (27) might follow from principle (26) at l~s

structure. For example, if an argument taking item were not provided with

all its required arguments, the function it names could not produce a pre~

dicate and presumably the 1-8 structure in which the item appeared would

be ill formed for this reason. To derive (27) from (26) for the special

case of 1-6 structure, however, one would have to deal with the problem

of optional arguments and related 1.89ues~

It may be necessary to stipulate some additional constraints on 1~8

structure corresponding to Chomsky's (1981) "theta--criteria." A restate....

ment of the theta-criteria in the terminology of this dissertation is pro~

vided in (28).
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(28) a. If X assigtlS a semantic role, it may assign it only once at
1"'8 structure.

b. Each nominal or embedded proposition is assigned one and only
one semantic role.

Parts of (28) follow from independent principles. For example, we saw

earlier in this section that each nominal or embedded proposition which

appears in 1-8 structure must, by virtue of principle (26), be assigned a

semantic ~ole (or be a modifiee). In the most obvious cases, principle

, (26) also prevents a semantic role assigner X from assigning the same

role twice (cf. 28b). Suppose X has the P~A structure shown in (29) and

assigns SRi twice.

(29) 'X' (SRi)

Since the P-A structure in (29) is a function from a single argument bearing

SRi to a predicate, only one of the constituents assigned SRi by X may serve

as the argument of X. But, according to our conventions for the construc~

tion of 1-5 structure, a constituent assigned a semantic rol~ which is not

also an argument of all argument-taking item (either an argument of the con~

stituent which assiglls it its semantic role or the object in an argument

phrase which serves as an argument of an argument-taking item) will not

appear in l~s structure. To be integrated into the semantics of a sentence,

a constituent assigned a semantic role must be an argument of some other

constituent. So the second constituent to which X assigns SRi could not

appear in a well~formed l~s structure. It is not clear, however, that the

theory correctly rules out all cases in which a semantic role assigner a~~

signs the same role twice in 1-5 structure.

The theory does not as yet prohibit more than one semantic role from

being assigned to a single constituent. Consider 1-6 structure (30) in

which the co~indexed Elmer's are the~ l~s nominal. Elmer is aasigned
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two semantic roles in (30), the "liker" role and the "likee" role.

(30) SNP---- -----VP
~ ~~
Elmer

i
V NP
I ~

likes Elmer!

The principles which govern the connection between 1-8 and s structure (see

section 2.4 below) would allow (30) to correspond to the s structure in (31).

(31) S

NP----- -----VP
~ ;
Elmer V

likes

Some condition is required to prevent the grammar from analyzing~

likes as a grammatical sentence meaning, "Elmer likes himself." One

condition whicb would hdve the correct effect is the piece of the theta-

criteria in (32).

(32) A nominal or p~oposi~ion may bear only one role in 1-8 structure.

Other conceivable principles would yield the proper results in the obvious

cases but make different predictions in other constructions. Since they

do not involve the major results of this dissertation, I will not explore

the possibilities here. 6 Rather, I will just assume (32) for the remain-

der of the work.

In addition to specifications of the log1co~8emantic relations and

their properties, only general principles like (26) and (32) are needed to

constrain the construction of l~s structure in grammars. The argument

structures of lexical items chosen for an 1-8 structure will specify the

numher of arguments they require, which semantic roles the arguments must

beal-, and what sort of constituent they, taken with their arguments,

yield. The.: properties of constituents such as predicates~ argument phrases,
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and modifiers, derive from properties of their lexical heads. In an important

sense, then, logic~semantic structur~ is a projection of lexical properties.

2.1.3. Evidence for the present conception ()f logico-semantic

structure. It is not the purpose of this dissertation to propose a semantics

for natural languages, nor will later chapters be heavily concerned with

semantic issues. The partial analysis of compositional semantics presented' ,

above 1s important only in its relevance to the study of grammatical re

lations. Only two aspects of the analysis are crucial for what follows,

and these will be given some support in this section. The first is the

proposed asymmetry between the semantic roles of the arguments which serve

as input to the function that an argument-taking word names and the se

mantic role assigned by the predicate which this function produces. The

second crucial aspect of the semantic analysis is the presumed assignment

of semantic roles to arguments of an argument-taking word independent of

the function from arguments to predicates this word names. Recall that

the arguments which fill slots in a P-A structure are assumed to bear se

mantic roles assigned to them by one of the items listed in (6); they do

not receive their semantic roles by virtue of occupying those slots.

2.1.3.1. The asymmetry between the logical subject and a verb's

~rguments. 2.1.3.1.1. Range of predicates. A verb names a function

from argun.ants bearing specified semantic roles to a predicate. It does

not combine semantic roles in some fashion to derive a predicate; rather,

it dictates how to assemble a predicate from arguments bearing the named

role3. Since the predicate that a verb produces is a function of the

verb's arguments, which arguments one provides the verbs affects the pre~

dicate it produces and, consequently, the semantic role born by the logical
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subject of the predicate. On the other hand, the choice of logical

subject for a predicate can in no way affect the semantic roles assigned

to the arguments whictl serve as input to the function which yields the pre-

dicate. The clear prediction of the proposed distinction between the 10-

gical subject and the verb's arguments is this asymmetry between the ef~

fects of changing the arguments of a verb and the effects of changing the

logical subject of a p~ed1cate.

Although the predictions of this asymmetric treatment of a verb's

semantic dependents are clear, they are not easy to test. Compare senten.....

ces (lOa,c) repeated here as (33), with sentences (34).

(33) a. Elmer gave the porcupine to Hortense.
b. Elmer gave two aardvarks to Horace.

(34) a. Elmer sold two porcupines to Hortense.
b. Horace sold two porcupines to Hortense.

Recall that I claimed without argument that Elmer bears the "giver of the

porcupine to Hortense" role in (33a) but the "giver of two aardvarks to

Horace" role in (33b), two clearly distinct roles assigned to Elmer by

the distinct predicates which the give function produces when handed dis~

tinct sets of arguments (see lOb,d). However, we could with equal justi-

fication claim that two porcupines bears the "sold by Elmer" role in (34a)

but the "sold by Horace" role in (34b) instead of bearing simply the sold

or theme role in both sentences. Clearly, being sold by Elmer differs from

being sold by Horace. What is not clear is whether this difference de~

.
monstrates that two porcupines is assigned different roles in (34a,b).

If we restricted our attention to examples like (33) and (34)) we

could not argue for the proposed asymmetry among verb dependents. In such

examples, changing the logical subj ect seems to llave as much effect on the

semantic role born by the verb's logical object as changing the logical
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object has on the semantic role born by the verb's logical subject, i.e.,

very little effect. By expanding our data base, however. we do find con-

vincing evidence in English for the hypothesized asymmetry. Just about

every simple transitive English verb expresses a wide range of predicates

depending on the choice of direct objects.

(35) a. throw a baseball
b. throw support behind a candidate
c. throw a boxing match (i.e., take a dive)
d. throw a party
e. throw a fit

f. take a book from the shelf
g. take a bus to New York
h. take a nap
i. take an aspirin for a cold
j • take a letter in shorthand

k. kill a cockroach
1. kill a conversation
m. kill an evening watching T.V.
n. kill a bottle (i.e., empty it)
o. kill an audience (i.e., wow them)

We might distinguish the basic or "literal" uses of the verbs in (35) from

their "metaphoric" and "idiomatic" uses, yet no clear lines divide the

classes. Although the different predicates formed by adding different dl~

rect objects to most simple transitive verbs assign different semantic roles

to their subjects, one would be hard~pressed to argue that a different pre-

dicate implies a different (homophonous) verb in each case. The person

throwing a baseball propels it through the air with a motion of his arm;

the person throwing a party may do no more than telephone a caterer and a

few guests; the person throwing a fit thrashes about on the floor. De-

spite these differences, may we not maintain that the verb throw in at

least the majority of its uses in (35) names the same function from argu-

ments to predicates, the variety of predicates displayed in (35) being at-

tributahle to the variety of input arguments to this function? Killing a

cockroach involves causing it to become not alive, killing an evening
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may be accomplished by sitting motionless in front of a T.V., and killing

a bottle implies causing it to became empty, yet some thread of meaning

ties these uses of~ together, a thread we may weave into a single

function, kill, from arguments to predicates.

It might be claimed that the semantic roles born by the direct ob-

jects in (35) also differ from use to use of the verbs. Thus a book in

(35£) may be called a "theme" since it undergoes' a change in position while

a letter in (35j) is something created, undergoing a change in state, per-

haps, but not necessarily a change in position. However, regardless of

whether the direct objects in (35) do differ in semantic role from use to

use of the verbs, the choice of subject for the verbs in (35) does not de-

termine the semantic role of their object. Consider the sentence schemas

in (36).

(36) a. The policeman threw NP.
b. The boxer threw NP.
c. The social director threw NP.
d. Aardvarks throw NP.
e. Throw NPI
f. Harry killed NP.
g. Everyone is always killing NP.
h. The drunk refused to kill NP.
i. Silence can certainly kill NP.
j. Ca:r;s kill NP.

Although the more material these sentence fragments contain, the more they

suggest particular direct objects and, therefore, particular predicates,

the different subjects for the verbs in (36) do not imply different se-

mantic roles for the object NPsa By varying the subject of a transitive

verb, we simply do not obtain a range of "predicates on objects" similar

to the range of predi.~ates on subjects we obtain by varying the objects of

transitive verbs. This is the asymmetry which confirms our conception

of verb semantics: choice of object (or other argument of a verb) affects
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the semantic role of the logical subject while choice of logical subject

does not affect the semantic role of the object.

2.1.3.1.2. Idioms. We create new predicates in English by mo~

difying a verb's function from arguments to predicates. That is, we give

new values to the function for certain special input arguments. As a

result of the asymmetric compositional semantics of sentences, then, there

are countless "object idioms" in English like kick the bucket while "sub...

ject idioms" which are not also full phrasal idioms do not to my knowledge

exist. Object idioms are combinations of verb plus object with slightly

or highly unusual semantics from what one would expect from the canonical

uses of the verb. A subject idiom would be an idiomatic combination of

subject and verb. I know of no such combinations which have a free argu~

ment position. 7 That is, although we do find idiomatic expressions with

fixed subjects, e.g., The shit hit the fan (we cannot use The garbage hit

the fan with anything but the literal reading), the objects in such ex~

pressions are also fixed. One cannot say, The shit hit the air conditioner,

when things really go wrong.

The evidence f~om the existence of numerous object idioms but the non~

existence of subject idioms with free argument positions simply reinforces

the conclusions of the previous section. Predicates are created by func~

tions on objects and other arguments excluding the logical subject. 8

2.1.3.2. Independent semantic role ass:lgnment. The second feature

of the compositional semantics presented above which proves necessary for

the theory of grammatical relations is the assignment of semantic roles to

arguments before they enter the function from aI'guments to predicates

which an argument-taking word names. I will derive support for this treat-
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ment of semantic role assignment from an analysis of "dative movement"

below. However, direct support for the independent assignment of semantic

roles comes from the marking of verbs' arguments.

Consider verbs like give, put, and steal, which we may assume to

have predicate-argument structures something like those shown in (37).

(37) a. 'give' (theme, goal)
b. 'put' (theme, location)
c. 'steal' (theme, source)

Note that the prepositions used to mark the second arguments of the verb

in (37) assign the semantic roles of these arguments to ~heir objects

when they are used as predicate or modifier producers and not to mark the

arguments of verbs. Compare the sentences in (38) and (39).

(38) a. Elmer gave two porcupines to Hortense.
b. Elmer put the porcupine on the table.
c. Elmer stole a porcupine from the zoo.

(39) a. The train to Pittsburgh arrived at the station.
b. The porcupine on the table slipped its leash.
c. The porcupine from the zoo was tamer than the rest.

The underlined NPs in the sentences in (38) bear the same semantic roles

as those born by the underlined NPs in the corresponding sentences in (39).

If we assumed that arguments receive their semantic roles simply by virtue

of filling argument slots in P-A structures, then it would be an accident

that the items which are used to mark a verb's arguments independently

assign the semantic roles that the argument they mark bear when these items

are not being used to mark a verb's arguments. If the "source" argument

of steal, for example, received its semantic role by occupying the second

slot in ?-A structure (37c), it would be an accident that from, which

assigns the source role in other constructions (see, e.g., (39c), is used

to mark steal's source argument. Since steal in this case would, in effect,

be assigning the source role itself, from, would be \lnneCessary.
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If all of a verb'sargumentRreceived their semantic roles from the

verb, we might expect all the arguments to be marked in the same manner,

or with some arbitrary marking to specify which argument goes in which

slot in a P-A structure. That arguments of a verb are marked in the same

manner as NPs bearing identical semantic roles which are not arguments of

a verb is the strongest evidence for viewing the assignment of semantic

roles to arguments as independent of P-A structures.

2.2 Semantic roles and the construction of predicate~argument

structures. To this point I have been somewhat loose in my identifi-

cation of the semantic roles associated with verbs. The assumption under-

lying the above pages was that each semantic role assigner may, in prin-

ciple, assign a unique role or a unique set of roles. For example, al-

though their logical objects are both things acted upon so that they move,

throw and push need not assign precisely the same semantic role; that is,
if

the "throwee" and "pushee" roles may be distinc.t. However, although

semantic role assigners may assign their own roles, there are, apparent-

ly, linguistically significant classes of semantic roles. I view such

terms as "agent" and "theme" as naming semantic role classes. 9 On this

view, there is no reason to exclude a given semantic role, say that role

assigned by "swim down the river," from being both an agent and a theme,

i.e.~ from belonging to more than one semantic role class.

Amo'ng the grammatical machinery which makes reference to sema,ntic

role classes we may include P-A structures~ Consider a verb like ~~

which requires some sort of locative argument but does not specify exact~

ly what sort. A variety of prepositions may be used to express put's

locative argument, each assigning this argument a different semantic role;
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however, ~~ locative preposition must b~ used.

(40) Elmer put the porcupine a. in the box
b. on the table
c. under the hedge
d. through the window
e. *during the movie
f. *after the fall
g. *00 weekends
h. *quietly
i. *aardvarks

In tha P-A structure for put, we must speci~y that it takes a locative

argument without insisting on a particular prepositional phrase expresssion

for the argument. Therefore, we must have access to\.aQme.._a.emantic. role

class .~~_rm2J "location," to use in P-A structures as shown in (41) •
...~ .•__." ... - - . -.............. , ... " ,_... ,......... ~'~.... ru......1., •.. _1

(41) 'put' (theme, 1ocati~on)

From the fact that classes of semantic roles have linguistic signifi-

cance, one should not conclude that all semantic roles fall into one or

more linguistically significant classes. It is quite possible that the

semantic roles assigned by some items are not classifiable. For example~

the logical object of like is neither a theme (thing moved) or patient

(thing affected by the action of a verb). Perhaps the only linguistically

significant thing an English speaker knows about the role assigned by

like is that it is the role assigned by like.

In addition to appearing in some P-A structures, semantic role

c~asses seem necessary to express generalizations abollt the organization

of P-A structures within a language. In English and many other languages,

it is generally true that if one of the inherent roles associated with a

verb is an "agent" role, i.e., is the role of an active, animate being

who intentionally causes something, then this role will be assigned to the

logical subject of the predicate that the verb produces. It is also
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generally true in these languages that "theme" inherent roles --. roles of

objects that the verb specifies to undergo a change of state --- and "patient"

inherent roles -- roles of objects that bear the brunt of the action de...

scribed by the verb -- are assigned by verbs, i.e., are born by logical

objects. These generalizations must be stated within the grammar of a

ldnguage. A stra~ghtforward statement is given in (42).

(42) a. agent roles
b. theme/patient rol~s

- logical subject
logical object

The existence of generalizations like (42) raises two important

questions. First, why should languages incorporate such generalizations

at all; that is, why shouldn't some verbs assign agent roles to their 10-

gical objects and have theme/patient roles assigned to their logical sub-

jects while others conform to generalizations (42)1

In Ma~antz (1980a) I report the results of two experiments I con~

due ted with 3- to S-year-old children which suggest an answer to this

question. These experiments support the hypothesis that, until about the

age of five, children's knowledge of language connects semantic roles

directly to their surface structure expressions. For example, English-

speaking children know that agents are placed preverbally and theme/

patients postverbally. The experiments show that 3- and 4-year~old

children have greater difficulty learning to use verbs whose P-A struc-

tures lead the verbs to violate these generalizations about the connection

of semantic roles· and surface positions (in active declarative sentences)

than verbs whose P-A structures lead the verbs to conform to these genera-

lizations. Consider the made-up verb moak, meaning "to pound with the

elbow," with P-A structure (43).



(43) mask 'pound with the elbow' (agent); logical subject =
patient,
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Sentences like (44) containing moak vinlate English-speaking 3- and 4-

year-ald's generalizations that agents come preverbally, patients post-

verbally.

(44) The book is moaking Larry.

My experiments demonstrate that English-speaking 3- and 4-year-olds have

more difficulty learning to use verbs like ~k than made-up verbs oon-

forming to the generalizations in (42). When 3- and 4-year-olds are

shown a video-tape of Larry pounding a book with his elbow and are told,

HThe book is maaking Larry," they tend to make mask conform to their

generalizations about the association of semantic role and surface

positions. For example, they tend to say, "Cindy is masking the ball,"

when shown Cindy pounding a ball with her elbow. For the child's

spontaneous use of maak to be correct in the aduLt language, maak

would have to be given the P-A structure in (45), which accords with the

generali~ations in (42).

(45) maak 'pound with the elbow' (patient)

The performance of the children in the experiments of Marantz

(1980a) suggests that verbs violating the generalizations in a language

corresponding to generalizations (42) in English would be regularized

to conform to these generalizations through the acquisition process.

Children's early linguistic knowledge establishes a direct connection

between semantic roles and their expression in sentences. Genera-

li~ations like (42) insure that most verbs in a language will conform
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active declarative sentences he most often produces.

Assuming that a grammar incorporating generalizations like

(42) is somehow more highly valued than a grammar without them for

the reasons outlined above, the second question one should ask

about these generalizations is why English and many other languages
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employ the particula<r generalizations

reverse generalizations given in (40).

in (42) and not, say, the

(46) a. agent roles

b. theme/patient roles

logical object

logical subject

Nothing in our characterization of P-A structures would demand or even

suggest that predicates but not verbs should assign agent roles while

verbs but not predicates assign theme/patient roles. lie have tied

the l-s relations "subject" and "object" not to semantic roles

themselves but rather to the assignment of semantic roles. There-

for~, we might expect tv find languages in which the generalizations

of English (42) are reversed as i~ (46). The answer to the second

question, then, would be that it is an accident that English employs

generalizations (42) in place of (46). I will claim that langugages

employing (46) do exist; they are the true "ergative languages."

In section 3.3. below I will examine the consequences within the

present theory of choosing one or the other of the sets of gene

ralizations (42) and (46) and demonstrate that Dyirbal and Central

Arctic Eskimo are true ergative languages, i.e' t choose set (46)~

Languages choosing (42) are the "nominative-accusative languages."
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The P-A structure for a verb meaning 'hit' in a nominative-accusative

language is shown in (47a); that for 'hit' in an ergative language is

given in (47b) •

(47) a. 'hit' (patient) ; logical subject = agent
b. 'hit' (agent) . logical subject ~ patient,

Note that the existence of ergative languages still leaves quite

a lot unexplained about generalizations like (42) and (46). For

example, ..Jihy:-~.~hp~l_g.~ thf;\m.e~, a;qg p~l;~~nts. group-..t.age.ther; do these classes

of semantic roles share some semantic property? {~y should these

semantic role classes and 110t others, like "location" or "instrument,"

be canonically associated with logical subjects and objects, i.e., with

verbs?

The incorporation of generalizations like (42) and (46) within

a grammar leads one to expect the existence of tWQ sorts .. of verbs with

a single inherent semant~c role. If the sale role of an intransitive

verb in a nominative-accusative languages falls into the agent class,

by (42a) we expect the verb's P-A structure to look like (48a). If,

on the other hand, the sale role falls into the theme or patient class,

generlization (42b) indicates that this role should be assigned by the

verb, necessitating the P-A structure in (48b).

(48) a. 'intransitive-verb-type l' (0); logical subject = agent
b. 'intransitive-verb-type 2' (theme/patient); no logical

subject role,

The predicate returned by the P-A structure in (48a) assigns an agent

role to its logical subject~ The predicate returned by the P-A structure

in (48b), however, assigns no semantic role; it is a degenerate predicate,
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requiring no arguments to make a proposition. English swim might be a

verb of type 1 in (48); English arrive a verb of type 2.

(49) a. 'swim' (0)
b. 'arrive' (theme)

Just as arrive produces a degenerate predicate, swim operates as a degenerate

argument~takingword: it names a function from ~ argument to a predicate.

Approximate'l-s structures for sentences (50a,b) containing~and!£~

are given in (50c,d) (the location of the adverbial modifiers is unimpor-

tant here). Note the lack of arguments in the VP of (SOc) and the lack of

a logical subject in (50d)o

(50) a. Elmer swam yesterday.
b. Elmer arrived yesterday.

c.

d.

_____5-----
___5-----.. ~"
~ ~ yesterday
Elmer V

Iswam

5____

5----- ActvP
I .c::::::::::::" >VP yesterday

~~

V ~
arrived Elmer

Relational Grammar should be credited with distinguishing the two

classes of intransitive verbs whose P-A structures are schematized in (48).10

Relational Grammarians call type 1 illtransitives Uunergative" and type 2

intransitives "unaccusative," and have amassed convincing evidence for

keeeping the two types distinct in grammar (see~ eQg.~ Perlmutter 1978J

Perlmutter and Postal 1978a). Burzio (1981) provides considerable sup~ort

from Italian for the proposed distinction between intransitive ve~b classes g
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Below I shall demonstrate how the characterization of the distinction bet~

ween unergative and unaccusative verbs implicit in (48), ~hich i~ e~sentially

the characterization of Relational Grammar and Burzio (1981), correctly

predicts one cont~asting property of these verbs within the present theory

(see 3.1.1.3. below).

We will find it convenient to have some formal means for .distinguishing

verbs whose P-A structure produce predicates which assign no semantic role

from verbs whose P-A structure produce role~assigning predicates. Verbs

of the former sort, e.g., arrive in (49b), will be assigned the negative

value of the feature, [±Pred SR]; those of the latter sort, e.g., swim in

(49a), will be given the positive value of this feature. Technically, for

a verb to be [+Pred SR] is for it to form an 1-a phrase which takes is

sister to --'t a logical subject at ],-s structl.lre. A [-Pred SR] verb heads

an l-s phrase which is not sister to a logical subject.

The existence of generalizations referring to semantic role classes

like agent and patient is supported by the simple fact that in English, if

we identify a verb associated with an agent and a patient as defined above,

chances are overwhelming that the agent argument of the verb will behave

grammatically like the agent argument of hit and the patient argument will

behave grammatically like the patient argument of~. Evidence for the

particular formulation of these generalizations as in (42) and (46) will

be drawn frum the existence and behavior. of ergative languages and unac~

cusative verbs; see sections 3.3 and 3.1.1.3 below.

2.3. Syntactic (8) structure. In diagram (4) of chapter 1,

I proposed a model of grammar in which a level of syntactic analysis,

the syntactic structure (or "s structure") stands 4etween 1-8 structure
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and surface structure. As l-s structure encodes the logico-semantic

relations between constituents of a sentence, so s structure displays the

grammatical relations between constituents. To each 1-6 relation of 1-8

structure there corresponds a grammatical relation of s structure; that

is, there is a~ correspondence between l-s and grammatical relations.
,

. Though a constituent bearing l-s relation type R may not map onto or be

associated with a constituent bearing the corresponding type of grammatical

relation, R', there will be such a corresponding type within grammatical

theory.

2.3.1. Syntactic roles and grammatical relations. Corresponding

to the semantic roles of '1-8 structure are syntactic roles of s structure.

Syntactic roles are assigned by the items listed in (51).

(51) a. the s structure counterparts of predicates
b. lexical items (verbs, prepositions, tense/agreement)
c. some case markings
d. certain structural positions

As with semantic roles, we distinguish the phrasal syntactic role assigners

under (51a) from the other syntactic role assigners. The relation bet-

ween the non-phrasal syntactic role assigners in (SIb-d) and the constitu~

ents to which they assign syntactic roles we call the "grammatical object

relation." If the s structure counterpart of a predicate, P, assigns a

syntactic role to a constituent X, and P and X together form a sentence

(the s structure counter-part of a propoistion) at s structure, X is called

the "syntactic" or "grammatical subject" of p. To distinguish the

grammatical subject and object relations from the logical subject and object

relations, I will sometimes use the abbreviations SUB and OBJ for the gram-

matical relations.

In sentence (S2) below the porcupine is the grammatical object (OBJ)
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of gave, Hortense the grammatical object of the preposition ~, and Elmer

the grammatical subject (SUB) of the VP, [gave the porcupine to Hortense],

which is the s structure counterpart of the predicate, (x give the porcupine

to Hortense).

(52) Elme~ gave the porcupine to Ho~tense

Following the ideas of Chomsky (1980a; 1981), we will say that Elmer

in (52) is also the OBJ of the tense/agreement morphology on the verb, gave.

This way of talking will be seen to make sense when we examine the connec-

tion between the object relation and the expression of con~tituents in sur-

face structure. Basically, a noun phrase will have to bear a grammatical

relation with respect to some lexical item 1n order to be expressed in

surface structure. It is the lexical item with respect to which the NP

bears a grammatical relation which determines its surface structure expres~

sion. Since the SUB relation is born with respect to a phrase -- the s

structure counterpart of a pred~cate -- a SUB will have to be an OBJ or

argument to appear overtly in surface structure. It is clearly the tensel

agreement on the verb in (52) which sanctions the presence of an overt

nominative subject in the sentence. If the verb were tenseless, the subject

of the sentence would have to be an object of something else to appear

overtly, e.g., of the preposition, for, as in (53a), or of a higher verb,

as in (53b).

(53) a. For Elmer to give the porcupine to Hortense would cause an
uproar.

b. Horace caused Elmer to give the porcupine to Hortense.
c. *Elmer to give the porcupine to Hortense (would cause an

uproar.

A fuller account of the relationship between tense/agreement and subjects

will be given in section 2 w6.2.3. below.
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Semantic roles are assigned to nominals and propositions. Projecting

the properties of 1-8 structure into s structure, we may state that syn

tactic roles are assigned to the s structure counterparts of nominals and

propositions, noun phrases and sentences. The number of syntactic roles

a language allows a constituent to assign in the unmarked case is assumed

to be tied to the number of semantic roles it allows a constituent to

assign. Since predicates are universally monadic (see principle (9) above),

the s structure counterparts of predicates will be strictly limited to one

SUB each. The unmarked case for verbs crosslinguistically was hypothesized

above to be one semantic role per verb. Similarly, I will propose that

verbs are limited to one syntactic role -- one OBJ,-- in the unmarked case.

Some languages are marked in allowing an unmarked verb to assign more than

one semantic role. I propose that these languages allow an unmarked verb

more than one syntactic role as well. In Chapter Three, section 3Q4ql~1~2.

we shall examine languages which dIffer essentially in how many semantic

and syntactic roles they allow a verb to assign in the unmarked case~

Now an (1-8) argument-taking item in 1-8 structure will correspond

to a (syntactic) argument-taking item in s structure. An argument in 1-8

structure is, technically, a constituent bearing a semantic role~ A gram

matical argument, therefore, should be a constituent bearing a syntactic

role. The s structure counterpart of a constituent with a P-A structure

together with its s structure arguments form the s structure counterpart

of a predicate. Just as an 1-8 predicate and its logical subject form a

proposition, the s structure counterpart of a predicate and its SUB form

a sentence, which is the s structure counterpart of a proposition. The

s structure counterpart of a constituent with a nominal-argument st~ucture

together with its s structure arguments form the s structure counterpart of
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a nominal, a noun phrase. The s structure counterpart of a constituent

with a modifier-argument structure together with its s structure arguments

form the s structure counterpart of a modifier, a grammatical modifier. A

grammatical modifier serves as operator for the s structure counterpart of

the 1-s modifier~odifiee relation, the grammatical modifier~odifiee re

lation. 11

Just as logico-semantic structure is a representation of semantic

role assignment and semantic depdendencies, so syntactic structure is a

representation of syntactic role assignment and grammatical depdendencies.

We could represent s structure as a list of s structure constituents and

the graEmatical relations which interconnect them. However t since s struc~

ture constituents are built of other s structure constituents) a constitu

ent structure representation of s structure most transparently displays

all ,the information esset4tial to s structure'~ which constituents are

built from which constituents and which constituents bear what grammatical

relations with respect to which constituents. I will describe here a picto

rial constituent structure representation for s structure which parallels

that introduced for '1-9 structure above. Again, the representation will

contain some features. without linguistic significance; for example, the

order of constituents in this representation may be arbitrarily cl10sen -

the order has no interpretation.

An argument-taking item and its arguments form a constituent at s

structure. The argument-taking item and its arguments make up the s struc~

ture counterpart of an 1-8 predicate) nominal, or modifier, depending on

whether the 1-8 structure counterpart of the argument~taking item has a

P-A structure, a nominal~argument structure, or a modifier~argument structure.
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~L~x arg arg •••

x = an argument-taking item
arg = an argument of X
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(55) an s structure argument phrase:

In general, the category node labels of s structur.~ constituents will be

those of their 1-8 counterparts. For example, the s structure counter-

part of an 1-8 item with a P-A structure will be a 'tv. I'
Just as an 1-8 argument 1s a constituent bearing a semantic role, so

a syntactic argument is a constituent bearing a syntactic role. For pre~

sent purposes, let us say that the combination of a syntactic role assigner

'which is not the counterpart of ao'1-8 argument-taking word and the con~

stituent to which it assigns a syntactic role form a~ constituent at s

structure called an "argument phrase."

./pp
~ ~~

p X
P = a syntactic role assigner which is n01: the s structure counter

part of an 1-6 argument-taking item
X =.the grammatical object of P

When a constituent Y bearing a syntactic role is the argument of X but not

also X's grammatical object, we will say that it is the argument phrase con~

taining Y which is the argument of X. When an s stru.:ture argument-taking

item X also assigns a syntactic role to one of its arguments Y, we say

that Y (X's. OBJ) by itself is X's argument. So in sen,tence (56), a porcupine,

the grammatical OBJ of gave, and to "Hortense, an argument phrase consisting

of the syntac tic role assigner !2 and its OBJ, are argt.lluents of gave at s

structure g

(56) Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortense.

The s structure counterpart of a predicate and its grammatical subject

form a sentence at s structure.

(57) s/"yp XP

XP ~ the s stlCUC ture counterpart
of a pre(licate

yP ;:; the SUB ()f XP
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The s structure counterpart of a modifier and its syntactic modifiee also

form an s structure constituent.

(58) XP = a syntactic modifier
YP2 = th"e modifiee of XP

Note that the "operator" or left-hand member of the grammatical relations,

argument-taking item - a~gument) syntactic role assigner - OBJ, and s struc-

ture counterpart of a predicate - SUB relations determines the category of

the node immediately dominating both members of the relations. The operato~

~s thus the head of the dominating node for these relations o In contrast,

the node immediately dominating a modifier and a modifiee is of the same

s structure category as the modifiee, making the modifiee the head of thi~

node.

To illustrate the constituent structure notation of s structure, a

partial s structure for sentence (59a) is given in (59b).

(19) a. Elmer gave a porcupine weak from exhaustion to his favorite
charity.

~
___-------::::::::::::::=~===-VP-----

------- pp-------

f ~,
to his favorite

charity

NP
~
Elmer V NP--, ~ "-

gave NP ~
~ /,,---=---------

a porcupine weaK from exhaustton

b.

In (59b) the verb give and its syntactic arguments, its OBJ a porcupine

weak from exhaustion and the argument phrase to his favorite charity, form

the s structure counterpart of a predicate -- a VP. The verb assigns a

syntactic role to its OBJ, a porcupine ••• , while the preposition ~ as~

signs a syntactic role to its sister, his favorite charity. The syntactic

modifier, weak from exhaustion, combines with its modifiee, the NP ~ por~
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cupine, to produce a new NP, a porcupine weak•••• The VP in (59b) and

its SUB, Elmer, make up a sentence.

In (60), there is a list of the grammatical relations described in

this section along with a notation for referring to the relations. Note

that we use capital letters in naming the s structure relations to dis-

tinguish them 'from the corresponding 1-6 relations.

(60) . X - the operator Y notation
a. syntactic role assigner - OBJ OBJ(X, Y)
b. argument-taking item .. argument ARG(X, Y)
c. s structure counterpart of a predicate - SUB SUB (X, Y)
d. modifier - mod1fiee lwl0D(X, Y)

The X item in each relation is the "operator." The operators of relations

(60a-c) head the phrase nodes which immediately dominate them in s struc-

ture, while the operand of relation (60d) -- the modifiee -- serves as

head of its immediately dominating node.

In (61) I summarize the types of s structure constituents discussed

in this sectiooG Note that there is a one-tn-one correspondence between

the types of s structure constituents listed in (61) and the types of l~s

constituents listed in (25) above.

(61) I. Lexical items
A. argument-taking items

1. s structure counterparts of items with predicate.-
argument structures.

2. s structure counterparts of items with nominal-argu~

ment structures
3. a structure counterparts of items with modifier-

argument structures

.. B. syntactic role
II. Phrases

phrase type
A. counterparts of

predicates
B. noun phrases

C. modifiers

assigners.

tnternal structure
an element from I.A.l. and its arguments
or an element from II.A. and a modifier

an-element from I.A.2. and its arguments
or an element from II.B. and a modifier

an-element from I.A.3. and its arguments
or an element from II.C. and a modifier
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E. argument phrases
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a phrase from II.A. and its SUB
or an element from II.D. and a modifier

an-element from I.B. which does not also
belong to I.A. and its OBJ
~ an element from II_E. and a modifier

The following characteristics of the s structure constituents in (61) are

projections of characteristics of the corresonding 1··8 constituents: A

given lexical item may belong to both class I.A. and class I.B., i.e., may

both as~ign a syntactic role and take arguments. Only noun phrases (II.B.)

and sentences (II.D.) may receive syntactic roles, i.e., be grammatical

subjects or objects, and only a constituent bearing a syntactic role may

be an argument. It was stipulated that, with respect to an argument-taking

item X, an argument phrase (II.E.) and a grammatical object of X would

count as constituents bearing syntactic roles and would thereby qualify

to serve as arguments of X.

2.3.2. Constraints on s structure. Aside from the properties

of s structure constituents just discussed and the principle governing

the connection between l~s and s structure to be discussed below, two prin~

ciples constrain the construction of s structure. The first principle

parallels the principle for 1-8 structure stated in (26) above.

(62) A well-formed 1-6 structure must be representable 8S a single
constituent structure tree headed by an S node and conforming
to the constituent structure specifications implicit in (61)
above.

It is possible that (62) need not be stated as an independent principle.

In most cases simply obeying the principles governing the mapping from I-a

to s structure guarantees a well~formed s structure. Whether this is true

in all cases is a matter for investigation.

In addition to principle (62), principle (27) above, repeated here,

must govern the construction of s structures.
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(27) Lexical requirements are met at all levels of structure.

Principle (27) has a number of implications for s structure. For ~xample,

just as a lexical item may indicate whether or not it assigns a semantic

role, so it may indicate whether or not it assigns a syntactic role, i.e.,

takes an OBJ. An item taking an OBJ will be given the positive value of

the feature [±t~ansitive]. Obviously, principle (27) prevents a constituent

from bearing the OBJ relation with respect to a [-transitive] item at s

structure. In Chapter Three we will examine a cQupleof constructions which

require analyzing a verb as demanding that one of its 1-8 arguments cor

respond to its OBJ at s structure. Principle (27) would rule out an s

structure containing such a verb in which this demand were not met q

The grammatical transitivity of a verb is highly predictable. Re

call that a verb which produces predicates which may not be sisters to

logical subjects at l-s structure is given the feature [-Pred SR]. A verb

which is either logically intransitive, iQe., assigns no semantic role,

or [-Pred SR] or both is almost invariably [-transitive]. Similarly)

a verb which is [+Pred SR] and assigns a semantic role will usually be

[+transitive]. The implication in (63) may be a universal; I will con

sider this possibility briefly in the section on passivization in Chapter

Three. (However, we will be led to postulate entries which violate (63)

in sections 3.1.1.3. and 3.3,2 below.)

(63) [-Pred SR] -+ [-transitive]

Implic.ation (63) is to be understood to mean that if a lexical item has

[-Pred SR] in its lexical entry, the entry will also contain the feature

[-transitive]. If (63) is a universal, it is not to my knowledge derivable

from independent principles.



2.4. The mapping between 1-6 and's structure. 2.4.1.

IU

Mappil1g

principles. Lexical items anchor the connection between the 1-6 structure

and s structure for a given sentence. Any lexical item appearing in the

1-5 structure of a sentence will appear in the a-structure, and the surface

12structure as well. However, two 'l~s constituents may form a single con-

stituent at s structure. For example, in certain causative constructions

with derived causative verbs to be discussed in Chapter Three, two lexical

items, the causative affix and a root verb, are separate argument-taking

items at "1-s structure but merge into a single s strli.cture verbo Keeping

in miud that certain lexical mergers may change the number of category

nodes betweenl-s and s structure, we may state tb.at the relationship bet-

ween lexical items in the l-s structure and s structure of a given sentence

is identity.

In 1-8 structure constituents bear 'l~s relations with respect to le~

xical items or with respect to phrases headed by lexical items. Given

that we can identify the s structure constituents corresponding to l~s

constituents ,through the identity of lexical items in both structures, we

want to know for each 1-5 constituent, X, bearing l~s relation 1 R, what

grammatical relation the corresponding s structure constituent, X'~ will

bear. Informally put, the basic principle constraining the mappiJlg between

·1-s· and grammatical relations runs as follows: If constituent X bears an

'1-s relation with respect to constituent y~ the constituent corresponding

to X in s structure, X', will bear a grammatical relation with respect to

the constituent corresponding to Y in s structure, Y', or with respect to

a phrase which Y' heads.

A convenient and p~ecise statement of the principle governing the
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mapping between 1-8 and s structure requires some easily definable notions.

First it will be useful to have some shorter way to say, "X bears a logico-

semantic/grammatical l:.!lation with respect to Y, Y an operr-a:or."

(64) Definition: Y g~verna ~ iff X bears a logico~semantic relation
with respect to Y, Y an operator (i.e., iff r(Y, X)
for some r a logico~semantic relation)

y Govern~ X iff X bears a grammatical relatfon with
respect to Y, Y an operator (i.e., iff R(Y, X) for
some R a grammatical relation)

Recall that the "head" of a phrase is the constituent which determines

the category type of the phrase. The head relation is transitive: If l

is the head of Y and Y is the head of Z, then X is also the head of Z.

Thus an X which heads a predicate, XP, or its s structure counterpart, XP'~

will also head tre proposition or sentencu headed by XP or XP'. An extended

notion of government/Government plays a crucial role in the mapping prin-

ciple.

(65) Definition: X head-gover'!1s/llead-GoverD:~ Y iff X governs/Governs
y ~ a phrase which X heads governs/Governs Y

The princ!ple which constrains the connection between l~s and s structure

may now be precisely stated as in (66).

(66) Principle: If X governs Y at 1-8 str\lcture then the s structure
counterpart of X head-Governs the s structure countet' ...
part of Y

The correct application of principle (66) depends on the ability of

the grammar to identify the s structure counterparts of 1-8 constituents.

I stated above that the s structure counterpart of a lexical item in 1-8

structure will be the lexical item itself, except in the case of merger

of lexical items. Some additional principle is required to determine the

s structure counterparts of 1-6 ph~ases. We may define the s structure

counterpart of an'l-s phrase recursively as in (67).
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(67) Definition: The s structure counterpart of an 1-8 phrase X
with immediate head Y is the s structure constitu
ent whose immediate head is the s structure counter~

part of Y.

As we shall see when we examine the merger of 1-8 items in s structure,

definition (67) is incomplete; however, I will postpone any discussion

of merger until Chapter Three (see section 3.4). As an example of the

operation of definition (67), consider the I-a structure (68a) and its s

structu~e counterpart, (68b).

b.(68) a.
~s~

NP VP
~ ~~~
Elmer J ~__

likes porcupines

--,,"So '
,---""- '~

NP VP'
/"" ~ ~
~. ~ ~

Elnier V' ; NP
I ~_.

likes porcup~nes

The lexical item likes in (68a) serves as its own s struccure counter-

part in accordance with the principle that the identity of lexical iten18

in 1-8 and s structure anchors the connection between the two levels of

structure. By definition (67), the s structure counterpart of the VP in

(68a) is the phrase headed by the s structure counterpart of its immediate

h~ad, the verb likes. Since the s structure counterpart of likes ~- V in

(68a) ~- is likes ~ V' in (68b) -- the s structure counterpart of VP is

VP', which is headed by V'. The immediate head of S in (68a) is VP and,

as we have just seen, the s structure counterpart of VP is VP'. Therefore,

by definition (67), the s structure (~ounterpart of S is S', which is headed

by VP'.

Principle (66) and idiosyncratic information about lexical items,

such as whether or not they are transitive, determine the mapping between

1-a and grammatical relations, We need not postulate rules of the form,

"associate the logical object with the grannna,tical object" or "promotion

rules" of the form, "associate the logical ob ct with the grammatical
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subject" (e.g., for passive sentences). 'Some principle is needed to govern

the connection of 1-5 and s structures; for example, any theory would have

to prevent the logical object of a verb from freely corresponding to the

grammatical object of a verb several clauses up in l-a structure. There

is no reason to believe the principle in question does not take some ge~

nera! form, like 'that in (66), which obviates the need for more specific

rules. The relative attractiveness of principle (66) over rules which

connect spe~ific l-s relat~ons with specific grammatical relations lies in

the restrictiveness of the general principle approach. If we allowed into

grammar a rule explicitly connecting a logical object of a verb with its

grammatical object, we would have to explain why no rule exists to associate

the logical subject of a verb with its grammatical object. When we examine

the phenomena accounted for by the relation~changing rules of Relational

Grammar, we shall see that many rules conceivable in a framework which in~

corporates rules like "associate.the logical object with the grammatical

object" simply are not instantiated. Rather, principle (66) proves ne~

cessary and sufficient to account for the relation-ch~nging phenomena -

and ~oes not lead us to expect rules that do not occur crosslinguistically.

2.4.2 Correspondences between "l-s and's structure relations. I

have asserted that principle (66) and the constraints on 8 structure dis

cussed in section 2.3.2. above are sufficient to determine what s structure

relation a constituent will bear given that its l-s counterpart bears a

certain l~s relation. Since principle (66) is stated in a very general

form, one might imagine that it leaves open a number of possibilities for

the s structure counterpart of each 1-8 relation~ In fact, various con

straints interact to severely limit the possible correspondences between
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l~s and s structure relationso In this section I will examine the possible

s structure counterparts of each 1-8 relation under the assumption that no

1-8 constituents merge at s structure. Cascas of merger will be handled in

Chapter Three (see section 3.4).

I summa~ize the conclusions of this section in (69). The rest of the

section consists mainly of proofs that the correspondences between I-a

and s structure ~elations listed in (69) exhaust the possibilities allowed

by the theory. The reader may skip ,these proofs without seriously impairing

his/her understanding of the remainder of the dissertation. Subsections

2.4.2.4.1. and 2.4.2.4.3. should be read with some care, however~

(69) if and then under these
conditions

I mod(X,Y) MOD (X ' ,Y')

II sub(X,Y) SUB(X' ,Y')

IIIobj(X,Y) ""' arg(X,Y) OBJ (X' ,y')

IV arg(X,Y) tV obj (X, Y) ARG(X' ,Y')

V obj (X, Y) arg(X,Y) a. SUB(Z, Y') where X is [-Pred SR]
X' heads Z

b. OBJ(X',Y') and
ARG(X' ,Y')

c. ARG(X',Z) and
OBJ(W,Y'), where
Z is an argument
phl;ase consist~

ing of Wand Y'

X', y' = s structure counterparts of X and Y; ~ = not

As an example of how to read table (69), consider row II~ This row states

that if Y bears the logical subject relation with respect to X~ then the

s structure counterpart of Y must bear the grammatical subject relation

with respect to the s structure counterpart of X. lVhere a single 1-8 re-

lation may correspond to one of a set of grammatical relations, I list in

(69) the conditions under which each correspondence is possible. For
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example, when arg(X,Y), in order for obj(X,Y) to correspond to OBJ(X',Y'),

X' must be [+transitive] ~ see row Vb.

2.4.2.1. The s structure counterpart of the modifier-modifiee

relation, Consider a constituent X which stands in the modifier-modifiee

relation with respect to modifier Y at 1-5 structure, i.e., mod(Y,X). To

satisfy principle (66), the s structure counterpart of the modifier Y, Y',

~ust head-Govern the s structure counterpart of X, X'. y' wil~ be an s

structure modifier, capable of participating in a grammatical modifier-

modifiee relation. As a modifie~, y' will only head a phrase if it 1s the

modifiee in a modifier~odifiee relation. Consider the case in which

the modifier Y' is not a modifiee at s structure. Since Y' does·not head

a phrase, XI must be Governed by Y' in order to be head-Governed by Y'.

But Y' will only Govern a mod1fiee. So X' must be the modifiee of Y';

i.e., the mod(Y, X) relation must correspond to the MOD(Y', X') relation

at s structure.

Consider now the case in which Y' is a modifiee at s structure.

More generally, consider a situation in which the s structure counterpart

of a constituent Y, Y', is a modifiee in a modifier~modifiee grammatical

relation as illustrated in (70), in which M' is the modifier.

(70) yp'

y~ ~'

I will make the simplifying assumption that there are no "degenerate modi-

fiers" at 1-8 structure J i.e., that modifiers must take arguments. (Since

a modifier is a function from constituents of type C to constituents of

type C~ a degenerate modifier would be a function from no arguments to a

constituent of type C, But such a modifier might just as well be treated
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as the constituent of type C which it produces when given no argument.)

Under the assumption that the 1-8 structure counterpart of M' .in (70),

M, must take an l~s modifiee, we may conclude that Y is the modifiee of M

at I-a structure from the following line of reasoning. Call the modifiee

of M "W." M' must head-Govern the s structure counterpart of W, W', at

s structure. If M' Governs W', we know from (70) that W' must be Y' and

therefore Wmust be Y. But we also know from diagr~m (70) that M' does

not head a phrase (the modifiee heads the phrase consisting of a modifier

and a modifiee and Y' is the modifiee in (70). So the only way M' may

head-Govern W' is by Governing it. Since M' Governs Y', W' must be Y' and

W m'ust be Y.

mod(M, Y)

(71)

"~l" was the name we gave to the 1-8 modifiee of M, so

see (71).

yp

y"---- ---M
But if mod(M, Y), then Y is an operand at 1-8 structure and cannot serve

as an operator in any l~s relation -- the constituent structure of 1-8

structure prohibits a single constituent from serving both as an operand

and as an operator. In general, then, ~~ r(Y~ X) f9r some l~s relation r,

then the s structure counterpart of Y, Y', will no~ pe modified. If Y'

were modified, we just proved that modeM, Y) for some modifier M, and

mod(M, Y) is incompatible with r(Y, X) since Y may not be both operator

and operand.

Returning to the specific situation relevant to this section, in which

mod(Y, X), the discussion of the last paragraph proved that there is no

case in which Y' is a modifiee. Therefore, mod(Y, X) must correspond to

MOD(Y', X'), our conclusion from the situation in which Y' is not a modi~

fiee.
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The s structure counterpart of the predicate-subject

relation. The feature [±Pred SR], contained in the lexical entries of

verbs (and other predicate producers), encodes whether or not the predi~

cates the verb produces may take logical subjects. If the verb 1s [+Pred

SR], the predicate phrase P it heads in 1-8 structure will have a logical

subject, X -- sub(P, X), as illustrated in (72).

(72) ____5----.
X p

By principle (66), the s structure counterpart of the predicate phrase,

P', must head-Govern the s structure counterpart of its logical subject,

x' •

Given sub(P, X), there are two cases to consider. FIrst, P' may be

modified at s structure. This pousibility was ruled out in the last sec-

tion, where we proved that r(Y, X) for any 1-9 relation r implies that the

s structure counterpart of Y is not an s structure modifiee. Since

sub(P, X), P' may not be modified o If P' is not modified, it may only head

a sentence. But sentences do not Govern constituents. So for P' to head~

Govern X', P' must Govern X'. Since the only grammatical relation a con-

stituent may bear with respect to the s structure counterpart of a predi~

cate is the SUB relation, X' must be the SUB of pl. So sub(P, X) must

correspond to SUB(P', X').

The s structure counterpart of an l~s object in an argu~

phrase. If X is the object of Y, Y a semantic role assigner without an

argument structure, then X and Y make up an argument phrase at l~s structure

(see (73)> and by principle (66), the s structure counterpart of Y, Y', must

head-Govern the s structure counterpart of X, X'.
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y' will be a syntactic role assigner, if [+transitive], which does not

take arguments and thus will head an s structure argument phrase. Sinc~

an d structure argument phrase is not the operator in any grammatical re-

lation, X' will not be Governed by any phrase Y' heads and must therefore

be Governed by Y' i.tself to be head-Governed by Y'. So Y' must be

[+transitive] and X' must be the OBJ of Y'. When merger is excluded, then,

the logical object in an l~s argument phrase will correspond to a gramma-

tical OBJ in an s structure argument phrase -- see (69) row III.

2.4.2.4. The s structure counterpart of the argument-taking item ~

argument relation. As described above, there are two sorts of 1-6 argu~

menta: arguments which are logical objects of the argument-taking item

with respect to which they bear the argument relation, and argument phrases

consisting of a senulntic role assigner and its logical object. Recall

that an argument phrase may not bear a semantic role. Corresponding to

each type of l~s argument, there is a type of s structure argument: argu-

mellts which are also OBJs of the argument-taking item with respect to which

they bear the argument relation, and argument phrases consisting of a syn-

tactic role assigner and its OBJ. Recall thdt an argument phrase is not

the sort of constituent which may bear a syntactic role.

We shall consider the two sorts of 1-8 arguments separately. First,

suppose an argument phrase X bears the argument relation with respect to

the argument-taking item Y at l-s structure ~- arg(Y, X) but not obj(Y, X)

(see (69) row IV). The s structure counterpart of Y, Y', must head-Govern

the s structure counterpart of X, X', to satisfy principle (66)" Since the
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s struct'ure counterpart of an 1-5 semantic role assigner w:lthout an argu'"

ment structure is an s structure syntactic role assigner which takes no

arguments, the head of the argument phrase X will correspond to an s struc-

ture syntactic role assigner which takes no arguments) and X' will be an

argument phrase. Because argument phrases cannot bear syntactic roles, X'

may be ne1t~er a SUB nor an OBJ. If the possibilities are Elxamined, it

turns out that, for Y' to head-Govern the argument phrase X', X' must be

· 13
an s structure argument of Y'. So when merger is excluded, an I-a argu-

ment phrase bearing the l~s argument relation must correspond to an s struc-

ture argument phrase bearing the grammatical argument relation; i.e.,

arg(Y, X) corresponds to ARG(Y', X') when~ obj(Y, X).

Suppose now that X bears the argument relation with respect to Y and

X is the 1-6 object of Y, i.e., arg(Y, X) and obj(Y, X) (see (69) row V).

To satisfy principle (66), the s structure counterpart of Y, Y', must head-

Govern the s structure counterpart of X, X'. Since Y is an argument-taking

item at l~s structure, Y' will be an argument~tak1ng item. To satisfy

principle (66), X' could be an argument of Y', an OBJ of Y' (if Y' is

[+transitive]), or the SUB of a phrase Y' heads (if Y has a P~A structure).

X' could not be a modifiee of a phrase Y' heads for the reasons outlined

in footnote 13. Each of the possibilities for the s structure counterparts

of obj(Y, X) and arg(Y, X) is in fact instantiated, but in different circum-

stances.

2.4.2.4.1. The logical object as SUB. Consider 1-8 constituents

X and Y such that obj(Y, X) and arg(Y, X), and Y has a P-A structure. We

saw above that if an 1-a argumenc-taking item is [+Pred SR], the logical

subject of the predicate it heads will correspond to the SUB of the s
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structure counterpart of this predicate. Therefora, if the s structure

counterpart of X, X', is to correspond to the SUB of the phrase headed by

the s structure counterpart of Y, Y', Y must be [-Pred SR] (see (69) row

Va). If obj(Y, X) satisfies pl'inciple (66) by cot"responding to SUB(Z, X'),

where Y' heads Z, then arg(Y, X) will als~ satisfy principle (66) by cor

responding to SUB(Z, X').

. Below I shall analyze English pass!vlzation as the affixation to a

verb of the passive affix, -~, carrying the features [-Pred SR],

[-transitive]. The lexical entry in (74) approximates that for the ~assive

participle of give, given.

(74) [[give]en] 'give' (theme, goal) [-Pred SR], [-transitive]

Since the s structure counterpart of the logical object of given must be

head-Governed by given, since the verb, given, being [-transitive], takes

no OBJ, and since English has no general means for making the s structure

counterpart of the logical object of a verb an s structure argument of the

verb by embedding it in an argument phrase (see section 2.4.2.4.3. below),

the logical object of given must correspond to the grammatical SUB of the

s structure phrase given heads (or of a phrase headed by this phrase in

the case tllat .&.iven heads a VP which is modified at s structure). Compare

the lexical entry (74) with the entries assumed for the unaccusative verbs,

e.g., (48b) above. Clearly, whatever mechaniem tells us that the sole

semantic role associated with an unaccusative verb will be born by the syn

tactic SUB of the phrase the verb heads will account for the "promotion tl

of the logical object to SUB in passive constructions as well. My claim

is that this mechanism is just the general principle, principle (66),

which constra~ns the association of 1-8 and s structures.
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The logical object as OBJ. If obj(Y, X) and arg(Y, X),

and Y is [+transitive] then the s structure counterpart of X, X', may bear

the OBJ relation with respect to the s structure counterpart of Y, Y', i.e.,

OBJ(Y', X'). The way I have set things up formally, a constituent which

is simply the OBJ of an argument~taking item and not also an argument will

not appear in the constituent structure representation of s structure.

Constituents which are merely OBJs only appear in 8 structure if they are

embedded in an argument phrase. Therefore, to satisfy principle (62) above,

that an s structure be representable as a single well-formed constituent

structure tree, X' must also be a grammatical argument of Y'; i.e., arg(Y, X)

,iill cor~espond to ARG(Y', X') (see (69) row Vb). Since English has no

general means for making the s structure counterpart of a verb's logical

object an s structure argument of the verb embedded in an argument phrase

(see section 2.4.2.4.3. immediately below), the logical object of a [+Pred

SR], [+transitive] English verb must correspond to its OBJ.

The logical object as argument. Consider again 1-5 con-

stituents X and Y such that obj(Y, X) and arg(Y, X).

(75) .---yp~
y X

As the theory has been developed, the 5 structure counterpart of X, X', may

not be the OBJ in an argument phrase which is an argument of the s structure

counterpart of Y, Y', as in (76),and still satisfy principle (66).

(76)

Y' does not Govern X' in the argument phrase PP in (76) serving as its
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argument. However, returning to the technical definition of an s structure

argument as a constituent bearing a syntactic role, we see that the OBJ in

an argument phrase whi,ch is an argument of Y', like X' in (76), should

count as Governed by Y' for the purposes of principle (66). Suppose X'

is the OBJ of some Z in an argument phrase serving as an s structure argu

ment of Y', as in (76). Then, technically speaking, it is X' bearing the

role assigned by Z which is the argument of Y' -- X' does bear a gram-

matical relation with respect to Y'. Therefore, if obj(Y, X) and arg(Y, X),

principle (66) should be satisfied if ARG(Y', PP), where PP consists of X'

and some syntactic role assigner Z. Note that Z will have no 1-6 counter

part; it must be introduced into s structure in some manner.

As an example of a logical object corresponding to an argument in

an argument phrase, consider the nominalizationsofverbs discussed br~efly

above. A noun like destruction, it was claimed, has a nominal~argument

structure related to the P-A structure of its sourc~ verb, destroy.

(77) 'destruction' (destroyed)

The function destruction names takes in a "destroyed" argument, to which

it assigns the "destroyed" role, and yields a nominal. Above, I simply

stated that nouns do not take OBJs, i.e., do not assign syntactic roles.

Also, since nominals, not 'being predicates, do not take logical subjects.,

their syntactic counterparts should not take grammatical subjects (for

independent support for the contention that nouns do not take SUBs or OBJs,

see Rappaport 1980 and Williams 1980b). Therefore, if our assumptions

are correct, to satisfy principle (66), the logical object of destruction

must correspond to an OBJ in an argument phrase which is an argument of

destruction in 5 structure. In fact, a preposition without aemantic con-
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tent may appear to mark the logical object of destruction within an NP.

(78) the destruction of the city

The preposition of in (78) is the syntactic role assigner Z discussed in

the last paragraph; compare the s structure of (78) in (79) with (76) above.

(79) NP '

N------- >p
destrJction P ~

I :Atof t1leCty

The logical object of a verb which is [+Pred SR], [~trans1tive]

finds itself in the same predicament as the logical object of a noun~ It

cannot correspond to the SUB of the s structure VP the verb heads because

the SUB must be the counterpart of the logical subject (see section 2.4.2A2.

above). It cannot correspond to the OBJ of the verb in s structure because

the verb, being [-transitive], takes no OBJ. As in the case of nominali-

zations, ~om~ syntaG~~c rol~ ~ssigner without an 1-5 counterpart mu~t

~pp~aJ; i,lt, S structure to allow the s str~~tu~~ .. ,g~u~~~bPattQf the ...logical

obje~; tQ satisfy principle (66) by serving as the argument of the verb.

In Chapter Three, ~ect1on3.1.2., we will examine morphemes, called "anti-

passive" morphemes, with the feature [-transitive] wl ..ich attach to [+Pred SR],

[+transitive] 'larbs to yield. [+Pred SR], [-transitive] derived verbs. The de-

rivedantipassive verbs do introduce syntactic role assigners (e.g., oblique

casemark1ng, prepositions) to mark their logical objects.

If in fact logical objects may correspond to OBJs in argument

phrases, we must ask what constrains the introduction into s structure of

the heads of these argument phrases -- the introduction of the constitll~nt

Z discussed above. Since the theory posits no rules in the mapping between

1-s structure and s structure, no rule could introduce the preposition of
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in the course of a derivation of a sentence containing a derived nominal

like de~truction. Within the theory, the only way to effect the intLo·~

duction of lexical material in s structure without inventing new machi-

nery is to exploit principle (27) that the demands of lexical items are

met at every level of structure. The nominal destruction must demand

that its. logical object correspond to the OBJ of of in s structure, there

by insuring the introduction of ~ in s ~tructure to meet principle (27).14

I mentioned earlier that certain verbs must require their logical objects

to correspond to their s structure OBJs (see sections 3.1.1.3. and 3.3.2.

below for examples). The requirement that destruction's logical object

be expressed as the OBJ of of may be viewed as a lexical specification of

the same sort. The nominalization process could provide this specification

to destruction, or it may be made available to nouns through a more general

redundancy rule in the lexicon. Any such specification would be optional.
in the lexical entry of destruction, of course; if no such specifir,ation

was provided, destruction's logical object would be unable to meet principle

(66). (80) displays one possible notation of the fact that destruction's

logical object is specified to correspond to the OBJ of of 1n s structure.

(80) 'destruction' (destroyed)

pp[.2! I]

Locating the introduction of syntactic role assigners without I-a

counterparts within lexical entries as described above places severe coo:-

straints on their use in the mapping between 1-6 and s structure. In parti-

cular, these syntactic role assigners must be associated with particular

semantic roles -- there Is no way to specify that destruction introduces

an of into s structure without specifying that some 1-a argument of
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d~stru~tion corresponds to the OBJ of of.. Restricting elements intro

duced into s structures to the ~xpression ~f' some l-s relation of the

lexical items which introduce the elements will be shown in secti()n 2.6.2.1.

below to rule out "raising to argument" constructions and raising within

noun phras~s. ~ote also that allowing lexical items to fix the association

of 1-8 and s structure relations does not weaken the theory to any great

extent. We saw in the above paragraphs that the theory already fixes the

correspondence between 1-8 and s structure relations in most cases. Th~

only 1-8 relations ~hose s structure counterpart is not fixed by general

principles (outside of merg~r) is the obj(X, Y) relation, where Y is also

an a~gument of X (see table (69». The obj(X, Y) relation may have its

s structure ~ounterp~rt fixed wit~·'.~n the lexical entry of X, either to

OBJ(X, Y'), Y' the s structure counterpart of Y, or to OBJ(Z, Y'), Z a

~yntactic role assigner with no l-s counterpart. The counterpart of

obj(X, Y) may not be fixed to a su~ relation because X will not Govern a

SUBJ at s structure, and it is generally true that a lexical item may

not make axplicit demands of elements it doeo not govern or Govern.

2.4.2.5. Summary. r demonstrated in the above paLagraphs that

principle (66) places severec~nstraints on the posaible granwatical relations

the s structure ~ounterparts of 1-'3 constituents may bear. When merger

of l~s ~teme in 5 structure is excluded, only logical objacts of argumenc

taking items are allowed any flexibility in their s structure expression.

Tlds£lflxibility accounts for the "relation changing" alternations observed

in many lal1gu~ges. The alternation of a logical object corresponding to

either ar4 OBJ or c. SUB is the "passive" alternation (see section 3.1.1.

below); the altern~tion of a logical object corresponding to either an OBJ
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or a constituent within an argument phrase is the "antipassive" alternation

(see section 3.1.2. below).

2.5. Surface structure and the mapping between s anti surface

structure. The theory of grammatical relations I have been developing here

is i.ntended to be universal. No matter what the surface structures of a

language look like, "the language will have s structures and 1-8 structures

like those described above. Though the theory makes claims about constitu~

ency in the syntactic analysis of sentences, it does not necessarily

imply anything about constituency in the phrase structure of languages.

Every language has s structure VPs, i.e" grammaticalizations of predi

cates, for example, but a language may lack phrase structure VPs. The

surface structure of a sentence in a given language, we have assumed, is

derived via Move a from a deep structure generated by the phrase structure

rules of the language~ whatever they may he p It is the responsibility

of a theory of phrase structure, like X-bar theory, to delimit the range

of possible phrase structure rules for a language. Such rules may vary

from the S ~ W*, Wa word, rule Hale (1980) proposes for Warlpiri through

l;'ules lik.e V~ x* V, Xa maximal projection, V;:; S, whicl1 Farmer (1980)

proposes for Japanese, to the highly explicit rules Jackendoff (1977)

suggests for English. Whatever the rules, the structures produced by them

and Move a must be associated with s structures.

PerhapR bec~use of a concentration on English in transformational

linguistics, the cc~nection between ~elational structure and constituent

structure, a central topic of linguistic theory, has until ~ecently received

little attention in the transformational-generative traditioo w As we have

seen, it is generally possible to represent s structure, a relational struc~
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ture, in constituent structure trees resembling the phrase structure trees

of English. Because English seems to encode grammatical relations in

phrase structural relations in a transparent manner, it has been tempting

to claim that the connection between surface or "surfacy" - structures

and relational structures is trivial. However, recent studies of languages

with widely different or impoverished phrase structures compared with

English have forced linguists working within the transformational~generative

framework to examine more carefully the possible mappings between relational

and constituent structure representations (see, e.g., the work of Hale

1980, Farmer 1980, and the studies in Bresnan 1981a). The results of

these studies are leading to a new und~ratanding of the place of grammatical

relations in linguistic theory (see Chomsky 1980b, and Bresnan 1981a),

Even if I had the space here, I could not possibly hope to present anyth~ng

near a complete story about the mapping between s structllre and surface

structure encompassing the range of languages which have been the object

of intensive study over the last few years. No one has completed the

necessary preliminary work on describing the possible range of surface

structures in universal grammar. We must content ourselves here with a

discussion of some gelleral princip.tes governing the mapping between sand

surface structures and some remarks about this mapping relevant to the

central issues of the dissertation.

2.5.1. General principle~. First, every lexical item in s struc~

ture will appear in surface structure. This principle anchors the asso~

ciation of s and surface structures as the parallel principle anchors the

association of i-a and s structure, allowing us to identify the surface

structure counterparts of s structure constituents. Because some distinct
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a single, complex surface structure item; see Chapter Three, section 3.4.,

and below), there will not be a one-to-one correspondence between constitu~

ents at s structure and constituents at surface structure.

Although the identity of lexical items in 5 and surface structures

establishes a correspol1dence bet'w-een the constituents of the two struc-

tures, some additional principle is required to guarantee that the gramma~

tical relations of s structure find counterparts in surface structure.

Because a theory of surface structure is wanting, the principle governing

the mapping between s and surface structure relations (corresponding to

principle (66) above) may only be given a general, imprecise formulation,

something like (81).

(81) Grammatical relations must be expressed in surface structure.

Grammatical relations are "expressed" in surface structure in a variety of

ways. In languages like English with developed phrase structure compo

nents, the grammatical relation between two s structure constituents X and

Y might be expressed as a structural relation between the surface structure

counterparts of X and Y. For example, given an s structure verb, X, its

OBJ, Y, and their surface structure counterparts, X' and Y', the OBJ(X, Y)

relativn might be expressed as the [NP, VP] (NP immediately dominated by

VP) structural relation, where the NP is X' and Y' "heads" the VP in the

sense of X-bar theory. In other languages, the relationship between two

s structure constituents X and Y might be expressed by placing a certain

case marking on the surface structure counterpart of Y, Y', or by placing

an elemenc agreeing with Y' on the surface structure counterpart of X. For

example, the OBJ(X, Y) relation might be expressed through the appearance
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of accusative case on the surface structure counterpart of Y. And a

grammatical relation between X and Y might also be expressed through the

merger of the lexical heads of X and Y at surface structures. Consider

the Japanese causative sentence (82), which I will claim in section

3.4.2. below, has the biclausal s st~ucture shown in (83).

(82) John ga Mary n1 okasi 0 tabe-sase-ta.
NOM DAT cake ACe eat-CAUSE-PAST

'John let Mary eat cake'

(83) _____5

NP
~

John ga .E
Mary n1

-VP

pp :.;..::::" -----v
p~ ">5 -s!se--.ta, ~ ~

(5~ 5] .£. /vp""
Mary ni NP V

,.c:::>, I
okasi 0 tabe-

Note that the structural position, [8, 51, assigns the embedded clause its

syntactic role in (83) (see below for some discussion of structural posi-

tions assigning syntactic roles). The merger of tabe- teat' and ~sase

'CAUSE' in surface structure expresses the argument relation between ~~

and its clausal complement. (There are some technical difficulties with

this analysis associated with our treatment of s structure arguments. Al-

though the second argument of -sase in (83) is represented as a pp~ the

argument is technically the embedded S bearing the syntactic role assigned

to it by [8, S]. Thus the merger of ~~ and~ in (83) does tech-

nically merge~ with the lexical head of its argument, expressing the

argument relation between~ and its clausal argument.) A fully developed

account of the mapping between s and surface structure would explain what

implications the merger of tabe~ and ~- holds for the determination

of the surface structu~e counterparts of the various s structure constitu-
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ents in (83). A likely surface structure for (83) is given in (84)

(see Chapter Three, section 3.4,2.).

(84) /'5
~~:o. ~
Mary ~~ okasi 0

I assume that some version of X~bar theory (cf. Jackendoff 197 7 ;

Marantz 1978, 1980b) provides grammars with phrase structure rules, wirth

S the maximal projection of V (see Marantz 1980b). There are languages

in which the surface structure counterparts of constituents of s structure

NPs and S8 do not stick together as units in surface structure, intermingling

instead with the counterparts of constituents of other NPs and Sa (see Nash,

1980 for a description of one such language -- Warlpiri).' To the extent

that a language keeps the surface structure counterparts of constituents

of s structure NPs and Sa together, we may state gen.eralizations constraining

the mapping between s and surface structures related to constituent structure.

For example, a constituent Governed by X in s structure will correspond to

a constituent contained within the maximal projection of the surface

structure counterpart of X. Within the present framework, we may interpret

the GB theory of Chomsky (1981) as making a very strong claim about the

mapping between surface and s structure for a language like English wit~

highly articulated phrase structure rules. A notion of surface structure

structural government may be defined as in (85)_

(85) Definition; X structura~1Z governs Y at surface structure iff
X and Yare sisters immediately dominated by Z
and X is the head of Z.

Following the spi~it of Chomsky (1981), we could claim that the principle

which constrains the mapping between s and surface structure in a language

like English demands a strict correspondence between st~uctural government
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and Government:

(86) Principle: If X Governs Y in s structure thert the surface
structure counterpart of X must structurally govern
the surface structure counterpart of Y.

Although there would be difficulties incorporating (86) into the present

framework (the modifier~odifiee relation is particularly troublesome here),

the general approach represented by principle (86) seems extremely promising,

and a modified version of (86) will most likely work. The insight captured

by the GB framework, an ir.s;i.ght el1coded in (86») 1a that English and other

highly configurational languages express grammatical relations (Government)

1n structural relations (structural government).

2.5.2. ~usual expressions of grammatical relations. Although

each language specifies the tlnmarked expression of grammatical relations,

ind.ividual operators may make idiosyncratic demands on the expression of

the relations th~3' control. For el:ample, although the usual expression :")f

the OBJ relation in a language may be the appearance of accusative case on

the surface structure counterpart of the OBJ, a verb in the language might

require an unusual case on its OBJs. If such information were ca~ried

within the lexical entry of the verb, principle (27), that lexical require-

menta are met at every level of structure, would guarantee compliance ~~ith

demands for an unusual expression of the verb's OBJ. Japanese normally

marks OBJs with the "accusative" partic,le 0, as in (87).

(87) Mary ga okasi 0 taberu.
Mary NOM cake ACe eat

'Mary eats cake.'

However, as explained in Marantz (1981a), certain Japanese verbs, such as

soodan SU~ 'consult,' require the "dative" particle & on Clleir obj ects.
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(88) a_ John ga Mary n1 soodansita.
NOM DAT consult-PAST

'John consulted Mary.'

b. Mary ga John n1 soodans-(r)are~ta.

NOM DAT consult~PASS~PAST

'Mary was consulted by John.'

One indication that the "consulted" argument is an OBJ in (Baa), even though

it is marked with the dat~ve particle, is that it passivizes, as shown

in (BBb).

Since the specification of an unusual expression of a grammatical

relation is found in the lexical entry of the operator of the relation,

grammatical relations with phrasal operators, like SUB(X, Y), should not

have exceptional expressions. Phrases do not have lexical entries 1n which

.an exceptional expression of a grammatical relation might be recorded.

Moreover, the lexical head of a phrase could not dictate the expression of

a constituent that the phrase governs/Governs because an itenl may only

make demands about a constituent it governs or Governs itself. These

restrictions on the specifications of unusual expressions of grammatical

relations predict that, although an OBJ may have an unusual expression

dictated by the item which Governs it, a SUB may not be expressed unusually.

Because it has no lexical entry, the verb phrase which Governs the subject

may not dictate an exceptional expression for the SUB relation; because

it does not Govern the SUB, the verb which heads the verb phrase may not

specify such an exceptional expression either.

Rather than disconfirming this prediction about the exceptional

expression of SUBS, the phenomenon of "quirky case marking" (see Andrews

1981), which appears to involve verb-decermined exceptioaal case marking

on subjects, actually p~ovides striking support for it. In a discussion

of case marking in Icelandic, Andrews (1981) ~oints out that Icelandic
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verbs may demand unusual case marking on their subjects or on their objects.

For example, although objects are usually accusative and subjects (of

matrix clauses) nominative, hj~lpa 'help' requires a dative object and

batna 'recover from' requires a dative subject (in matrix clauses), as

illustrated in (89).

'" "(89) a. Eg hjalpa honum.
I help him-DAT

'I help him'

b. Barninu batna~i veikin.
child-DAT recover-from disease-NOM

'The child recovered from the disease.'

The unusual feature of Icelandic "quirky case," the feature which sets it

off from the exceptional 'ase marking illustrated in Japanese above, is the

so-called "case preservation effect." Note that the dative object of

Japanese soodan SU~ in (B8a) corresponds to a nominative subject of the

passive in (BBb); that is, the "consulted" argument bears the dative case

as an OBJ but the nominative case as a subject. This change in case of

the Japanese unusu&lly case marked objects indicates that the unusual case

marking is associated with the grammatical relation OBJ rather than with

a semantic role. The verb soodan suru 'consult' demaIlds that its gram-

matical OBJ be expressed in the dative case, not thah it~ logical object

appear in the dative case; if it made the latter demand, its logical object

would appear in the dative case as SUB of the passive in (BBb). In con~

trast to the behavior of Japanese exceptional case marking on objects,

Icelandic quirky case is preserved in passivization and raising. In

(90a-e) we see that the dative object of hj~lpa 'help' corresponds to a

dative subject of the passive (90a), a dative object of a raising to ob~

ject verb when the passive is embedded under such a verb (90b), and a

dative subject of a ~aising to subject verb when the passive is embedded
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under this sort of verb (90e).

",
(90) a. Honum er hjalpae.

he-DAT is h~lp-PASS

'He is helped.'

b. Eg tel honum hafa veris. hj"lpaao
I believe him-DAT to-hava been help-FASS

c. Ranum virdist hafa veria hj61paa.
he-DAT seems to-have been help-PASS

Simila~ly, the dative subject of batna 'recover from' corresponds to a

dative,.object in raiaing to object constructions (91a) and a dative subject

in raising to subject ~onstructions (91b).

(91) a. Hann telur barninu hafa batna~ veikin.
he-NOM believes child-DAT to-have recovered-from di.sease-NOM

'He believes the child to have recovered from the disease'

b. BarIlinu vir~ist hafa batna~ veikin.
child-DAT seems to-have recovered-from di.sease.-NOM

'The child seems to have recovered from the diseaso.'

In (92) we see that a normal, nominative subject (92a) corresponds to an

accusative OBJ in raising to object constructions (92b) and a nominative

subject in raising to subject constructions (92c).

(92) a. Maria hafi skrifa~ ritger~ina.
Mary-NOM has written dissertation-ACe

'Mary has written her dissertation ft '

b. peir telja Marfu hafa skrifa~ ritger~ina.
they-NOM believe Mary-ACe to-have written dissertation-ACe

c. MarG vir~ist hafa skrif~ ritge~ina.
Mary-NOM seems to-have written dissertation-ACe

Since lexical items may only make demands on elements they govern

or Govern, and since batna 'recover from' in (89b) does not Govern its SUB

barninu 'child~DAT', batna must govern barninu at l~s st~ucture to specify

that it: receives dati,~e case, We saw in section ~.4.2. above that for a

constituent which is not the loginal subject of a predicate to correspond

to the SUB of the s structure counterpart of the pred~cate, the verb which

headf, the predicate must be ["'Pred SR] and the constituent in question must
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be the logical object of the verb. So in order to govern barninu 'ch11d-

DAT' in (89b) yet allow it to correspond to the SUB of the sentenc~, batna

'recover from' in (89b) must be [-Pred SR] and must assign the "recoverer"

role to barninu. In section 3.1.1.3. below wewill see that [-Pred SR] verbs

do not undergo passivization or impersonal passivization. Since the theory

forces us to analyze verbs which take quirky case marked subjects a~ [-Pred

SR], we predict that these verbs should not undergo passivization or im-

personal pass1vi~ation. Levin (19Bl) confirms this prediction and explains

at length why quirky case marked subjects should be treated as P-A struc-

ture internal arguments (see also Levin and Simpson 1981). It is the

logico-semantic asymmetry ~etween logical subject and logical objects

which forces us to analyze quirky case marked subjects as logical objects

and therefore to analyze verbs which take quirky case marked subjects as

[-Pred SR]. Since the passivization data reported in Levin (1981) independent~

ly identifies the v~rbs t~king quirky case m~rked subjects as [-Pr~d SR],

Icelandic q\lirky case marking provides additional support for the asymmetry

between logical subjects and objects.

Because quirky case remains with an argument regardless of the

grammatical relation it bears (see (90)-(91) above), quirky caRe must ue
linked directly with a semantic rol~ in the lexical entry of a verb which

demands it. Levin (1981) suggests associating quirky case ,~th semantic

roles as shown in (93).

(93) a. hj~lpa 'helP~ (hel~::) [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

h. batna 'recover from' (recoverer, theme) [-Pred SR],

[-·transitive] ~AT
The double lines connecting the semantic roles to the dative case symbol
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indicate a constraint on the expression of the semantic roles in surface

str~cture. The dative case assigns neither a semantic nor a syntactic role

to the "helped" or "recoverer" arguments (see Levin 1981); rather, the con-

stituents bearing these roles are constrained to appear in the dative case in

surface sttucture. Suppose the DAT case did assign semantic roles to the

"hel1l.ed" argument of .!!jalpa or the "recoverer" argument of batna. Then the

constituents bearing these roles would not be logical objects of the verbs in

question but only a~guments of these verbs in argument phrases headed by the

semantic role assigning DAT case. But we proved above that arguments of verbs

which are nut also logical objects of these verbs cannot correspond to the SUB

of the VPs the verbs head at s structure. Since the "helped" argument is the

I
SUB of the passive of hjalpa (see (90a» and the "recoverer" is the SUB of the

acti"1e of batna (see (89b», the "helped" and "recoverer" arguments must be

logical objects of hj~lpa and batna and the DAT case may not assign these

rolas. Neither could DAT case assign a syntactic role to the constituents

bearing the "helped" a'nd "recoverer" roles of hj Alps and batna. If the "helped"

argument could satisfy principle (66) by corresponding to the OBJ of OAT case,

/
it would not have to correspond to the SUB of the passive of hja~. But

I
the "helped" argument must be the SUB of the passive of hja~, demonstrating

that the constituent bearing th.e "helped" role does not receive a syntactic

role from the DAT case. Similarly, if the "recoverer" argument 9£ batna re-

ceived a syntactic role from OAT case, it would not have to correspond to the

SUB of active batna to satisfy principle (66). Since the "recoverer" argument

must be the SUB of active batna, DAT case may not assign it a syntactic role.

Just as the semal'ltic asymmetries pointed out in section 2.1.3.1.

above support the asymmetry between the logical subject and a verb'a P-A
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internal arguments essential to the present theory, so the absence of

Japanese-type exceptional case-marking on SUBs supports the grammatical

asymmetry between the SUB and the s structure arguments of a verb. A

verb does not Govern the SUB of the VP it heads at s structure and so may

not demand an unusual case marking on the SUB. It does Govern its OBJ and

may demand an unusual case marking for this constituent, as in the Japanese

example discufJsed above. Where it seems 8!, if a verb is demanding a "quirky

case marking" on its SUB, as in Icelandic, the verb is actually stipula.ting

a connection directly between the case and a semantic role, where the

semantic role is internal to its P-A structure. In such situations, we

expect the "case preservation effect" illustrated in (90)-(91) above. We

also expect to find evidence that the quirky case marked subjects are not

logical SUbjects, such as the failure of Icelandic verbs taking quirky case

marked subjects to undergo passivization.

2.5.3. Structural positions and case markings as syntactic rol~

assigners. In (6) above I listed case markings and structural positions

among the potential semantic role assigners; in (51) these items appear

among the potential syntactic role assigners as well. The case markings

and structural positions mentioned in (6) and (51) are surface structure

case markings and positions. Within the present theory, the assignment

·of a semantic role by a case marking or structural position is inteIlded to

establish a dire~t link between the semautic Tole and its surface expression.

Similarly, the assignment of a syntactic role to a constituent by a case

marking or structural position should imply that the constituent receives

its syntactic role in the sentence (is integrated into the syntactic analy

si~ of the sentence) simply by virtue of bearing the case marking or
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intentions are fulfilled by thetheory, i.e., that the assignment of a

semantic role by case or position does set up a direct link between the

semantic role and its surface expression and that the assignment of a

syntactic role by case or position implies that the constituent receiving

the role appears bearing the case or in the position, I introduce prin~

ciple (94).

(94) Principle: a. If a case marking or structural position
assigns a semantic role to a constituent X,
the case marking or structural position will
assign a syntactic role to the s structure
counterpart of X.

b. If a case marking or structural position as~

signs a syntactic role to a constituent X, the
surface structure counterpart of X will bear the
case marking or appear in the structural
position.

Part a. of principle (94) may not need to be stated independently; it follows

from the theory given certain assumptions. Part b. of (94) may be considered

a definition of what it means to sa~7 that a case marking or structural

posttion asslgns a syntactic role.

2.6 Q Bearing multiple grammatical relations: Empty nodes ~

surface structure. Some problems related to the mapping between sand

su~face structure deserve special attention here. First, it was claimed

above that a constituent may bear more than one grammatical relation at

s structure. The NP Elmer in (95a) is both the OBJ of tense/agreement

on the verb, give, and the SUB of the VP, [give a porcupine to Hortense].

Elmer in (95b) is the SUB of both the VP, [seem to have given a porcupine

to Fortense] and the VP, [to have given a porcupine to Hortense] (as well

as the OBJ of tense/agreement on seem). In (95c) El~ is the OBJ of
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believe and the SUB of [to have given a procupine to Hortense].

(95) a. Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortense.
b. Elm~r seems to have given a porcupine to Hortense.
c. I believe Elmer to have given a porcupine to Hortense.

If Elmer bears more than one grammatical relation in sentences (95),

should it not have more than one "expI.~ession" in the surface structures of

these sentences; that is, shouldn't Elmer appear more than once in sentences

(95)1 How,may a constituent like Elmer in (95) acquire more than one gram~

matical relation in the mapping from 1-a to s structure? When a constituent

like Elmer in (95) bears multiple g~ammatical relations, why are all the

grammatical relations it bears, except one, the SUB relation in a tenseless

clausa? Raising constructions will be dealt with explicitly in section

2.6.2.1. below; section'2.6.2.3. explores the role of tense/agreement in

English sentences. In this section I discuss the general questions sur~

rounding a constituentts ability to bear more than one grammatical relation

at s structure.

Related to the above questions is the problem of accounting for

the distribution of "PRO," the phonologically null anaphoric pronominal

discussed, e.g., in Chomsky (1979). PRO is the element assumed to appear

in the "Equi" or "control" constructions illustrated in (96),

(96) a. Elmeri thought it would be nice [PRO
i

to sell his last

porcupine].
b. Elmer! tried [PROi to sell his last porcupine].

c. Hortense persuaded Elmer! (PRO i to sell his last po:rc.upine] •

PRO is also assumed to appear with an "arbitrary" or indefinite interpre-.

tation in sentences like (97).15

(97) a. It would be nice [PRO to sell porcupines for a living].
b. [PRO to err] is human, [PRO to quill] porcupine.

Just as the SUB of the embedded VP in (95b) does not appea~ overtly in the sur-
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face structure of the sentences, the PRO subject in (96b) has no overt surface

structure realization. The major observational difference between the

construction in (95b) and that in (96b) is that Elmer bears two semantic

roles in (96b), the "trier" role by virtue of being the subject of m
and the seller role by virtue of selving as the antecedent for the PRO,

while Eluler in (95b) bears only the role of the giver. Similarly, (95c)

and (960) differ crucially in that the object of the matrix verb in (9Sc),

Elmer, bears only the role of the logical subject of the lower clause while

the object of the matrix verb in (96~), Elmer, bears two semantic roles.

See Chomsky (1981) fQr a summary of the evidence which distinguishes

raising (95b)c)from control (96b,c) constructions.

16When it bears a grammatical relation at least ,PRO occurs only

as the subject of a tenseless clause. Recall that if a constituent bears

multiple grammatical relations, all but one will be SUB relations in tense-

less clauses. While PRO does not appear overtly, no overt constituent

appears as the subject of the embedded clauses in (95a~c). Since con~

structions in which a constituent bears multiple grammatical relations are

so stmila~ to constructions containing PRO" an account of the restrictions

on the ability of a constituent to bear multiple grammtical relations should

account for the distribution of PRO as well.

What is required here is an account of constituentR which bear gram-

matical relations but do not appear in surface structure by virtue of bearing

these relations. Recall that a lexical item may appear only once in surface

structure because we individuate lexical items (i,e., tokens of lexical

items) by their appearance in surface structure. If'a lexical item is to

bear multiple grammatical relations, then, all but one of the grammatical
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relations it bears must be such that bearing the grammatical relation

does not force the item to appear in surface structure. Since PRO is an

element which does not appear in surface structure, i.e., has no surface

structure effects, it may not bear any grammatical relation which forces it

to appear in surface structure. Since from (95)-(97) above we can tell th~t

the grammatical relation a constituent may bear without appearing in surface

structure is the subject relation in a tenseless clause, the theory should

contain a principle or principles which yield the result that subjects of

tenseless clauses do not appear in surface structure.

In contrast to PRO and the subjects of the tenseless clauses in (95),

the trace of Move a~ appear in surface structure. This follows fmme

diately from the model of grammar I presented in (4) of Chapter One. Si.nce

Move a generates surface from deep structure and leaves traces, traces of

Move a will appear in surface structure. Since traces of Move a appear in

surface structure, they should be in complementary distribution in s structure

with the constituents like PRO which do not show up in surface structure.

That is, trace of Move a will not be the subject of a tenseless clause.

Since traces of Move a do occur in surface structure, they feed into the

phonology and may have phonological effects. There are examples of the

phonological effects of the trace of Move a in the literature (see, e.g.,

Jaeggli 1980).

I will not offer a new account of raising and control constructions here.

Rather, I will translate the Government~Bind1ng (GB) account (Chomsky lq81)

into the present framework, maki.ng modifications as necessary to fit my

assumptions. At the moment~ it is not clear to me whether the analysis of

these constructions in the present framework is significantly simpler or more
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complicated than that in the GB framework. The insights of the present

analysis are borrowed from the GB framework; the execution forced by the

theory is novel.

General principles governing the appearance of constituents

in surface structure. Suppose we say that, although all grammatical relations

must be expressed by virtue of principle (81) above, a constituent will not

Qppear in surface structure by virtue of bearing a grammatical relation

unless it bears this relation with respect to a lexical item,

(98) Principle: The surface structure counterpart of a constituent X
will appear in surface structure by virtue of X'a
bearing a grammatical relation, R(Y, X), iff Y is a
lexical item (or structural position).

That is, for the surface structure counterpart of a constit,uent to appear in

surface structure ~ virtue of !h! constituent's bearing ~ srammatical

relation, the constituent must be lexically Governed. Of course, a constitu~

ent may appear in surface structure for other reasons, e.g., by virtue of

being the head of a phrase or by virtue of being the surface structure

counterpart of an operator in a grammatical relation. Principle (98) has

the consequence that SUBS, being Governed by phrases and not lexical items~

will not have their surface structure counterparts appear in surface struc~

ture by virtue of bearing the SUB relation.17 If the SUB ~elation is ~~

pressed in surface structure but the SUB does not appear in surface structure

by virtue of being the SUB, what could the surface expression of the SUB

relation be? Suppose in English the SUB (X, Y) relation is expressed as the

[NP, S] (NP immediately dominated by S) structural relation, where NP is the

surface structure counterpart of Y and the surface structure counterpart of

x, X', heads the S. (This expression of the SUB relation follows from the

mapping principle (86) suggested above for languages with highly developed
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phrase structure rules,} If the surface structure counterpart of Y cannot

appear in surface structure by virtue of Y's bearing th~ SUB(X, Y) relation,

then the NP in the [NP, VP] structural relation expressing the SUB(X, Y)

relation should be empty in surface structure ~~ see (99b) ,

(99) a. s structure

S"r/ r
y X

b. surface structure

If (98) is correct, the question arises whether SUBs ever appear in surface

structure, The answer to this question depends on the analysis of the role

of such items as tense/agreement in determini-ng the expression of constituents

in sentences. When an NP, like Elmer in (9Sa) is both the SUB of a VP and

the OBJ of tense/agreement, and the tense/agreement merges with the head V

of the VP between s and surface structure, is the expression of the NP de-

termined solely by tense/agreement, solely by the expression of the SUB(VP, NP)

relation, or by some combination of these factors? I speculate on this issue

in section 2.6.2.3, below.

It follows from the model of grammar I am assuming here (see (4) Chapter

One) that only lexical items and traces of Move a appear in surface structure.

Recall that lexical items are inserted into phrase structure trees ~cnerated

bv the phrase structure rules of a langua~e,. Move a, a general adjunction

rule, creates surface structures from these trees. Nodes in surface struc~

ture will be filled by lexical insertion, empty because they were not filled

at deep structure, or "empty" because their contents were moved via Move a.

(in this last case, the node is filled by a "trace"). If PRO is not a

lexical item and thus is not inserted into deep structures, our principles

yield the result that PRO may only bear SUB t'el"'~,ions. If PRO were an OBJ
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or argument, it would be lexically Governed and thu~, by (98) above, would

have to appear in surface structure. But if PRO appeared in surface struc-

ture, it would have to be a lexical item, since only lexical items are in-

serted into the phrase structure trees which are transformed via Move a into

surface structures. So PRO cannot be a syntactic argument or OBJ. A PRO
,

in s structure must cor~espond to an empty node in surface structure, i.e.,

a node not filled by lexical insertion.

Principle (98) also allows us to derive the result that, if a constituent

X bears multiple grammatical relations, R1(Y1, X), R2(Y2, X), ••• ,Rn(Yn, X),

then for all R
i

except one, R
i

is a SUB relation. If X is PRO, we just de

monstrated that all R
t

must be SUB ~ PRO cannot bear the OBJ or argument

18relations. Suppose then that X dominates lexical material. If X bears

18
~wo non-SUB relations, then it will be lexically-Governed twice. According

to principle (98), for each relation Rj(Yj , X) X bears such that Yj is a

lexical item, the surface structure counterpart of X, X'~ will appear in

surf~ce structure by virtue of X'a bearing the Rj(Yj , X) relation. So if X

bears two non-SUB relations, its surface structure counterpart X' will be

requ1r~d to appear twice in surface structure. But to appea~ in surface

structure, X' must be inserted into deep structure from the lexicon. Since

the same token of a lexical item cannot be inserted into deep structure twice,

each appearance of a node containing lexical material in surface structure

is a diffel·ent constituent. Therefore, the surface structure counterpart of

an s structure item cannot avpear twice in surface structure and X may bear

only one non-SUB relation. 19

So if a constituent bears more than one grammatical relation, all but

one must be SUB relations (with the exception noted in f.n. 19). But how

may a constitu'3nt acquire more than one grammatical relation in the first
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place? Principle (66) constrains the mapping between 1-a and s structur(

by demanding that each 1-8 relation correspond to a grammatical relation

meeting certain requirements. As stated, principle (66) does not prohibit

a constituent from bearing more than one grammatical relation at s structure.

If we say nothing more, a constituent will be able to bear as many grammatical

relations as allowed by other principles. Let us say nothing more. If a

constituent bears multiple Jrammatical relations at s structure, "chains"

of grammatical relations will be established (see Chomsky 1981). A gram-

matical relation chain is defined in (100).

(100) A chain of grammatical relations (GR chain) in an s structure is
the maximal set of relations' {Rl(Xl , Yl ), RZ(XZ' YZ),···,Rn(Xn, Yn)}
such that for all i,
(a) Yi :::; Yi +1, and

(b) Yi c-commands Yi+l

By condition (100a) we mean that the contents of Y
i

, a node at s structure,

are identical to the contents of Y
i
+

1
• This condition insures that the GR

chain is born by a single s structure constituent. For "c-command" in (lOOb),

I adopt the definition: Xc-commands Y iff the node immediately dominating

X dominates Y. The concept of a grammatical relation chain plays no direct

role in the theory but proves extremely useful in explaining constraints

on constituents' bearing multiple grammatical relations,

It is clear then that there are severe constraints on GR chains. For

example, the T:elationship between each link in the chain must be "close" in

some structural sense. The raising construction whose s structure is re~

presented in (101) is ungrammatical because the two grammatical relations

born by Elmer are not sufficiently ~lose.

(101) I believe Elmeri [8 that it seems [8 Elmeri to have sold his last

porcupine] ].
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If we stipulated that, for Yi , Yi +1 in a GR chain, G1(X1, Y1)' ••• 'Y i and Yi +1

must stand in an antecedent-anaphor relation, then the binding theory of

Chomsky (1981), which defines possible antecedent-anaphor relations, pro~

videa the proper notion of "closeness" to constrain GR chains. I will not

stipulate that the links of a GR chain must be connected by antecedent-anaphor

relations; this will follow from other considerations.

Before turning to these considerations, the binding theory of Chomsky

(1981) should be introduced. I present the principles of binding theory

in a somewhat simplified form; see Chomsky (1981) for details. "Government-

btU in (102) which will be defined below is a special sort of government

relevant for the binding theory (bt).

(102) i. If X is a pronominal, it must be free in its governing-bt
category.

1i. If X is an anaphor, it must be bound in its governing~bt

category.
iii. If X is neither a pronominal nor an anaphor, it must be free.

To be "bound" for the purposes of (102) is to be c-commanded by a co-indexed

item (in an "argument" position, i.e., in our terms, c-commanded by a co-

indexed Governed item). To be "free" is to be not bound. The "governing-

bt" category for X may be defined fot' present purposes as the minimal NP or

S containing a governor~bt of X (see Chomsky 1981, for a more adequate

definition). Finally, the notion of "government~bt" must be defined.

Government-bt is a combination of the notion, "lexical Government" and

"exceptional government-bt."

(103) Definition: X governs~bt Y iff
a. X le~ically Governs Y; or
b. X exceptionally governs-bt Y.

X lexically Governs Y if X Governs Y and X is a lexical item (or str\lctural

position). What distinguishes items which head raising construccions from

items which do not is their ability to govern-bt exceptionally into their
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complement clauses. That is, although the constituents of the lower clause

may not bear a grammatical relation with respect to the raising item, the

raising item is considered to lexically Govern them for the purposes of the

binding theory, i.e., to govern-bt these constituents. Technically, an

exceptional governor-bt is considered to govern-bt the constituents head~

Governed by the lexical head of the complement of the exception~l governor

bt. Consider again sentence (95b), repeated here as (104).

(104) Elmer seems [s to have given a porcupine to Hortense].

What is special about seem in (104) is that it "governs,...bt" the constituents

head-Governed by the lexical head of the embedded sentence at s structure.

Any anaphor in the embedded S in (104) which is not governed-bt within the

emhedded S would thus have the matrix S as its "governing-bt category."

Exceptional government-bt will be further clarified in the section on raising

below (2.6.2.1.).
•

Recall that in raising construction like (104) no overt surface structure

constituent appears as subject of the embedded clause although the SUB re-

lation must be expressed. We need some means to refe~ to the s structure

counterpart of empty surface structure subjects in such situations. Given

a constituent Y such that R(X, Y) and the surface structure counterpart of

Y is null, Y may be a "f3-trace" (I use the term "~-trace to distinguish

this entity from the trace of Move a, or an "a-trace," about which I will

have nothing mo~e to say in this dissertation). Y~ be either a a~trace

or a PRO or botho A PRO would be the contents of Y -~ PROs are constituents

which bear semantic roles and grammatical relations. The label "a...trace"

is a classification of Y; it does not refer to Y's contents, only to its

properties. GIven R(X, Y) such that the surface structure counterpart of

Y does not appear in the surface structure expression of R, Y must dominate
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PRO or be classified as a a-trace. It may do both.

Consider (105), the s structure of the raising construction in (104).

(105) 5_______

& VP1_____

Elmer t . pp_______

see'alS r s_____
[S, VPJ ~ ---e::::VP2 _

Elmer to have given a por
cupine to Hortense

The SUB-of-VPZ relation in (105) is expressed in surface structure as the

[NP, S] structural relation, but according to (98) above, the surface struc-

ture counterpart of Elmer in the embedded sentence may not appear in surface

structure by virtue of Elmer's bearing this relation. The~efore, the surface

structure countepart of Elmer in the lower S will be an empty node and NP
i

in the lower S of (105),which does not dominate PRO, will be classified as

a a-trace. Again, a-traces are s structure counterparts of empty nodes in

surface structure with certain characteristics.

We must attribute two properties to a-traces. First~ they must be

governed~bt. If we identified a~traces as empty categories of the correct

sort, this property of a-traces might follow from Chomsky's (1981) UEmpty

Category Principle" (or ECP) which states that empty categories must be

"governed" in a special sense. Second, f3....traces are anaphors which must be

bound by an identical constituent at s structure. Recall that, although

they correspond to empty surface structure categories, a~traces, like the

second occurrence of Elme~ in (105), are not empty categories at s struc-

ture. Although some co~indexed element, where co~indexation indicates co-

reference, not identity, might happen to a-command a ~t~ace within its

governing~bt category, satisfying clause (ii) of (102) for the ~trace as
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anaphor, we must stipulate that only an identical constituent will count

as a binder for a a-trace to satisfy. condition (i1) of (102). I do not

know of any actual ungrammatical sentences in which this second property

of a-traces comes into play, but hypothetical examples may be constructed.

Consider the s structure in (106),

(106) [8 It [vp r-verb E1meri [S S-tracei [Vp to have believed
o 1

[s he! seems that S ] ] ) ] ] •
2

The r-verb (raising verb) in (106) exceptionally governs-bt into 8
1

,

governing-bt the S-trace, whose contents is he t - (This is not shown in

(106).) That is, he! is the subject of both 81 and S2 and the OBJ of tensel

agreement on ~. The NP he. receives its semantic role from the vp~
-1

[to have believed ••• ], but appears in surface structure by virtue of bearing

the OBJ relation with respect to tense/agreement on~. Structure (106)

might be seen as the result of "lowering" he from 8
1

into 8
2

- Since it is

c-commanded by and co-indexed with Elmer!, the a-trace in (106) is tech~

nically bound by Elmer
i

in the sense of binding theory, yet it is not bound

to an identical constituent -~ Elmer i and he! in (106) just happen to be

coreferent; they are not the same constituent. The constraint that ~~traces

be bound by identical constituents to meet (1021i) rules out "raising"

(really, lowering) constructions like (106), Such a constraint seems a

defining property of "traces.,,20

The machinery is all in place to derive some properties of GR chains .

(see (100) above), In the discussion to follow, we will be considering a

GR chain, R1(X1, Y1), R2(X2, Y2), ••• ,Rn (Xn , Yn)' where for all i, Yi = Y.

First note that Y will dominate lexical material or PRO, These are the

two possible bearers of grammatical relations at s structure~
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Theorem 1: If Y dominates lexical mater1~1, R1 may not be SUB.

Suppose Y dominates lexical material and R1 is SUB. In this case, Y1 in

R1(X
1

, Yl ) will be a a-trace since Yl in SUB(Xl , Y1) corresponds to an empty

node in surface structure and Y is not a PRO. But a~traces must be bound

by identical constituents. If Y1 in R1(X1, Yl ) were bound by an identical

constituent, by the definition of "bound" it would be c-commanded by an

identical constituent. Bqt then, since GR chains are ulaximal (see (100»,

this identical constituent should be Y. in some R.(X., Y.) higher in the GRchain
J J J J

than R1(X
l

, Yl ). But there is no R
j

higher than Rl in the GR chain. So

if Y dominates lexical material and Rl is SUB, Yl will be an unbound a-~race,

a violation of (10211). Therefore, if Y dominates lexical material, R1 must

not be SUB.

Theorem 2: For all 1>1, Ri(X i , Yt ) ~ SUB(Xi , Yi ). Suppose Ri(Xi~ Yi ),

for some 1>1, is~ SUB(X
i

, Y
i
). We demonstrated above that PRO may bear

only SUB relations. Therefore, if Ri(Xi , Yi ), 1>1, is not SUB(Xi , Yi ), Y

may not be PRO. So suppose Y dominates lexical material. By theorem 1,

R
t

is not SUB. But we demonstrated above that a constituent dominating

lexical material may not bear more than one non~SUB grammatical relation.

Therefore, for all i>l, R
i

may not be distinct from SUB.

Theorem 3: If Y dominates lexical material, Y does not bear

another GR chain. By theorem 1, each GR chain in which Y dominates lexical

material must be headed by some R1 distinct from SUB. So if Y bears more

than one GR chain, it would have to bear more than one grammatical relation

distinct from SUB. But we demonstrated above that a constituent dominating

lexical material may not bear more than one grammatical relation distinct

from SUB. So if Y dominates lexical material, it may bear no more than
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ona GR chain.

From the theorems and discussion above, we may conclude that each

PRO will bear a GR chain (or chains) in which Ri is SUB for all i. A con~

stituent dominating lexical material will bear a single GR chain whose R1

is distinct from SUB, but for all 1>1, R
i

will be SUB. Thus for i>l itl a

GR chain born by a constituent dominating ~exical material, Y
i

must be a

a~trace. Since a~traces are anaphors subject to clause (11) of binding

theory (102), the binding theory constrains the construction of GR chains,

specifying how closestructurallyeach link of the chain must be to the next.

It will be useful to review here what assumptions and principles have

been added to the theory to derive the distribution of PRO and the con~

straints on GR chains. First, I introduced principle (98). On the assump

tion that PRO is not a lexical item, principle (98) yields the distribution

of FRO. Principle (98) also limits constituents dominating lexical mnterial

to one non~SUB relation each. Next, I presellted a modified version of

Chomsky's (1981) binding theory, (102), and specified that what is idio~

syncratic about raising triggers is their ability to "govern-bt" (govern

relevant to the binding theory) into their clausal complements. I defined

a a-trace as an s structure cJunterpart of an empty node in surface struc

ture with certain characteristics. I stipulated two properties of ~-traces;

first that they must be governed~bt and second that they are anaphors which

must be bound to an identical constituent. The first property might follow

from Chomsky's ECP; the second may be a defining property of traces. What

seem to be the proper constraints on a constituent's ability to b~ar multiple

grammatical relations, i.e., constraints on GR chains, follow from the theory

given the characterization of a-traces.
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Some special cases of constituents bearing multiple

BEammatical relations. Raising. Raising phenomena are illu-

strated in sentences (107).

(107) a. Elmer seems to have sold his last porcupine.
b. I believe Elmer to have sold his last porcupine.

Elmer in (107a) is the SUB of both seems to have sold his last porcupine

and to have sold his last porcupine while Elmer in (107b) serves as the OBJ

of be11~ve and the SUB of to have sold his last porcupine. Since the

evidence for "raising" is well k,own and translates directly into the pre...

sent framework, I will not justify here my identification of the grammatical

relations born by Elmer in (107). It might appear that the claim that Elmer

is the OBJ of believe in (107b) 1s controversial, but, in fact, what dis~

agreement there is in the literature over "raising to object" centers on

the surface constituent structure of (107b), not on the determination of

grammatical relations. Some linguists claim (107b) has the surface phrase

structure analysis shown in (lOBa), others that in (108b).

(108) a. I believe [8 Elmer to have sold his last porcupine].

b, I believe Elmer [s •••• to have sold his last porcupine].

To claim that Elmer is the OBJ of believe in (107b) in the present theory

does not commit one to either of the surface structures shown in (108).

Linguists like Chomsky (1981) who support structure (108a) say that believe

"governs" and "case marks" Elmer in (107b). As far as their consequences

for the t:est of the theory are concerned, "governing and case marking" in

the GB framework correspond to "assigning a syntactic role to" in the pre...

sent theory, at least in structures like (107b), If Elmer in (lOBa) is

governed and case marked by'believ~ in the GB framework, it has all the

s structure properties of the direct object of believe in (109).
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(109) I believe Elmer.

In light of the discussion above, we may safely assume that Elmer bears

the grammatical relations in (107) described above and move on to an analysis

of these raising constructions. 21

What is special about raising constructions like (107) is that a con

stituent, Elmer in (107a~b) is head-Governed by an item,~ in (107a) and

believe in (107b), with respect to whose 1-s counterpart the 1-8 counterpart

of the constituent bears no 1-5 relation. To put it another way, construc~

tiona like (107) are unusual in that Elmer bears a grammatical relation in

the uppe~ clauses but no semantic role in the l~s counterparts of these

clauses. I explained above that the special feature of raising verbs and

adjectives '1111 be attributed in the present theory to the ability of these

items to exceptionally govern~bt constituents head-Governed by the lexical

head of their clausal complements. If some constituent bears the SUB re~

lation in the clausal complement of a raising item and this complement is

tenseless (and lacks some other exceptional governer-bt of the SUB), the

SUB will be the only element in the complement governed-bt by the raising

item in the higher clause but not governed-bt by anything in the complement.

The SUB in the complement clause will be a a-trace whose governing-bt

category is the minimal S headed by the raising item which governs~bt it.

By binding theory (102) clause (i1), the a~trace will have to be bound by

an identical constituent in this minimal S. That is, the constituent

bearing the SUB relation in a tenseless clausal complement to a raising

item will have to bear some grammatical relation with respect to the raising

item or to a phrase the item heads in order to bind the SUB of the clausal

complementas ~~trace, When the SUB of the clausal complement to a raising

item bears such an ~~~.!.;!!?~~!,.,~~~~=_~!~~~,~.~._~,;.io~.~"raising" has taken place.
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Consider again sentence (107a). A partial 1-8 structure for (107a)

is displayed in (111). A partial s structure for the sentence appears in

(110),

(110) ~s~

~ ~------E],mer y . ~pp~
seAms r ~s~

[s, VP] ~ _ VP::-:=-....
Elmer to have sold his

last porcupine

(111) s
I

ypV----- --------. s
I .e:=:::::~

seems Elme~ to have sold h1s
last porcupine

I assume that~he atr\lctural position. [S, Vf] is provided to any verb to

~s,igll"a synt~g~ic.: ~ole ~o ~h~ ,s str~c;~~:r;e counterpart of the verb' s pr()~

E.9.§.1.t1onal.~.1~s"Q.bj~C:S.L._l The lexical entry for~ is given in (112), where

[+R] is the feature of raising items that indicates they govern-bt into

their clausal complements.

(112) ~, V, 'seem' (appeared) [+R], [~Pred SR], [-transitive]

The second occurrence of Elmer in (110) will be identified as a ~~trace.

As a SUB, the second occurrence of ElmeE corresponds to an empty node in

surface structure. The s structure counterpart of an empty node is a PRO,

a a~trace or both. Since Elmer is not PRO, the second occurrence of Elmer

in (110) must be a a~trace. Since~ is [+R], it will govern-bt into

its clausal complement at s structure, Since the seco~d occurrence of Elmer

is governed-bt by~ but not by anything in its own clause, the governing~

bt category for this Elmer is the entire sentence (the minimal S containing
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a governor~bt of Elmer). By (i1) of the binding theory (102), the second

Elmer in (110) must be bound by an ident1.cal constituent within its

governing-bt category, i.e., within the higher S in (110). Since seem
..

is [-transitive], it will not take an OBJ which could serve as the ante~

cedent for Elmer in the lower clause. Nor is there any way for an argument

of seem which is not also seem's OBJ to serve as antecedent (see below).

Thus, Elmer must occur as the SUB of the VP seem heads to bind the ~-trace

in the lower clause, Since seem is [-Pred SR], the predicate it produces

takes no logical subject at l-s structure (see (111», a constituent whose

s structure counterpart would have to correspond to the SUB of the s struc~

ture counterpart of the predicate. Therefore, Elmer may serve as SUB of

the VP~ heads in s structure (110), binding the second occurrence of

Elmer from this position within its governing-bt category.

A partial s structure for sentence (107b) is given in (113).

(113) .____s-----
NP---- ~VP
6---------/~
I V----.h-pp,

belIeve Elmer P ----- ~s~
[S~VP] ~ ~

Elmer to ¥have sold hfs
last porcupine

The lexical entry for believe in (113) is shown in (114).
4

(114) believe, V, 'believe' (believed) [+R], [+Pred SR], [+transitive].
The analysis of (113) is exactly parallel to that given for (110). Elmer i

must bear some grammatical relation in the higher clause in (113) in order

to bind the second occurrence of Elmer!, a a-trace whose governing~bt cate~

gory is the higher S. Since believe in (113) is [+Pred SR], Elmer may not

bear the SUB relation with respect to the VP believe heads -- this relation is
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reserved for the s structure counterpart of the logical subject of the pre~

dicate believe heads in 1-8 structure. For re~sons to be reviewed below,

Elmer could not be simply an argument but not an OBJ of believe. But because

believe is [+transitive], Elmer may be the OBJ of believe and bind the second

occurrence of Elmer
i

in (113) from this position in the upper clause.

Raising must be from subject. This follows from the theorem proved

above that all the links in a GR chain but the first must be ~UBs. If

raising were from object or argument, a GR chain would be established in

which some R
i

, 1>1, were not SUB, a violation of the constraints on GR chains

derived from the theory. Constituents may not be "raised" from tensed

clauses in English, because the SUB in a tensed clause is the OBJ of tensel

agreement (see section 2.6.2.3. below). Therefore, raising from the SUB of

a tensed clause is raising from object. Raising must be ~ subject or

object. Raising to an argument which is not also the OBJ of the raising

item is ruled out by the conditions imposed in section 2.4.2.4.3. above on

the introduction into s structure of constituents without 1-8 counterparts.

If a raised constituent were to be the argument of a raising item but not

its OBJ, some syntactic role assigner would have to be introduced into s

structure to assign the raised constituent its syntactic role ~~ see the

discussion in section 2.4.2.4.3. Consider the s structure of a raising

construction in (115), where X is the raised constituent in an argument

ph~ase PP serving as argument to the raising item R.

in (115) corresponds to the 1-5 structure in (116)

The s structure

(115) R-----
p...............

I
y



(116) RP
R~~S

NP~ ~VF
Ix
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,
The head of the argument phrase, PP, in (115) is a syntactic role assigner

without an argument structure. We stated in 2.4.2.4.3. above that if such

syntactic role assigners are to be introduced into s structure, they must

be explicitly linked to some semantic role in the ·lexical entry of a semantic

role assigner. That is, the logical object relation between the semantic

role assigner and its object is stipulated to correspond to the grammatical

argument relation between the s structure counterpart of the semantic role

assigper and an argument phrase headed by the syntactic role assigner to be

introduced into s structure. If the raising construction in (115) we~e to

be grammatical, X would have to be the s structure counterpart of a logical

object of the raising constituent R so that the logical object relation•
between R and the l~s counterpart of X could be stipulated in the lexical

entry of R to correspond to the argument relation between R and an argument

phrase headed by Y. Since a raised constituent is not an l~s dependent of

the ~a1s1ng itam (see (116», a raised constituent cannot be the argument

of a raising item in an argument phrase.

If raising is only to SUB or O~J, since nouns, we have claimed,

do not take OBJs and do not head phrases which take SUBs,22 a noun may not

be a raising item. No principle prevents a noun from exceptionally governing~

bt into a clausal complement, i~e., from carrying the feature [+R]. However,

as explained above, the OBJ of a [+R] item o~ the SUB of the phrase it

heads must bind the SUB of its clausal complement. The failure of nouns to

take OBJs or head SUB~taking phrases accounts for the fact that nominalizations
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of raising verbs are not raising nouns,

(117) a. *Elmer's appearance to have sold his last porcupine •••
b. *My belief of Elmer to have sold his last porcupine •••

The "locality" :r;estriction on raisillg ..... the fact that a constituent

"raised" from the clausal complement of a raising item must bear a grannnatical

relation in the clause headed by the raising item -- results from the binding

theory (102). Since the raising item governs~bt the SUB of its clausal comp~

lement and the SUa is not governed~bt in its own clause, the clause headed

by the raising item is the governing-bt category of the lower SUB. By

clause (11) of (102), some constituent within the clause that the raising

constituent heads will have to bind the SUB.

A note on obligatory control. I have been assuming the

analysis of "control" structures like (113) presented in, e.g., Chomsky

(1981) •

(118) a. Elmer wished [PRO to sell his last porcupine].
b. Elmer persuaded Hortense [PRO to buy his last porcupine].

The PRO SUBs of the bracketed clauses in (118) are assumed by Chomsky to be

ungoverned-.bt and subject to a "theory of control," yet to be worked out in

detail, which dete~ines their possible antecedents. Chomsky derives the

principle that PRO~ not be governed-.bt from the binding theory (102)

and the assumption that PRO is a pronominal anaphor~ As an anaphor, PRO

must be bound in its governing~bt category; as a pronoun~ PRO must be free

in its governing-bt category. The only way FRO could be both bound and

free, logical opposites, in its governing~bt category would be for it not

to have a governing-bt category, i.e., to be ungoverned. Since the PROs in

(118) are ungoverned-bt in Chomsky's theory, the binding theory does not

demand that they be bound to a constituent in the higher clause, and some
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additional theory of control is necessary to insure that the PROs are

correctly bound.

Assuming that PRO is not a lexical item, I have shown that it may

not be lexically-Governed in the present theory. Recall that government-bt

is a union of the notions "Government by a lexical item" and "exceptional

government~bt" (see (103»). Suppose that PRO is only an anaphor, not a

pronoun; i.e., suppose PRO i3 subject only to clause (11) of the binding

theory. If PRO is governed~bt, it must be bound in its governing-bt cate-

gory; if ungovernedM-bt, PRO need not be bound according to the binding

theory. Since government-bt consists of lexical Government and exceptional

government-bt and PRO may not be lexically Governed, PRO may only be

exceptionally governed-bt, as by a raising item. In the present theory,

then, we might analyze verbs of obligatory control like~ and persuade

in (118) as having the same [+R] feature as raising verbs; they would govern~

bt the constituents head-Governed by the head of thei~ clausal complements.

If the PROs in (118) were governed-bt by the matrix verbs, by (10211) they

would have to be bound by some constituent in the sentence headed by the

matrix verbs. Treating verbs of obligatory control as exceptional governe~s-

bt allows the binding theory to capture the local binding restrictions on

PROs in sentences like (118). If the PROs in (118) were ungoverned-bt, as

in Chomsky's theory, SOlue condition in addition to binding theory would be

necessary to force them to be bound to some constituent in the matrix cla~ses.

Even if PROs may be governed-bt, when they are not so governed, as in (119),

binding theory does not constrain their possible antecedents.

(119) a. What is it necessary [PRO to do with porcupines on Sunday]?
b. Elmer thinks it would be nice [PRO to hold a convention of

porcupine deal~rsJ.
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Note that principle (32) preventing a single 1-6 constituent from

bearing more than one semantic role prohibits us from analyzing sentences

(118) as involving a-traces. Suppose the PROs in (118) were replaced by

a-traces. Recall that "a--trace" is a classification of an s structure

constituent, not the contents of an s structure node. The contents of a

a-trace must be identical to the contents of the node which binds it. If

control structures contained (3-traces, Elmer in (ll8a) would be both the SUB

of the matrix clause and the SUB of the lower clause, which is the a~trace.

But in order to be the SUB of both clauses at s structure, Elmer would

have to bear both the "wisher" and the "seller" '.coles at l··s structure,

in violation of (32). If we gave up principle (32) in favor of some other

principle with the same eff~ccs in certain crucial cases. we ~ight be able

to supporl a a-lrace analysis of control sentences like (118),

The expression of SUBs as O~Ja of tense/agreement related

items. In addition to the raising constructions discuss~d in the last

section, which involve a verb governing-bt into its sentential complement,

there are cases of SUBs expressed as OBJs which do not involve a higher

vnrb, Some examples from English appear in (120).

(120) a. For Elmer to sell his last porcupine would disturb Hortense,
b. Elmer sold his last porcupine.

I claim that the SUB in sentences like the sentential subject of (120a) is

expressed as the OBJ of the preposition for, th~ SUB of sentences like (120b)

as the OBJ of tense/agreeme&'lt. The expression, ~)£ subjects itl. a language

implicates the tense-aspect system23 If I were to give a fully adequate

account of examples like (120), I would have to work out the log1co~semantics

of the tense~aspect system of English. Since such an investigation WQuld

take us beyond the main topic of this dissertation, what follow5 must be
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considered speculative. I will sketch the outlines of an analysis of the

expression of SUBs in English first to demonstrate that ~entences like (120)

present no particular difficulties for thethevryof grammatical relations

desc~1bed above and second to highlight what the present theory demands of

such an analy"is.

Suppose that an element determining the tense and/or aspect of a

proposition appears in l~s structure as a modifier taking propositional

modifiees. Such an analysis is in line with most accounts of the contribu

tion of tense/aspect to the semantics of a sentence. An important property

of modifiers is that, unlike the other items taking 1-5 dependents (predi

cates, argument-taking words, semantic role assigners). they combi.ne with

their modifiees to form an 1-5 constituent of the same type as the nlodifiee~

A proposition modifier, like our proposed tense-aspect element, cOffibines

with a proposition to yield a proposition~ We might identify the tense

8dpect element as the 1-8 realization of Steele ec al.' s (1981) AUK constitll'"

ent. This l~s Aux element must contain all the lexical material direct~y

connected with the tense-aspect system. I will assume that this material

includes the tense morphology affixed to verbs, the infinitive marker to,

and the so.-called "complementizers" that and!2E.. It is well known that

complementizer selection is tied to the tense-aspect system; we will capture

this dependence by placing at least the complementizers ~~ and !£! with~

in the Aux constituent. That is> the relationship between the tense~aspect

system and complementizers will be stated in co~occurrence restrictions 011

elements in the Aux. The Aux el.ement modifying the sentential subject of

(120a) consists of the complementizer for and the infi.llitive ularker ~,

along with all relevant information about the COlltribution of ttle Aux element
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to the logical~semant1csof sentences in which it appears. The Aux element

in th~ l~s structure of (120b) contains the past tense morpholog~which

appears in surface structure on the head of the sentence, and various

semantic information.

Since a proposition, S, in 1-5 structure bears the modifee relation

with respect to the Aux element, ~f no merger takaa place between 1-8 and

s structure, its s structure counterpart must bear the grarnmatical modifiee

relation with respect to the s structure counterpart of the Aux -~ see the

table 1n (69) above. To account for the exp~ess1on of Elmer in (120a-b)

as the ORJ of fo~ and of tense/agreement, we are forced by the present

analysis to assume that the infinitival for-!2 Aux of (120a) and the tensed

Au~ of (120b) are [+R]~ That is, these Aux elements, like raising verbs,

govern-bt into their sentential complements at s structure. Because the

Aux elements lack predicate~a~gument structures, they do not take logical

subjects or head subject~taking phrases and, therefore, their s structure

counte~parts do not take grammatical SUBs or head SUB~taking phrases. Con~

sequently, the [+R] Aa~ ~lements must be [+transitive] and the SUBs of

their clausal complements must also be their s structure OBJs (cf. the dis-

cussion of raising above). The s structure of (120b) and of the sentential

subject of (120a) look something like (121a-b) in the present analysis

(irrelevant details omitted).

~p
~:=:::,..;

sell his last
porcupine

?-
.A

[-tense}} Elmer
i

(J.21) a.



b.

Aux

, {[+tense]! [+past ]}

123

7 _______
~ s~

Elmer!.A ~

Elmer! sell his last
porcupine

The modifier~odifiee relation between the Aux and its sentential

complement in (121a) is expressed in surface structure as the structural

relationship between the Hcomplementizer," !2.!:, and the surface structure

counterpart of the complement (actually, the structural relation is between

a phrase headed by !.2!.. and the complement -- see (122». In addition, the

modifier-modifiee relation is expressed by the appearance of lexical material

from the Aux element, i.e., ~, on the head of its sentential complement,

i.e., the main verb sell. (Compare the expression of the OBJ relation

between an oblique case and the NP to which it assigns a syntactic role as

the appearance of the case marking on the head of the NP.) The OBJ relation

between the Aux and Elmer in (121a) is expre~sed as the structural relation

between for and Elmer in (122). The SUB relation between Elmer and tIle \TP

i,n (121.a) is expressed as the [NP, S] structural relation, such tllat tIle

surface structure counterpart of the VP heads the S. In accordance with

(98), Elmer will not appear in surface structure by virtue of bearing the

SUB relation ,dth respect to the VP; therefore, the NP immediately dominated

by the S which the surface structure counterpart of the VP heads will be

empty in surface structure. A partial surface structure for (121a) is

given in (l22)o

(122)
p~s

p~ ----....·NP
I ~

for Elmer

_____ S_____

NP ~VP
c<:::::--=~~ .

to sell his last
porcupine
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The modifier-modifiee relation in (121b) between A~ and its sentential

complement is e~pressed in surface structure through the appearance of lexical

material from the Aux element, i.e., the past tense and agreement morphology,

on the head of its sentential complement, sell. The OBJ relation between

the Aux and Elmer in (121b) is expres~~d through the agreement of Elmer with

the agreement element in Aux, which ends up on the head of Aux's complement,

i.e., on sell. A possible surface structure for (121b) is given in (123),

(123) 5______

~ ---====:::V=P=======-~
Elmer sold his last porcupine

Since Aux, the sentence modifier in (121b), merges with~, tne head of

the modifiee, neither the Aux nor the lower :.,' -in (121'b) w:lll have surface

structure counterpart nodes. This follows from the principles of ~erger to

be discussed in Chapter Three. According to (98), Elmer, must appear in sur-

face structure by virtue of bearing the OBJ relation with respect to the

Aux element in (121b). However, the OBJ relation between Elnler and Aux is

expressed through agreement of the Aux with Elmer. This expression of the

OBJ relation does not detel~ine the location of Elmer i.n surface structure.

Recall that the SUB relation between Elmer and the VP in (121b) is expressed

in surface structure as the [NP, S] relatiJn where the surface structure

counterpart of the V~ heads the S. But, according to (98), Elmer will not

appear as the NP immediately dominated by S by virtue of bearing the SUB

relation. I assume that in cases where the SUB must appear by virtue of

bearing an OBJ relation but does not have its surface structure location

determined by the expression of the OBJ relation, the SUB may appear in the

expression of its SUB relation~ So Elmer may appear as the NP immediately

dominated by the S headed by the surface structure counte~part of the VP
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in (121b). The details of this analysis of the expression of SUBs whose

location in su~face structure is not fixed by an OBJ relation they bear

remains to be worked out,

Our analysis of the expression of the SUBs in (120) began with the

observation that the expression of SUBs crose-linguistically seems tied

to the tense-aspect system of a language. Since the SUB of a sentence

itself bears no l~s relation with respect to the tense/aspect of the sen~

tence, the present theory demands that the sentence bear some l~s relation

with respect to tense/aspect and that the tense-aspect elements behave

like raising items. If sentences bore no 1-8 relation with respect to

tense-aspect elements, our tbeo~y would provide no mechanism for capturing

the dependence of the expression of SUBs on the tense-aspect system.

Above, ! have filled in some of the dEtails of an analysis of the expression

of SUBs in English within the constraints imposed by our theory; however~

other analyses are possible within these constraints. A comparison of the

possible analyses must await a study of the exact nature of the dependence

of the expI:ession of SUBs on tense and aspect and a thorough examination of

the logical-semantics of the tense-aspect syste~.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The reader might find sections of thi.s chapter difficult to under,--

stand without reference to the data in Chapter Three. To aid the reader,

I have included throughout Chapter Three extensive references to pertinent

sections and principles of this chapter. A good strategy for attacking the

dissertation would be to ~ead through Chapter Two once, then read Chapter

Three before returning to read Chapter Two a second time.

2. See Filmore (1968, 1977), Cook (1979), the papers in Abraham (1978),

and the sources cited in the:3e works.

3. In addition to the sources cited in f.n. 2, see Ostler (1979), Gruber

(1976), Jackendoff (1972)~ and Carter (1976).

4. For the purposes of this dissertation, it is only necessary to claim

that a verb names a mapping from arguments onto predicates. If the verb

maps each set ~f arguments onto a single preciate, it names a function. I

will continue to use the term "function" in the pages to follow even though

it is not essential that verbs meet the uniquenes~ condition on functions.

5. I use "argument" here in the technical sense of a constituent bearing

a semantic role which serves as input to a P~A structure, a nominal~argument

structure, or a modifier--argument structure. I have also used "argument"

to refer to one of the two primitive semantic relations, i.e., argument~

taking item ~ argument and semantic role assigner - semantic role assignee.

In this second sense, the modifiee is an argument of the modifier and the

subject an argument of the predicate.

6. But see section 2.6.2.2~ on structures of obligatory control.

7, A possible exception to the generalization that no "subject idioms"
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exist in English is the expression, The cat has sot X's tongue, where

X represents the free argument position. Ken Hale informs me that Navajo

has a great number of idiomatic expressions which would be analyzed as

"subject idioms" on the basis of their English glosses. However, the iden...

tification of grammatical -relations in Navajo is problematic. See Young

and Morgan (1980, e.g., p. 313) for the Navajo data.

8. Nobuko Hasegawa informs me that arguments for the asymmetry among a

verb's semantic dependents similar to those mustered above from English may

be constructed with Japanese data. Lieber (1981) presents further evidence

for this asymmetry from constraints on Enlgish compounding.

9. Alternatively, these terms may be seen as naming features of semantic

roles. For example, the logical subject of ~ in Elmer ran away from the

rabid porcupine might be [+agent], since Elmer is an active participant in

the running, and [+theme], since Elmer undergoes a change of state (from a

position near the rabid porcupine to a position farther away).

10. For an oxposition of the assumptions and principles of Relational

Grammar, see Perlmutter (1978, 1979, 1980a, 1980b) and Perlmutter and

Postal (1978a, 1978b,1980).

11. Just as there are only two basic l~s relations, i.e., semantic role

assigner - semantic role assignee and argument~taking item ~ argument, so

there are only two basic grammatical relations, i.e., syntactic role assigner ~

syntactic role assignee and syntactic argument-taking item ~ syntactic argu~

menta I have defined the grammatical object (OBJ) as the syntactic role

assignee of a non-phrasal constituent and the grammatical subject (SUB) as

the syntactic argument of the s structure counterpart to a p~edicate. The

grammatical modifiee is the syntactic argument of a grammatical modifier.
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And the grammatical argument, in the narrow sense, is the syntactic argument

of the s structure counterpart of an item with a predicate-~ nominal~, or

modifier-a~gument structure.

12. When we talk about a lexical item appearing at some level of structure,

we are referring to a token of the lexical item. A given lexical item may

appear more than once in surface structure if each occurrence is a different

copy or token of the item.

13. The only other way Y' could head~overn X' which is not ruled out

by the inability of X' to bear a syntactic role would be for X' to serve

as the modifee of Y' or some constituent Y' heads. Since Y' is an argument~

taking item at s structure, it is not a modifier and X' may not be the modi~

fiee of Y'. However, if Y has a modifier-argument structure, Y' will head

a modifier at s structure and X' could satisfy principle (66) by bearing the

modifiee relation with respect to this modifier. This possibility is ex~

eluded because, in order to satisfy principle (66), some other constituent

will have to bear the modifee relation with respect to the modifier Y' heads

and modifiers take only one modifiee each. The modifier headed by Y', M',

will correspond to an l-s modifier M. Since, we have assumed, there are

no degenerate 1-6 modifiers, i~e., modifiers without mod1fiees, Mwill take

a modifiee at 1-6 structure. As we saw above, the s structure counterpart

of this l~s modif~ee must bear the grammatical modif1ee relation with respect

to the s structure counterpart of M, M'. Since modifiet's take only a single mod:l~

fiee, that the s structure counterpart of the modifiee of ~l serves as modifiee for

M' prevents X' from bearing the modifee relation with respect to M'. But M'

is the modifier Y' heads at s structure. So X' may not bear the modifiee

relation with respect to a phrase Y' heads.
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14. That is, destruction must make this demand in sentences in which its

logical objec: is expressed as the OBJ of of. For other~ possible expressions

of the logical object of derived nominals, see section 3.1.1.1.2. below.

15. See Chomsky (1981) for some discussion of the principles which deter-

mine the antecedent for PRO in (96) and the conditions under which PRO may

be "arbitrary" in reference, as in (97). For a f!lightly' aifferent proposal

on the determination of PRO's antecedent in (96b-c), see section 2.6.2.2.

below.

16... Chomsky and others have claimed that PRO may occur "in COMP," i.e.,

in a position in which it bears no grammatical relation.

17. Since modifiees are Governed by phrases, not lexical items or struc~

tural positions, principle (98) also implies that modifiees will not have

their surface structure counterparts appear in surfacE Itructure by virtue

of bearing the modifiee relation. However 1 modifiees are heads of phrases

and may have to appear in surface structure for this reason.

18. We will not consider the grammatical modifier-modifiee relation in

what follows. It turns out that no universal principle prevents PRO from

bearing the modifiee relation ~~ see f.n. 17. In fact, certain constructions

in some languages seem to involve PRO as modifiee. Raising from modifiee,

although not ruled out by principle (98), will be prevented by Chomsky's

(1981) "Empty Category Principle," although I will not demonstrate this.

19. The exception to this generalization is the situation in which X is

both the OBJ and the argument £f~~ operator. We represent X in

such a situation only once in our constituent structure representation of

s structure, and principle (98) must be interpreted to allow the surface
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counterpart of X to appear only once in surface structure.

20. In the Government-Binding theory of Chomsky (1981), a similar con-

straint on the trace of raising, that it be bound to the moved (raised)

constituent, proves unnecessary to rule out "lowering" constructions like

(106). Because Chomsky assumes that thematic-roles are assigned to

"grammatical function chains ," not to constituents or positions, his

theta-criteria rule out (106). The demonstration that Chomsky (1981)

does rule out (106) is left to the interested reader.

21. Cole and Hermon (1981) and Thrainsson (1980) present strong evidence

that the raised object in raising to object constructions does not fall in

the lower clause in the surface structures of Quechua (Cole and Hermon)

and Icelandic (Thrainsson). That is, they argue for the equivalent of (lOSb)

as the surface structure of raising to object constructions in these languages.

22. See Steele (1981) for a discussion of the relationship between the

tense-aspect system and the expression of subjects in Luiae~o.
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CHAPTER THREE: A~TERNATIONS IN THE EXPRESSION OF A VERB'S SE~~NTIC

DEPENDENTS.

3,0. Introduction. This chapter explores a wide range of gram-

matical phenomena often thought to implicate grammatical relations. These

include passive and "antipassive" constructions" dative movement alterna,...

tiona, "applied verb" constructions, lexical reflexive forms,and causative

sentences,

The grammatical phenomena under consideration involve alternations

in the syntactic behaviour of verbs usually signaled by morphology on the

verbs. The analysis of these phenomena will be shown to follow from the

theory of grammatical relations developed in Chapter ~wo and an independent

ly motivated theory of morphology, With an important class of exceptions

to be discussed below, what have been called "lexical rules" in, e.g., the

Lexical-Functional framewo~k of Bresnan (1981a) reduce in the present frame

work to affixation. Two lexical items, a root and an affix, each with its

O~~ set of features, combine according to the subcategorization restrictions

of the affix to yield a derived word whose features are a predictable com~

bination of the features of the constituent morphemes. Passivization in

English, for example, is the creation of a passive pa~ticiple via affixation

of the passive suffix to a transitive verb. The features of passive con~

structions are determined by the general principles discussed in Chapter

Two and by features of the passive participles which passive constructions

contain. The features of passive participles are in turn determined by the

theory of morphology and by the features of the constituent transitive verb

and passive suffix.

I will be adopting those aspects of the theory of morphology des~

cribed in Lieber (1980) relevant to present concerns, Within this theory,
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there are no word formation rules in the sense of Aronoff (1976). Rather,

affixes as well as roots have their own lexical entries,and all morphemes

are inserted into unlabelled binary branching word structure trees. The

insertion of morphemes into word trees respects the subcategorization features

contained in their lexical entries. l For example, since the passive suffix

in English attaches to verbs, it carries the subcategorization feature,

] indicating it is to be inserted into a word tree to the right of
v~ ,

a verb. Features of the morphemes inserted into the unlabelled trees per-

colate up through the tree according to the percolation conventions Lieber

details. Feature percolation labels the nodes of the word trees and de-

termines the features of the derived word, i.e., of the entire tree. Two

of Lieber's percolation conventions will be of interest here. First,

the features of affixes take precedence over the features of roots in per~

colation. For example, the affix ~ent, although it attaches to verbs, is

itself nominal. By the convention that features of suffixes take precedence

over features of roots, the words derived by combining ~ment and verbs

become nouns.

(1) a. b.

-ment

lv
N

•• g

Nv----- -----.N

d.

-ment enjoy --ment
N V N

lV-. .... lV-·
• • • • ••

c.

Tn (la) we see an unlabelled binary branching w· 1 tree. Inserting lexical
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items into (1a) respecting the subcategorization feature of the affix,

-ment, yields (lb). Lexical items label the nodes immediately dominating

them to yield (lc) from (lb). Percolation in accordance with the condition

that features of affixes take precedence over features of roots derives

(ld) from (1e).

A second percolation convention insures that when an affix is un~

specified for the value of some feature, that feature of the root per~

colates up to become the value of the combination of root plus aff1x~ For

example, consider the Russian diminutive suffix, -ushka~~ushekq The majority

of Russian nouns ending in -a a~e feminine. However, although they decline

like feminine nouns in -~, a few nouns in ~ take masculine adjectives,

indicating they carry a masculine feature.

(2) d'ad'a 'uncle' a. moj drugoj d'ad'a
my-masc. other~sc. uncle

'my other uncle'
b. *moja drugaja d'ad'a

my-fern. other-fern. uncle

The variant of the diminutive suffix -ushka attaches to nouns in ~ regard-

less of their gender. When -ushka attaches to a feminine noun in ~, such

as baba 'grandmother,' the result, babushka, is feminine; when it attaches

to a masculine noun in

is masculine.

....a-, such as d'ad'a 'uncle,' the result, d'ad'ushka,

(3) a. moj drugoj d'ad'ushka
my-masc •. other~asc. uncle-dimin.

b. moja drugaja babushka
ma-fem, other....fem, grandmother-dimin.

c. *moja drugaja d'ad'ushka
d. *moj drugoj babushka

Clearly, the diminutive suffix car~ies no gender feature of its own. Rather,

since the diminutive suffix is unmarked for gender, the gender feature of

the root noun percolates up to become the gender feature of the Russian
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derived diminutive. The internal structures of the derived diminutives in

(3) are displayed in (4) •

(4) a. N ;:: d'ad'ushka

~~~CUline~

N ushka
d'ad'a ]

]N--[~Sculine]

•••

b. N ;:; babushka

~+~~:ininej

ua~a j ushka

]N--
~:~eminin~]

•••

The interpetationofthe percolation conventions with regard to the

features [±Pred SR] and [±transitive] is straightforward. A given derived

word may have only one value of each feature. If an affix of a derived word

is [+Pred SR], for example, since the features of an affix take precedence

over the features of a root in percolation, the derived word will be [+Pred

SR]; if the affix is [-Pred SR], the derived word will be [-Pred SR] as well.

Although there is no simple plus or minus feature for semantic role assign~

ment, the percolation of semantic role assigning features will also operate

as one might expect from the pe~colation conventions. Let us assume that

derived words are subject to the same restrictions as simple words. So if

a language allows simple words to assign only one semantic role in the

unmarked case, it will allow its derived words only one role as well. Since

the features of an affix take p~ecedence over the features of a root in

feature percolation, if an affix assigns a semantic role, its semantic role
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assigning features will percolate to become the semantic role assigning

features of a word it derives. In languages that allow words to assign only

one role) percolation of the semantic role assigning features of the affix

will preclude percolation of the semantic role assigning features of the

root. If an affix does not assign a semantic role, of course, the second

percolation convention discussed above would allow the semantic role assigning

properties of the root to become the properties of the derived word.

The situation surrounding the percolation of argument structures is

more complicated. If the affix has an argument structure but the root does

not, the argument structure of the affix percolates to become the argument

structure of the derived word. Similarly, if the root has an argument

structure but the affix lacks one, the root's argument structure becomes

the argument structure of the derived word. So much follows directly from

the percolation conventions. If both root and affix have argument structures,

however, the combination of root and affix in a single word expresses the

1-8 relation between a constituent that the root heads (or the root itself)

and a constituent that the affix heads (or the affix its~lf). Thus the argu

ment structure of the derived word is some combination of the argument

structures of root and affix. I will discuss many examples of this "merger"

of argument structures in section 3.4 of this chapter. At this point, a

schematic examp~e of merger will be given to illustrate the principles in

volved.

Consider an affix, -AF, with a modifier~argument structure as shown

in (5).

(5) 'AF' (semantic rolel )

The modifiers produced by the function which AF names modify predicates.

Suppose we attach -AF to a verb root, V, which has the P-A structure shown
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in (6).

(6) 'V' (semantic role
2

)

The combination of -AF and V into a single verb, V-AF, will express the modi~

fier~odifiee relation between the modifiers the 'AF' function produces and

the predicates the 'V' function produces. The internal structure of the

derived verb, V~AF, is shown in (7).

lv-
'AF' (semantic rolel )•••

v~

(semantic role2)

[('V, (semantic ro:::; 'AF' (semantic rolel) j
•• ..!..

~--------------

(7)

• ••

I have represented the combination of argument structures in the feature matrix

of the derived verb by placing the argument structures of its constituent

parts within parentheses, creating a complex argument structure. This complex

argument structure is a predicate-argument structure, i.e., a function from

arguments to predicates. Given arguments bearing the semantic roles indicated,

the complex predicate~argument structure produces a modifier (using the 'AF'

function) and a predicate (using the 'V' function), and applies the modifier

to the predicate to yield a predicate.

In the first section of this chapter, I discuss alternations in

the expression of a verb's semantic dependents mediated by the affixation

of morphemes without argument structures of their own. These include the

"passive" and "antipassive" alternations and alternations associated with

reflexive verb forms.

Section two of this chapter examines alternations in the expression

of a verb's arguments which cannot be mediated by simple affixation. Since
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the featu~es of derived words are entirely determined by percolation andl

or the combination of argument structures described above, an affixation

process could not change the argument structure or semantic role assigning

properties of a root. Therefore, if an alternation in the expression of

a verb's arguments involves a change in argument structure or semantic role

,~ssigning properties, it cannot be simply mediated by affixation. Consider

the dative shift alternation illustrated in (8) and the "anticausative"

alternation illustrated in (9).

(8) a. Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortense.
b. Elmer gave Hortense a porcupine.

(9) a. Elmer broke the porcupine cage.
b_ The porcupine cage broke.

I will argue that the alternation in (8) is properly seen as an alternation

in which semantic role the verb, give, assigns; it assigns the theme role

in (8a), the goal role in (8b). If this analysis ~s correct, no affix could

• produce the verb in (8b) from the verb in (8a) or the verb in (8a) from

the verb in (8b). The predicate produced by the verb break in (9a) assigns

the agent role to its logical subject. The break in (9b)~ on the other hand,

has no agentive implications; the cage just broke. Therefore, the predi~

cates produced by the verb in (9b) must not assign an agent ~ole. Since the

argument structure of break changes between (9a) and (9b), the verb in (9b)

cannot be produced by simple affixation from the verb in (9a). It is argued

in section 3.2 that the theory correctly prevents affixation' from mediating

alternations like those illustrated in (8) and (9). Note, for example, that

no overt affix mediates the alternations in English. (A language might place

an affix on the verb corresponding to the break in (9b), but this will be

a general [~transitive] affi~ used in other constructions to detransitive

a transitive verb~) Some discussion is devoted to what actually does me~
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diate the alternations in (8) and (9) and related alternations.

The next section of this chapter (3.3) will exploit the conclusions

of the preceding sections to demonstrate the existence of ergative languages.

The theory is shown to predict differences between nominative-accusative

and ergative langauges ~elated to the constructions discussed in earlier

sections. The predictions are confirmed with data from the ergative languag'es

Dyirbal and Central Arctic Eskimo.

Finally, I analyze constructions containing affixes which bear their

own argument structures and semantic role assigning features (3.4). I assume

the principle in (10).

(10) Principle: If a lexical item assigns a semantic role or has an
argume,nt structure, it is a'l} independent constituent
at 1-s structure.

Recall that lexical items are inserted from the lexicon into trees generated

by the phrase structure rules of a language and that surface structures

result from applying Move ~ to these trees. Since, by the theory of morpho~

logy I am adopting, all affixes are attached to roots within the lexicon,

derived words are inserted whole into phrase structure trees and appear as

units in surface structure. Since an affix and root form a unit in surface

structure, an affix which assigns a semantic role or has an argument struc~

ture, and therefore appears as an independent constituent in 1-8 structure,

must Umerge" w!th the root to which it attaches somewhere between 1'-8

structure and surface structure~ The affix and root may be a single lexical,

item at s structure, in which case the "merger" is said to take place betweell

1-8 and s structure~ Or the affix and root may remain separate at s struc-

ture, in which case the "merger" takes place between s and surface structure"

As an example of me~ger, consider the Japanese causative construction. As
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I argue below, the Japanese causative morpheme -~ has the same predicate~

argument structure as the English causative verb, make. In 1-8 structure,

then, the causative morpheme will be an independent constituent taking a

propositional logical object. However, the lexical entry for -~ contains

the (morphological)subcategorization information that it attaches to verbs

to make verbs~ Therefore, a single verb consisting of a root plus -~

will be inserted into the phrase structure tree for a Japanese causatiye

sentence. The merger of the causative affix, -~, with the head verb of

its logical object between 1-s and surface structure is dictated by the

morphology, specifically, by the fact that -sase is a bound morpheme. The

present theory does not postulate "transformations" like predicate or

verb raising or clause union -~ in the mapping between 1-8 and surface

structure. The general principles introduced in Chapter Two and the feature

percolation conventions discussed above determine tho ~yntax of merger

constructions without special statement. Howeve~, some additional principles

must be introduced to fix the s structure counterpart of 1-s constituents

in cases of merger.

For each case of merger dictated by the morphology, however, the

grammar must decide whether the merger occurs between 1-8 and 8 structure

o~ between 5 and surface structure. As we sLall see, this parameter may

not be fixed once for all cases of merger, as some causative constructions,

for example, will be shown to involve merger between s and surface structure

(e,g" the Japanese), while others involve merger between 1-6 and s struct'ures

(e.g., the Malayalam),

In the section on merger constructions I discuss two sorts of affixes

carrying independent argument structures. First I analy~e affixes with argu

ment structures like those of Englisll prepositions such as for, to and with.
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These are the "applied" affixes of the Bantu literature. Given the assump....

tion that the applied affixes car~y argument structures like those of pre

positions in other languages, the theo~y correctly predicts the syntax of

applied verb constructions. Instrumental applied affixes are given

special attention. Otherwise mysterious differences between instrumental

applied verb constructions in two lanaguages are shown to follow immediately

from the theory on the assumption that the instrumental applied affix merges

with the root verb between 1-8 and s structure in one language but

between s and surface structure in the other. Finally, derived causative

verbs are examined. ~f we assume that causative affixes have the semantic

and syntactic features of English causative mak~, the theory predicts the

syntax of derive~ causative constructions crossl1nguistically without ad~

ditional rules o~ principles. Again, two sets of languages will be compar~d

which differ crucially on the location in the grammar of the merger between

the causative affix ~nd the roots to which it attaches.

3.1. Alternations in the expression of a verb's semantic dependents

!ediated by affixation of morphemes without independent argument structuLe~.

In section 2.4.2~ I proved that, within the present theory, the correspondence

between 1-8 and s structure relations is strictly fixed for all l~s relations

save obj(X, Y), where Y is also an argument of X and where there is no merger

of 1~8 constituents at s structure (see the table in (69), Chapter Two).

The various options for the s structure counterpart of the obj(X, Y) relation,

given arg(X, Y), depend on features of X: If X is [~Pred SRJ, objrX, Y) may

correspond to SUB(Z, Y'), where Y' is the s structure counterpart of Yand

the s structure counterpart of X heads Z. If X is [+transitiv~], the obj(X, Y)

relation may correspond to OBJ(X', Y'), where X' and Y' are the s structure
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counterparts of X and Y. And if X provides a syntactic role ~ssigner

without an argument structure to give the s structure counterpart of Y, Y',
i

;' )

a syntactic role, then obj (X, Y) may correspond to a,pg'(X', Z), where X' is

the s structure counterpart of X and Z is an argument phrase consisting of

y' and the syntactic role assigner provided by X. Suppose affixation is to

affect the correspondence between the l~s and s sthucture relations in a

sentence. If the affix neither assigns a semantic role nor takes arguments,

it will not be an independent 1-8 constituent and thus will not merge with

an l-s constituent at d structure; the affix will appear on the root to

which it attaches at l~s strcucture. Since the only alternations allowed

by the theory in the absence of merger are alternations in the expression

of obj(X, Y) when arg(X, Y), affixation of a morpheme which is not an inde-

pendent l-s constituent could only affect the expression of the obj(X, Y)

relation in s structure. It may affect this expression by transferring

to X the features described above which determine the possible expression

of the obj(X, Y) relation.

We saw above that a [+Pred SR] verb which assigns a semantic role

will he [+transitive] in the unmarked case. If affixation is to allow the

logical object of such a verb to correspond ~o the SUB of the VP the verb

heads at s structure, the affix must carry the feature [-Pred SR]. The

addition of a [-Pred SR] morpheme <H!~QU~ semantic role assigning features

or argument structure) to a verb is called "passivization. " If affixation

is to force the logical object of a verb to correspond to an object in an

~~gume~t phrase, the affix must car~y the feature [-transitive] and must

provide a syntactic role assigner to head the argument phrase. The [-tran-
.,., .' """"1 .........

sitive ] feature prevents the logical object from corresponding to the OBJ

of the verb while the syntactic role assigner is necessary for the reasons
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outlined in section 2.4.2.4.3. of Chapter Two. The addition to a verb of

a [-transitive] affix which provides a syntactic role assigner to the s

structure counte~part of a logical object ,is called '~~~~pass1vizat1Qn.H

Alternations in the expression of a verb's arguments mediated by

the affixatiol1 of morphemes which are not independent l~s constituents are

limited by the theory to alternations in the expression of a verb's logical

object as either it~ ,.Q;BJ, thEL.~U~ of the VP it heads, or an--9]J."in an

~rgument phrase which serves as its argument. Productive affixation pro~

ceases are further restricted by the markedness principles discussed in

Chapter Two. Thus even antipassivization is marked in the theory because

it produces derived verbs which are [-transitive] although they both assign

a semantic role and carry the feature [+Pred SR]. As expected within the

theory, antipassivization as defined above is extremely rare crosslinguisti-

cally. A theory which postulates relation-changing rules in the syntax or

lexicon must add constraints to account for the limited examples of alter~

nations in the expression of a verb's arguments which we actually obse~ve

across languages. The present theory, which includes only a general prin~

ciple governing the mapping of 1-8 onto s structures, correctly constrains

affix-mediated alternations to just those we find in the world's langauges.

In sub-se~tions 3.1.1. and 3.1.2. I discuss passivization and anti~

passivization in some detail. Among other things, I explain how the dif~

ference between languages that display "impersonal passives" and those that

do not may be captured by postulating a difference in a single feature

between the passive affixes in these languages 9 I also demonstrate that

much of the data accounted for by the "1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law"

of Relational Grammar follow from the same principle which accounts for
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the restriction of passivization in English to [+transitive] verbs.

Subsection 3.1.3. treats leAical reflexive verb forms. I show that the

theory demands that lexical reflexivization share essential properties

with passivization and thereby explains the crosslinguistic similarities

between passive and lexical reflexive verb forms.

3.1.1. Passivization. The structures called "passives" in different

languages are a varied lot. I will give here an analysis of English passivi~

zation and extend it to passivization crosslinguistically. In effect, I

will be defining "passivization." That some construction called a "passiveH

by some linguist does not fall under my analysis cannot be counted against

the analysis unless failing to relate this constru.ction to those I have con~

sidered "passives" misses an important generalization.

3.1.1.1. Passivization in English. 3.1.1.1.1. The Passive affix.

Quite simply put 1 English passivizationinvolves the affixation to a verb of

the passive morpheme, -~ (following usual practice, I use the form, -en,

as a cover symbol for the various allomorphs of the passive morpheme). The

passive suffix subcategorizes for verbs and carries the features [-Pred SR],

[-transitive], and whateve~ features specify its participle nature. The

participle features of passive verbs will be summarized here in the symbol,

[+participle] •

(11) -!:!!. V, [ ]V _ ],

[~Pred SR], (-transitive], [+participle]

A principle to be discussed below will insure that the passive affix attaches

only to [+Pr~d SR], [Ttranl~itive] verbs. Since the features of an affix

take precedence in percolation over the features of a root, a derived

passive verb will be [-Pred SR], [-transitive], [+participle].
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Attaching the passive suffix to write derives the verb in (12a),

which appears in (12b).

(12) a. [(writt]V en]V' 'write' (written) (-Pred SR], [-transitive],

(+participle]
b. Elmer's book was ,~itten in twenty days.

As the passive affix lacks an argument structure, the derived passive

verb inherits the P-A structure of the active root. Since the passive

participles of verbs like write are [-transitive], the logical object

of the passive participle cannot correspond to its OBJ in s structure

the passive participle may not have an OBJ in s structure. As English pro-

videa no mechanism for making the s structure counterpart of written's

logical object an argument of written (see section 2.4.2.4.3. above) and

since the passive participle is [-Pred SR), freeing the SUB of the VP

WTitten heads from having to correspond to the logical subject of the pre-

dicate written produces, the logical object of written can and, by pr1n~

ciple (66) of Chapter 2Two, must correspond to the SUB of the VP headed

by written. Thus the "promotion" of objects to subjects in passivization

is just a natural by-product of principle (66) and the features of a passive

participle,

Not only does the analysis of English passivization described above

yield the correct results, but it is in fact forced by the theory of the

dissert~tion. We assume that the active and passive forms of an English

verb are related by a productive affixation process. Since affixation does

not change the argument structure or semantic role assigning properties of

a verb, the passive and active forms of a verb should share a P-A structure

and should assign the same role(s), To allow the logical object of a

[+Pred SR] verb which assigns a semantic rr 1 e to correspond to the SUB of
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the VP it heads, affixation must make the verb [-Fred SR]. If the logical

object of a verb may not correspond to its OBJ at s structure, the verb

must be [-transitive]. Therefore, if an 1-8 argument of a verb is to cor-

respond to the OBJ of the active verb but the SUB of the VP headed by the

passive verb, ~hen the passive affix ~ust carry the features [-Pred SR],

[-transitivel. 3

Although the English passive morpheme -~ attaches only to [+Pred SR],

[+transitive] verbs, it is not necessary to include this information in the

subcategorization feature of -~ in (11). If the passive morpheme attached

to [-transitive] verbs, sentences like, It was danced, meaning, 'Someone

danced,' would be gran~atical (see the discussion of impersonal passivization

in section 3.1.1.2. below). It is not clear that there are any [-Pred SR],

[+transitive] verbs in English. One candidate for [-Pred SR], [+transitive]

status is the verb strike in sentences like (13) (see also section 3.1.1.3.

below).

(13) a. It strikes me as being too hot for porcupines outside,
b. There strikes him as being too many porcupines in this room.

The strike in (13) may not be passivized, as shown in (14).

(14) *1 was struck by Elmer as selling too many porcupines

The information that -~ must attach to [+Pred SR], [+transitive) verbs

was omitted from the subcategorization frame in (11) because it follows from

a general principle that affixes carrying the a value of certain features

may only attach to roots carrying the -a values of these features.

(15) Principle: For a certain class of features F, an [aF
1

] affix
may only attach to a [-aF

i
] root.

Although the proper characterization of the features F in (15) is problematic,

the application of (15) to the passive affix is clear. The features subject to
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(15) are features unmotivated by the argument structure or semantic role

assigning properties of the affix. If, for example, the passive affix had

a P-A structure which produced predicates that assign semantic roles, it

would be [+Pred SR] by virtue of its inherent properties. The [+Pred SR]

feature of the affix would be motivated by its argument structure and thus

not governed by (15). Since the passiv~ affix has no argument structure

and assigns no semantic role, its [-Pred SR] and [-transitive] features are

unmotivated and thereby subject to (15). So principle (15) restricts the

English passive morpheme to attach to [+Pred SR], [+transitive] verbs.

Principle (15) might be seen as a principle against 'fvacuous affixa-

tion." Some principle is needed, for example, to prevent the past parti-

,ciple affix from attaching to a past participle. Since the past participle
.
already has the features of the past participle affix) aff'ixation of'this

affix to a past participle adds nothing but phonological features to the

participle - it is "vacuous" in all but its phonological effects. Principle

(15) 1s intended to be the principle which prevents affixation of "grammatical"

affixes like past participle endings to words which already contain these

affixes.

3.1.1.1.2. The ~ phrase. If the semantic role which a predi-

cate assigns is born by no constituent in the passive sentence, as in (16),

the bearer of that role is interpreted as being an indefinite someone or

something.

(16) The porcupine was sold for twenty dollars.

As made explicit by Fodor and Fodor (1980), the indefinite interpretation

of the bearer of the logical subject role in passives exactly parallels the

interpretation of the bearer of any inherent semantic role of a verb not
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mentioned in the sentence. For e~ample, I have assumed that the source

(or "seller") role 1s inherently associated with the verb, buy. If we do

not express the source of buy in a sentence, the bearer of this role is

interpreted as someone or someplace unspecified -- see (17).

(17) Elmer bought the porcupine yesterday.

Similarly, the bearer of the inherent agent or "seller" role associated wi,th

sell is interpreted as someone indefinite in sentence (16). Fodor and Fodor

(1980) present arguments that this indefinite interpretation of unexpressed

bearers of inherent semantic roles must be distinguished from the explicit

binding of these roles to the quantifiers someone or something (see also

4Dowty, 1981a).

Although the bearer of the logical subject role in a passive sentence

need not be expressed, it may appear in a prepositional phrase headed by

~. The simple fact is that the object in a EYprepositional phrase within

a VP heeded by a passive participle bears the semantic role assigned by the

predicate that the passive participle produces. Although there may be iso

lated examples of passive participles which cannot co-occur with EY phrases,

suggesting that by can only assign certain semantic roles, one can give no

semantic characterization of the semantic roles born by the object of Ex.
One finds objects of Ex bearing the full range of semantic roles carried by

logical subjects in English. These roles include agents (Hortense was pushed

by Elmer), experiencers (Elmer was seen by everyone who entered), themes (The

intersection was approached by five cars at once), recipients or goals (The

porcupine crate was received by Elmer), and vQrious roles which seem to fit

none of the classes I have seen defined in the literature (The house is

surrounded by trees). This poine bears repeating since it is often over~
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looked: No semantic characterization of the objects of Ex. as "agents"

save one which defines agents as those roles assigned by predicates, i.e.,

as the roles born by logical subjects, can account for the semantic range

of the Ex. objects in passive constructions.

So it is a fact about Ex. that its object may bear the semantic roles

assigned by predicates. This fact must be captured in an adequate account

of the semantics of~. Consider the 1-8 structure of the passive in (18),

given in (19).

(18) Elmer was insulted by Hortense.

(19)

~VP==--=-.
was insulted Elmer

~PE .

p~ -----NP
I ../:>,..
by Hortense

The predicate was insulted Elmer to (19) is a function from arguments to

propositions. The preposition Ex. creates a modifier, the PP by Ho~tense

in (19), which is a function from predicates to degenerate predicates, i.e"

to predicates which are functions from E£ arguments to propositions. The

predicate was insulted Elmer may be represented as the open sentence (x in-

sulted Elmer). The preposition ~ performs a special task in English. It

assigns to its logical object the semantic role assigned by the predicate

which the modifier it produces modifies. So in (19) Ex. assigns to Hortense

the role assigned by was insulted Elmer, which the modifier by Hortense

modifies. The modifiers El produces modify pre~icates by applying the pre-

dicates to .~~ s ,.,.,~~gical obj ect J c~eating a proposition which is identif~.~d

as a ~,egenerate p~,edi~at~ ~ In (19) & applies the predicate was insulted

Elmer to its logical object, Hortense, effectively substituting Hortense for
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the free variable in the predicate, to produce the proposition or deg~nerate

predicate (Hortense insult Elmer)_ To repeat, £! heads a predicate modifier

consisting of itself and its logical object. The modifier Ex heads modifies

a predicate P. ~ assigns to its logical object the semantic role that P

assigns then applies the predicate P to its logical object to create a de

5
generate predicate.

One might ask why £! appears only in passive sentences like (20a) and

not in active sentences li~e (lOb).

(20) a. The porcupine was sold by the last porcupine salesman in Boston
b. *Elmer sold the porcupine by the last porcupine salesman in

Boston. (Ungrammatical with the reading that the porcupine
salesman sold the porcupine).

Recall that the modifiers produced by ~ modify predicates to yield degenerate

predicates, i_e., predicates which are functions from no arguments to a pro-

position. Suppose we add a ~ phrase to a predicate headed by a (+Pred SR]

verb, as in (20b). Since it takes no arguments, the (degenerate) predicate

the Ex phrase produces may not be sister to a logical subject. Yet the

[+Pred SR] feature on the verb which heads the predicate that the Ex

phrase modifies demands that the verb head a predicate which is sister to

a logical subject. Thus we cannot add a ~ phrase to a predicate headed by

6a [+Pred SR] verb in the 1-5 structure of a well-formed sentence.

3.1.1.1.3. Passivization of raising verbs. When we attach the

passive ending to a raising to object verb like believe, whose (raising)

lexical entry is shown in (2Ia), we derive the passive participle in (21b).

Compare believed in (21b) with ~' whose lexical entry is displayed in

(21c). (The (propositional) logical objects of the verbs in (21) are con-

nected to [S,VP] __ ] to indicate that [S,VP] is provided to assign a

syntactic role to the s structure counterparts of these logicaJ Jbjects--
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see the discussion of raising in section 2.6.2.1. of Chapter Two.)

,(21) a. believe, V, 'believe'(believed) [+Pred SR], [+transitive], [+R]
I

[ [8, VP] _1
b. [[believelv ed lv' 'believe'(beliived ) [-Pred SR], [-transitive],

[+R] , [+participle] [ [S,VP] _l
c, ~, V, 'seem'(aEpeared) [-Pred SR], [-transitive]. [+R],

[ [S,VP] _1

Since the passive morpheme, whose entry is displayed in (11) above, is

unmarked for the feature [~R], the [+R] feature of the root, believe, in

(21b) percolates up to become a feature of the passive participle. As shown

in (21), the lexical entry for the passive partfciple of believe (derived

from its raising or [+R] entry) is identical in all syntactically relevant

respects to the lexical entry for ~, a raising to subject verb, except

that believed, but not ~, is a participle, In other words, passivization

of a raising to object verb yields a raising to subject verb. Consider a

sentence like (22a), parallel in structure to (22b).

(22) a. Elmer was believed to have sold his last porcupine.
b. Elmer seems to have sold his last porcupine.

The present theory claims that Elmer in (22a), just like Elmer in (22b), is

at no level of analysis and at no stage in a derivation a grammatical object

of the raising verb. In both sentences (22), Elmer is the SUB of both the

matrix and embedded clauses but an OBJ in neither.

3.1,1.1.4. Against a promotion analysis of passivization. I believe

the above analysis of English passivization is essentially correc t. In

Marantz (1981b -- written in 1980) I showed that a similar analysis is

required within the government-binding framework (that is, passive morphology

must be stipulated to absorb "structural case" and to prevent the verb phrase

headed by the passive participle from assigning a semantic role to its
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subject -- see Marantz 1981bfor details) ,7 and such an analysis was sub

sequently adopted explicitly by Chomsky (1980b, 1981). It is difficult to

argue against other analyses of passivization within alternate theore

tical frameworks since these analyses may be the best available within the

frameworks and may be made to work. The most popular alternate analysis

of passivization, supported by Relational Grammarians among others, in

sists that passivization involves the explicit promotion of objects to

subject. Within the present theory, allowing a rule that explicitly

associates a logical object with a grammatical subject, for example, would

increase the power of our theoretical mechanisms, forcing us to ask why the

grammar employs this stipulated association of 1-8 and s structure re

lations and not other conceivable ones. In addition to these theoretical

considerations, there are some data which lead us to reject the promotion

analysis of passiv1zation within the framework of this dissertation. These

same data call into question a promotion analysis in any theoretical frame~

work.

Recall that the logical object of a verb must correspond to the SUB

of the VP its passive participle heads in most cases because passive par

ticiples must head-Govern the s structure counterparts of their logical

objects but are [-transitiv~] and introduce no syntactic role assigner

to make the s structure counterpart of the logical object into a grammatical

argument. If some rule of English provided passive participles with such

a syntactic rO,le assigner, then their logical objects would not have to

"promote" to SUB to satisfy principle (66). In fact, we ,qet'e led to assume

for the analysis of raising constructions that English allows the struc

tural position [8, VP] to assign a syntactic role and provides this syn

tactic role assigner to any argument-taking item. Since, as we saw in
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Chapter Two, the OBJ of a structural position corresponds to a con-

stituent which appears in this position in surface structure, the OBJ of

[Sf VP] must naturally be an S. Since sentential logical objects of

passive participles may correspond to arguments in argument phrases headed

by [8, VP], such sentential objects need not promote in passive co~struc-

tions, as shown in (23c) (this fact was pointed out in the course of similar

argument in Williams, 1979).

(23) a. I believe that Elmer sold his last porcupine.
b. That Elmer sold his last porcupine was believed by everyone,
c. It was believed that Elmer sold his last porcupine.

The lexical entry for believed in (23c) is shown in (24), where the

[ [8, VP] __l connected to the logical object semantic role indicates that

[S, VP] assigns a syntactic role to tpe s structure counterpart of the

logical object.

(24) [ [believe]Ved]V' 'believe' (believed), [-Pred SR], [-transitive],

[+participle] [~ __1

When no 1-8 constituent corresponds to the grammatical subject of an

s structure clause, English provides a dummy NP, ~, to serve as SUB: as

in (23c).

The argument agair.st the promotion analysis of passivization de-

rives from the behavior of verbs which allow only the (23a,c) members of

the pattern in (23); that is, the s structure counterpart of their 1-a

logical objects seems never to promote to SUB.

(25) a. I feel that Elmer should sell his last porcupine.

b. ???That Elmer should sell his last porcupine was felt by
everyone who saw the condition of his pet shop.

c. It was felt that Elmer should ~ell his last porcupine~

(26) a. I reasoned that Elmer could sell t~n porcupines a week.

b. ???That Elmer could sell ten porcupines a week waa reasoned
by the accounting firm of Hummer, Hummer, Hummer, and Fred.
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c. It was reasoned that Elmer could sell ten porcupines a week
during an economic recovery.

(27) a. I said that Elmer had the best porcupines in the business.

b. ???That Elmer had the best porcupines in the business was
said around the financial district.

c. It was said that Elmer has the beat porcupines in t~le

business.

In the present theory, the ungrammaticality of (25-27b), as compared with

the grammaticality of (23b),B is explained by the mechanism which accounts

for another peculiar property of feel, reason, and ~: In their meanings

in (25-27), these verbs do not take NP objects.

(28) a. *1 reasoned the outcome of that situation.

b. *1 felt Elmer's obligation to sell his last porcupine.
(Ungrammatical with the meaning, 'I felt Elmer was obliged
to sell his last porcupine.)

c. *I said the announcement in a loud voice.

I propose to capture the fact that feel, reason, and ~ take only sentential

complements in certain usages in the same manner that one would account for

unusually or "quirky" case-marked constituents in Icelandic (see Levin,

1981). I have dis~ussed quirky case marking in Icelandic in a different

connection above -- see section 2.5.2. For present purposes, the important

aspects of the phenomenon are these: ~ quirky case-ma~ked object in Ice-

lan4iq ret~in~ ~~§ qYirky case m~tking in passiv~~g~~oq ~ng ~aising, That

is, the quirl~y case marking -- say dative -- which appears on the surface

structure counterpart of the logical object of a transitive verb shows up

on the constituent bearing the logical o~ject semantic role in passive and

raising constructions. So, if the OBJ of the active verb is unexpectedly

marked dative (the usual object: marking is accusative), the SUB of the

corresponding passive will be marked dative, as will be the OBJ of a raising

to object verb which embeds this passive sentence or the SUB of a raising
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to subject verb embedding this sentence. 'rhis "case preservation" effect

is illustrated· in (29a-d) from Levin (1981) (see also (89-92), Chapter Two,

"(29) a. Eg hjalpa honum
I help him~Dative

b. Ranum er hj~lpaa
He-Dative is helped
" ~c. Eg tel honum hafa veria hjalpaa

, i believe him-Dative to-have been helped

d. Hanum er talia hafa verid hjalpae
He-Dative is beiieved to-have been helped

The case preservation effect and related phenomena demonstrate that

the quirky case markings in Icelandic are associated not with grammatical

relations but directly with semantic roles (see Levin 1981). No matter

what grammatical relation the constituent assigned the "helped" role in

(29) bears, it must appear in the dative case. Moreover, the quirky case

markings play no role in the sentence other than to mark the constituent

which bears ~he semantic role with which they are associated; in particular,

as explained in section 2,5.2., they assign I\either semantic nor syntactic

roles. Just as the s~mantic roles of quirky case marked objects in Ice-

landic seem exceptionally connected with their quirky cases, so the pro-

posItional logical object of verbs like ff~, reason, and ~ seem to be

exceptionally connected with the structural position [8, VP). Regardless

of the grammatical relation (OBJ or argument) born by the constituent as

signed the logical object semantic role, the logical object of these verbs I

will appear in the surface structure position [8, VP]~ Following the

notation of Levin (1981), I will connect the "quirky case marking ,," i~e.,

the structural position, [S, VP], to the semantic roles assigned by feel,

reason, and say with a, double line.
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(30) a, reason, V, 'reason' (reasoned) [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

~[S, VP]

b. [ [reason]Ved]v' 'reason' (reasoned) [-transitive], [-Pred SR],, ~
[+participle] [ [S, VP] __l [S, VP]

The structural posit,ion [8, VP] attached by the double line to the "reasoned"

semantic role in (30a) constrains the expression of this selnantic role

to [8, VP]. If the logical object of reason corresponds to an OBJ expressed

as [S, VP], as in (26a), the condition on the expression of the "reasoned"

role is satisfied. An NP OBJ -- a [NP, VP] -- bearing the "reasoned" role

as in (28a), would not satisfy the condition expressed with the double line

notation in (30a). If the passive participle employs the syntactic role

assigner [8, VP] available to all verbs to assign a syntactic role to the

s structure counterpart of its logical object, as in (JOb), which is the

lexical entry for the verb in (26c), the condition that the "reasoned" role

be born by a constituent in the [8, VP] position in surface structure will

also be satisfied.

To account for the ungrammaticality of (25-27b) and the grammatica-

lityof (2S-27c), a promotion analysis of passivization would somehow have

to require that the passive participles of ~, reason, and ~ trigger

an obligatory rule of sentential subject extraposition. 9 The trouble

with this requirement is that the "extraposed" sentences in (25-27c) behave

like sentential complements and not like extraposed sentential subjects.

Clear cases of sentential subjectextrapositionare illustrated in (31);

these involve postverba! sentences which clearly bear the semantic role of

a logical Sllbj ec t •

(31) a, That Elmer should be allowed a tax deduction on porcupine
depreciation stinks in the minds of most pet dealers.
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b. It stinks that Elmer should be allowed a tax deduction on por
cupine depreciation.

c. That Elmer arrived late for dinner proved his point about the
tardiness of pet dealers

d. It proved his point about pet dealers that Elme~ arrived late
for dinner.

In general, sentential complements -- i.e., sentential logical objects

corresponding to constituents. within the syntactic verb phrase -- but not

extraposed subjects -- i.e., postverbal sentences bearing the logical

subject role -- may appear without .the that complementizer and may permit

extraction (wh-movement) from within.

(32) a.
b.
c.
d.

(33) a.
b.
c.

The postverbal

Elmer believed porcupines mate in the spring.
Who did Elmer believe (that) Hortense likes most?
Elmer claimed porcupines mate in the spring.
l~at did Elmer claim (that) Hortense did with her spare timo?

*It stinks Elmer should be allowed a tax break like that.
*Who did it prove his point that Elmer knew?
*What did it stink that Elmer bought?

sentential complements of (25-27c) behave like the complements

in (32), not like the extraposed subjects in (33).

(34) a.
b.

c.
d~

e.

f.

It was felt Elme~ could do a lot better in aardvarks.
It was reasoned Elmer could sell ten porcupines a week in
an economic recovery.
It was said Elmer was overstepping his authority.
What was it felt (that) Elmer could afford to buy with his
porcupine proceeds?
How many porcupines was it reasoned (that) Elmer could sell
in a week?
Hhat was it said (that) Elmer could do with his extra mer
chandise?

In fact, the postverbal se~tential complements of the passive participles

of all verbs taking sentential objects behave like the sentential comple-

menta in (32) and not like the extraposed subjects in (33), suggesting

that these complements need not be promoted to subject then extraposed.

(35) a. It was believed Elmer could save porcupines from extinction.
b, It was claimed Elmer sold puce porcupines after hours.
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c. lVhat was it believed (that) Elmer could sell instead of
porcupines?

d. How many porcupines was it claimed (that) Elmer gave to
the poor?

Another piece of evidence against the promotion analysis of the

passives in (25-27c) can be derived from the generalization in English

that [-Pred Sa] verbs taking sentential complements are raising verbs.

Let us assume that English obeys this generalization because it provides

the feature [+R] to any [-Pred SR] verb. Assume further that sentential

subject extraposition, whatever its proper analysis, does not involve making

a verb [-Pred SR] but rather involves the exceptional expression of a

~!~~al subject as an S of VP ([S, VP]). We can now explain why the

passive participles of verbs taki~g sentential objects raise to subject

while mere sentential subject extraposers do not raise. The passive

participles of the verbs which take sentential complements in (36), being

[-Pred SR], receive the feature [+R] in accordance with the generalization

about English that [-Pred SR] verbs raise. The sentential subject extra-

posers in (37), being [+Pred SR], do not receive the feature [+R] and so do

not raise.

(36) a. Elmer was felt to have overstepped his authority in this
matter.

b. Elmer was reasoned to be able to sell ten porcupines a week
in an economic recovery.

c. Elmer was said to sell imported porcupines below cost.

(37) a. *Elmer proved his point about pet owners to have arrived late.
b. *Elmer stinks to have said that at the party.

Since the active versions of (36) ar~ ungrammatical -- see (38) some

special account of why the passive participles of verbs which take sen-

tential complements raise to SUB must be given in any theoretical frame-

work~
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(38) a~ *1 felt Elmer to have overstepped his authority in this
matter,

b. *1 reasoned Elmer to be able to sell ten porcupines a week
in an economic recovery.

c. *They said Elmer to sell imported porcupines below cost.

l~atever mechanism decides that the passive participles of feel, reason, and

~ will raise to subject, it must be able to distinguish these verbs as

a class from the sentential subject extraposers like stink. If these

passiveparticipleswere analyzed as obligatory sentential subject extra-

posers, as required on a promotion analysis of passivization, it would be

difficult to explain why just these verbs but not sentential subject extra

10posers in general allow raising to SUB.

3.1.1.2. Passivization crossling~ist1cally. l~e may define

passivization as the addition to a verb of an affix without argument struc-

ture or semantic role assigning properties which carries the feature [-Pred

SR], In Marantz (1981b) I argue that the English passive suffix attaches

only to [+transitive] verbs and that the restriction on passivization to

transitive verbs is not uncommon among the world's languages. We saw above

that ~rinciple (15) allows us to account for this restriction on pasaivization

in English by giving the English passive morpheme Loe feature [-transitive].

There are languages in which the passive affix tnay attach to [-transitive]

verbs. Since it prohibits an affix with an "unmotivated" [-transitive]

feature from attaching to a [-transitive] verb, principle (15) demands that

the passive morpheme in these languages not carry the feature [~transitive].

Suppose we attach a passive affix carrying only the feature [-Fred SR] to

a [+Pred SR], [-transitive] verb root. Such affixation would prevent the

predicates which the derived passive verb produces from taking a logical

subject, thereby freeing the SUB of the VP the verb heads at s structure
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from having to correspond to the logical subj ec t , A verb root whi,ch is

[+Pred SR), [-transitive] will, in the unmarked case) not assign a semantic

role, i.e., will not take a logical object. Since only 1-8 subjects and

objects may correspond to s structure SUBs, the grammatical subject of

the passive of our [+P~ed SR], [-transitive] verb root will correspond to

no 1-8 constituent. The passivization of a [+Pred SR], [-transitive] verb

yields what has been called an "impersonal passive" 1n the literature.

Impersonal passivization in Dutch has been discussed in Perlmutter

(1978) and Comrie (1977). We suppose that the passive affix in Dutch

carries only the feature [-Pred SR] (and the features of a participle),

allowing it to attach to [-transitive] verbs. Affixation of the passive

morpheme to the intransitive verb fluiten 'to whistle,' whose lexical

entry appears in (39a) yields the passive participle, gefloten J whose

lexical entry appears in (39b).

(39) a. fluiten, V, 'whistle' (0) , [+Pred SR], [-transitive]
b. gefloten, V, 'whistle' (0) , [-Pred SR], [-transitive],

[+part1ciple]

Since an I-s structure proposition headed by the passive participle in (39b)

will contain neither a logical subject nor a logical object to correspond

to the syntactic SUB of the corresponding S in s structure, Dutch employs

a dummy SUB, ~, where independent rules of grammar demand an overt gramma-

tical subject -- see sentence (40b). Note that the preposition door in

Dutch serves the same function that EY serves in English (see 3.1.1.1.2.

above for discussion of EY).
(40) a. De jongens floten

'The boys whistled'

b. Er ward door de jongens gefloten
it was by the boys Wl11stled-PASS

'The boys whistled' (' It was 'whistled by the boys')
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Sentence (40b) illustrates the impersonal passive construction. Again,

the characteristic feature of this construction is that the SUB is not

the s structure counterpart of a constituent bearing an 1-5 relation.

If we attach the passive morpheme to a [+transitive] verb in Dutch,

feature percolat1onwouldyield a [-Pred SR], [+transitive]' derived passive

verb. However, we saw in Chapter Two that [-Pred SR] verbs are [-transitive]

in most if not all clear cases. It was suggested that the implication in

(41) may be universal (but see sections 3.1.1.3, and 3.3.2. below).

(41) (-Pred SR] --+ (-transitive]

Suspending a decision on the status of (41) in universal grammar, we may

hypothesize that (41) operates as a redundancy rule in the Dutch lexicon,

changing the [+transitive] feature of the passive participles of [+tran-

sitive] Dutch verbs to [-transitive]. Passivization of verwoesten 'to de-

stray,' whose lexical entry is shown in (42), yields the passive participle,

verwoest, whose lexical entry is shown in (43).

(42) verwoesten, V, 'destroy' (destroyed), [+Pred SR]) [+transitive]

(43) verwoest, V, 'destroy' (destroyed), [-Pred SR], [-transitivel
[+participle]

Although the Dutch passive affix does~carry the feature [-transitive],

implication (41) provides the verb in (43) with this feature. As the passive

participle of verwoesten is [-transitive], its logical object cannot cor-

respond to its OBJ at s structure; instead, the s structure counterpart of

its logical object becomes the SUB of the VP headed by the passive verb,

as shown in (44b) ,

(44) a, De soldaten verwoesteen de huizen
'The soldiers destroyed the houses'

b. De huizen werden door de soldaten verwoest.
the houses were by the soldiers destroyed

'The houses were destroyed by the soldiers'
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If (41) always provides the feature [-transitive] tn the passives

of [+transitive] verbs, then no language should exhibit impersonaI passives

of transitive verbs. The issue of whether universal grammar allows im

personal pass~ves of transitive verbs has been debated in a different

guise by Perlmutter (1978), Perlmutter and Postal (1980), and Comrie (1977).

Perlmutter and Postal take the position that , in our terms, a passive '

verb will not be [+transitive] and that, therefore, impersonal passivization

is restricted to intransitives, while Comrie claims that some languages ex

hibit [+transitive] passive verbs. The reader is directed to the cited

articles for the evidence, arguments, and counterarguments on each side of

the issue.

Because, in the present framework, the passive morpheme is merely

a carrier of the feature [-Pred SR], we might expect to find the passive

morpheme employed in constructions other than canonical passives which

involve preventing a predicate from assigning a semantic role or preventing

a verb from assigning a syntactic role. It turns out that the passive

morpheme in some languages is used in non-passive constructions in which

a predicate must be prevented from assigning a semantic role to a logical

subject in 1-8 structure, freeing the grammatical SUB of the s structure

counterpart of the predicate from having to correspond to the logical sub

ject. For example, consider the use of the Japanese passive morpheme,

-~, in what has been called the "indirect" or "adversity" passive in the

literature (see, e.g., the papers in Shibatani, 1976c). In (45b) we see

a straightforward Japanese passive sentence corresponding to the active

sentence in (45a). The Japanese passive morpheme, -~~, carries the feature

[-Pred SR] and, since Japanese lacks impersonal passives, 'le feature
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[-transitive]. The dative case marking, n1, serves the same function in

Japanese passives as ~ serves in English, assigning the semantic roles of

the predicates with which it is associated.

(45) a. Sensei wa John 0 sikar~ta.

teacher TOP John ACe scold-PAST
'The teacher scolded John.'

b. John wa sensei ni sikar-are-ta
John TOP teacher DAT scold-PASS-PAST

'John was scolded by the teacher.'

The subjects of the verbs suffixed with~ in (46), unlike the subject

(also the topic) in (45b), do not bear the logical object semantic role

but rather are interpreted as persons adversely affected by what the rest

of the sentence describes.

(46) a. Taroe ga doroboo ni zitensya 0 nusumareru.
Taro NOM thief DAT bike ACe steal-PASS

'A thief steals his bike, and Taro is adversely affected.'

b. John ga ame ni hurareta.
John NOM rain DAT fall-PASS-PAST

'It rained, and John was adversely affected'
(or, 'John was rained on')

c. Hanako wa musuko n1 sin-are-ta
Hanaka TOP son DAT die-PASS-PAST

'Her son died, and Hanako was adversely affected.'

Note that the passives in (46) have no active counterparts. If we place

the verbs in (46) in sentences without the passive morpheme, the SUBs of

the sentences bear the logical subject role and the OBJ, if the verbs are

transitive, bear the logical object role. No constituent bears the role

of the person adversely affected by what the sentence describes.

(47) a. Doroboo ga zitensya 0 nusum-ru
Thief NOM bike ACe steal-PRES

'A thief steals a bike'

b. *Doroboo ga zitensya 0 TaroD o/ni nusum-ru
theif NOM bike ACe taro ACe/DAT steal-PRES

c. Arne ga hur~ta.

rain NOM fall-PAST
'It rained.'
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d. *Ame ga John 0 hur-ta
rain NOM John Ace fall-PAST

e. Musuko ga sin-ta.
son NOM die-PAST

'A son died. '

f. *Musuko ga Hanaka 0 s1n-ta.
son NOM Hanako ACe die-PAST.

From sentences (47) we may conclude that it is the passive morpheme in (46)

which signals the presence of a constituent bearing a 'semantic role

person adversely affected -- in addition to those inherently associated with

the verb.

The important thing to note here about sentences (46) is that the

syntactic SUB does not bear the semantic role assigned by the I-a counter-

part of the VP; rather, it bears the added adversity role. Recall that if

the verbs marked -~ in (46) were [+Pred SR], the log:lcal subj ects of the

predicates they yield would necessarily correspond to the grammatical SUBs

of the s structure counterparts of the predicates,l! Therefore, the verbs in

(46) must be [-Pred SR]. That they are [-Pred SR] accounts for the appear-

ance in adversity passive sentences of a ni marked NP bearing the logical

subject s~mantic role. The dative case marking n!, as mentioned above,

serves the same function in Japanese as ~ serves in English. We saw above

why a "~ phrase" is incompatible with a predicate headed by a [+Pred SR]

verb. The present theory would claim that the passive morpheme~ in

(46) carries the feature [-Pred SR] just as it does in the "true" passive

sentence (45b). The passive morpheme is used in the adversity passive con-

struct10ns precisely to indicate that the verbs in these constructions

are [-Pred SR].

Since the SUBs in (46) do not bear the semantic role of the logical

subject, we must ask what assigns these constituents their adversely af-
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fected roles. A full account of the adversity passive would take us far

off the track here. It would require exploring adversity and ben~factive

constructions in other languages and delving deep into the particulars of

Japanese syntax (see Marantz 1981a for the beginnings of an account of

Japanese grammar within the current framework). In place of a complete

analysis of the Japanese adversity passive, let me reiterate that, according

to our theory" the verbs marked with -~ in (46) must be [-Pred SR] and

that the passive morphology is used in (46) to carry this [-Pred SR]

feature.

There is a construction in Chichewa, Bantu language described in

Trithart (1977), which resembles the adversity passive of Japanese in many

interesting respects. The combination of passive and causative morphology

on the Chichewa verb can indicate that an NP bearing the instrument semantic

role appears as the syntactic SUB of the verb. In (48b J d) I display some

"true" Chichewa passives, containing the passive morpheme, -dw-. Note

"that the preposition ndi serves the same function in Chichewa that ~

serves in English.

, ~ ( ~ ~

Jon! a-na-(z1-)nyamul-a n-thochi
Jnhni hei-PAST-(themj)-carrY-INDIC bananasj

'John carried the bananas.'

b. N-thbch{ zi-na-(z1-)nyamul-idw-a ndt Joni
bananas

i
theyi-PAST-(themi.... )carry-PA,SS-INDIC by John

'The bananas were carried by John.'
, ., ~ " III!" ". ttl" ,,, '",- "

c. Joni a-na-(zi-)pats-a n-thochi kwa a-mai a-he
Johni hei-PAST-(themj-)give-INDIC bananasj to mother his

'John gave the bananas to his mother.'
~ { "'" " " ,.., t" ."". ~ ." ",d. N-thoch zi-na-(zi-)pats-idw-a kwa a-mai a-ke ndi Joni

bananas! theyi-PAST-(themi-)give-PASS-INDIC to mother his by
John

'The bananas were given by John to his mother.'

In (49) we find some causative constructions, to be discussed in 3.4.2. below.
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Note the causative morpheme, -ts-~

*' ttl'" ,.", " "'"(49) a. M-phunzitsi a-na-(wa-)lemb-ets-a a-na.
teacheri hei-PAST-(themj-)write-CAUSE-INDIC children j

'The teacher made the children write.'
~ ~" ~." ", ., "b. Catherine a-na-(ma-) kolol-ets-a mw-ana wa-ke clli-manga.

Catherinei shei-PAST-(himj-)harvest-CAUSE-INDIC child. her
corn J

'Catherine made her child harvest the corn.'

(50) is an example of the instrumental construction under cons1derat~on.

The verb in '(50) is marked with both the passive affix, -dw-, and the
- I

causative affix, -ts-, but the syntactic SUB of the sentence is interpreted

as an instrument, not as a 'causer' or as the logical object.

fI# '" ..-."" "(50) Khasu li-ma-(li~)lim-its-idw-a chi-manga ndi Joni
hoe i iti-HABIT-(iti-)farm-CAUSE~NDIC corn

j
by John

I~,(
'The hoe is used by John to farm corn with.'

Like the Japanese adversity passives in (46), the "passive" in (:~O) has

no active counterpart. A verb marked with the causative morpheme alone,

as in (49), can only be used in a causative construction. It cannot be

used to indicate that an NP bearing the instrument role appears somewhere

in the sentence -- see (51), The causative reading of (51) is blocked by

a restriction in Chichewa that 'causees" be animate.

(51) *Joni a-ma(yi-)lemb~ts-apeni
Johni hei-HABlt-(itj-)write-CAUSE-INDIC pcnj

'John writes with a pen.'
I

Sentence (51) is ungrammatical because only the causative and passive mor-

phemes together signal the instrumental construction.

In (50), as in the Japanese adversity passive constructions, the

verb must be [~Pred SR] to prevent the syntactic subject from bearing the

semantic role of the logical subjecc of the predicate the verb produces.

As in Japanese, the Chichewa passive morpheme carries the feature [-Pred

SR] even when it appears in constructions other than simple passives li.ke
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(48b,d). The passive morphology in (50) semantically vacates the subject

position ot a sentence headed by the passive verb, allowing this position

to be occupied by a constituent bearing some semantic role other than

that of the logical subject. A more complete analysis of the Chichewa

instrumental construction illustrated in (50) will be given in section

3.4.1.2. be'!'Ow.

3.1.1.3. The 1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law. One of the most

interesting findings of Relational Grammar has been the set of restrictions

on passivization and impersonal passivization accounted for within the

theory by the "1 Advancement Excluslvpness Law' (or lAEX; a "1" is a subject

in Relational Grammar). In Relational Grammar, all passivization processes

promote ("advance") an object to subject. ImperRonal passivization, is ana~

lyzed as the promotion of a dummy objftct to subject. The LAEX (see Perlmutter

1978, Perlmutter and Postal 1978a, 1980) states, in effect, that there may

only be one advancement to subject per clause (the reader should consult

the cited sources for an exact formulation of the law). Perlmutter (1978)

shows how the li\EX and the "unaccusative hypothesis" -- basically the

hypothesis that languages include unaccus~tive argument-taking items, which

were discussed in 2.2. above -- explains the ungrammaticality of certain

impersonal passives in Dutch and Turkish. Perlmutter and Postal (1978a)

discuss several other applications of the lAEX, in particular, the role 1 0 £

the lAEX in explaining the crosslinguistic ungrammat:icality of double

passivizat10n within the same clause and the apparent impossibility of

pcssivizing certain subclasses of English verbs in some constructions (see

below). In this section I demonstrate that some of the predictions of the

lAEX follow directly from the present theory without further statement.
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The remaining data accounted for by the lAEX within Relational Grammar

are handled by the theory given what se9ms to be, a general principle

governing morphological processes. The data associated with the lAEX pro-

vide strong support for the present theory. What requires a special rule

or stipulation in Relational Grammar falls out of general principl~s in

the framework of this dissertation. 12

Consider first cases of what Perlmutter an~ Postal (1978a) call

"sporadic advancements to 1" (;::;subJect). Within Relational Granunar,

sentences like (52) are associated with a relational network in which a

constituent which bears an initial "impuI'e" granunatical relation, something

like "means" in (52a) and "time" in (52b), advances to become the tinal

subject of the sentence. These are called "sporadic advancements" because

no general rule in English sanctions the advancement to subject of such

impure relations. Compare sentences (52) with those in (53). In (53),

the constituents which advance to subject in (52) still b=ar the initial

impure grammatical relations assigned to them by an assumed universal in~tial

assiglunent of g~ammatical to semantic relations.

(52) a. Ten dollars buys this porcupine.
b. 1979 found the country at: the brink of econom1~. di,sB.ster.

(53) a. A kind-hearted person may buy this porcupin~ for ten dollars.
b. We found the country at th~ brink of econon!ic disaster in 1979.

In Relational Grammar every constituent bearing a given semantic role will
.~

be assigned the same initial grammaticaJ relation. Because of this assumed

universal connection between semantic and grammatical relations, if one

knows the semantic relations associated with a verb, the initial grammatical

relations born by its grammatical dependents are fixed. Since ten dollars

in (52,53a) and 1979 in (52,53b) are assumed to bear the same semantic

relation in both sentences in which they appear, they must bear the same
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initial gralnmatical relation in both sentences, i.e., the impure means and

time relations respectively. Because the subjects in the relational net-

works associated witl sentences (52) h~ve advanced to sub~gct, i.e., are

not initial subjects, the lAEX pr~vents the objects in these networks

from advancing to subject in turn, explaining the ungrammaticality 0: sen-

tences like (54).

(54) g. *This po~cupine {is bo~ght, may be bought} by ten dollars.
b. *The country was found on the brink of econominc disaster

by 1979.

On the other~hand, the lAEX permits the promotion of the object to subj~ct

in the relational networks associated with (53), in which the subjects are

initial subje('l'ts -- s(~e sentences (55).

(55) a. ~his porcupine may be bought by a kind-hearted person for
ten dollars.

b. The country wa~ found by us in 1979 at the brink of economic
disaster.

The present theory explains the ungrammaticality of (54) if we make

some reasonable assumptions about the predicate-argument structures of the

verbs these sentences contain. Suppose we assume that the P-A structures

~f buZ in (52,53a) and of find in (~~,53b) are identical or closely relRted.

In particular, the predicates p~oduced by buy in (52,53a) and by find in

(52,53b) will be assumed to assign the sam,a semantic role. Since we know

English generally has predicates assign agent roles ~- see section 2.2.

abova -- the predicates in (52,53a) should assign the "buyer" role (luore

properly, the "buyer of this porcupine for ten dollars" role), those in

(52,S3b) the "finc~r" role. However, the subject in (52a) is not the

"buyer" and that in (52b) is not the "finder." Therefore, the verbs in

(52) must be [-Pred SR]; otherwisa, the SUBs in these sentences would bear

the semantic roles assigned by the predicates. If the subjects in (52),
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the means and time arguments, are not logical subjects of the predicates,

they must be logical objects of the verbs (see section 2.4.2, above). So

one thing peculiar about the verbs buy and find in their uses in (52)

is that they assign two semantic roles -- buy assigns the "bought" and

"means" roles while find assigns the "found" and "time" roles.

Lexical entries for the verbs in (52) are found in (56).

(56) a. buy, V, 'buy' (bought, means) [·-Pred SR], [+transitive],
OBJ

b. find, V, 'find' (found, time) [-Pred-SR], [+transitive],
OBJ

In addition to the fact that they assign two semantic roles, the verbs in

(56) are unusual in two respects. First, they are highly marked in being

both [-Pred SR] amd I+transitive]. The lexical entries in (56) violate

the markedness principle stated in (41) above. Second, the entries must

specify which of their logical objects will correspond to their OBJ at

s structure, If buy for example~ did not specify in (56a) that its

bought argument must correspond to its OBJ, we would have no way of ruling

out sentence (57), in which E~'s means logical object corresponds to its

OBJ and its bought logical object corresponds to the SUB of the VP it

heads 1t s structure.

(57) *This porcupine may buy ~ive dollars. (Ungrammatical with the
reading 'Five dollars b'Jys this porcupine')

Although the entries in (56) are t Lp,hly marked~ they are the only possible

entries for the verbs in (~2) given the assumption that th~se verbs have

the SUlne P-A structure as the verbs in (53).

Suppose we could attach the passive morpheme to the verbs in (56)

to derive the passive participles in (58).
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(58) a~ bought, V, 'buy' (bought, means) [-Pred SR], [-transitive],
[+participle]

b. found) V, 'find' (found, time), [-Pred SR], [-transitive],
[+participle]

It should be c1ear that the verbs in (58) could nQt be the passive parti~

ciples in (54). First, ~ assigns the roles assigned by the predicates

with which it is associated. The predicates produced by the verbs in

(58) assign the "buyer" and "finder" roles, not the means and time roles

as required for (54). Even if we delete the ~ phrases in (54), the resulting

sentences, given in (59) below, could not contain the passive participles

in (58).

(59) a~ This porcupine may be bought.
b. The country was fOUIld on the brink of economic d:l,saster.

The passive verbs in (58) will have two logical objects at 1-a structure.

One may satisfy principle (66), Chapter Two, by corresponding to the SUB

of the VP the passive verb heads at s structu~e. Since the passive verb

is [-transitive] -- takes no OBJs -- the other logical object of the passive

verbs in (58) must violate principle (66). Sentences (59) are grammaticall,

but they contain the passive participles of the verbs in (53), not the

passive participles of the verbs in (52).

So even if we could construct passive participles from the verbs

in (52), they could not occur in grannnatical se'ntences. But, since the

verbs in (52) are [-Fred SR] -- see (56) -- principle (15) prevents us

from attaching the [-Fred SR] passive affix to them. Thus, not only are

the passives of the verbs in (52) prohibited from appearing in a grammatical

sentence, th~ passive participleE; of these verbs, given in (58), a're them-

selves ill-formed.

The reader should verify that, as long as we assume that the pred1-
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cates in (52a,b) do not assign the "means" and "time" roles respectively,

i.e., that the SUBs in (52) do not correspond to logical subjects, the

present theory will predict the ungrammaticality of sentences (54). These

cases of "sporadic advancement" deserve more attention and a fuller anr..

lysis than has been provided here, but even a superficial account of sen

t~nces (52) explains the ungrammaticality of the passives in (54) without

recourse to special rules.

Perlmutter (1978) explains how the lAEX predicts the ungrammaticality

of impersonal passives of unaccusative verbs and confirms this prediction

with data from Dutch and Turkish. Recall that unaccusative verbs are

analyzed within Relational Grammar as verbs which take initial objects but

no initial subject. The class of unaccusative verbs is identifiable in

Relational Grammar through the assumed universal initial assignment of

gra~~aticalto semantic relations, If a verb is associated with the sort

of semantic relation which is assigned the grammatical object relation but

not with the sort assigned the gra~~atical subject relation, the verb will

have an initial object but no initial subject and will thereby qualify as

unaccusative. Impersonal passivization involves inserting a dummy as the

object of a clause and advancing the dummy to subject. Since the objects

of unaccusative verbs advance to subject, the lAEX prohibits the additional

advancement of a dummy to subject of an unaccusative verb, preventing

impersonal passivization of unaccusative verbs (I am leaving out some

assumptions of Relational Grammar which help make this allalysis go through;

see Perlmutter 1978 for details). Employing semantic criteria to identify

unaccusative verbs in Dutch, Pe~lmutter (1978) demonstrates the impossibility

of impersonal passivization with Dutch unaccusative verbs. In (60), from

Perlmutter (1978), we see ungrammatical impersonal passives of verbs
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Perlmutter has identified as unaccusative.

(60) a. In dit weeshuis groeien de kinderen erg snel
'In this orphanage the children grow very fast.'

b. *In dit weeshuis wordt er door de kinderen erg sue! gegroeid.
in this orphanage is it by the children very fast grown
'It is grown very fast by the children in this orphanage.'

c. De bloemen waren binnen een paar dagen verflenst.
'The flowers had wilted in a few days.'

13
d. *Er werd door de bloemen binnen een paar dagen verflenst.

it was by the flowers in a few days wilted

Compare (60) with the granunatical impersonal passives of "unergative"

verbs in (61).

(61) a. Er wordt hier door de jonge lui veel gedanst.
'It was danced here a lot by the young people.'

b. Hier wordt (er) veel gewert.
'It is worked here a lot'

Within the current theory, unaccusative verbs are those whose P-A

structure produce predicates which assign no semantic roles, i.e., verbs

which are inherently [-Pred SR]. Unlike Perlmutter and Postal, I assume

no universal rules for arranging the semantic roles of a verb into P-A

structures, rules which would be the equivalent in the present framework

to Relational Grammar's universal initial assignment of grammatical to

semantic relations. I shall provide extensive evidence against any such

universal arrangement of P~A structures below (see section 3.3. on ergati-

vity). Although the organization of semantic roles into P-A structures

not universally fixed, as mentioned in section 2.2. above, each language

will contain generalizations about which roles its predicates will assign,

which roles its verbs will assign, etc. Assuming that Dutch incorporates

generalizations similar to those described above for English, having its

predicates assign ag.:nt roles and its verbs assign theme and patient roles,

we would analyze the verbs Perlmutter identifies as unaccusat1ve as in-
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herently [-Pred SR]. So a verb like groeien 'grow' in (60a) would have

the lexical entry shown in (62).

(62) groeien, V, 'grow' (grower) [-Pred SR], [-transitive]

If we attached the Dutch passive morpheme, assumed to carry the features

[-Pred SR], [+participle] (see the discussion of impersonal passivization

above), to greeien, we would derive a verb with the lexical entry in '(63):

(63) ,aegroeid, V, 'grow' (grower) [-Pred SR], [-transitive1, [+participle]

The verbs in (62) and (63) differ only in that (63) is a participle. We would

not expect the passive participle (63) to appear in sentences like (60b) since

~, like !!l.) assigns the semantic role of a predicate and, since unaccusative

verbs are [-Pred SR], the predicate in (60b) (and (60d» does not assign a se-

mantic role. Rather) we would expect the passives of unaccusative verbs like

groeien to appear in sentences like (64), differing from the active sentences

(60a,c) only in containing a passive participle. 14

(64) a. *In dit weeshuis werden de k1nderen erg snel gegroeid.
b. *De bloemen werden binnen een paar dagen verflenst.

In the present framework then, the impossibility of creating impersonal

passives with unaccusative verbs is evidenced by sentences like (64), not

by sentences like (60b,d), and it is the ungrammaticality of (64) which

needs explaining.

Principle (15), introduced above to account for the restriction

on English passivization to transitive verbs, automatically prevents the

formation of the passive participle in (63). The passive affix in Dutch,

carrying the "unmotivated" feature [-Pred SR], may not attach to the [-Pred

DR) unaccusative verbs. In preventing the passivization of unaccusative

verbs, principle (15) clearly exhibits its nature as a constraint against

vacuous affixation. As one can see by comparing (62) a (63), the only
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difference between an unaccusative verb and its (ill-formed) passive

participle is that the passive participle 1s a participle.

It should be noted here that if we viewed passivization as a process

changi,ng a [+Pred SR] verb into a [-Pred SR] verb and if we viewed passive

morphology as a flag or marker of this process, the impossibility of passi

vizing unaccusative verbs would follow immediately: One would not find

passive morphology on inherently [-Pred SR] verbs because ~t is impossible

for such verbs to undergo the process of changing from [+Pred SR] to

[-Pred SR]. However, the only "processes" associated ~tlith passivization

in the present framework are the mechanisms of word formation described

above. Thus I am committed to explaining the ungrammaticality of passives

of unaccusative verbs with a condition on word formation. If the proposed

constraint (15) against "vacuous" affixation proves untenable, the process

view of passivization would gain support.

In summary, the 1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law of Relational Grammar

reduces within the current theory to a constraint that an affix carrying

an unmotivated [-Pred SR] feature cannot attach to a ~-Pred SR) root. I

argued that this constraint is a reflection of a broader principle gover

ning affixation, principle (15).

3,1.2. Antipassivization. An affix carrying the feature [-tran-

sitive] but not'the feature [-Pred SR] will attach to a [+Pred SR], [+tran

sitive] verb to create a [+Pred SR], [-transitive] derived verb. The logical

object ,of this, derived verb may not correspond to its OBJ at a structure

because the derived verb, being [-transitive], may not take an OBJ. Since

the ddrived verb is [+Pred SR), the predicate it produces will be sister

to a logical subject, which must correspond to the SUB of the VP the verb

heads at s structure. So the verb's logical object is prevented from cor-
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responding to a SUB. To satisfy principle (66), Chapter Two, then, the

logical object of the (+Pred SR], [-transitive] derived verb must correspond

to a grammatical argument of the verb at s structure, more properly to an

OBJ in an argument phrase which bears the argument relation with respect

to the verb at s structure (see section 2.4.2.4.3. above). As remarked in

Chapter Two, for a logical objec~ of a verb to correspond to an argument

in an argument phrase, a syntactic role assigner without an argument struc

ture must be provided at s structure to head this argument phrase and

assign the OBJ its syntactic role. "Antipassivization" is the affixation

to a verb of a [-transitive] morpheme unmarked for [±Pred SR] which has

no argument structure or semantic role assigning prop~rt1es and which

carries a syntactic role assigner without argument structure to assign a

syntactic role to the s structure counterpart of the logical object of the

verb to which it attaches.

Note that antipassivization creates verbs which are "marked" in

two respects. Fi(st, it was pointed out in Chapter Two that a [+Pred SR]

verb which assigns a semantic role is [+transitive] in the unmarked case.

Ant1passivizat1on produces [+Precl SR] verbs assigning semantic roles which

are [-transitive]. Second, the explicit stipulation of the correspondence

between 1-8 and 5 structure relat~ons is quite literally marked -- it must

be exceptionally noted in a lexical entry of an argument-taking item. In

the unmarkea case no mention of the s structure counterparts of a verb's

1-8 dependents need appear in the verb's l~xical entry. Antipassivization

produces verbs which explicitly link a logical object to the OBJ in an

argument phrase whose head is also stipulated in the verbs' lexical entries.

Since antipassivization is marked within the current theory, the theory

leads us to e~pect to find antipassiv1zation in fewer languages than passi-
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vization, which produces completely unmarked verbs. In fact, antipassivi

15zation as defined above is extremely rare among the world's languages.

The one clear example of antipassivization in the literature is

found in Greenlandic Eskimo (see, e.g., Woodbury, 1977a). I will Rrgue

in section 3.3.3. below that Greenlandic is a nominative-accusative language

with ergative ("type Bit) case marking. Basically, this classification

means that Greenlandic shares generalizations (42) of 2.2~ with English its

verbs canonically assign theme and patient roles; its predicates canoni-

cally assign agent roles -- but SUBs of [-transitive] verbs and OBJs of

[ttransit1ve] verbs are case marked the same, in contrast to the case

marking on SUBs of [ttransitive] verbs (see section 3.;. below for further

explanation of what it means to be a nominative-accusative language with

type B case marking) •

.~ transitive Greenlandic verb (in a main clause) agrees with both

the grammatical subject and the grammatical object. The subject of such a

matrix verb appears in the ergative (also called the genitive) case, while

the OBJ appears in tIle absolutive (unmarked) case. A simple transitive

Greenlandic sentence is found in (65) (the orthography is that of Woodbury

1977a).

(65) Aqut-ip arnaq-0 taku-vaa.
man-ERG woman-ABS see-IND3sg3sg

'The man saw the woman'

An intransitive Grennlandic verb agrees with one constituent, the subject,

which appears in the absolutive case,

(66) Auut-~ autlar-puq.
man-ABS go away-IND3sg.

'The man went away'

The Greenlandic passive suffix -tau- carl:ies the features [-Pred SR],
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[-transitive]. A range of case endings plays the role EX plays in English

passives, marking the "displaced subject" of a Greenlandic passive. One

such case is the ablative, whose use is illustrated in (67). Compare

the passive in (67) with its active counterpart in (65).

(67) Arnaq~0 auuti-mit taku-tau-,uq.
woman-ABS man-ABL see-PASS-IND3sg.

'The woman was seen by the man'

Passivization make~ taku- 'see' [-transitive]. The logical object of taku-,

arnaq- 'woman,' corresponds to the SUB of the VP taku-tau- 'see-PASS' heads

at s structure and thus appears in the absolutive case and triggetd verb

agreement. The "displaced subject" of the predicate, taku-tau-puq arnaq

'see-PASS woman' appears in the ablative case in (67).

The antipassive construction is illustrated in (68b).

(68) a. Auut-ip miirqa-t paar-ai
man-ERG child-PL(ABS) take care of-IND3sg3pl

'The man takes care of the children.'

b. A~ut-0 miirqu-nik paar-~i-vuq.
man-ABS children-INST take care of-ANTIPASS-IND3sg

'The man takes care of children'

The lexical entry of the active verb in (68a) is given in (69).

(69) paar-, V, 'take care of' (patient), [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

The antipassive morpheme in Greenlandic is -~1-. Antipassivization of (69)

yields (70).

(70) paar-~i- , V, 'take care of' (patient) [+Pred SR], [-transitive]

[INST I ]

Since the antipassive verb in (70) is [+Pred SR], the logical subject of

the predicate paar-~i- heads, aIJut- 'man,' in (68b), will correspond to the SUB of

the VP it heads at s structure and thus will appear in the absolutive case

and trigger verb agreement on the derived intransitive verb -- see (68b).

The antipassive suffix -~i-, in addition to the [-transitive] feature, must
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provide a syntactic role assigner for the s structure counterpart of the

antipassive verb's logical object. Tw~ suffix -~i- provides the instru-

mental case as a syntactic role assigner -- see (70). In accordance with

the specification in (70), the logical object of paar-~i- 'take care of-

ANTIPASS' satisfies principle (66), Chapter Two, by corresponding to the

OBJ of instrumenta: case in an argument phrase serving as argument to

paar-~i- at s structure. The l-s and s structures for the antipassive in

(68b) are displayed in (71a) and (71b) respectively.

(71) a.

b.

3.1.3.

_______s~

~ ~~
aijut-0 NP Y
'man-ABS' ,,/ ':=>.

miirqu- paar-si-vuq
'children' 'take care-of-

ANTIPASS-IND3sg

N~~VP ________

~ ~PP~ Y
~ P paar-si vuq

miir9u- -nlk
INST

Lexical Reflexivization. Many languages have special intran-

sitive verb forms with reflexive meaning. Fo~ exa~ple, Albanian transitive

verbs have intransitive counterparts, with their own inflectional paradigm,

which are interpreted as reflexive (Hubbard 1979). Compare the Albanian

transitive verb~ 'wash' in (72a) with the corresponding intransitive verb

lahem 'wash' in (72b) (the citation form of an Albanian verb is the 1st

person singular present indicative).

(72) a. Agimi Ian veten.
Agim wash-3ag self

'Ag1m washed himself'
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b. Agimi lahet.
Agim wasl1-3ag

'Agim washes himself'

The subject of the reflexive verb form, Agimi in (72b), is interpreted as

bearing the semantic roles born by both the subject and object of its

tral~sitive counterpart. While Agimi is the washer and veten 'self' the

washed argument in (72a). Agimi is interpreted as both the washer and washed

in (72b).

Languages employ a variety of mophological devices to create ref-

lexive verb forms. In Albanian there is no consistent morphological re-

lationship between the reflexive and non-reflexive forms of a verb which

spans the entire inflectional paradigm, Some languages simply employ a

general intransitive version of a verb as the reflexive. Recall that

Greenlandic Eskimo transitive verbs agree with both subject and )bject while

intransitive verbs agree with the subject alone (see section 3.1.2. above;

Greenlandic reflexives will be discussed in section 3.3.3. below). Attaching

intransitive agreement suffixes to a logically transitive verb usually

yields a reflexive verb in Greenlandic, as shown in (73) from Sadock (1980).

(73) Piniartoq toquppoq.
hunter-ABS kil1-IND3sg

'The hunter killed himself'

Dyirbal, an Australian Aboriginal language whose lexical reflexive forms

will be discussed in section 3.3.3. below, uses a morpheme with the proper-

ties of a standard derivational affix to form reflexive from non-reflexive

verb roots~

Many languages add a clitic to a verb to derive the reflexive form.

Examples of clitic-formed lexical reflexives from French and Russian are

found in (74) and (75).
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(74) French: Lea enfants se lavent maintenant.
'The children are washing themselves now'

(75) Russian: Deti mojuts'a teper'.
'The children are washing themselves now.'

The French reflexive verb is formed with a preverbal reflexive clitic, se

, in our example. The Russian reflexive is derived with the postverbal

clitic -s'a. I am using morphological criteria to identify the French

and Russian reflexive morphemes as clitics; they appear outside derivatioal

and inflectional morphology.

Regardless of the particular morphological means a language uses to

relate the reflexive and non-reflexive forms of a verI" if we assume that

the relationship is mediated by affi~ation, the present theory permits only

two analyses of lexical reflexive verbs like those in (72b) and (73-75).

On one analysis the reflexive affix is an s structure OBJ of the roo: verb.

This first analysis amounts to treating the reflexive affix as one would

treat pronominal object clitics in a language like French, and may there-

fore be dubbed the "clitic analysis." The second or "non-clitic analysis"

of reflexives requires that the reflexive verb be [-transitive]. Although

the theory allows these two analyses, in languages in which one can argue

for one or the other, the non-clitic analysis always proves correct. Even

French, which employs pronominal object clitics which look just like the

reflexive morpheme, shows clear evidence that the non-clitic analysis is

appropriate for its reflexive verb forms. Below I shall review an argument

of Grimshaw (1981) that, while verbs with preverbal object clitics are

[+transitive], verbs with the reflexive clitics are [-transitive]. The

theory of this dissertation demands the non-clitic analysis for [-tran-

sitive] reflexive verbs. After presenting the two analyses of lexical

reflexive verbs using the Albanian reElexive as an example, I w 1 return
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to the problem of why language~ seem invariably to choose the non-clit1c

analya:l.s.

If non~reflexive and refleJtive verbs like Albanian laj, lahem 'wash'

in (72) are to be related by affixation, they must share a P-A structure,

presumably that in (76).

(76) laj,' lahem 'wash' (patient)

Note that Agtmi in (72b) is interpreted as bearing both the agent (washer)

and patient (washed) roles. However, principle (32) of Chapter Two, which

prevents an 1-a constituent from receiving two semantic roles. prohibits

Asimi from serving as both the logical subject and logical object in the

i-a structure of (72b). There are two possibilities to consider then:

Either Agimi is the logical object of lahem 'wash' in (72b) or Agim1 is

th~ logical subject of the predicate lahem produces. As we shall Ree, if

Agimi is the logical object, the theory demands the non-clitic analysis

of the lexical reflexive verb; if Agimi is the logical s·.lbject, the tlleory

demands the clitic analysis.

Consider first the case in which A&!mi serves as logical object to

lahem in (72b). S'Lnce Agimi is the SUB of (72b) and the lo~ical object

of a verb only corresponds to the SUB of the VP it heads if the verb is

[-Pred SR], the lexical reflexive lahem must be [-Pred ~R]. Since in

Albanian the logical object of the reflexive verb may not correspond to

its OBJ, Iahem must also be [-transitive]. We may concll1de th~lt the

lexical reflexive verb, like the passive, is [-Pred SR], [-transitive].

Since reflexive verbs are derived from [+Pred SR), [+cransitive] verbs,

like laj 'wash' in (72a), via affixati"n, the reflexive affix, "REFL,"

must carry the features [-Pred SR], [-trausitive].16
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By identifying Agimi as the logical object of lahem 'wash' in

(72b), we have accounted for t.he interpetation of the s\lbject of the re

flexive verb as the patient. What remains to be explained is how Agimi

is also interpreted as the agent of the reflexive verb. Since the agent

~ole may not be assigned to Agimi directly at. 1-8 structure without vio~

lating the principle that a given 1-8 constituent receive only one semantic

role, the agent role must be assigned to some constituent which is inter

preted as cureferent with Agimi, i.e., to some reflexive element which

picks up Agimi as its antecedent. But where j.B the reflexive element

in (72b)? We are assuming that the reflexive verb form is derived from an

active transitive verb via aff~:ation. We determined above that the re

flexive affi:.l:: "REFL" must cgrry the features [-Pred SR], [-transitive].

Although it iR impossible to p01nt out any piece of the reflexive Albanian

verb as REFL throughout most of the inflectional paradigm (but see (89b)

belo~'l), our assumptions force us to postl\late the existence of such a mor

pheme. It is the affix carrying the features [-Pred SR], [-transitive] on

the reflexive verb which is assigned the logical subject selnantic role in

a reflexive sentence l1ke (72b). More properly, RE~L must carry the features

of a reflexive pronoun, and these features are assigned tne logical subjecL

role.

In addition to ~arrying the featureo [-Pred SR], [-transitive] and

the features of a reflexive pronoun, the reflexive affix REFL ~ust, on

this non-clitic analysis, insure that its reflexive pronoun features are

as~i.gned the semantic role of th~ logical subject of the sentencea headed

by tIle re:21exi\"e verb. REFL may accomplish this by carrying the semantic

rolr.. assigning feataras and nl0dj"fier-a~guInent structure of Englisll Ex..

Features o~ REFL, as a modifier creator, will form a modifier M with REFL's
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reflexive pronoun features as shown in (77) below. REFL's modifier-pro-

dueing features, like the preposition £l, assign to the reflexive pronoun

features the role assigned by the predicate toe modifier M modifies -- VP2

in our example~ The modifier-producing features then apply the predicate

(VPz) to the reflexive pronoun to derive a degenerate predicate, VP1 in

(77). The proposed l~s structure for (72b) on the non-clitic analysis of

reflexives is shown in (77).

"M"
-PP ~p----- ~EFL

REkL [features of a

[ difi d i
reflexive pronoun]mo er-pro uc ng

features of E,rl

s
I

_______VPl-

.-----
VP

2
V ~NP
I ~

lahet Ag~~

'wash'

(77)

The model of gran~ar I have been assuming in this dissertation states

that antecedent-anaphor relations are established (or checked) at s structure,

i.e., that the "binding theory" discussed in Chapter Two section 2.6.1"

applies at s structure. For the reasons given in the introduction to this

chapter, an affix and root verb must app~at' as a single constituent in

surface structure. So the reflexive affix REFL, being an affix, must appear

in the reflexive verb in the surface structure of (72b) and therefor~ must

merge with the root verb between 1-8 and surface structure. As remarked

in the introduction to this chapter, merger of independent 1-8 constituents

may take place either between 1-8 and s structure or between s and surface

structure. So lahet and REFL in (/7) may in principle form a single s

structure constituent, or two s structure constituents bUl a single surface

structure constituent. However, if REFL merges with the root ve~b at

s structure, its reflexiv~ pronoun features could not conform to the binding

theory (102) of 2.6.1. and the antecedent-anaphor relation between REFL's
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refle~ive pronoun features and the SUB of the reflexive verb could not

be properly established. Therefore, lahet and REFL must remain distinct

at s structure and the s structure corresponding to (77) should look

something like (78).

(78)

NP-----~Vp.
~ ----~Agimi Vf PP----..

V P REFL.
I I 1

lahet REFL [reflexive pronoun features]
[~ features]

The REFL affix and root verb merge at surface structure, expressing the

modifier-modifiee relation betwe~n the PP and lower VP in (78), to yield

the surface structure in (79).

(79) ____5-----

~ ----yP
Agimi Y

lahe!-REFL

To review the non-clitic analysis of lexical reflexives: The reflexive

affix REFL carries the features [-Pred SR], [-transitive] plus the modifier-

producing features of English ~ and the features of a reflexive pronoun.

The by features of REFL assign to the reflexive pronoun features the logical

subject semantic role. The SUB of the reflexive verb serves as antecedent

for REFL's reflexive pronoun features at s structure, and the root verb

and REFL merge at surface structure,

To implement the non-cliri~ analysis of lexical reflexives, we must

give the reflexive affix REFL a lexical entry something like (80).

· (80) REFL, [ ]v _ ] J V, [-Pred SR], [-transitive]; 'by' (reflexive

EEonoun-features), [+transitive ].

Aside from its morphological subcategorization and category specifications,
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the REFL affix carries two bundles of features. The first bundle consists

of the features.[-Pred SR], [-transitive]. We must assume that these

features are not associated wich the argument structure or semantic role

assigning properties of REFL and that therefore the first bundle of features

merges with the root verb at 1-8 structure. just like the [-Pred SR],

[-transitive] features of the passive affix, The second feature bundle con

tains~ the ~ and reflexive pronoun features of REFL. Associated with

the argument structure of ~ in (80) is the feature [+transitive]. REFL

may carry both the feature [-transitive] and the feature [+transitive]

since the first feature belongs to a bundle which merges with the root verb

at 1-8 structure while the second belongs to a feature bundle which re

mains distinct from the root verb until surface structure, i.e., until

after s structure, at which level the [+trans1tive] feature iR relevant.

I have indicated in (80) that REFL has the argumeut structure and semantic

role assigning properties of English ~ and that REFL's reflexive pronoun

features serve as logical object and argument of REFL's ~ features. Since

the Ex features of REFL carry the [+transitive] feature, the reflexive

pronoun features may serve as the ~ features' OBJ at 8 structure ~- see

(78) above, On the non-clitic analytis of lexical reflexivization,then,

REFL is a discontinuous murpheme at 1-8 structure. One piece of REFL is

identical to the passive morpheme and merges with the root verb at l~s

structure; the second piece forms a predicate modifier consisting of an

element with the features of English ~ and its logical object, which has

the features of a reflexive pronoun, This second piece of REFL does not

merge wjth the root verb until surface structure.

The theory demands the non-clitic analysis of lexical reflexives on

the assumption that the SUB of the VP that the lexical reflexive verb heads
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corresponds to its logical object. Suppose now that the verb's SUB

corresponds to the logical subject of the predicate it produces; i.e.,

that Agimi in (72b) is the logical subject of the sentence at 1-s struc-

ture~ Since Agimi is interpreted as the patient of washing as well as the

agent but cannot be assigned both roles at 1-8 structure, the verb in

(72b) must assign the pacient role to some constituent which is interpreted

as coreferent with Agimi. Since the only constituent ~vailable to serve

this function in (72b) is the reflexive affi~ REFL, REFL must bear the

features of a reflexive pronoun and serve as logical object to the lexical

reflexive verb) as shown in the 1-6 structure for (72b) given in (81).

(81) S

NP---- -----. VP

~ ------- ~Agimi V ~p

labet REFL

[reflexive pronoun features]

Recall that the binding theory, which establishes antecedent-anaphor

relations, applies at s structure. In order for Agimi to bind the reflexive

pronoun features of REFL in (72b), REFL and lahet must remain separate

s structure constituents. If REFL is a distinct constituent at s str~lcture,

it must be head-Governed by lahet to satisfy principle (66), Chapter Twc.

Since lahet is [+Pred SR], REFL must be the OBJ of lahet at s structure

and lahet must be [+transitive]. The s structure corresponding to (81) is,

given in (82,).

(82) ____s~
L VP-----.

Agj,mi Y fi
lafiet REFL

[reflexive pronoun features]
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The surface structure of (72b) on the clitic analysis of lexical refl~xives

is identical to the slJrface structure on the non-clitic ai.lalysis, that

shewn in (79) above. On the clitic analysis, the merger of the root verb

and REFL at surface structute expresses the OBJ relation between these con-

stituents.

Although the theory fn.principle allows two analyses of reflexlve

verbs, the clitic and non-clitic analyses, all the languages I have examined

show evidence that they employ the non-clitic analysis. Recall that one

major difference between the two analyses is whether or not the reflexive

verb is [+transitive]; the reflexive is [-transitive] on the non-clitic

analysis but [+transitive] on the clitic analysis. Grimshaw (1981) pre-

sents data from French to show that the French reflexive verb is [-tran-

sttive]. Evidence for the non-clitic analysis of French, Russian, Albanian,

and Icelandic reflexives will be presented below. The question remains why

languages do not choose the clitic analysis of reflexive verbs

by the theory of grammar.

left open

One answer to this question which "tye may reject is that the theory

should rule out the clitic analysis of reflexives in principle. An analysis

parallel to the clitic analysis of reflexives is required for non-reflexive

pronominal object clitics in languages like French. As Grimshaw (1981)

shows, French verbs with non-reflexiv,'~ object clitics, uIllike reflexive

verbs, behave like [+transit~ve] verbs. One of Grimshaw's arguments

derives from the behaviour of French verbs embedded unner the causative

verb faire. In (~3a) we see a French verb preceded by a pronominal object

clitic; <a3b) contains a parallel reflexive verb form.

(~3) a, Jean I'a tue.
John OBJ-clitic'PAST kill

'John killed him.'
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b. Jean s'est tu~.

John REFL'FAST kill
'John killed himself'

When clauses are embedded under the French causative faire 'make,' the

logical subject of the embedded clause generally appears either as a bare

NP complement to the embedded verb, as in (84a) , or in a prepositional

phrase headed by ~, as in (84b) (examples from Grimshaw 1981; see the

refe:r:'cnces in her bibl;lography for a more complete description of French

causativa constructions). Although there are complications unrelated to

the present argument, the g~neralization governing the choice of expression

for the lower subject in French causative constructions with faire ~s

that the embedded subject appears as an unmarked complement when the head

of the embedded clause is [-transitive] but is preceded by a when the head

verb is [+transitive].

(84) a. J'ai fait pa.rtir· {Jean, *a Jean} •
I'PAST make leave {John, at John}

'I made John leave.'

b. 11 fera boirp un peu de '\1in {a SO!l enfant, *son enfant}.
He make-FUT drink a little of wj~ne {at his child, his child}

'He will make his child drink a little wine'

Although a verb with a pronominal object clitic behaves like a transitive

verb in the causative construction -- compare (85a~ with (84), a reflexive

verb behav~s like an intransitive when embedded under faire -- see (8Sb).

(85) a~ La crainte du scandala l'a fait tuer {au juge, *le juge}.
'Fear of scandal made the judge kill him.'

b. La crainte du scandale a fait se tuer {le frere du juge,
*au frere du juge}.

'Fear of scandal made the brother of the judge kill himself.'

The behaviour of non-reflexive preverbal object clitics in French indicates

that they should be treated as OBJs of transitive verbs, i .. e., that verbs

with object clitics must be analyzed essent~ally as we analyzed reflexive

verbs on the clitic analysis,
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Although the theory must allow the clitic analysis of lexical re-

lexives in principle, apparently there is some principle which leads

sp~akers to hypothesize the non-clitic analysis of reflexive verbs first,

choosing the clitic analysts only in the face of data inconsistent with

the non-clitic analysis. The tendency to hypothesize the non-clitic ana-

lysis is strong enough to cause French speakers to employ this analysis

even when reflexive ~"erbs look identical to verbs with preverbal object

clitics, where these latter verbs require a "clitic analysis." Reflexive

verb forms in many languages, including Russian and Icelandic (to be dis-

cussed below), derive historically from combinations of verb plus an 1n-

dependent reflexive pronominal elemenLe Some principle causes these

combinations to ,be reanalyzed as combinations of verb pluB a [-Pred SR],

[-transitive], i.e., non-elitic REFL affix. Although I could speculate

on what this principle might be, I have no evidence for any of my speculations

and will leave the problem of the preference for the non-clj.tic analysis

of refle~1ves as a topic for future re$earch.

The present "non-clitic analysis of lexical reflexive verbs should

be contrasted with the non-clitic analysis usually found in the literature.

Since the subject of intransitive ~ahem 'wash' in (72b), repeated here as

(86), bears the patient role, the usual approach to a lexical reflexive

like lahem has been to assume that the patient role of its transitive counte~-

part is somehow absorbed into the semantics of the reflexive verb.

(86) Agimi lahet.
'Agim washes himself~'

So instead of assigning the "washer" (or "washer of patient-NP") role

to its subject, as does the predicate produced by transitive laj 'wash,'

the predicate produced by intransitive lahem '(-1ould assign the "se] f-washer"
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role. This analysis of lexical reflexives could be implemeated within the

present theory by postulating some lexical rule of reflexive verb for

mation which takes the P-A structure of laj in (87e) and yields that shown

for lahem in (87b).

(87) a. !!1 'was~' (patient) ---+ b. Iahem 'self-wash' (0)

The predicate produced by the P-A structure iu (87b) would assigu the "self

,,,asher" role to subject. Since it changes the P-A structure and semantic

role assigning properties of a verb, the operation schematized in (87)

C()llld ~t be mediate~ ~y af~~~~.;.Q~ i~ the present ~h~2~Y, which does not

even contain the machinery necessary to state the operation in (87) as a

rule. The non-c11tic analysis of reflexive verbs forced by the present

theory is the mirror-imaRe of the usual analyses schematized in (87). In

stead of absorbing the semantic role of the logical object into the verb,

we are,in essence, absorbing the semantic role of the logical subject --

the reflexive affix bears this role and attaches to the verb.

Since the non-eli tic analysis of reflexives is forced by the present

theory, evidence in favor of the analysis should be considered support for

the theory over theories which allow any but the ~litic and non-clitic

analyses described in detail above. I will present here two pieces of

striking evidence which confirm the uon-clitic analysis of reflexives,

particularly in contrast with the non-clitic analysis schematized in (87)

above; see section 3.3, on ergativity for further support. The first

piece of evidence for the analysis of reflexive verbs just given comes

from the well-known fact that, in many languages, the lexical reflexive

verb form is homophonous with the passive verb form. For example, the

Albanian reflexive sentence (72b), ltepeated llere as (88), has ~._..E~§.~.;v~ as

well as a~fl~1~e interpretation. Consider also the sentences in (89),
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which are ambiguous between reflexive and passive readings.

(88) Agimi lahet.
Agim wash-REFL-3sg

'Agim washes himself' or 'Agim is washed'

(89) a. I burgosuri lahet dy herU n~ jav~.

the prisoner wash-REFL-3sg two times in week
'The prisoner washes himself twice a week.'
'The prisoner is washed twice a week.'

b. Prostitutat u veshen perpara dark~s.

the prostitutes REFL dress before dinner-the
'The prostitutes were dressed before dinner'
'The prostitutes dressed themselves before dinner'

In (89b), the REFL affix shows up as the preverbal clitic,~. The form

veshen means 'they dressed (transitive)' while u veshen means 'they were

dressed' or 'they dressed themselves. ,17

The present theory leads us to expect a homophony between reflexive

and passive verb forms because the reflexive affix cSlrias the same features

carried by the passive affix, i~e., [-PreJ SR], [-transitive], Of course,

the reflexive morpheme also carries features which dictate the assignment

of the logical subject semantic role. A single morpheme may ser~e for

both the reflexive and passive affixes in a language like Albanian if the

features dealing with the assignment of the logical subject role are made

optional in the lexical entry of the reflexive/passive affix, as shown in

(90).

(90) reflexive/passive morpheme: [-Fred SK], [-transitive];

('by' (reflexive-pronoun-features), [+transitive])

The homophony between lexical reflexive and passive verb forms illustrated

in Albanian above is widespread crosslinguist~cally, appearing in French

(see, e.g., Grimshaw 1980),18 Eskimo (see section 3.3.3. below), Dyirba1

(see DL~on 1972 and 3.3.3. below), and Lardil (K~okeid 1976), among other

languages, Note that the non-clitic analysis of lexical reflexive formation
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as the absorption into the semantics of a verb of the logical obje~t

semantic role offers no immediate explanation for the widespread homophony

between lexical reflexive and passive verb forms. This homophony is also

a mystery on any clitic analysis of reflexives.

Icelandic reflexive verbs provide further support for the present

non-cliti~ analysis of lexical reflexivization, particularly over the hypo~

thesis that reflexivization involves the absorption of the logical object

semantic role into the reflexive verb. Consider a raising to object verb

in Icelandic such as telja 'believe.' A plausible lexical entry for telja

'believe' in its raising use is shown in (91), which would be the entry for

the mainverb in (92). Recall that a [+R] verb exceptionally governs-bt

into its complement clause at s structure (see section 2.6.2.1.).

(91) telja, V: 'believe' (believed) [+R] , [+Pred SR], [+transitive]
\

[ [5, VP] _ ]

(92) peir telja Mar!u hafa skrifa~ ritger~ina.
they believe Mary-ACe to-have written thesis

'They believe Mary to have written her thesis.'

Now IcelandiC'. includes a verb form, called the "middle" in the literature,

which is generally ambiguous between passive and reflexive interpretations.

Verbs in the middle end in the clitic -at, which is the descendent of a

reflexive pronoun in Old Icelandic (sentences (93) are from Valfells 1970).

(93) a. llano kl~ddist.

dressed-REFL
'He dressed himself'

b. Keisarinn kloeddist nyjum fotum
dressed-REFL

'The Emperor was dressed in new clothes.'

On our account, the reflexive morpheme -at must carry the features [-Pred

SR], [-transitive] plus the features which assign it, as a refleKive pronoun

the Stemantic role of the logical subject. Recall that addi: the features
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[-Pred SR], [-transitive] to a raising to object verb creates a raising

to ~ubject verb (see section 3.1.1.1.3.) If we add -st to telja, then,

we expect to derive a raising to subject verb whose subject will be inter-

preted as the "believer" by virtue of being the antecedent of a reflexive

element assigned this role. In fact, our expectations are born out. The

lexical entry for the -at form of telja 'believe' is given in (94), which

is the entry for the main verb in (95).

(94) !elja-st, V, 'believe' (believed)
\

[8, VP]_]

[+R] , [-Pred SR], [-transitive];

('by' (reflexive-pronoun-features
[+tr::"~i,tive1)

(9~) hann telst vera sterkur
he~NOM believe-REFL to-be strong-NOM
a. 'He believes himself to be strong.'
b. 'He is believed to be strong.'

The subject of telst in (95) hann 'he,' bears the "strong" role by virtue

cf binding a ~-trace SUB in the embed~ed clause. It is interpreted as the

"be:liever" because it serves as antecedent for the reflexive pronoun

features of the reflexive affix, which are assigned the role of the logical

subject of the upper clause. Since middle verbs generally have passive as

well as reflexive interpretations, in addition to its reflexive reading,

sentence (95) has the passive reading indicated in (95b).

Note that the subject of (95) in its a. reading bears the semantic

roles of the logical subject of telja 'believe' and of the logical subject

of the lower predicate, sterkur 'strong,' If lexj.cal reflexivization absorbed

the semantic role of the logical object into the semantics of a verb, re-

fl~xivization could not derive the lexical reflexive form in (95). The

semantic role of the subj ect of a complement to a raisi' ..g verb obviously

does not appear within the lexical entry of the raising verb and therefore

cannot be involved in a lexical rule applying to the raising verb. In
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contrast to an approach which implicates the logical object semantic role,

the analysis of lexical -reflexiv1zation which follows from the theory of

this dissertation makes exactly the right prediction about the reflexive

form of a raising to object verb, as was demonstrated in (94-95) above.

An alternate account of the Icelandic middle will account for

sentence (95) in its reflexive reading but must be rejected on independent

grounds. If we supposed that -~ were a reflexive pronoun object clitic)

we would provide a superficially correct analysis for sentences like (95)

repeated as (96b) below. On the clitic analysis of -~, (96b) would be

syntactically parallel to (96a) but with the pronominal object cliticized

to the matrix verb.

(96) a. hann telur sig vera sterkan/*sterkur.
he-NOM believes himself-ACe to-be strong-ACC/*strong-NOM

'He believes himself to be strong.'

b. hann telst vera sterkur/*sterkan.
he-NOM believe-REFL to-be strong-NOM/*strong-ACC

'H£ believes himself to be strong.'

Since the objects of raising to object verbs are the subjects of their

complements clauses, -st considered as a reflexive object clit1c would

bear the semantic role of the l~wer clause subject in (9Gb), as required.

Since the subject of the higher verb in (96b) would serve as antecedent for

~ as a reflexive object c11tic, it would be properly interpreted as both

the "believer" and the one who is strong,

Andrews (1981) provides conclusive evidence against a clitic analysis

of Icelandic middle verbs. This evidence works against any clitic analysis

of reflexive verbs in Icelandic, including the clitic analysis allowed by

the present theory, In raising to object constructions with transitive

verbs like telja 'believe,' a predicate adjective in the embedded clause

agrees in case with its subject, which is the object of the raising verb.
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In (96a), the predicate adjective sterkan 'strong-ACe' must appear in the

accusative in agreement with its subject, vera 'himself-ACe.' If -at were

simply a reflexive object clitic, we would expect the predicate adjective

embedd,~d under the middle teljast 'believe-REFL' to bear accusative case

in agreement with the pronominal object clitic -st which serves as its

subject. Under the clitic analysis of -st, (96a) and (96b) have essentially

the same syntactic structure. However, as shown in (96b), the adjective

embedded under the middle teljast must appear in the nominative, agreeing

with the subject of teljast. Andrews demonstrates that this adjective

agrees in case with the subject of celjast regardless of the case of the

subject. Agreement with the subject of teljast is what we would expect if,

as indicated in (94) above, teljast were a raising to subject verb. Since

it cannot distinguish (96a) and (96b) properly, the clitic analysis of

(96b) must be rejected (see Andrews 1981 for a more thorough version of

this argument against theclitic analysis).
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3.2 Alternations in the expression of a verb's semantic dependents

not mediated by affixation. In the first major section of this chapter

I discussed alternations in the expression of a verb's semantic dependents

that share three crucial properties. First, tl1e alternations do not

involve alternation~ in the argument structures or semantic role assigning

features of the verbs exhibiting them. l9 Second, the alternations are

mediated by affixation. That is, attributing a set of features' to an af

fix completely accounts for the expression of a verb's semantic dependents

when the verb occurs with the affix as opposed to thei,r expression when

the verb occurs without the affix. Third, the alternations are highly

productiv~, involving virtually all verbs compatible with the features

of the affixes which mediate tha alternations.

This section will treat alternations in the expression of a verb's

semantic dependents which share none of the properties described above. ·

First, they arguably involve alternations in the argument structure or

semantic role assigning features of the verbs exhibiting them. Second,

the alternations are not mediated by affixation in the sense that no affix

may be considered to carry the features necessary to explain the observed

properties of the alternations. ~ .. ,td third, they are restricted to a lim

ited set of verbs in the language, a set with an identifiable semantic

coherence. As we shall see below, the theory of this dissertation explains

the connection among the properties of the alternations to be discussed

in this section. In particular, the theory prohibits an alternation which

involvas an alternation in argument structure or semantic role assigning

properties from being mediated by affixation. 'rhe mechanisms left open

by the theory to account for such alternations suggest a reason for their

limited productivity_
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The first subsection (3.2.1) below deals with the so-called "dative

shift" constructions in English and other languages. The second (3.2.2)

discusses the "anticausative" and "indefinite object deletion" alternations

described briefly in Chapter One,

3.2.1. Dative Shift: Alternations in semantic role assigning

,properties. Much attention has been given in the transformational liter-

ature to the relationship between sentences like (97a&b) and to that be-

tween sentences like (98aAb).

(97) a. Elmer gave a porcupine to Hortense.
b. Elmer gave Hortense a porcupine.

(98) a. Elmer baked a cake for Hortense.
b. Elmer baked Hortense a cake.

Some languages exhibit alternations in the expression uf a verb's arguments

superficially similar to those illustrated in (97-98) in which the second

member of each pair contains a verb marked with an affix absent from the

verb in the first member. For example, consider these Chichewa sentences

from Trit}lart (1977, p~ 37).

( 99) a.

b.

C~therine a-na-(y!-)phik-a n-s{ma.
Catherinei shei-PAST-(itj-)cook-INDIC nsimaj

'Catherine cooked nsima.'

C~therine a-n~-(w§-)phik-ir-a~-n~ n-s!ma.
Catherinei shei-PAST-(themj-)cook-APPLIED-INDIC children j
nsima.

'Catherine cooked the children nsima.'

The "applied" affix on the verb in (99b) signals the presence in the sen

tence of an NP ~r1s~d py, ~.case or ..E-~.§RQ,s:l,t~Qn, H-na 'children' in (99b),

which bears the benefactive role. In section 3.4.1.1 below I will provide

an analysis of constructions like (99b); below I explain how thay differ

crucially from structures like (97b) or (9ab). In this section we examine
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the expression of goals (see (97b) and benefact1ves (see (98b» as direct

objects of morphologically simple verbs, such as English give and bake.

3.2.1.1 Dative shift with goal arguments~ We have assumed that

the P-A structure of give is as shown in (100).

(100) 'give' (theme, goal)

As discussed above, thA lexical entry for give in (97a) will include the

information displayed in (101). Since give in (101) assigns the theme

role and English verbs have been assumed to assign only one role, the goal

role in (97a) must be assigned by something other than the verb. In En

glish, the preposition ~ assigns the goal role associated with give.

(101) B!ve, V, 'give' (theme, goal), [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

In the present theory, we account for alternations in the expression of

a verb's arguments like that illustrated in (97) by postulating an alter

nation in what role a verb like give assigns. On this account, the dif

ference between give in (97a) and give in (97b) is that the former assigns

the theme role while the latter assigns the goal role. The lexical entry

for give in (97b) would include the information displayed in (l02)~

(102) give, V, 'give' (theme, soal), [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

The fact that the propositional contents of (97a) and (97b) are identical

is explained by the fact that (101) and (102) include the same P-A struc

ture, that shown in (100); that is, give names the same function from

arguments to predicates in (97a&b). If give assigns the goal role, as

in (102), since English allows verbs to assign only one role (in the unmark~d

case), some semantic role assigner must assign the theme role. Although

English lacks a preposition to assign the theme role, I claim that the

structural position [NP, VP] may assign this role.
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In (6) of Chapter Two I listed structural positions and case mark

ings along with predicates and lexical items among the semantic role

assigners. A consideration of language acquisition helps explain why

[NP, VP] is a likely assigner of the theme role in dative shift construc

tions. ~s argued in Marantz (1980a), children's first knowledge of lan

guage connects semantic roles directly to their expressions in a sentence. '

In that paper I describe the results of two experiments I conducted with

young children which indicate that children acquiring English link sem

antic roles directly to structural positions until around the age of five,

agents being linked to preverbal positions, patients and themes to post

verbal positions (see the discussion of Marantz 1980a in Chapter Two,

section 2.2 for a more detailed description of the experiments). By

virtue of the acquisition process, then, the usual expression of direct

objects, the structural position [NP, VP], is connected in the child's

linguistic knowledge with the semantic roles canonically born by direct

objects, i.e., patients and themes. The ability of the structural

position [NP, VP] to assign the theme role to an argument in dative shift

constructions could be a vestige of an earlier stage of language acquisi

tion. Recall that principle (94) of Chapter Two insures that the assign

ment of the theme role by [NP, VP] establishes a direct link between the

theme role and its surface structure expression, for a constituent assigned

a semantic role by [NP, VP] must correspond to a constituent in the

structural position [NP, VP] at surface structure. The direct connection

between the theme role and its surface expression in dative shift con

structions is characteristic of a young child's grammar, Of course, the
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canonical appearance of themes in the [NP, VP] position in English would

be motivation enough within the adult grammar to allow [NP, VP] t) assign

the theme role in dative shift constructions. No appeal to language

acquisition is necessary to explain this property of [NP, VP], but the

acqui.sition data are suggestive.

So the dative shitc alternation exhibited in (97) results from an

alternation in which of two roles verbs like give assign. If the verb

assigns the theme role, the goal role will be assigned by the usual

assigner of this role, the preposition to in English. If, on the other

hand, the verb itself assigns the goal role, the theme role will be

assigned by the usual expression of direct objects, in English, the

structural position [NP, VP). In the surface structure of an English

sentence, the [NP, VP] which is the OBJ of the head verb of the VP pre

cedes an [NP, VP] which is not an OBJ of the verb, so the goal precedes

the theme in (97b).

Given the assumption that the verbs in the shifted (97b) and the

unshifted (97a) have the same P-A structure and the assumption that

English allows verbs to assign only one role in the unmarked case, the

theory of this dissertation taken with wel1~established facts about

English actually demands the above analysis of dative shift. Since, by

assumption, verbs in English assign only one semantic role, the verb

in (97b) may assign only one role. If it assigned the theme role, it

could not also assign the goal role. But there is nothing in sentence

(97b) which could be seen as assigning the goal role except the verb.

In particular, there is no affix on the verb in (97b) which could assign
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the goal role. Also, since the goal argument ill (97b) does not appear

in a usual expression of goals in English, the structural position of

the goal argument may not assign the goal role to this argument. There-

fore, the verb in (97b) must assign the goal role to Hortense. Since

the canonical expression of direct objects, [NP, VP], is associated with

the semantic roles canonically born by objects, themes and patients,

[NP, VP] may assign the theme role to a porcupine in (97b).

l~e may extend the line of reasoning which leads to an analysis of

(97b) to "double object" constructions crosslinguistical1y, and make a

significant prediction about such constructions. A double object con-

struction is a sentence, like (97b) or (98b) , in which two arguments of

a verb are expressed as direct objects are usually expressed in the

language. Suppose one of these ~rguments bears the theme or patient

role. Given three facts about the language, those listed in (103), we

predict that, in double object constt'~ctions, the argument expressed as

~ I objects usually are which does not bear the theme or patient role will

be the OBJ of the main verb while the theme or patient argument will not

be an OBJ of the verb.

(103) a. The language allows a verb to assign only one semantic
role in the unmarked case.

b. The main verb of the double object construction is
underived.

c. There is no independent reason to believe that the usual
expression of direct objects in the language may assign
the semantic role born by the argument ~..,hicll is not
the theme or patient.

We have assumed that it is the unmarked case for a language to allow its

underived verbs to assign only one semantic role. If the language is
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marked, allowing verbs to assign two roles, but facts (103b&c) hold, we

still predict that the non-theme/patient argument will be an OBJ of the

verb, although the theme/patient argument may als~ be an OBJ see sec-

tion 3.4.1.1.2 below for a discussion of such marked languages. In

section 3.4.1 I will also discuss double object constructions with derived

verbs. If the main verb in a double object construction were morpho

logically complex, 1,11..3 affix on the verb could assign the non-theme/patient

role while the verb assigns the theme/patient role. As for (103c), if

the usual expression of direct objects in a language were known to assign

the non-theme/patient role of a double object construction independent

of such constructions, the theme/patient role in the double object con

structions of this language could be assigned by the verb while the usual

expression of objects assigns the non-theme/patient role. For example,

if the goal role were assigned by [NP, VP] in English with verbs of

motion, the analysis of (97b) given above would not be forced by the

theory. That is, if we said Elmer went the store for Elmer went to the

store, the position [NP, VP] could be analyzed as assigning the goal

role in (97b).

In a double object construction of a language for which (103) holds,

the main verb must assign the semantic role to the argument which does

not bear the thenle/patient role and not to the theme/patient argument.

If the verb assigned the theme/patient role to an argument, the other

argument would not receive its semantic role. It could not receive its

role from the verb, since, by (103a), the verb only assigns one role.

It could not receive its role from an affix on the verb since, by (103b),
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~....._,.~ ..~..... _, ......-

structure expression because it is expressed as objects usually are and,

by (103c), the usual expression of objects does not assign the role it

bears. So the verb must assign a role to the argument which does not

bear the theme/patient role. If the verb assigns this role, from (103a)

it follows that it cannot also assign the theme/patient role. So the

usual surface structure expression of obj ects in the language must ass'ign

the theme/patient role. Thus our theory predicts a lexical entry like

(104) for the main verb of a double object construction in a language

meeting the stated conditions.

(104) 'verb' (theme/patient, semantic role)

If the verb in (104) is active, i.e., [tpred SR], [+ transitive], the

underlined semantic role in (104) will, by the usual reasoning from prin-

ciple (66), Chapter 2, be born by the s structure DBJ. If the verb is

passive, i. e., [-Pred SR] and [-transitive], the U'lderlined sema'ntic

role will be born by the SUB. Since the theme/patient role is not assigned

by the verb in (104), it cannot be born by the OBJ or SUB of the verb,

and thus the constituent bearing the theme/patient role should never ex-

hibit direct object or subject properties.

The prediction the present theory makes about double Object construc-

tiona is confirmed in a variety of languages. I will illustrate how the

prediction is born out with two clear examples~ one from Chi-}nvi:ni (Kis

siberth and Abasheikh 1977) and one from Yindiibarndi (Wordick 1979).21

Chi-Mwi:ni, sometimes considered a dialect of Swahili, is a BSlltu

language spoken in the city of Brava in Somalia. The basic sentence
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structure of Chi-Mwi:ni may be represented as in (105), where the f:.rf;lt

NP is the subject of the sentence.

(105) S[ (NP) Vp[ V (NP) (NP) (Pp*) ] ]

The NPs in (105) appear entirely without overt case marking. The verb

contains an obligatory subject prefix (SP) indicating the noun class of

the subject NP (noun classes--"multiple genders"--are a characteristic

"
feature of Bantu languages). An object prefix (OP) indicating Lhe noun

class of one of the postverbal NPs optionally follows the SP within the

verb. We will return immediately to the question of which postverbal NP

"controls" the OP in the verb. A partial representation of the internal

structure of the Chi-Mwi:ni verb is given in (106).

(106) V[ SP-(OP)-VROOT '" ]

Sentence (107) is a typical Chi-Mwi:ni double object sentence headed

by an underived verb. The OP in (107) agrees with the goal, ch1.ga:ri

'cart. '

(107) Ali ~-(sh)-pashi~e chiga:ri o:1iyo.
Ali SP-(OP)-applied cart oil

'Ali applied oil to the cart.'

As explained above, our theory predicts that, in a sentence like (107),

only the non-theme, chiga:ri 'cart', and not the theme, o:liyo 'oil',

can be the object of the verb. As expected, if we pass1v1ze the verb in

(107), only the goal may serve as the subject of the passive verb.
II

(108) a. Chiga:ri sh-pashila 0:11yo.
cart SP-applyPASS oil

'The cart was oiled.'

b. *O;liyo i-pashila chiga:ri.
oil SP-applyPASS cart

'Oil was applied to the cart.'
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There is every reason to believe that the OP agrees with the OBJ of a

transitive verb in Chi-Mwi;ni. Iq general, an argument which controls

the QP on an active verb and only such an argument may be the subject

of the verb's passive counterpart. As expected, only the goal, chiga:ri

'cart', 1n sentence (109) may control the OP on the verb.

The most interesting feature of Chi-Mw1:ni double object sentences

li~e that displayed in (107) is that the order of the postverbal NPs is

not fixedv In double object sentences headed by an underived verb, if

one postverbal argument is animate and the other inanimate, the animate

argument usually precedes the inanimate. When both are inanimate, how~

ever, the order of arguments after the verb is free. Thus sentence (109)

is synoncmous ~ith (107).

(109) Ali ~-(sh)-pashile o:liyo chiga:ri.
Ali SP-(OP)-applied oil cart

'Ali appli.ed oil to the cart.'

The OP on the verb in (109), like that in (107), must agree with the goal,

not the theme. And, of course, only (lOBa), not (lOBb), is grammatical

as a "passive version" of (109). Neither (107) nor (109) is marked in

any llay, according to Kisseberth and Abashelkh; both sentences receive

normal intonation and neither has a "topicalized" reading.

The fact is that only one of the postverbal NPs in a Chi-Mwi:ni

double obj ect construction headed by an underived verb exhibits "obj ect

behavior"; moreover, word order in general does not indicate which NP

it will be. The only way to tell the postverbal NPs in sentences like

(107) and (109) apart is on the basis of the semantic roles they bear,

and the theory outlir~etl above correctly predicts which NP is the OBJ
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on this bas1s. 22

Unlike most of its neighbors in Australia, Yindjibarndi, an Austra-

11ao Aboriginal language described in Wordick (1979), is transparently

nominative-accusative. The subjects of transitive and intransitive verbs

fall into the nominative case (i.e., are unmarked for case) while the

object of a transitive ve(b falls into the objective (accusative) case.

Yindjiba~ndi word order is as free as that in Warlpiri (see Nash 1980),

with any ordering of at least the major constituents of a simple sentence

being equally acceptable and unmarked.

According to Wordick (1979),

To derive a passive in Yindjibarndi, one takes the subject
of the sentence, which is in the nominative case, and puts it into
thl' instrumental case. The object of the verb, which is usually
in the objective case, goes into the nominative case. Finally,
a special intransitive verbalizer -nguli- is attached to the
stem of the transitive verb, which is then reinflected.

(110) a. Ngaarta thuwayina pattyarriu.
man spear-PAST euro-OBJ

'The man speared the euro.'

b. Ngaartalu thuwayingulinha pattyarri.
man~INST spear-PASS-PAST euro

'The euro got speared by the man.'

Passivization, Wcrdick makes clear, applies to any "transitive" verb, by

which he means a verb taking an argument in the objective case, regard-

less of the semantic role born by the verb's object. For example, the

verb meaning 'to go up' in Yindjibarndi puts lts locative argument in

the objective case and thus will passivize.

(111) a. Ngayi karpayi purpaau.
I go up rise-OBJ

'I will go up the rise.'
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b. Ngayhulu kapangulii purpaa.
me-INST go up-PASS rise

'The rise will be gone up by me.'

Although apparently any transitive verb--any verb which takes an objective

arg~ment--will passivize in Yindijibarndi, "intransitive verbs will def-

initely not undergo the passive transformation" (Wordick 1979). From the

data Wordick provides, we may conclude that the Yindjibarndi passive mor-

pheme, -nguli-, has the same features as the English passive morpheme,

~-[Pred SR], [-transitive]. As explained above, the [-transitive] fea-

ture carried by a passive affix prevents it from attaching to [-transitive]

roots.

The Yindjibarndi verb meaning 'give' appears in double object sen-

tences, with both its goal and theme arguments in the objective case.

(112) Ngaarta yungkunna ngayu murlayi.
man give-PAST me-DBJ meat-OBJ

'The man gave me the meat.'

Of course the ordering of the agent, theme, and goal in a sentence like

(112) is completely free. But,

when a verb has two objects, a direct [theme] and an indirect
one [goal], ••• only the indirect object can be shifted into
the nominative case [in passives]. The direct object must remain
in the objective case [Wordick (1979)].

(113) a. Ngayi yungkungulinha murlayi ngaartalu.
I give-PASS-PAST meat-OBJ man-INST

'I was given the meat by the man.'

b. *Murla yungkungulinha ngayu ngaartalu.
meat give-PASS-PAST me-OBJ man-INST

'The meat was given me by the man.'

Since it is the OBJ of an active, transitive verb which cor~es-

ponds to the SUB of its passive, intransitive form, sentences (113) 10-
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dicate that only the goal argument in Yindjibarndi double object construc-

tiona is an OBJ, as predicted by our theory. Again, word ardetl and case

marking cannot determine which NP in sentences like (112) is the OBJj

the theme and goal arguments in such sentences are indistinguishable by

any criterion except that of which semantic roles they bear. And our

theory tells us which argtlment must be the OBJ on the basis of th.eir

semantic roles. 23

3,2.1.2. Dative shift with benefactives. Consider now the alter-

nation illustrated in (98), repeated here, which involves a benefactive

NP.

(98) a. Elmer baked a cake for Hortense.
b. Elmer baked Hortense a cake.

Within the present theory, the required analysis of the benefactive

alternation in (98) is essentially the same as that described for the

dative shift alternation in (97). The main difference between the alter-

nations lies in th~ fact that, although give and related verbs (hand,

throw, etc.) may be argued to include a slot for a goal argument in

their P-A structures, there is little reason to believe that a benefac-

tive slot appears in the P-A structure of verbs like bake. The activity

of baking does not seem to imply a benefactive any more than any other

creative activity does. If the bake in (98) does not include the bene-

factive within its P-A structure, its lexical entry will contain the

information in (114).

(114) bake) V, 'bake' (patient), [+Pred SR], [+transitive]
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Since the structural position [NP, VP] cannot be expected to assign the

benefactive role in (9ab) and no affix appears on bake in this sentence

to assign the benefactive role, bake itself must assign the benefactive

role to Hortense in (98b). Because English verbs assign only one role

in the unmarked case and bak~ assigns the benefactive role in (98b), the

verb cannot also assign the patient role in this sentence. The struc-

tural position [NP, VP], the canonical expression of patients in English,

may assign the patient role to cake in the double object construction (98h).

Although sentences (98) share propositional content, (98a) contains

an argument-taking constituent not found in (9ab), the preposition for.

There is no reason to believe that the bake in (98a) has a different P-A

structure from the bake in (98b), yet (98b) includes a benefactive argu

ment without a benefactive argument-taking item. To account for the

'shared propositional content between (98a) and (98b), we may embed the

modifier-argument structure of the preposition for within the lexical

entry of the bake in (98b), creating lexical entry (115).

(115) bake, V, ('bake' (patient) 'for' (benefactive»)

The parentheses around the P-A structure 'bake' and the modifier-argu

ment st~ucture 'for' in (115) are meant to indicate that bake applies

the modifiers the 'for' function produces to the predicates the 'bake'

function produces to yield new predicates. Note that (115) embeds the

P-A structure in (114), thereby satisfying the natural principle that

related verbs will share P-A structures, all other things being equal.

Just as was the case with the dative shift alternation (97), the

benefactive alternation (98) results from an alternation in which of two
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semantic roles a verb assigns. When the verb assigns the patient role,

as in (98a), the preposition !£! must be used to assign the benefactive

role. When the verb assigns the benefactive role, as in (98b), the

structural position [NP, VP] assigns the patient role. So the benefac-

tive, 'Hortense, in (98b) must be the OBJ of bake while the patient NP,

a cake, is merely an argument of the verb.

3.2.1.3. The status of the dative shift alternations. I have

claimed that verbs like give and bake have two related lexical entries

which differ essentially in which semantic role the verb assigns. 24

The qHestion arises of what, if anything, connects lexical entry (101)

with lexical entry (102), or lexical entry (114) with lexical entry (115),

other than the fact that the entries share P-A structures and all phono-

logical features. R~call that our principles prevent affixation from

changing a verb's semantic role assigning properties~ If an item assigns

a semantic role it will be an independent semantic role assigning con-

stituent at ~-s structure regardless of the affixes which might be

attached to it. Therefore, the dative shift alternations in (97) and

(98) cannot be mediated by a "lexical rule" in the narrow sense of an

affixation process. In fact, no overt morphological affix mediates the

dative shift alternations in English. Although the theory prohibits

relating (101) to (102) or (114) to (115) via affixation, clearly the

relationships between these entries generalize to more than one or two

verbs. Speakers know some relationship exists between (101) and (102)

and between (114) and (115) and are able to extend these relationships
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to other verbs. We may suppose that speakers generalize the relationships

indicated in (116) by unalogy to verbs similar to give and bake.

(116) a. give: 'give' (theme, goal) - 'give' (theme, goal)
b. bake: 'bake' (patient) ~ ('bake' (patient) 'for' (bene
~~e) )

One might argue that I am begging the question as to the nature of

the dative shift alternations by making a vague reference to generaliza-

tion by analogy. However, I Lhink the evidence strongly suggests that

the alternations in (116) are extended to new verbs in a manner best des-

cribed as analogical extension. In the analogical extension of the rela-

tionship A : B, one takes a C similar to A or B in features relevant to

the relationship and solves for X in A : B as C,: X, or A : B as X : c.

l~e may suppose that speakers are extremely conservative in their general-

izations by analogy (see Baker 1979), requiring their e's to share most

syntactic and semantic features with A or B. The closer the semantics

of a verb are to the canonical verbs exhibiting an alternation like

those in (116), the more likely it is that a speaker will extend the

alternation to that verb. Although there are notorious examples of

verbs taking theme and goal arguments which, for most speakers, do not

allow dative shift (donate is themost widely quoted example), any verb

which, like hand, means to direct something with a body part will exhibit

the dative shift alternation. A speaker might find the sentence, Elmer

donated the library several books on porcupines, ungrammatical, but as

soon as he accepts the verb to shin, meaning 'to kick with the shin,'

he will allow Elmer shinned me the ball during soccer practice. Similarly,

any verb meaning 'to create a food item in some specific manner' will
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exhibit the alternation in (11Gb), If a speaker will accept, He micro

waved a potato for me, he will allow, He microwaved me a potato 1tl two

seconds flat.

Although our theory has nothing to say about the possibility of

generalizing by analogy an alternation like those shown in (116) once

it is tecognized as an alternation by a speaker, the theory does set

severe limits on the generalization of the particular alternations in

(116). Recall that the theme role in (97b) and the patient role in (98b)

are assigned by the structural position [NP, VP]. Recall also that

"theme" and "patient" are really names for classes of semantic roles

and that items assign specific semantic roles, not classes of roles.

If the structural position [NP, VP] assigns the theme role which give

may assign, this is a particular theme role, one which may only be

associated with a small set of verbs, perhaps those which describe a

transference of possession. Similarly, the patient role assigned by

[NP, VP] is chat associated with bake and is probably limited to verbs

of creation. An English verb may only appear in a dative shifted con

struction like (97b) or (98b) if the role it assigns in constructions

like (97a) and (98a) may be assigned by [NP, VP]. Since morphologically

unmarked alternations like those in (116) do not involve the addition of

a semantic role assigner to the verb, the class of verbs to which the

alternations may extend is limited by the range of roles the structural

position [NP, VP] assigns.

On the other hand, alternations in other languages superficially

similar to (97) and (98) which do involve the addition of a morpheme to
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a verb should extend to most verbs in the languages. Consider the Chichewa

benefactive illustrated in (99b) at the bflginning of this section and

repeated here.

(99) a.

b.

I I /
Catherine a-na-(yi-)phik-a n-sima.
Catherine i shei-PAST-(it.-)cook-INDIC nstma

j
•

'Catherine cooked,nsima.,

, / / V ~ /
Catherine a-na-(wa-)phik-ir-a a-os n-sima.
Catherinei shei-PAST-(themj-)cook-APPLIED-INDIC childrenjnsima.

'Catherine cook~d the children nsima.'

As will be explained in 3.4.1 below, the "applied" affix, -ir-, in (99b)

assigns the benefactive role and carries the argument structure of English

for. Since the affix assigns the benefactive role and carries the modi-

f1er-argument structure of for in (99b), the verb in (99b) is free to

assign the same role it assigns in (99a) and may be given precisely the

same P-A structure as the verb in (99a). As shown in 3.4.1, we may

attribute to the "applied" affix -ir- all the features necessary to

account for the syntax of the derived verb in (99b) assuming that the

affix merely attaches to the verb which appears in (99a). Since it does

not rely on a structural position or on case marking to assign a role

usually assigned by a verb, the Chichewa benefactive construction in

(99b), unlike the English benefactive construction in (98b), should be

extended to verbs regardless of the roles they assign in their underived

form. Affixation alone accounts for the Chichewa benefactive construction;

no generalization by analogy is required to extend it to a new verb. In

fact, benefactive al ternations like the Chichewa which arc n\ediated by

affixation extend to a great many more verbs than benefactive alternations
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like the English which involve no addition of morphemes.

3.2.2. Alternations in argument structures. In the last section

I analyzed alternations in the expression of a verb's semantic dependents

which involve alternations in a verb's semantic role assigning features.

In this section I turn to alternations in the expression of a verb's

dependents which seem to implicate changes in the verb's argument struc-

ture. Examples of the so~t of alternations to be considered are found

in (117-119).

(117) a.
b.

(118) a.
b.

(119) a.
b.

Elmer broke the porcupine cage.
The porcupine cage broke,

Elmer hung the porcupine cage in the window.
The porcupine cage hung 1n the window.

Elmer ate mock porcupine pie late last night.
Elmer ate late last night.

Sentences (117b) and (118b) display two sorts of "anticausatives"--the

"inchoative" in (117b) and the "stative" in (llBb). Sentence (119b)

exemplifies what is sometimes called "indefinite object deletion." I

will treat anticausatives and indefinite object deletion constructions

separately, the former in 3.2.2.1, the latter 3.2.2.2.

3.2.2.1. AntiCa\lsatives. Consider sentences (117~118) above.

In the a. sentences of (117-118), Elmer is a sort of causer; in (117)

he causes the porcupine cage to break, and in (118a) he causes the cage

to hang in the window. Unlike the a. sentences, the b. sentences in

(117-118) hold no causative implications. (117b) does not imply that

someone broke the porcupine cage, nor does (118b) imply that someone
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hung the cage in the window. Compare sentences (117b & 118b) with the

passives in (120), where the passive participles are intended to have

their verbal, rather than their adjectival, interpretation.

(120) a. The porcupine cage was broken.
b. The porcupine cage was hung in the window.

In contrast to (117b) and (118b), sentence (120a) does imply that someone

or something broke the cage, sentence (120b) that someone or something

hung the cage in the window. The predicates that break and hang produce

in (117a), (118a), and (120) must assign causer roles. Because no causers

or causation are implied by (117b) and (118b), brea1 and ~an~ must not

yield causer assigning predicates in these sentences.

We may suppose that the lexical entries for break and han~ in (117a)

and (118a) contain the information in (121a) and (121b) respectively.

(121) a.
b.

'break
l
' (patient), [+Pred SR], [+transitive ]

'hangl (theme), (+Pred SR], [+transitive]

b.
(122) a.

Since English generally has verbs assign theme/patient roles, it is reason-

able to assume that the lexical entires of break and hang in (117b) and

(118b) contain information in (122).25

'break+' (patient) (-Pred SR], [-transitive]
'hang

2
(theme) [-Pred SR], [-transitive]

The argument struct~res in (121) and (122) differ crucially in that the

predicates produced by the P-A structures in (121) assign causer roles

while the predicates produced by the P-A structures in (122) assign no

roles at all. Since affixes do not affect argument structures of roots

to which they attach, no affixation process could relate the verb in

(l17a) to that in (117b) or the verb in (118a) with the v~rb in (llBb).
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However, the break in (117a) is clearly related to the break in (117b),

the hang in (118a) to the hang in (118b). How should these relation-

ships be expressed in the lexicon?

In the lexical entry of each verb exhibiting the anticausative

alternation I will assume that there are two sub-entries, one for the

transitive alternate, one fo'r the anticausative alt,~rnate. 'An example

entry 1s shown in (123).

break, V

(123) [+transitive]

'break' (patient)
[+Pred SR]

[-transitive]

'break2 ' (patient)
[-Pred SR]

(124)

The semantic relationship between the transitive--'V '--and anticausative-
1

'V2 '--P-A structures within the lexical entry of a verb exhibiting the

anticausative alternation is informally stated in (124). • The bicon~

ditional in (124) is inadequate as a characterization of the semantics

of the transitive verb because it does not capture the direct causative

implications of the transitive alternate in an anticausative alternation

(see Shibatani 1976b for a discussion of types of causation). The

pariphrastic "cause to V" incorrectly implies indirect causation.

anticausative alternation; VI ~ transitive alternate,
V2 = anticausative: if X Vi Y, then X cause Y to V2

If V2 is a stative verb, like hang, V2 is known as the "stative" of V.

If V2 is a punctual verb, like break, V2 is known as the "inchoative"

,,'of V (see Bresnan 1980). I~ some manner speakers of English extend the

branching lexical entry of verbs like break and hang to verbs which they
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consider similar in semantics to these verbs. As with the dative shift

alternation discussed above, analogical generalization, although impre

cisely characterized here, seems a reasonable mechanism for the extension

of the anticausative alternations.

Since the present theory prohibits affixation alone fro~ mediating

the anticausative alternation, we expect differences between the anti

causative alternation and alternations associated with productive affixa

tion processes. Unlike passivization, for example, the anticausative

alternation is limited crosslinguistically to a restricted class of verbs

with some semantic coherence. Furthermore, the "core" members of this

class are synonomous from language to language. That is, the verbs

meaning 'break,' 'hang,' 'open,' and 'close,' 'for example, are more likely

than not to exhibit the alternation in any given language. If the anti

causative alternation is generalized by analogy from a few core examples,

as hypothesized, and not created by a productive lexical rule, as pro

hibited by the theory, we would expect the alternation to be restricte~

to a semantically coherent class of verbs.

Consistent with the present theory is the fact that the ant1causa

tive alternation is never mediated by an anticausative morpheme. That

is not to say that an affix does not appear on either the transitive

or anticausative alternate in any language; as we 8hal1 see immediately,

many languages (e.g., French, Russian, Dyirbal) take the transitive

alternate as morphologically simple and place an affix on the anti

causative alternate, while a few languages (e.g., Japanese, Navajo)

take the anticausative as morphologically simple and place an affix on
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the transitive alternate. However, the affix which appears on one or

the other alternate of the verbs participating in the anticausative

alternation is not limited to the an~icausat1ve alternation in a lan-

guage and therefore should not be considered an "anticausative affix."

Rather, the affix may be seen as carrying the features [-Pred SR] or

[-transitive] or both when it appears on the anticausative alternate,

or the feature [+transitive] whe~ it appears on the transitive alternate,

because the affix carries these features in unrelated constructions in

the language.

If anticausativization were an affixation process similar, say, to

passivization, we would expect most verbs with causative meaning in a

language to exhibit the anticausative alternation, and we would expect

at least some languages to employ a special affix specific to the

alternation. Since anticausativization is never productive and never

mediated by an alternation specific affix, a theory of grammar should

not treat anticausativization as an affixation process. A theory, like

the theory of this dissertation, which rules out an analysis of anti

causativization as an affixation process derives support from the

behavior of anticausative alternations crosslinguistically.

Although no language I have examined employs an anticausative

morpheme to mediate the anticausative alternation, languages do exploit

a variety of devices, including affixation, to distinguish the [+transi

tive] alternate from the [-transitive] alternate in a lexical entry

like (123) above. Some languages simply use the unmarked transitive

form of a verb for the transitive alternate nnd thA unmarked intransi-



tive form for the anticausative alternate. English is an example of

such a language in which the unmarked transitive and intrasitive forms

of a verb are homophonous.

(125) a. inchoative: break
Elmer broke the porcup1ng cage.
The porcupine cage broke.

b. stative: hang
Elmer hung the porcupine cage in the window.
The porcupine cage hung in the window.

In Eskimo dialects a canonical transitive verb will agree with both the

subject and object of a sentence while a canonical intransitive verb

agrees with the subject alone (see 3.1.2 above). The transitive con-

jugation of verbs like 'break' and 'lose' is used for the transitive

member of the anticausative alternation, the intransitive conjugation

for the anticausative alternate. The data in (126) are from Alaskan

Yup'ik (see Reed et ale 1977).
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(126) a.

b.

inchoative: kuve- 'spill'
Kuv'uq. 'It spills.'
spill-3sg
Kuvaa. 'He spills it.'
spill-3sg3sg

stative: tamar- 'lose'
Tamartuq. 'It is lost.'
lose-3sg
Tamaraa. 'He loses it.'
lose-3sg3sg

The unmarked intransitive form of verbs exhibiting the anticausative

alternation is used for the anticausative alternate even in the Eskimo

dialects, like Alaskan Yup'ik, in which the intransitive form of a

transitive verb usually agrees with the agent argument, not the patient

or theme as in (126) above. A paradigm transitive-intransitive pair

from Yup'ik is illustrated in (127).



(127) amar~ 'backpack'
~artuq. 'He backbacks (something).'

backpack-3sg
Amaraa. 'He backpacks it.'
backpack-3sg3sg
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Note that the intransitive verb in (127) agrees with the agent while

the intransitives in (126) agree with the patient or theme. It seems

that, if a language has some general means to mark the intransitive
~

counterp.~rt of a transitive verb, the anticausative alternate will be

marked by these means. The notation in (123) attempts to capture this

generalization by making the transitive and anticausative alternates

in an anticausat~ve alternation the transitive and intransitive "versions"

of a single v~rb. Intransitive morphology leads to the [-transitive]

branch of lexical entries like (123), transitive morphology to the

[+transitive] branch.

In many languages, a marked intransi,tive form of the verb, usually

the passive and/or I'eflexive form, is used for the anticausat1ve alter-

nate in an anticausative alternation. Examples from Russian, French,

and Albanian are found in (128-130). In all these languages, reflexive
f'"

morphology marks the anticausative. As described in section 3.1.3, the

Albanian reflexive and passive forms are synonymous, Many Russian and

French reflexive forms also have passive interpretations.

(128) Russian: a. inchoative: otkryt' 'open'
Boris otkryl dver'.

opened door
'Boris opened the door.'

Dver' otkryls'a.
door opened-REFL

'The door opened.'



(129) French:

b. stative: naxodit' 'find'
Oni nashol shkolu v gorode.
they found school in city

'They found the school in the city.'
Shkola naxodits'a v gorode.
sellool found-REFL in city

'the school is located in the city.'

a. inchoat1\'e: casser 'break'
Jean a casse le verre.

'John broke the glass.'
Le verre s'est casse.

'The glass broke.'
h. stative: trouver 'find'

Jean a trouv~ I'ecole dans la cit~.

'John found the school in the city.'
L'ecole se trouve dans 1a cite.

'The school 1s located in the city.'
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(130) Albanian: a. inchoative
Dega u thye gjate stuhise.
branch the breakREFL-3sg during starrn-the

'The branch broke during the storm.'
b. stative

Mol1at varen ne pemet.
apple-the hangREFL-3sg on trees-the

'The apples hang on the trees.'

The reflexive and/o~ passive morphology on the anticausative verbs in

French, Russian, Albanian, and other languages may be seen as carrying

the features [-Pred SR], [-transitive]--features the morphology carries

in its reflexive and/or passive use.

Like Albanian (see section 3.1.3 above» Dyirbal, an Australian

Aboriginal language described in Dixon (1972), uses the refle:<i.ve verb

as a sort of "passive" (see section 3.3.3 for a detailed analysis of

this "false reflexive" construction). Unlike Albanian, the subject of

the Dyirbal reflexive verb in its "passive" use is the agent of the

transitive root, not the patient or theme.



(131) a. bala yugu baVgu1 ya£89gu buyban.
stick-ABS man-ERG hides

'man hides stick.'
b. bay! ya£a buybayiripu.

man-ABS hides-REFL
'man hides himself' or 'man hides (something).'

There is a dialect of Dyirbal called Dyalguy or the "mother-in-law

language" which 1s spoken in the presence of certain taboo relativ'es.

This mother-in-law dialect has a much smaller vocabulary than the every-

day language. In particular, where the everyday language contains mor-

phologically unrelated verbs for members of certain transitive-anti-

causative pai~s, the mother-in-law language takes th~ transitive verb

as morphologically simple and forms the anticausative through affixation

of the reflexive morpheme on the transitive root. Transitive-anticausa-

tive pairs from the mother-in-law language are illustrated in (132).

(132) dindan 'stand up' a. balan banguI dindan.
she-ABS he-ERG stands up

'he stands her up.'
b. balan dindari~u.

she-ABS stand-up-REFL
'she rises.'

yilwun 'take out' a. balan bangul yilwun.
she-ABS he-ERG takes-out

'he takes her out.'
b. balan y11wur1~u.

she-ABS come-out-REFL
'she comes out.'

Compare the use of the reflexive forms for anticausatives in (132) with

th~ productive us of the reflexive to allow suppression of the: theme/

patient argument \ a verb, as illustrated in sentences (133), also

from the mother-in-law language.

(133) wuyuban 'talk' a. balan bangul wuyuban.
she-ABS he-ERG tells

'he tells her.'
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b. bayi wuyubar ipu.
he-ABS talks-REFL

'he talks.'
gap9aman'follow' a. balan banguI gapqaman.

she-ABS he-ERG follows
'he follows her.'

b. bayi gap~amari'pu.

he-ABS follows-REFL
'he follows.'

What is striking about the use of the reflexive morpheme in the Dyirbal

mother-in-law language to mark the anticausative is that the refl~xive

form, when not a true reflexive, is regularly employed when the agent

of a transitive verb i.~. the subj ect of the derived intransitive verb--

see (133). In the anticausative, it is the theme/patient which is the

subject of the morphologically derived intransitive~see (132).

The widespread use of some [~transitive] or [-Pred SR], [-transi-

tive] bearing affix to mark the anticausative member of an anticausative

alternation suggests a principle to the effect that, given a branching

lexical entry like (123) with [~F] and [-oF] branches, attaching an

[aF] affix to the alternate on the [-aF] branch yields the alternate on

the [aF] branch and not the form expected from the productive use of

the affix. For example, adding the reflexive -s'a affix to a Russian

verb like otkryt' 'open' produces not a reflexive verb (see (75) above)

but rather the anticausative, i.e., [-transitive], alternate in a branch-

tng lexical entry like (134)--5ee (128a) above.

otkr t' 'open'

[-transitive](134) [+transitive]

'open!' (theme)
+[Pred SR]

'open' (theme)
[-Fred SR]
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As we saw in section 3.1.3, the reflexive affix carries the features

[-transitive], [-Pred SR] and so leads down the right branch in entry (134).

If the anticausative alternation is truly best represented by

branching lexical entries like (134), with affixation in such alter

nations, when present, merely choosing one branch in the lexical entry

over the other, then we might expect some languages to take the [-transi

tive] or anticausative alternate as morphologically basic and add a

[+transitive] affix to this form to yield the verb on the [+transitive]

branch of an entry like (134). Since both transitive and anticausative

alternates are basic--i.e., underived--verbs, it should be arbitrary

which is chosen as morphologically basic. Although most of the languages

I have examined take the transitive form in an anticausative alternation

as morphologically basic, according to Miyagawa (1980) Japanese and

Navajo take the other option, marking the transitive alternate with a

[+transitive] morpheme. The reader is referred to Miyagawa (1980) for

an extensive discussion of languages in which a [+transitive] morpheme

is used to signal the [+transitive] member of an anticausative alter

nation, Here I will quickly review some of the relevant facts from

Japanese.

Japanese includes a causative affix ~, which Miyagawa argues

must be distinguished from the causative~ to be discussed in

section 3.4.2.2. When~ attaches to certain intransitive verbs,

such as odorok 'be surprised,' the result is not a causative verb one

could paraphrase as, 'cause to V,' e.g., 'cause to be surprised,' but

rather the transitive member of an anticausative alternation, e.g., the



"direct causative" 1 surprise' shown in (135a).

(135) a. Eigo kantoku ga zyoyuu 0 odorok-asi-ta.
director NOM actress ACC surprise-CAUSE-PAST
'The movie director surprised the actress.'

b. Eigo kantoku ga zyoyuu 0 odorok-ase-ta.
director NOM actress ACe surprise-CAUSE-PAST
'The movie director made the actress be surprised

(at someth,1ng).'

Compare the verb odorok-as 'surprise-CAUSE' in (135a), formed with the

causative -~, to the derived causative odorok-ase in (1)5b), formed

with -sase. Only the latter has the predictable semantics of a derived

causative in Japanese.

When the probable transitive counterpart af an intransitive anti-

causative verb exists as a morphologically unrelated morpheme in Japan-

ese, the addition of -sas to this verb produces a normal derived causa-

tive with predictable semantics. For example, intransitive agar 'rise'

corresponds to morphologically unrelated age 'raise.' Adding -~ to

agar 'rise' produces the derived causative agar-as 'cause to rise' in

(136). Since the transitive age 'raise' exists independently in the

language, agar-as will not mean 'raise.'

(136) Taroo ga Hanaka 0 butai agar-asi-ta.
'Taro made Hanaka rise (get) on the stage.'

As will be explained in section 3.4.2 below, the causative affix

is [+transitive] crosslinguistically. In (136), for example, -~

creates a transitive verb, agar-as 'cause to rise' from intransitive

agar'rise. 1 I have given the lexical entry for the anticausat1ve pair,

odorok, odorok-ao 'surprise' in (137).
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odorok' 'surprise'

(137) 'surprise1 ' (surprised)

(+Pred SR]

[-transitive]

'surprise2 ' (surErised)

[-Pred SR]

The affixation of the [+transitive] -~ to [-transitive] odorok yields

the verb on the [+transitive] branch inside the branching entry (137)

rather than the derived causative, 'cause to be surprised.' This behavior

of -sas accords with the principle described informally above which might

govern the effects of adding a [aF] morpheme to a verb whose lexical

enLry contains [aF] and [-aF] branches.

Since the theory prohibits deriving either verb in an anticausative

alternation from the other, the present analysi~ of the anticausative

alternation demands that both the transitive an~ anticausative alternates

be basic verbs with basic P-A structures. Whatever requirements a 1an-

guage places on the construction of the P-A structures of basic verbs

should thus apply to the P-A structures of both alternates. For example,

if a language includes a gene~alization to the effect that patient and

theme arguments serve as input to P-A structures, then the anticausative

verbs should have "unaccusative" P-A structures (see sections 2.2 and

3.1.1.3 above), such that the patient/theme arguments appear within the

P-A structure and the predicates produced by the P-A structure assign

no semantic roles--see (138).

(138) anticausative break: 'break' (patient) [-Pred SR], [-tran
sitive]
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We saw in section 3.1.1.3 that impersonal passivization will not apply

to unaccusative verbs. The passive affix carries the feature [-Pred SR],

as does an unaccusative verb. Principle (15) above prevents an affix

like the passive morpheme with a [-Pred SR] featu~e from attaching to

a [~Pred SR] root, thereby ruling out the (impersonal) passiv!zation

of unaccusative verbs. In languages like Dutch (see Perlmutter 1978),

anticausative verbs do not undergo impersonal passivization. Confirming

the hypothesis that they have P-A structures similar to that given for

break in (138), i.e., unaccusative P-A structures.

Suppose a language has no basic unaccusative verbs; i.e., suppose

the language demands that the predicat~s which a basic P-A structure

produces assign a semantic rol~, If pos~ib1e, in the unmarked case.

Since anticausatives must be underived verbs in the present theory, we

predict that anticausativeswill not be unaccusative in such a language,

and thus should undergo impersonal passivization. Arguing against the

1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law of Relational Grammar, Ostler

(1979) demonstrates that most Sanskrit intransitive verbs, including

anticausatives, can undergo impersonal passivization. Ostler's evidence

suggests that there are no basic unaccusative verbs in Sanskrit. If

most intransitive verbs are [+Pred SR] in Sanskrit, the passive morpheme

will be able to attach to them (see 3.1.1 above). The hypothesis that

Sanskrit demands basic verbs to be [+Pred SR], if possible, taken with

the consequence of the present theory that anticausative verbs must be

underived, makes the correct prediction about an interesting set of

Sanskrit facts reported by Ostler (1979);
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The displaced subject of a Sanskrit passive, be it personal (139b)

or impersonal (139d), appears in the instrumental case:

(139) a. caitrah kusulam abhinat.
Chaitra-NOM grain-holder-ACe broke-3sg

'Chaitra broke the grain holder.'
b. caitrena kusulo 'bhidyata.

Chaitra-INST grain-halder-NOM braak-PASS-PAST
'The grain holder was broken by Chaitra.'

c. aham ase. ~

I-NOM sit-lsg
'I sit.'

d. maya asyate.
I-INST sit-PASS

'It is sat by me.'

Sanskrit uses passive morphology to mark the anticausative member of an

anticausative alternation, as in (140), which should be compared to (139b) •.
(140) (svayameva) kusulo 'bhidyata.

(of-itself) grain-holder-NOM break-PASS-PAST
'The grain holder broke (of its own accord).'

In this ahticausative use, a bhidyata 'break-PASS-PAST' is incompatible

with an instrumental "agent phrase." Since, ex hypothesis, underived

Sanskrit verbs are [+Pred SR), and since the anticausative must be

underived in our theory, the anticausative in (140) should be the

[-transitive] branch of a lexical entry something like (141).

abhid 'break'

(141)
'breakl ' (patient)

[+Pred SR]

[-transitive]

'break2' (0)

[+Pred SR]

Since it is [+Pred SR], nothing would prevent anticausative 'break',

the right branch in (141), from undergoing impersonal passivization in

Sanskrit. In fact, there is every indication that it does.



(142) (svayameva) kusuleca abhidyata.
(of-itself) grain-holder-INST break-PASS-PAST

'The grain holder broke of its own accord.'

Although only a single passive morpheme appears on the verb in (142),

the instrumental case on 'grain-holder' indicates that the verb is the

(impersonal) passive version of the anticausative verb in (140); compare

(142) with (139d). It is not uncommon for a language to use a single

instance of .8 morpheme in situations where the syntax calls for two.

For example, Ostler (1979) notes that the causative form of a derived

causative verb in Sanskrit contains a single causative morpheme and is

thus homophonous with the simple derived causative verb, although the

causative of a causative should contain two causative morphemes. As

the passive of the verb in (140), abhidyata in (142) should bear two

passive morphemes, the second morpheme carrying the feature [-Pred SR].

The absence of a second passive morpheme, however, is not good evidence

that the verb in (142) is not the passive of the verb in (140).

Now (140), without the material in parentheses, is ambiguous

between the anticausative and the personal passive; it could also mean,

'The grain holder was broken (by someone).' A derived personal passive

is not, of course, a basic verb. The lexical entry of passive 'break'

is shown in (143).

(143) abhidyata, 'break1 ' (patient), [-Pred SR], [-transitive]

Compare (143) with the [-transitive] (anticausative) branch of entry

(141). Unlike anticausative 'break,' pas~live 'break,' being [-Pred SR],

should not undergo impersonal passivization. Thus, although (140) is

ambiguous between the passive of transitive 'break' and the anticausa-

229
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tive, (142) should have only the reading of the impersonal passive of

the anticausative, not that of the impersonal passive of the passive.

This is precisely what Ostler reports: (142) is incompatible with an

"agent phrase" and implies no "breal<.er." So the break in (142) must

have the anticausative P-A structure 'break2 ' in (141), not the transi

tive P-A structure 'breakl '. The Sanskrit data provide a clear contrast
.

between alternations mediated by productive affixation processes, like

the passive alternation, and alternations between basic verbs, like the

anticausative alternation.

3.2.2.2. Indefinite object deletion. Consider now the alternation

illustrated in (119), which is repeated here as (144).

(144) a.
b.

Elmer ate mock porcupine pie late last night.
Elmer ate late last night.

Some transitive verbs, like eat, appear freely without an ouject in

English while others, like lock, do not.

(145) a. Elmer locked the porcupine cage late last night.
b. *Elmer locked late last night.

It is an interesting and important problem to characterize the transi-

tive verbs which permit "indefinite object deletion," i.e., which may

appear without an overt object, as in (144b) (see Saksena 1980 for a

possible solution to this problem). However, an investigation of the

problem would take us be)'Otld the central topics of this dissertatio.n.

What is important to emphasize here about alternations like (144) is

that the present theory prohibits a language from deriving the eat in

(144b) from that in (144a)~ or the eat in (144a) from that in (144b),
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by simple affixation. Suppose we give verbs like eat branching lexical

entries like that in (146).

eat [+Pred SR]

(146)

'eat l ' (patient)

[-transitive]

'eat ' (~)2

The relationship ,between 'eatl ' and 'eatz' is informally stated in (147).

(147) the indefinite object deletion alternation;
Vl = transitive, V2 = intransitive:
X V

2
iff X VI something unspecified

Since the relationship between the verbs on the two branches in (146)

involves a change in P-A structure and in semantic role assigning fea~

tures, the relationship could not be mediated by affixation in the

present theory.26

As was the case with the anticausative alternation discussed above,

the indefinite object deletion (or 1od) alternation illustrated in (144)

clearly differs from alternations like the passive which are mediated

by a productive affixation process. The iod alternation is limited to

a restricted set of verbs crosslinguistically and the iod set in a given

language seems to have some semantic coherence. The translations of the

verbs in the tad set from one language are quite likely to fall into the

iod set for another. The "core" verbs which exhibit the iod alternation

in ·language after language are the so-called "ingestives," e.g., 'eat,'

'drink,' and 'learn.' The restriction of the iod alternation to a limited

set of verbs with semantic cohe~ence is what we expect if, as demanded

by the present theory, the alternation is created not by a productive
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lexical rule but by generalization by analogy with certain core verbs

exhibiting the alternation.

In harmony with the impossibility of mediating the iad alternation

with affixation alone in the present theory, no language I have encountered

contains an indefinite object deleting suffix. 27 Many languages resemble

English in employing the unmarked intransitive form of a verb for the

indefinite object deleting alternate. In English, intransitive and tran-

sitive forms of a verb are homophonous. We saw above that Eskimo transi-

tive verbs agree with both subject and object while Eskimo intransitives

agree with a single constituent. Eskimo dialects use the unmarked intran-

s1tive form of a transitive verb for the indefinite object deleting alter-

nate in an iad alternation. This generalization holds even in dialects

like Greenlandic Eskimo in which the unmarked intransitive form of a

transitive verb regularly agrees with the theme or patient 0; its tran-

sitive counterpart, not the agent (Sadock 1980, pp. 304-305):

Many basically transitive verbs [in Greenlandic], but
by no means all, can be used directly as formal intransitives
just by affixing intransitive agreement morphemes. In many
cases where the English counterpart 1s an object-deleting
verb, the Greenlandic intransitive thus formed has roughly
the meaning of the corresponding English intransitive. The
agent in such an intransitive construction is in the absolu
tive case, and the verb is marked for agreement with it. The
patient, if it is expressed) is in the instrumental case, and
1s not cross-referenced on the verb:

(148) Neqi nerivara.
meat~ABS eat-INDIC-lsg3sg

'1 ate the meat.'

(149) Neqimik nerivunga.
meat-INST eat-INDIC-lsg

'I ate meat.'

•••• At least in the older language, other inherently transi
tive verbs acquired a passive sense when used with intransi-



tive verb endings. The verb in such usages agrees only
with the patient:

(150) Piniartoq toquppaa.
hunter-ABS kill-INDIC-3sg3sg

'He killed the hunter.'
,

(151) Piniartoq toquppoq.
hunter-ABS kill-INDIe-3ag

'The hunter was killed.'

As Sadock points out, the intransitive form of a Greenlandic

transitive verb is usually the passive, i.e., it carries the feature

[-Pred SR] as well as the feature [-transitive]. However, in the case

of transitive verbs like 'eat,' the intransitive version is simply

[-transitive], not [-Pred SR]. If a verb has a branching lexical entry

like (146), then, it seems that the intransitive form of the verb will

be simply the [-transitive] branch regardless of what usually occurs

when the feature [-transitive] is added to a transitive verb in the

language, This follows from the principle suggested above to the effect

that, given a branching lexical entry like (146) with [aF] and [-aF]

branches, attaching on [uF] affix to the alternate on the [-aF] branch

yields the alternate on the [aF] branch and not the form expected from

th~ productive use of the affix.

233
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3.3 Ergativity. In section 2.2 above I noted that, within the

present theory, it is an arbitrary fact about English that verbs usually

assign theme- and patient roles while p~ed1cates assign agent roles. Although,

I claimed, languages must include generalizations over classes of semantic

'coles as to which are assigned to P-A structure internal arguments and which

are assigned to logical subjects, a language may choose between the generaliza-

tions in (152) and those in (153) for verbs which are associated both with

an agent and with a theme or patient.

(152) agent roles assigned by predicates
theme and patient roles assigned by verbs

(153) agent roles assigned by verbs
theme and patient roles assigned by predicates

Languages choosing generalizations (152) ,.,e call "nominative-accusative"

languages;
28languages choosing generalizations (153) we call "ergative."

At this point in the exposition of the theory, it is possible to show that

ergative languages, as defined above, exist. The theory of this disserta~

tion predicts several crucial differences between nominative-accusative

and ergative languages. On the basis of these predictions, we may conclude

that Dyirbal, an Australian Aboriginal language discussed in Dixon (1972),

and Central Arctic Eskimo (Johnson 1980) are truly ergative.

Before we turn to Dyirbal and Eskimo, some terminological confusions

surrounding ergative languages should be cleared up. On the definition

given above, many of the languages called "ergative" in the literature turn

out to be nominative-accusative. These languages distribute case marking

in such a way that, for the most part, the correspondence between semantic

roles and case marking matches that for a true ergative language. To avoid
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confusion, I have provided tables in (154) which indicate the corres-

pondence among semantic roles, grammatical relations, and case marking

for the various sorts of languages under discussion.

(154) ~om1native-Accusative Ergative

agent SUB of [+transitive] , [+Pred SR] V OBJ of ~transit1ve],

[+~red SR] V
patient/theme OBJ of [+trans1tive], [+Pred SR] V SUB of ~transitive],

[~P.red SR] V

Case Marking

Nominative-Accusative Ergative Languag~s

Languages

SUB of [-transitive]V

SUB of [+transitivE]V

OBJ of (+transitivelV

-A- l A. .JL I".' r'j

Nom' I Nom (Abs) Nom (Aba) Nom

Nom ' Ace (Erg) Nom (Aba) Ace 1\ ~ ,c
,I , ..

Acc Nom (Abe) Ace (Erg) Nom
IJ j

In (154) I have called ":Nom" (nominative) the case of the subject of an

intransitive (tensed, matrix) verb. "Ace" (accusative) is the case of

either the SUB or OBJ of a transitive verb--whichever case is not identical•

to the nominat~ve case in the language. Nominative case is generally un-

marked, i.e., phonologically null. Nominative case in an ergative language

exhibiting type A case marking or in a nominative-accusative language

exhibiting type B case marking is generally ca.lled "absoluti.ve" (Aba) in

the literature. Accusative case in these languages is called "ergative"

(Erg). It is the nominat1ve-ac(~usative type B case marking languages which

are usually identified as ergative. In fact, Mel'~uk (1979) explicitly

defines ergative languages as those we have identified as nomiIlstive-accusa-

tive with type B case marking. ~lany languages employ both the A and B case

marking paradigms, with the choice between the two conditioned by context

or by the character of the NP to be case-marked. For example, a language

may exhibit type A case marking in main clauses but type B in certain sorts
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of subordinate clauses. Or non-pronominal noun phrases might show type

A case marking while personal oronouns show type B case marking (as seems

to be the case in Oyirbal, an ergative language). Languages which use both

types of case marking displayed in (154) are said to have "split ergative"

case marking (see Silverstein 1976 and Delancey 1980 on split ergativity).

The reader is asked to spend some time st'ldying the tables in (154), for

without a thorough understanding of these tables, the rest of this section

is extremely difficult to follow.

Previous investigators {see, 1n particular, Dixon 1972 and Mel'~uk

1979) have attempted to show that Dy1rbal, among other languages, is truly

ergative as defined above, i.e., that the sole syntactic dependent of an

intransitive verb and the theme or patient of a transitive verb are

syntactic subjects 1n these languages. The methodology employed by these

linguists is to demonstrate that the sale argument of the intransitive verb

and the theme/patient of the transitive both exhibit "subject properties."

Readers of previous proofs of ergativity were, therefore, persuaded that

ergative languages exist to the extent that they pelieved the properties

identified as "subject properties" must necessarily single out subjects.

Consider the phenomenon of "topic-chaining" in Dyirbal (see Dixon 1972),

which has sometimes been consid~red evidence for Dyirbal's ergativit~'. For

purposes of discussion, let us call the class including subjects of intran

sitive verbs and the theme/patient arguments of transitive verbs the

"absolutive NPs" in Dy1rbal (due to the split ergative case marl~ing of

Dyirbal, the members of this class will not always be case-n~rked in the

absolutive). A series of Oyirbal sentences may be conjoined in a "topic

chain" if, roughly, the absolutive NPs in the sentences are all coreferent.

Only the absolutive NP in the first sentence of a topic chain actually shows
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up in surface structure; the re~aining topics are phonologically null.

Since topic chains resemble "control constructions" in English (see Section

2.6) and English subjects are controlled, one might argue that the conditions

on the Dyirbal topic-chain construction indicate that Dyirbal absolutive

NPs are subjects and that therefore Dyirbal is ergative. However, we do

not have a theory which ~emands that the coreferent NPs in constructions

like the Dyirbal topic chain be restricted to subjects. In fact, Dixon

(1977) reports that Yidin, a langua~e closely related to Dyirbal, exhibits

a similar topic (coordination) construction in which the condition 0'

coreference must be stated in terms of case marking, not grammatical

29relations. The "topics" in the Yidin topic chain are the morphologically

unmarked NPs. Due to split ergative case marking in Yidin, the morpho-

logically unmarked NPs do not form a grammatical relationally homogeneous

class. Since a rule creating the topic-chain construction need not pick

out subjects, as ~videnced in Yidin, that Dyirbal topic chains intplicate

absolutive NPs cannot serve as conclusive evidence that Dyirbal is ergative.

The theory presented in this dissertation makes specific predictions

about ergative languages and about differences we should observe between

ergative and nominative-accusative languages. For example, since the

theory requires that an s structure SUB be the PRO in control constructions

such as English, Elmer persuaded Hortense [PRO to buy a green procupine]~

it predicts that the theme/patient argument of a [+Pred SR],[+transitive]

verb associated with an agent and thelqe or patient should be the PRO in

such Equi constructions in ergative langua~es. In contrast, it is the

agent argument of transitive verbs in nominative-accusative languages

which is the PRO in Equi constructions. Unfortunately, the good candidates

for ergative languages for which I have data do not exhibit clear cases of
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"control" constructions in 'vhich t'his prediction might be tested out. There

are data relevant to other predictions of the theory concerning ergative

languages, however. Below I shall exploit these data to demonstrate that

Dyirbal and Central Arctic Eskimo are truly ergative.

3.3.1. Passive in ergative languages. The passive verb form in a

true erga~ive language has often been called the "antipassive." lye defined

"passivization" as the addition to a verb of a [-Pred SR] affix and "anti-

passivization" as the addition of a [-transitive] affix. As sho\m in (155)

and (156) below, passivization in a true ergative language with type A case

marking looks like antipassivization in a nominative-accusative type B

case marking language as far as its effects on the correspondence between

semantic roles and case marking are concerned. In both ergative type A

passivization and nominative-accusative type B antipassivization, the

ergative marked NP of the transitive verb form, usually the agent, corresponds

to the absolutive marked NP of the derived, intransitive while the absolu-

tive NP of the tt'ansitive, uSllally a theme or patient, corresponds to an

oblique NP argument of the intransitive. In (155) I provide a schematic

diagram of the effects of antipassivization on the association of semantic

roles and surface cases in a nominative-accusative type B case marking

language. See section 3.1.3 above for a more complete description of

antipassivization in such a language--Greenlandic Eskimo.

(155) antipassivization in a nominative- accusative t~pe B case

marking language

a. active([+Pred SR], [+transitive]) verb

patient/theme

f
OBJ
I

ahs
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b. antipassive ([+Pred SR], [-transitive]) verb

agent

I
SUB

I
aDs

patient/theme

obl que

In (156) is a schematic diagram of the effects of passivization on the

association of semantic roles and surface cases in an ergative type A

case marking language. See below for a discussion of passivization in

such a language.

(156) passivization in an ergative type A case marking language

a. active ([+Pred SR], [+transitive]) verb

patient/theme

I
SUB

I
abe

b. passive ([-Pred SR], [-transitive]) verb

agent

I
SUB

I
aBs

patient/theme

oblique

From the correspondences in (155) and (156) it should be clear that

the fact that a verb form in a given language can be analyzed as a passive

under the assumption that the language is ergative does not provide

evidence that the language is in fact ergative. The verb form could be

an anti~assive and the language in question a nominative-accusative

language with type B case marking. Although the discussion provides no

evidence for the existence of ergative languages, I will run thro\.lgh an

analysis of passivization in Dyirbal and Central Arctic Eskimo on the

assumption that these languages are ergative. The exercise will give the

reader some concrete examples of what it means to be ergative and present
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some constructions crucial to later sections.

Consider the Central Arctic Eskimo (hereafter, Arctic) verb kapi-

'stab' and the Dyirbal verb durgay 'spear.' On the assumption that Arctic

and Dyirbal are ergative, these verbs should have the P-A structures shown

in (157).

(157) a.
b.

kapi
dprgay

'stab' (agent)
'spear' (agent)

Arctic
Dyirbal

The predicates produced by the P-A structures in (157) assign patient roles.

The active, transitive forms of the verbs in (157) appear in sentences (158).

Note that the transitive Arctic verb agrees with both its subject and object

in person and number.

(158) a. Piruutisi-up Si1sa-~ kapi-vaa. Arctic
Brutus-ERG Caesar-ABS stab-IND3sg3sg

'Brutus stabbed Caesar.'

b. bayi bargan ba~gul yafaqgu ~urgapu. nyirbal
wallaby-ABS man-ERG spear

'man is spearing wallaby.'

Since the verbs in (158) are [+Pred SR], [+transitive], their logical objects,

which are assigned agent roles, will correspond to grammatical OBJs. The

OBJs are marked ergative (accusative) in (158). The subjects in (158) bear

patient roles and are marked absolutive (nominative).

If we passivize the verbs in (158), adding~ in Arctic and ~-

in Dyirbal, the logical objects--agents--should correspond to grammatical

SUBs and show up in the absoluti,ve case. Both Arctic and Dyirbal have case

markings which serve the same function in these languages as ~ serves in

English. In Arctic this is the comitative case, in Dyirbal the instru-

mental or the dative (see Dixon 1972 (p.66) for a discussion of the

differences between these two case markings in the -nay~ construction).

Passive sentences corresponding to the actives in (158) are found in (159).

Note that the agents appear in the absolutive case, the patients in the
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comitative (Arctic) or dative or instrumental (Dyirbal). Note also that

the passive form of the Arctic verb, being intransitive, agrees only with

its subject, which appears in the absolutive.

(159) a. Piruut1s1-~ Siisa-mik kapi-si vuq. Arctic
Brutus-ABS Caesar-COM stab-PASS-IND3sg

'Brutus stabbed Caesar.'

b. bar! yata {bagul bargangu, ba9gu1 bargandu} du;gana~u.
Dyirbal

man-ABS {wallaby-DAT, wallaby-INST} spear-PASS
'man is spearing wallaby.'

3.3.2. Dative shift in ergative languages. The present theory makes

an interesting prediction about the dative shift alternation in ergative

languages. We may characterize a dative shifted construction as one

containing a theme or patient argument and another argument ~ bearing a

theme or patient role which appears in the usual expression of themes or

patients in the language. In nominative-accusative languages, whose theme

and patient roles are canonically assigned to direct objects, dative

shifted constructions contain non-theme or patient arguments expressed as

direct objects are usually expressed. I argued above that, given certain

assumptions, these non-theme/patient arguments must, in fact, ~ OBJs.

On the other hand, since themes and patients are canonically assigned to

subjects in ergative languages, expressing, say, a goal as themes and

patients usually are expressed in these languages involves putting the goal

in the case of subjects.

Consider the dative shift alternations in Arctic and Dyirbal illus-

tratcd in (160-161).

(160) a. anguti-up titiraut nutarar-mut tuni-vaa. Arctic
man-ERG pencil-ABS child-ALL give-IND3sg3sg

'The man gave a pencil to the child.'

b. anguti-up tit1rauti-mik nutaraq tuni-vaa.
man~ERG pencil-COM child-ABS give-IND3sg3sg

'The man gave the child a pencil.'
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(161) a. balam ba9gun wugan bagul. Dyirbal
it(food)-ABS she-ERG give he-OAT

'She gives food to him.'

b. bayi baqgun baggum wugan.
him-AFS she-ERG it-INST give

'She gives him food.'

In the a. sentences of (160-161) the theme argument is in the absolutive

and the goal argument is in the allat1ve or dative. We may assume that

the dative and allative cases assign the goal role in these sentences,

The presumed P-A structures for the verbs in (160a) and (161a) are given

in (162), with the semantic roles of the logical objects underlined.

(162) a. tuni-
b. wugal

'give' (agent, goal)
'give' (agent, goal)

Since the a. and b. uentences in (160) and (161) have the same propos1-

tional content, there is no reason to believe that tuni- and wugal in (160b)

and (161b) do not have the same P-A structures as the homophonous verbs in

(160a-161a). Since the absolutive case cannot be argued to assign the goal

role to the goal arguments in the b. sentences of (160-161), either the

verb or the predicate in these sentences must assign that role. If the

verbs 1n(160b~161b) are to have the same P-A structures as the verbs in

(160a-161a), however, the predicat~s in (160b-161b) cannot assign the goal

role--the predicates produced by the P-A structures in (162) assign the

theme role. Therefore, the verbs in (160b-161b) must assign the goal role;

the goal arguments in (160b-161b) are logical objects. Although the verbs

in (160b-161b) assign the goal roles, the goal arguments appear in

absolutive case, the case of subjects. If the goal arguments-- logical

objects in (160b-161b) are to be the syntactic SUBs of these sentences, the

verbs in (160b-161b) must be [-Pred SR], for if they were [+Pred SR], the

theme arguments, i,e, the logical subjects, would be SUBs. In summary, our

theory forces us to p~opose lexical entries for the verbs in (160b-161b)
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as shown in (163).

(163) tun1~, buga! V, 'give' (agent, goal) [-Pred SR], [+transitive]
r

OBJ

Note thQ~ lexical entry (163) contains the P-A structures in (162),

accounting for the fact that the a. and b. sentences in (160) and (161)

share propositional content. Since the agent shows up as the OBJ in (160b-

161b) , the agent as well as the goal must be a logical object of the verbs

in (160b-161b). Since the goal argument, not the agent argument, becomes

the subject in these sentences, the agent must be specified to correspond

to the s structure OBJ, as shown in (163). If the agent were not specified

to correspond to the OBJ, the goal could correspond to the OBJ and the

agent to the SUB.

Lexical entry (163) is "marked" in two respects: first, the verbs

in (163) assign more tllan one semantic role; second, a connection is

specified between one of the verb's logical objects and the OB,T relation.

Compare lexical entry (163) with (164), the entry we argued in section

3.1.1.3 is required for the verb buy in (165b) if it is to share a P-A

structure with the buy in (165a).

(164) buy, V, 'buy' (theme, means) [~Pred SR], [+transitive]
\

OBJ

(165) a.
b.

I bought this porcupine for five dollars in 1913.
Five dollars bougllt this porcupine in 1913.

Entry (164), like that in (163) is marked in the manner just described.

Although marked, the entries·1n (163) and (164) are required by general

principles to account for sentences (160b), (161b), and (165b). A child

learning Arctic, Dyirbal, or English should be led to entries (163) or

(164) by the same general principles which lead the linguist to them,

Recall that entry (164) makes the correct prediction that the verb in (165b)

will have no passive version (see section 3.1.1,3 above).
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A dative shift const~uct1on involves the expression of a non-themel

patient argument as themes and patients are usually expressed. Because

themes and patients are assigned by predicates in ergative languages,

expressing the goal argument of a verb like 'give' as themes and patients

are usually expressed involves making the goal argument a subject. The only

way to make the goal argument a subject while satisfying the principle that,

all other things being equal, related verbs share P-A structures is to have

the verbs in a dative shifted construction assign the goal role and to

make the verbs [-Pred SR], as shown in (163). This analysis of the dative

shift alternation in ergative languages makes two related predictions.

First, since the verb in a dative shifted sentence like (160b) or (161b)

is [-Pred SR], if a cons1tuent is to bear the theme role, i.e., the role

of the logical subject, in such a sentence, the theme role must be assigned

by the semantic role assigner serving the function of English ~ in the

language in question. That is, the theme argument should be expressed as

ar~ the "displaced subjects" in passive constructions. Recall that the

displaced subject in an Arctic passive falls in the comitative case (see

(159a) above), the displaced subject of the Dyirbal passive in the instru-

mental or dative (see (159b) above). When the goal argument of the verb

meaning give' is in the absolutive in these languages, indicating it is

the subject, we find the theme in the comitative (Arctic) or instrumental

(Dyirbal), as expected--see (160b-161b).

If Eskimo and Dyirbal were nominative-accusative languages with type

B case marking, we would probably expect double absolutive constructions

with the verbs meaning 'give,' just as We find do~ble object constructions

in English and Ch1-~~~i:ni and double accusative constructions in Yindjibarndi--.

see 3.2.1.1 above. The verbs in the a.sentences of (160-161) above would include

(166) in their lexical entries on the nominative~accusativeanalysis of
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Arctic and Dyirbal.

(166) a. tuni~ 'give' (theme, goal)
b. wugil 'give' (theme, goal)

Arctic
Dyirbal

If the verbs tuni- and wugal in (160b-161b) assigned goal roles instead of

theme roles, the llsual expression of themes, absolutive case, would

be expected to assign the theme roles. The verbs in 'the b. sentences of
'7

(160-161), then, would be expected to include (16~ in their lexical entries.

(167) a. tuni-
b. wugal

'give' (theme, goal)
'give' (theme, goal)

Arctic
Dyirbal

If (167a&b) were included in the lexical entries for the verbs in (160b~

161b) , as required on the hypothesis that Arctic and Dyirbal are nominative-

accusative, we would wrongly expect both the theme and goal arguments in

(160b-161b) to appear in the absolutive-~the theme arguments because they

would be assigned their semantic roles by absolutive case, the goal argu-

menta because they would be OBJs. On the other hand, the hypothesis that

Arctic and Dyirbal are ergative correctly predicts the case marking on the

themes in (160b-161b), as demonstrated above. In general, the theory

predicts that true ergative languages should not exhibit double absolutive

constructions with verbs like 'give.'

As explained above, a nominative-accusative language with type B

case marking would be expected to show double absolutive constructions with

'give.' The existence of a nominative-accusative type B case marking lan-

guage with double absolutive constructions would demonstrate that the failure

of A~ctic and Dyirbal to exhibit such constructions 1s unrelated to "ergative

case marking," i.e., the marking of themes and patients of transitive verbs

in the same manner as subjects of intransitive verbs. Donaldson (1980)

provides conclusive evidence that Ngiyambaa, an Australian Aboriginal

language, is, in our terms, nominative-accusative with type B case marking.

It is the agent NP of a transitive clause, marked ergative in main clauses
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(if non-pronom1nal~ and the absolutive NP of an intransitive clause that

become PRO in a variety of control constructions in Ngiyambaa (see

Donaldson 1980, pp. 280-281), indicating that the agent in a transitive

clause and the absolut1ve in an intransitive are SUBs in the technical

sense (see section 2.6). Since the agent of a transitive Ngiyambaa sentence

appears in the ergative ~ase, the theme or patient in the absolutive, it

should be clear from the tables in (154) that these facts about control

constructions in Ngiyambaa show that it is indeed a nominative-accusative

language with type B case marking. And, as expected, both the theme and

the goal arguments of the verb meaning 'give' appear in the absolutive

in a dative shifted construction.

(168) guya=ndu bura:y qu-nhi. Ngiyambaa
fish-ABS you-NOM child-ABS give-PAST

'You gave a child fish.'

(The agent (SUB) in (168) appears in the "nominative" case because Ngiyambaa

actually has a split case marking system. nd2 person pronouns display the

type A pattern in Table (154), while non-pronominal NPs use type B. Pronouns

may appear as clitics, as shown in (168).

In addition to predicting the case marking on the theme in a dative

shifted construction, the above analysis of dative shift in the ergative

languages predicts that the verbs which head the dative shifted sentences,

those in (160b-161b), should not passivize. Recall that a morphological

principl~ (15) above, prevents the passive morpheme from attaching to a

[-Pred SR] verb. Since our theory forces us to analyze the verbs in

(160b-161b) as [-Pred SRI (see (163) above), it predicts that tl,ese verbs

should have no passive versions. It is difficult to demonstrate that

this prediction is correct because, in the present theory, even if the

passive morpheme could attach to the verbs in (160b-161b), the derived

verbs could not head a grammatical sentence. Consider the results of
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adding the passive morpheme to the verbs in (163):

(169) ~uni-si, wugal-qay 'give' (agent, goal) [-Pred SR], [-transitive)

Since the verbs in (169) are [-transitive], the two logical objects in an

1-a structure containing the verbs would compete for SUB status in the

corresponding s structure. The loser '''ould violate prinicple (66),

Chapter 2, as its s structure counterpart would not be head-Governed by the

passive verb. As a result, there is no ungrammatical sentence I can point

to to confirm the prediction that the verbs in (160b-161b) have no passives.

Arctic tuni- 'give' and Dyirbal wugal 'give' ~ have passive forms, which

are shown in aentences (170). But the verbs in (170) are arguably passives

of (162), the verbs in the a. sentences of (160-161).

(170) a. angut titirauti-mik nutarar-mut tun1-si-vuq. Arctic
man-ABS pencil-COM child-ALL give-PASS-IND3sg

'The man gave a pencil to the child.'

b. • •• yut: i I)8u tulguqgu wugal1)aygu bagu1 palqgagu. Dyirbal
kangaroo-INST heart-INST give-PASS-PURP there-DAT child-OAT

••• in order that he [not specified in sentence] might give
a kangaroo 1 s heart to the child.'

Although it is impossible to provide ungrammatical sentences to confirm

the prediction that (160b-161b) have no passive counterparts, the prediction

may be used to support the hypothesis that Arctic and Dyirbal are ergative

over the alternate hypothesis that they are nominative~accusativewith type

B case marking. The hypothesis that Arctic and Dyirbal are nominative-

accusative would predict that the tuni~ 'give' in (160b) should have a -61

form and the wugal 'give' in (161b) a -~- form. In the case of Arctic,

at least, the sentences this alternate hypothesis predicts should be

grammatical are known to be ungrammatical. The crucial data are not yet

available from Dy1rbal (Dixon, personal communication).

Consider again a nominative-accusative analysis of Arctic. '~hat we

have called "passivization" in Arctic on the ergative analysis would be
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considered antipassivization on the nominative-accusative analysis, i.e.,

the morpheme -51- would carry only the feature [~tranBitive] and would

p'rovide a syntactic role assigner, the comitative case, for the logi'cal

objects of the verbs to which it attaches.

(171) a. Piruutisi-up Siisa kapi-vaa.
Brutus-ERG Caesar-ABS stab-IND3sg3sg

'Brutus stabbed Caesar.'

b. Piruutisi Siisa-mik kap1-si-vuq.
Brutus-ABS Caesar-COM stab-ANTIPASS-IND3sg

'Brutus stabbed Caesar.'

On a nonimative-accusative analysis, Piruutusi 'Brutus' is the subject of

(171a) and S11sa 'Caesar' the object. Antipassivization leaves Piruutisi

'Brutus' as the subject of the derived intransitive ·"erb in (171b), but

Siisa 'Caesar' becomes an oblique argument of the verb. Piruutisi 'Brutus'
;

bears the ergative case in (171a) as the subject of a transitive verb, the

absolutive in (171b) as the subject of an intransitive.

As explained above, the lexical entry for tuni- 'give' in (160a)

would include the information in (172a) on a nominative-accusative analysis,

and the entry for tuni- 'give' in the dative shifted (160b) would include

the information in (172b).

(172) a.
b.

tuni~

tuni-
'give' (theme, goal) [+Pred SR], [+transit1ve]
'give' (theme, goal) [+Pred SR], (+transitive]

Now there is absolutely no reason why -81-, analyzed as an antipassive

affix, should not attach to the verb in (172b), yielding (173), which

would be a partial entry for the verb in sentence (174).30

(173) tuni-si-' give' (theme, gO,l) [+Pred SR], [-transit ive]

[CO~1-]

(174) *angut tit1rauti-mik nutarar-m1k tuni-s~vuq.

man-ABS pencil-COM child-COM give-ANTIPASS-IND3sg
'The man gave a pencil to the child.'
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But (174) is ungrammatical. In short, the ergative analysis of Arctic

predicts that -s1- should not attach to the verb in (160b). On the other

hand', the nominative-accusative analysis predicts that -81- will attach to

the verb in (160b), yielding the verb in (174). The ungrammat1cal1ty of

(174) thus supports the ergative

of Arctic. 31

over the nominative-accusative analysis

3.3.3. Lexical reflexives in ergative lan~ages. Perhaps the

most conVincing demonstration of the existance of ergative languages derives

from a prediction our theory makes about lexical reflexive forms in these

languages. Recall that the theory predicts a homophony between the

reflexive and passive forms of a verb. Since the patient or theme of a

transitive verb is the subject of the passive of this verb in a nominative-

accusative language, this prediction leads us to expect a sentence meaning,

'He washes himself' to mean also, 'He is washed' (see the Albanian sentence

(88». In contrast, since it is the agent of a transitive verb which is

the subject of the passive form of the verb ill an ergative language,

(see the passives in (159» we expect a sentence meaning, 'He is ~ashed'

to mean also, 'He washes (something unspecified)' in such a language. The

prediction of our theory about reflexive forms in ergative languages is

confirmed directly in Dyirbal, indirectly in Arctic.

The Dy1rbal affix -riy- (which has various allomorphs), is used to

form the reflexive of a transitive verb. In (175a) we find a simple

transitive Dyirbal sentence containing buybal 'hide.' The refle~{ive form

of buybal 'hide' is the verb in (175b).

(175) a. bala yugu ba9gu1 yataqgu buybal.
stick-ABS man-ERG hines

'man hides stick'
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b. bayi yaia buybayiripu.
man-ABS hides-REFL

'man hides himself' ~ 'man hides (something).'

According to the (nonr-clitic) analysis of lexical reflexives supported

above, the verb in (175a) should have a lexical entry like (176a), the verb

in (175b), an entry like (17Gb).

(176) a. buybal, V, 'hide' (agent), [+Pred SR], [+transitive]
b. buybayiriy (=buybal +'REFL), V, 'hide' (agent),

[-Pred SR), (~transitive]; ('by' (refle~ive-p~onoun-features),

[+transitive] )

Suppose we insert the verb in (176b) into sentence (175b) and choose to take

the features in parentheses. The ~ features of the REFL affix in (176b)

will assign the role of the logical subject--the "hid" role--to its reflexive

pronoun features. Since the verb in (176b) is [-Pred SR], [-transitive],

the logical object, which is assigned the agent role, will correspond to

the syntactic SUB and serve as antecedent for the reflexive pcol,oun features

of REFL, which are assigned tl'te "hid" role. The SUB will thus be inter-

preted as both the "hider" and the "hid,;; yielding the reflexive inter-

pretation of (175b), 'The man hides himself.' As noted in (175b), the

Dyirbal reflex1ve verb form also has a passive reading. This results when

we insert the verb in (176b) into sentence (176b) without choosing the

features in parentheses. Since the derived verb in (175b) is [-Pred SR])

[~transitiveJ in this case as well, the logical object, the agent argument,

corresponds to the SUB of the sentence. Without the features in parentheses

in (176b), the logical subject or "hid" role is not assigned to reflexive

pronoun features by an affix on the verb. Thus the subject of sentence

(175b) is interpreted as the agent only and the sentence means, 'The man

hides (something unspec1fiecl).' As predicted by the hypothesis that

nyirbal is truly ergative then, a reflexive sentence like (175b), in

addition to its reflexive reading, has the interpretation, 'The man hides
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something,' and -not, 'The man is hid.'

Dixon (1972) calls the non-reflexive use of the reflexive verb form

the "false reflexive." As Dixon is careful to point out (p. 91), the

false reflexive has the same syntax as the -~- verb form, which we have

identified as the passive. Compare the active-false reflexive pair in

(177) with the active-passive pair (178).

(177) a. balam wu4u ba9gul yataqgu ~ggapu.

fruit-ABS roan--ERG eat
'The man is eating fruit.'

b. bayi yata dflngayroaripu (bagum wud,ugu) •
man-ABS eat-REFL (fruit-PAT)

'~~e man is eating (fruit).'

(178) a. bay! bargan ba9gu1 yata~gu ~urgapu.

wallaby-ABS man-ERG spear
'-man is spearing wallaby.'

b. bayi yata bagu1 bargangu ~rganapu.

man-ABS wallaby-DAT spear-PASS
'man is spearing wallaby.'

Note that the subjects in the active sentences of (177-178), marked absolu~

tive, correspond to a dative marked noun phrase in the b. sentences.

Dixon notes that the instrumental may also be used to mark the "displaced

subject" of a false reflexive, just as it may in a -~ construction.

The objects, marked ergative, in the a. sentences of (177-178) correspond

to the subjects, marked absolutive, of the b. sentences. If the dative

noun phrase is left out of the false reflexive in (177b), it may be incer-

preted as a true reflexive, meaning, 'The man is eating himself,' say,

chewing on a finger.

In Central Arctic Eskimo, the reflexive pronouns have neither ergative

no~ absolutive forms. Therefore, one cannot say, 'I saw myself,' with 'I'

in the absolutive and 'self' in the ergative, or with 'self' in the absolu-

tive and 'I' in the ergative, To form the reflexive of a transitive sentence,

one uses the unmarked intransitive form of the transitive verb; i.e., one
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conjugates the verb with endings which agree with one NP only. In addition,

one uses a reflexive pronoun in the comitative. The examples in (179) are

adapted from Johnson (personal communication).

(179) a. uvamnik taku-vunga.
myself-COM see-INDlsg

'I see myself.'
b. angut ingminik kapi-vuq.

man-ABS himself-COM stab-IND3sg
'The man stabbed himself.'

Now the unmarked intransitive form of a verb in Arctic, if one is possible

outside the reflexive construction, is generally used for the passive (but

see section 3.3.4 below). An example of an unmarked intransitive used for

a passive is given in (180a); a reflexive 1s shown in (180b) for comparison.

(180) a. angut arnar-m1k taku~vuq.

man-ABS woman~CO~ see-IND3sg
'The man sees the l'10man.'

b. angut ingminik taku-vuq.
man~ABS himself-COM see-IND3sg

'The man sees himself.'

It should be clear from an examination of (180) that, just as in Dyirbal,

the passive and reflexive constructions have the same syntax in Arctic.

As in Dyirbal, the subject of the reflexive ve~b form, in the absolutive,

corresponds to the agent of the passive construction, not the patient or

theme as we would expect in a nominative~accusative language. Lexical

reflexivization in Arctic, as in all languages which use the non-clitic

analysis, involves the attachment of the features [-Pred SR], [-transitive]

to a t~ansitive verb and the assignment of the semantic role of the

predicate produc~d by the verb to a reflexive element. In Arctic, unlike

the other languages we have exalnined, the reflexive element is phono-

logically reali~ed distinct from the reflexive affix--as a reflexive

pronoun in the comitative case, the case which, we have seen, assigns the

semantic roles of predicates in Arctic passive sentences (see, e.g., (159a».
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The remarkable support the Arctic reflexive construction offers our

analysis of lexical reflexives and ergative languages becomes clearer when

we compare C~ntral Arctic Eskimo with Greenlandic Eskimo, a related lan-

guage discussed in Sadock (1980), Woodbury (1977 a & b), and Swadesh (1944)

(see also the discussion of Greenlandic in 3.1.2 above). Greenlandic

resembles Arctic very closely. Like Arctic, it marks the agents of transi-
.

tive verbs ergative and the patients or themes absolutive; therefore, it

is" either a true ergative language or a nominative-accusative language

with type B case marking. However, according to Sadock (1980) and the

other sources cited, the absolutive NP of the unmarked intransitive form

of a Greenlandic verb usually corresponds to the absolutive NP of its

transitive counterpart, not the ergative NP as in Arctic (but see

section 3.3.4 below).32

(181) Greenlandic Eskimo from Sadock (1980)
a. Piniartoq toquppaa.

hunter-ABS kill-IND3sg3sg
'He killed the hunter.'

b. Piniartoq toquppoq.
hunter-ABS kill-IND3sg

'The hunter was killed.'

The difference between Arctic and Greenlandic unmarked intransitives is

clearly displayed in (182). The subject of the unmarked intransitive form

of taku- 'see' is the 'seer' in Arctic but the 'seen' in Greenlandic.

(182) a. angut taku-vuq. Arctic
man-ABS see-IND3sg

'The man sees (something).'
b. Tigianaq taku-vuq. Greenlandic (Woodbury 1977a,ex. (45»

fox-ABS see-IND3sg
'The fox was seen.'

Th.e unmarked intransitive form of a verb in Greenlandic may be used

for the reflexive, Unlike Arctic, Greenlandic does not require a reflexive

pronoun in reflexive constructions with-the unmarked intransitive verb.
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(183) Piniartoq toquppoq.
hunter-ABS k111-IND3sg

'The hunter was killed.' or
'The hunter killed himsel~'

Since the sentence, (183), meaning, 'The hunter killed himself,' may also

mean, 'The hunter was k111ed,'in Greenlandic, this dialect of Eskimo proves

to be a nominative-accusative language with type B case marking according

to the criterion. established above. Our theory predic ts that the reflexive

will be synonomous with the passive in a language. If (183) is a passive,

then its subject--the patient argument--must be the logical object of the

verb. But if the patient arguments of verbs like toqupP- 'kill' are

logical objects in Greenlandic, the language is nominative-accusative

(see (152) above).

Although a reflexive pronoun is not obligatory in Greenlandic reflexive

constructions, a refle~ive pronoun in the allative may co-occur with reflexive

verbs.

(184) Piniartoq imminut toquppoq.
hun~er-ABS self-ALL kill-IND3sg

'The hunter killed himself.'

If our analysis of lexical reflexivization is correct, the allative should

be the case which serves the ~ function in Greenlandic, i.e., marks the

"displaced subjects" in passive constructions. The reflexive verb in (184)

itself should be [-Pred SR], so the predicate it heads will not assign tIle

logical subject role and an item with the properties of English ~ is required

in (184) to assign this role to the reflexive pronoun. In fact, as Woodbury

(1977a) reports~ the allative is one of the cases in which the displaced

subject of a passive may appear.

(185) Greenlandic from Woodbury (1977a, p. 324)
a. A,ut-ip arnaq taku-vaa

man-ERG WOtllan-ABS see-IND3sg3sg
'The man saw the woman.'
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b. Arnaq a9uti-mut taku-tau-puq.
woman-ABS man-ALL see-PASS-IND3sg

'The woman was seen by the man.'

Note the Greenlandic passive morpheme, -~~, in (18Sb) (see section 3.1.2

for a discussion of Greenlandic passivization).

The predicted differences between reflexive constructions in nominative-

accusative and ergative languages are clearly illustrated in (186-187), which

contain passives (186) and reflexives (187) from Arctic and Greenlandic.

(186) a. Central Arctic passive'
angut arnar-mik taku-vuq.
man-ABS woman-COM see-IND3sg

'The man sees the woman.'
b. Greenlandic passive

Arnaq a~uti-mut taku-tau-puq.
woman-ABS man-ALL see-PASS-IND3sg

'The woman was seen by the man.'

(187) a. Central Arctic reflexive
angut ingminik taku-vuq.
man-ABS self~CO~l see-IND3sg

'The man sees himself.'
b. Greenlandic reflexive

Aqut iqmi-nut taku-vuq.
man-ABS self~ALL see-IND3sg

'The man saw himself.'

It should be clear from a comparison of the passives and reflexives in (186)

and (187) that the subject of an Arctic reflexive bears the agent role while

the subject of a Greenlandic reflexive bears the patient or tlleme role (for

'verbs which are associated with an agent and a theme or patient). Since our

analysis of lexical reflexives makes the logical object the gra~u~tical

subject of a reflexive verb form) we may conclude that the 'seer' is the

logical object of Arctic taku- 'see' while the 'seen' is the logical object

of Greenlandic taku- 'see,' i.e., tllat Arctic is ergative, Greenlandic

nominative-accusa~ve.
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3.3.4. Appendix to 3.3: Unmarked intransitive forms of Eskimo

transitive verbs. I must qualify here the generalization referred to

above that the unmarked intransitive forms of Arctic and Greenlandic

transitive verbs are the passive, i.e. [-Pred SR], [-transitive], counter-

parts of their transitive forms. Eskimo transitive verbs may be divided

into at least five different classes on the basis of the relationship

between their transitive and unmarked intransitive forms (see Woodbury 1977b);

the generalization concerning intransitives and passives holds for only one

of these classes. As far as I have been able to discover, cognate vecbs

in the various Eskimo dialects generally fall into the same classes regard

less of whether the dialects would be considered nominative-accusative or

ergative in the present theory. First, some transitive verbs have no

unmarked intransitive forms--outside the reflexive construction at least.

(Johnson (personal communication) reports that the intransitive conj 7ation

of the Arctic verbs in this class appear in the reflexive construction dis

cussed above). Second, the intransitive forms of some transitive verbs

have an "inchoative" or a "stative" reading. Inchoatives and statives

were discussed in section 3.2.2.1 above. An inchoative of a basic transi

tive verb like English break is an intransitive verb which lacks the

causative implications of its transitive counterpart. Compare transitive

break in, Elmer broke the glass with intransitive, inchoative break in

The, 'glass broke. The stative of a verb like English han& is an intransi

tive verb that lacks the causative and punctual implications of its

intransitive counterpart. Compare transitive hans in, Elmer hung the clothes

out to dry, with intransitive, stative ha~ in, The clothes are hangin8

out to dry. The English glosses of the Eskimo verbs in this class often

show inchoatives and statives as their unmarked intransitive counterparts.
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The examples of this class in (188) are from Alaskan Yup'ik (Reed et a1.

1977), which is closely related to Arctic.

(188) Transitive
a. Tamaraa. 'He (ERG) loses it (ABS).'

b. Kuvaa. 'He (ERG) spills it (ABS).'

Intransitive
a. Tamaruq.

'It (ABS)is lost.'
stative

b. Kuv'uq.
'It (ABS) spills.'
inchoative

In section 3.2.2.1 above I explained why the unmarked intransitive form

of transitive verbs like 'lose,' 'hang,' 'spill,' 'break,' 'open,' etc. in

a language should be expected to serve as their stative or inchoative

counterparts regardless of whether the language is nominative-accusative or

ergative,

The third class of Eskimo transitive verbs corresponds to the

"indefinite object deleting" verbs of English, e.g.,~. As Sadock remarks

about Greenlandic (1980, pp. 304-305),

In many instances where the English counterpart is an object
deleting verb, the Greenlandic intransitive formed [by changing from
transitive to intransitive agreement suffixes] has roughly the meaning
of the corresponding English intransitive.

(189) a. Neqi nerivara.
mean-ABS eat-INDlsg3sg

'I ate the meat.'
b. Nerivunga.

eat-INDlsg
'1 ate (something).'

Indefinite object deletion was discussed in section 3.2.2.2 above, where

I explained why the unmarked intransitive form of verbs like 'eat' in a

language might have the 'eater' as subject regardless of whether the

language is nominative-accusative or ergative. A fourth class of Eskimo

transitive verbs, described in Woodbury (1977b), should be analyzed as

derived from their unmarked int~ansitive counterparts. Some Greenlandic

examples are given in (190) (I have no evidence that this class exists in
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any of the other Eskimo dialects),

(190) Transitive
a. Tikipaa. 'He (ERG) has come to it

(ABS).'
a. Anal~vaa. 'He (ERG)walks through it

(ABS).'

Intransitive
b. Tikippuq.

'He (ABS)has come.'
b. A9alavuq.

'He (ABS) walks
around.'

For many verbs of this class, the unmarked intransitive verb is a verb of

motion; the extra argument of the transitive v'erb indicates a direction. 33

Again, cognate transitive verbs in the various Eskimo dialects more

or less fall into the same classes regardless of whether we would identify

them as nominative-accusative or ergative on independent grounds. For

example, the subject of intransitive 'eat' in all dialects will be the

eater, the subject of intransitive 'lost' the thing lost. Removing the four

classes of basic transitive verbs described above from the transitive verb of

an Eskimo dialect leaves a fifth class. It is this fifth class for which

the generalization that the unmarked intransitive form of a transitive

verb serves as the passive is supposed to hold. Cognate unmarked intransi-

tive verbs from this class should therefore e~liblt the distinction

between passiv!zation in a nominative-accusative Eskimo dialect like

Greenlandic and passiv!zation in an ergative dialect like Arctic as to

which semantic role is born by the subject of the passive verb. This d1s~

tinction was illustrated in (182), repeated here.

(182) a. angut taku~vuq. Arctic
man-ABS see-IND3sg

'The man sees (something).'
b. Tigianaq taku-vuq. Greenlandic

fox-ABS see-IND3sg
'The fox was seen.'
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3.4. Alternations 1n the expression of a verb's sarnantic dependents

mediated by affixation of morphemes with independent argument struc tu'res. I

have assumed a general principle governing morphemes with semantic role assigning

features or argument structures, repeated here as (191)

(191) Principle: If a lexical item assigns a semantic role or has an
argument structure, it is an independent constituent
at 1-8 structure.

Since they carry argument structures, by principle (191) the affixes to be

discussed in this section must appear as independent items in 1-5 structure.

However, as affixes are attached to roots in the lexicon, derived words are

inserted whole into deep structure and appear whole in surface structure. There-

fore, affixes carrying their own argument structures must "merge" with the roots

to which they attach somewhere between 1-6 structure and surface structure. The

merger of 1-8 constituents between 1-s and s structure affects the correspondence

between 1-8 and s structure constituents, rendering inoperable the definitions

of the s structure counterpart of an 1-8 constituent provided in Chapter Two.

Before turning to actual examples of merger, I will present the new principles

which determine the s structure counterparts of 1-5 constituents after merger.

Recall the schematic example of merger discussed in the introduction to

this chapter. An affix, -AF, with the modifier-argument structure shown in

(192) names a function from arguments to modifiers of predicates.

( 19 2) 'AF ' (......)

The root verb, V, to which the affix -AF will attach, has the predicate-argument

structure shown in (193).

(193) 'V' ( ••••• )

I claimed in the introduction to this chapter that the merger of two argument-

taking items between 1-s and s structure expresses the I-a relRtion betweun 1-8

constituents the items head. Now -AF ,.,ill head a predicate modifier in 1-a stru,.,-

tute; V will head a predicate. If the merger of V and -AF is to express an 1-6
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relation between 1-8 constituents which these items head, the modifier -AF heads

should modify the predicate V heads at 1-8 structure. An 1-8 structure containing

the items V and -AF is shown 1n (194). The internal structure of the combination

of V and -AF is given in (195).

(194)

(195) V2

~ I VI (..... ) 'AF ' (.....) ~

, AF' ( •• , •• )

V -AF

rV1 ( ••••• )] ]V~
...

, V

...
The modifier-modifiee relation between PP 1 and VP

z
in (194) is expressed by the

merger of Vl and P1 into the single complex verb, V2 ' at s st~ucture. Let us

introduce a new grammatical relation, the relation between merged constituents

at 5 structure. When distinct 1-8 lexical items X and Y form a single 3 structure

constituent, we say that X and Y stand in the "merger" relation with respect to

one another at s structure, or MER(X, Y). In our example, -AF or PI stands in

the merger relation with respect to V or VI' i.e., MER(P 1, VI). Now if ~mR(Pl' VI)

expresses mod(PP
i

, VP
2
), we must arrange things such that the correspondence

between mod(PP1 , VP Z) and MER(P1 , VI) satisfies principle (66) in Chapter Two.

This correspondence would satisfy principle (66) if the s structure counterparts

of PP 1 and VP2 were Pl and Vi respectively. Since Pi and VI stand in a grammatical

relation with respect to one another--the merger relation -. p1 ~erns VI. So
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if the s structure counterparts of PP 1 and VP 1 are Pi and Vi respectively, the

s structure counterpart of PP
1

will head-Govern the s structure counterpart of

More generally, consider two 1-8 constituents XP and YP with lexical heads

X and Y (if XP or YP is a lexical item, it will serve as its own lexical head).

If the merger of X and Y at s'structure expresses the 1-5 relation between XP

and YP, r(XP, YP), then the s structure counterpart of XP is X and the s structure

counterpart of YP is Y. Principle (66) will have r(XP, YP) correspond to MER(X, Y).

The merger of 1-8 constituents reduces the number of constituents in the

mapping from 1-6 to s structure. For exaulple, the merger of Pi a.nd VI in (194)

maps both PP 1 and P1 onto the single s structure constituent, Pi' It should be

clear that mergc~ affects the rlefinit10n of the s structure counterpart of an 1-8

phrase given in (67) of Chapter Irwo and repeated here.

(196) The s structure counterpart of an 1-5 phrase X with immediate head
Y is the s structure constituent whose immediate head is the s
structure counterpart of Y.

Suppose we apply (196) to VP 2 in (194). The immediate head of VP 2 is V1 and the

s structure counterpart of V
1

, a lexical item) should be Vi itself. But V1 merges

with Pl at s structure into a derived verb, V2' Since VI by itself does not head

anything 1n s ~tructure, the notion "s struc ture counterpart of an i-a phrase" in

(196) is ill-defined when applied to VP2 • Of course, we have handled this case

in our formulation of merger; since the merger of Vi and Pl expresses mod(PP 1, VP 1),

the s structure counterpart of VPz is Vl ,

Consider now VP 1 in (194). The immediate head of VP 1 is VP2 and the s struc

ture counterpart of VP2 is VI- But VI' as we have seen, does not head a constituent

at s structure--it is part of the derived verb V2- So again definition (196)

breaks down. The predicate VP1 in (194) results from applying the modifier pro

duced by PI and its arguments to the predicate produced by Vl and its arguments.

Look at the internal structure of V2 in (195). Given arguments, the complex P-A
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structure of V2 produces predicates by applying the modifiers produced by the

PI ('AF') function to the predicates produced by the Vi ('V') function. Clearly,

given the same arguments as VI and PI receive in (194), V2 will produce the pre

dicate VP 1• Since V
2

plus its arguments produce VP
1

, the 6 structure counterpart

of VP 1 should be the s structure phrase immediately headed by v2 •

More generally, consider an 1-8 phrase X, with daughters Y and Z, Y the head

of X. If the I-a relation between Y and Z corresponds to a merger relation between

the lexical heads of Y and Z, then the s structure counterpart of X is the s struc-

ture phrase immediately headed by the derived word which is the combination of

the lexical heads of Y and X.

Although we stated in Chapter Two that the s structure counterpart of a

lexical item at 1-a structure is the item itself, there is a problem with 1den-

tifying the s structure counterparts of lexical items in merger constructions when

applying principle (66). Consider again our example of the affix -AF, which has

a modifer-argument structure, merging with verb V, which has a P-A structure.

Suppose both -AF and V are semantic role assigners, as shown in (197).

Consider the 1-8 structure ill (198), where NFl is the logical object of " and NP2

the logical object of -AF.

(198)
~___l .--._~

-llP

P---~NP

1
1 2

- F

The verb V and -AF merge at s structure to form the derived verb V
2

with the in

ternal structure given in (199).
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(199)

Percolation of the semantic role assigning features of -AF should identify V
2

as the aSdigi~~r of the SRI semantic role. If the language under consideration

allows verbs to assign only one role in the unmarked case, percolation of the

semantic role assigning properties of the affix -AF will prevent percolation of

the semantic role assigning properties of the root, v.

Since V2 may be seen as ~s61gning SRI' in some sense V2 is the s structure

counterpart of ~AF ~ respect !£ the logical object relation between -AF and

NP 2 in 1-6 structure (198). It turns out that the correct predictions for the syn

tax of merger constructions follow from our principles only if we adopt this rela-

tivized notion of the s structure counterpart of an 1-8 constituent when applying

principle (66). If r(X, Y) and MER(X, Z), the s structure counterpart of X rela-

tive ~ r(X, ~) must be determined by examining the internal structure of the

derived word consisting of X and Z.. The s structure counterpart of X relative

to r(X, Y) will be either or this derived word, depending on feature percolation.

However, for purposes of applying definition (196) to find the s structure counter-

part of a phrase headed by lexical item X at 1-a structure, the s structure

counterpart of X will always be X. To repeat, the s structure counterpart of

~AF with respect to obj(-AF, NP2) in (198) for purposes of applying principle

(66) is V2• Numerous examples of the relativ1~ed notion of s structure counterpart

or an 1-8 lexical item will be encountered below.

Note that, since the number of arguments a verb can take is not limited to

one in the unmarked case, the argument-taking properties of both V and -AF may
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percolate to become properties of the derived verb V
2

in (199). Thus, relative

to the arg(V, NP 1) and arg(-AF, NP2) relations, V2 is the s structure counterpart

of both V and -AF.

One final case must be considered. Suppose that definition (196) breaks

down when applied to an 1-6 phrase X again because the s structure counterpart

of the immediate head of X stands in the merger relation at s structure and thus

does not head an s structure phrase. Suppose, however, it 15 neither the case

that the merger of the immediate head of X expresses the 1-6 relation between X

and some other constituent nor the case that the merger expresses an i-a relation

between daughters of X, the two cases considered above. As an example of this

situation, conoider 1-6 structure (200).

(200)

s

---- VP 2

~NPI
Suppose the object relation between Vi and S is expressed through the merger of

VI and V
2

, i.e., obj(V
1, S) correaponds to MER(V1 , V2). The verbs VI and V2 make

up a complex verb, V3 , at s structure. Now the problem is to determine the s

structure counterpart of VP2 • The imnlediate head of VP 2' V,2. is a part of V3 in

s structure and thus does not head a phrase. Yet neithe~ of the principles dis-

cussed above apply to VP 2: the merger of Vi and V2 does no, express the 1-6

relation between VP2 and some other constituent nor does this merger express the

1-8 relation between daughters of VP
2

• One more principle is necessary for

constituents like VP
2

in (200): Consider an 1-8 phrase X with immediate head Y

such that Y' is the s structure counterpart of Y. If definition (196) does not

apply to X because Y' stands in the merger relation with respect to Wat s struc-

ture, and the merger of Y' and Wexpresses neither an 1-8 relation between X and
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some other constituent nor an 1-s relation between daughters of X, then the s

structure c?unterpart of X is Y' or some derived word containing Y', with the

choice determined by feature percolation within this derived word as explained

in the sections below. Following this principle J we see tha~ the s structure

counterpart of VPz in (200) will be either V
2
--the s structure counterpart of

its immediat~ head--or V
3
-- a derived word containing V

2
--depending on feature

~ercolation within V
3

. Although it is not immediately obvious why we should

adopt this particular principle when (196) breaks down in cases like that illus-

trated in (200) above, the principle will be supported with data from merger

constructions below. l~en definition (196) does not determine the s structure

count~rpart of au 1-3 constituent,~ additional principle is ~equ1red. The

principle suggested above yields the correct result in the cases I have examined.

The analysis of (200) above in which VI and V2 merge at s structure necessi

tates a final clarification of the effects of merger. Suppose Vi is an affix in

(200) and VI aIld V2 have the IJ-A structures given in (201). The int:~rnal struc

ture of V
3

, the s structure verb consisting of VI affixed to V
2

, is shown in

(202)~

V1
]v-] , V

'V ' (SR )1 -1

V3 );1
( X 'V2' <SR2) ) J

-.-................... ...--...- ...._.. ---
[< 'V1 '

V---

ft V ' ~SR ~I 2 -2
L ." •. "

(202)

The complex P-A structure of V3 indicates that the predicate the 'V2 ' function

produces is to be applie~ to some constitudnt, X, to yield a proposition, which

in turn iR to be the input to the 'VI' function, which yields a predicate. Now
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the merger of Vi and V
2

in (200) expresses the object and argument ~elation6

between VI. and S, which V2 heads. In an important sense, the semantic role

assigning and argument-taking properties of V
l

are absorbed by the merger process;

they are frozen in the complex P-A structure of V3. Formally, we must say that

the merger of V2 and VI in (200) prevents the semantic role assigning and argument

taking properties of VI from percolating to become properties of V3 ' allowing the

semantic role assigning properties of V
2

to percolate. More generally, if

r(X, Y) for some 1-5 constituents X and Y is expressed by ~mR(W, Z), Wand Z

the lexical head~ of X and Y, then the "operator" features of X that allow it to

serve as operator in r(X, Y) are absorbed by the merger of Wand Z and ma.y not

percolate in a derived word.

Tn (203-206) I list the principles of merger introduced above.

Principles of merger:

(203) Consider 1-8 constituents XP and YP such that X and Yare the lexical
heads of XP and YP respectively. Ifr(XP, YP) is expressed by the merger
of X and Y at s st~ucture, then the s structure counterparts of XP
and YP are X and Y and the operator properties of XP that allow it
to serve as operator in r(XP, YP) are absorbed by the merg~r of X
and Y and may not ~ercolate in a derived word.

(204) Consider an 1-8 phrase X with daughters Y and Z, such that Y heads
X~ If an 1-8 relation between Y and Z corresponds to a merger rela
tion between the lexical heads of Y and Z, the s structure counterpart
of X is the phrase ~ediately headed by the derived word consisting
of the lexical l1eads of Y and Z.

(205) If r(X, Y) and MER(X J Z), the s structure counterpart of X relative
to r(X, Y) must be determined by examining the internal structure of
the derived word conl~isting of X arld Z.

(206) Consider 1-8 phrase X with immediate head Y such that Y' is the s
structure counterr~l't of Y. If definition (196) does not apply to
X because MER(Y', ~~), and MER(Y r, W) expresses neither an i-a relation
between X and some other constituent nor an 1-5 relation between
daughters of X, then the s structure counterpart of X is Y' or some
derived word containing Y', depending on feature percolation within
the derived word.

Principle (203) is a fornlalization of the basic assumption that the merger of

lexical items at s structure express~s 1-8 relations between phrases headed by

the lexical items. Above we saw how principles (204-205) represent natural
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solutions to the breakdown in merger constructions of our initial definition of

the s st~ucture counterpart of an 1-8 constituent, (196). Principle (206) covers

an additional situation in which (196) leaves the notion "s structure counterpart

to an l-s cfJnstituent" ill-defined, but it derives no natural justification front

an examination of merger. However, (206) will be empirically supported below.

The merger principles (203-206), when added to the theory of this disserta-

tion, correctly predict the syntax of a variety of constructions in the world's

languages. In section 3.4.1 I will apply the principles to constructions headed

by "applied verbs." These are verbs derived through affixation of a morpheme

with a modifier-argument structure which produces predicate modifiers, much like

the -AF of our schematic examplea above. Section 3.4.2 contains an analysis of

derived causative verbs.

3.4.1. Applied verbs. In section 3.2.1 above I presenteu an analysis

of dative shift alternations like those in English which are not mediated by

morphology on a verb. This section will explore superficially similar alterna-

tiona whicll are mediated by morpllology. Consider the "applied verb'f construe tion

of Chi-Mw1:ni (Kisseberth and Abasheikh 1977) illustrated in (207b).

(207) a. Hamadi ~-sh-pishi~e cha:kuja.
llamadi SP-OP-cooked food

'Hamadi cooked the food.'

b. Hamad1 0-wa-pik-il-11e wa:na cha:kuja.
Hamad1 SP-OP-cook-APPL-T/A children food

'Hamad! cooked food for the children.'
(T!A = tense/aspect)

The "applied" affix~ -il~, ill (207b) signals the presence in the sente ..lee of an

NP not contained within the argument structure of the verb to which it attaches.

In (207b), this additional argument is interpreted as the benefactive. The Chi-

Mwi:ni applied affix may also be used to indicate the presence of a goal NP, an

instrumental NP, or an NP adversely afffected by what the sent£nce describes (a

"malefactive"). The analysis of applied affixes provided in this section is meant
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to cover affixes crosslinguistically which function like the Chi-Mw1:ni applied

affix and are associated with the semantic roles listed in (208).

(208) goals, benefactives, sources, malefactives, instrumentals

Instrumental applied affixes wil~ be discussed in section 3.4.1.2 bplow. In

3.4.1.1 I treat applied affixes associated with the remaining roles in (208).

Applied affixes are also used with place locatives (see, e,g" Trithart 1977),

I will have nothing to say about place locative applied verb forms in this

dissertation.

3.4.1.1. Applied verbs with goals, benefactives, sources, and malefactives,

Languages which allow one object/verb in the unmarked case. It

seems reasonable to assume that the Chi-Mwi:ni sentence (207b) has an 1-8 struc-

ture isomorphic to that of its "English gloss, something like that displayed in

(209).

(209) s

-pp

-I ~APPL 'ch~n'

~~~1
--------.._--~

----~VI NP ZI ~
-pik- cha:kuja

,cOOk. ' , food'

A possible partial lexical entry for the APPL affix :1.0 its benefactive use is

displayed in (210a). Compare this entry with the entry for English for, given

in (210b)

(210) a. -11-, []V-1, V, 'for' (benefactive), [-""transitive]

b. for, P, 'for' (benefactive), [+transitive]

The essential difference between the entries in (210) is that -il- has the mor-

phological subcategorization feature of an affix while for is identified as a

preposition~

Since the applied affix is an affix, it will appear on the verbs to which

is attaches at surface structure. As a morpheme with its own argument structure,
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the applied affix will be an independent constituent at 1-s structure--see (191).

So the applied affix must merge with the verbs to which j,t attaches between I-a

and s structure or between s and surface structure. The applied affixes to be

discussed in this sub-section all seem to undergo merger between 1-6 and 6 struc-

ture; see sections 3.4.1.2 and 3~4.2 below for clear examples of merger between

s and surface structure.

Suppose the Chi-Mwi:ni applied affix -11- in (210b) attaches to -pik-

'cook' to yield a single s structure verb for sentence (207b). Our principles

should predict the s structure of sentence (207b) from the features of the derived

benefactive verb -pik-il-, whose internal structure is displayed in (211).

(211) -pik-il-

V
2 Jr. [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

~ 'cook' (patient) 'for' (benefactive) )v------ p

[

1 ~ [ lv--1, V-pik-
[+Pred SR], [+transitive] ~-il- i i ;J
, k' ( i ) +trans t v~
coo pat ent 'f '(b f i )or eneact va

The merger of P1 and VI in (209) into the derived verb V2 shown 1n (211) expresses

the nlod1fier-modifiee relation between PP1 and vP 2 ' which PI and Vi head. There

fore, the argument structure of the derived verb V
2

will be a combination of the

P-A structure of VI and the modifier-argument structure of 1'1' as shown in (211).

V2 applies the modifiers that the modifier-argument structure of PI produces to

the predicates that the P-A structure of V
l

produces to yield pred1cates~ Since

the features of an affix take precedence over the features of a root in feature

percolation, V
2

inherits the semantic role assigning properties of Plover those

of V
1

and may be seen as assigning the benefactive role. I indicate that V2 assigns

the benefactive role by underlining this role in its complex P-A structure in

(211). Let us as~ume for the moment that Chi-Mwi:ni ve~bs assign only a single
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semantic role in the unmarked ca$e; we will return to this point below (see also

the discussion of Chi-Mwi:ni in section 3.2.1.1 on dative ~hift). If V
2

assigns

the benefactive role, then, it cannot also assign the patient role, and the se-

mantic role assigning properties of V
l

may not percolate in (211). Although a

Chi-Mwi:ni verb may assign only one role in the unmarked case, it may take more

than one argument. Therefore, the argument-taking properties of both PI and V1

may be inherited by V2 , as indicated in the complex P-A structure given V
2

in

(211).

With the features of the derived verb V2 determined, we are ready to compute

the s structure corresponding to the 1-8 structure in (209). To aid the discussion,

I list in (212) all the 1-6 relations encoded in (209).

(212) a. sUb(VP1, NPl ) b. mod (PP1 , VP 2) c. arg(V1 , NP2)

d. obj(V
l

, NP
Z

) e. arg(P
1

, NP 3) f. obj(P
l

, NP3)

Consider first the sub(VP
1

, NP
1

) relation. According to the table in (69) of

Chapter Two, the s structure counterpart of NP1J NPi' must bear the SUB relation

34with respect to the s structure counterpart of VP1 , VPi' So sub(VP1 , NP 1)

corresponds to SUB(VPi, NPi)' ~~at will the s structure counterpart of VP l be?

The 1-8 relation between two daughters of VP1 , PP1 and VP Z' is expressed by the

merger of their lexical heads. According to principle (204), the s structure

counterpart of VP1 should be the VP headed by the constituent which is the com

bination of the heads of PP1 and VPZ' i~e., the VP headed by V2 ' Principle (203)

tells us that the s structure counterparts of PP1 and VP
2

are Pi and V
2

respective-

ly, To satisfy principle (66), Chapter Two, mod(PP
1

, VP2) must correspond to

MER(P1 , V1). Since V2 inherits the semantic role assigning properties of its

affix, P1 , the s structure counterpart of P1 relative to the obj(P1 , NP 3) relation

is VZ• Since P
l

percolates its [+transitive] feature to VZ' the s structure

counterpart of NP3 , NP3, may be the OBJ of Vz at s structure and obj(P1 , NP3)
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will correspond to OBJ(V2 , NP3). V2 inherits the argument-taking properties of

P
1

along with its semantic role assigning properties. Thus V2 is also the s

struture counterpart of PI with respect to the arg(P1 , NP3) relation, and

arg(P
l

, NP3) will correspond to ARG(V2, NP3).
As explained above, V2 inherits Vl's argument-tak,ing properti~8) making

V2 the s structure counterpart of VI with respect to arg(V1 , NP 2). Therefore,

V2 must head-Govern the s structure counterpart of NP 2 , NPZ' However, the per

colation of Pi's semantic role assigning properties blocks V
2

from inheriting

V1's semantic role assigning properties. With respect to the obj(V1 , NPl ) rela

tion, then, the s structure counterpart of V
1

is V
1

, not V2 ' So V
1

must head

Govern NP2 as well. There is only one situation left open by the theory in which

two constituents may head-Govern the same item but in which neither constituent

heads the other. Recall that an OBJ in an argument phrase was considered to be

Governed by the constituent with respect to which the argument phrase bears the

argument relation, as well as by the head of the argument phrase (see section

2.4.2.4.3), Therefore, since V1 does not head V2, for both V2 and Vl to head

Govern NP2, Vi must head an argument phrase at s structure consisting of Vi and

NP2which serves as argument to V2 (see (213». That is, arg(V1 , NP Z) corresponds

to ARG(V2 , PP), where the argument phrase PP consists of Vi and NPZ' and

obj(Vl , NP2) corresponds to OBJ(Vl , NP2), Since VI percolates its argument

taking properties but not its semantic role assigning properties, it resembles

a semantic role assigner without argument structure, i.e., the head of an argument

phrase. Thus it is quite reason~ble that VI head a syntactic argument phrase

at s structure. Similarly, since V2 may be seen as taking an 1-6 a~gument to

which it does not assign a semantic role--NP2' it makes sense that V2 takes a

syntactic argument to which it does not assign a syntactic role--NP2, The s
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structure corresponding to the 1-8 structure in (209) is shown in (213).

(213)
'IP-i- '___----l --.

~~ ~3 ~..---p------
v~ '11 wa:na 1

1
.\ -nik-

-~- -11- 'children' ~
'cook' APPL 'cook'

The appearance of Vl in two places in (213) is somewhat misleading; there is a

single s structure constituent V
1

, which is part of V
2

• Our structural represen

tation of s structu~e forces us to place a copy of V2 in a position to indicate

that it assigns a syntactic role to NPZ'

Our analysis of (207b), repeated here as (214), automatically accounts for

many features of the applied verb construction in Chi-Mw1:ni.

(214) Hamad! f}-wa-pik-il-ile wa:na cha:k\lja.
Hamad! SP-OP-cook-APPL-T/A children food

'Hamadi cooked food for the children.'

On our analysis, only the benefactive NP in (214) is an OBJ of the derived verb.

Kisseberth and Abasheikh (1977) demonstrate that only the NP which depends on

the applied affix, the benefactive NP in (214), displays direct object behaviour

1.n Chi-Mwi:ni. 35 In particular, only the benefactive NP wa:na 'children' in

(214) may control the ohject prefix (OP) in (214), and only the benefactive NP

may passivize.

(215) *Hamadi 0-sh-pik-il-11e wa:na cha:kuja.
Hamadi SP-OPi-cook-APPL-T/A children food!

'Hamadi cooked food for the children.'

(216) a. Wa:na wa-pik-il-ila cha:kuja na Hamad!.
children SP-cookPASS-APPL-T/A tood by Hamadi

'The children had food cooked for them by Hamadi.'

b, *Cha:kuja sh-pik-il-ila wa:na na Hamad!.
'Food was cooked for the children by Hamadi.'

Sentence (215) is ungrammatical because the OF agrees with cha:kuja 'food' and

not the benefactive NP, as it does in (214), Only the t ,efactive NP in (215)

is the OBJ of the derived verb, and the OP on a verb mu~ ag~ee with its OBJ.
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Sentence (216b) is ungrammatical because the logical object of the root verb

appears as the SUB of the VP headed by the derived applied verb. We saw above

that the s structure counterpart of the logical object of the root verb in a

Chi-Mw1:ni applied verb construction must be head-Governed by both the root

verb and the derived verb and thus must be the OBJ of the root verb in an argument

phr~se serving as argument to the derived verb.'

In addition to predicting which of the pcstverbal NPs in (214) will

exhibit object behaviour, our analysis also accounts for the expression of the

logical object of -pik- 'cook' in (214) as an [NP, VP]. Chi-Mw1:ni expresses

OBJs of verbs as [NP, VP] '6 and allows more than one [NP, VP] per VP. Since

the logical object of -pik- 'cook' in (214), cha:kuja 'food', is also its

grammatical OBJ at s structure in our analysis (see (213», we correctly expect

it to appear as an [~:11 ~ VP] ~ The surface struc ture of (214) is displayed in

(217).

1-----
wa-pik-il-ile

(217) _------s~--

~1
VPr
NP
~
wa:na

~p

~
cha:kuja

Although only wa:na 'children' is the OBJ of the verb -pik-il- '~ook-APPL' in

(217), both wa: na and cha: kuj a 'food' are struc turally ind1sti.nguishable

[NP, VP] 's in surface structure.

In Chi-Mwi:ni, the applied affix may attach to intransitive as well as

transitive verbs. Abasheikh (1979) provides an example of this, (218), in

which the applied affix assigns the directional goal semantic role.

(218) Muti u-m-tuiuk-il-11e mwa:limu.
tree SP-OP-fall-APPL-T/A teacher

'The tree fell on the teacher.'

The internal structure of the verb in (218) is displayed in (219).
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t
-tuluk-11

[+transitive], [+Pred SR]
( 'fall' (0) 'onto' (goal»
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v

~
-tuluk- ~

[-transitivel, [+Pred SRl..
'fall' (0) .

--11
[lV_]'V

[+transitive]
'onto' (goal)

Since the features of an affix take precedence over the features of a root 1n

percolation, the derived verb in (219) will be [+transitive] and may be seen

as assigning the goal role~ The reader should be able to complete the analysis

of sentence (218) following that given for (214). The goal NP in (218) is

identified as the OBJ of the derived verb and, in fact, exhibits OBJ behavior,

as Abash~ikh (1979) notes. 36

Since it transitivizes an otherwise intransitive verb in (218), the

Chi-Mwi:ni applied affix is clearly [+transitive]. Suppose there were a lan-

guage whose applied affix differed crucially from Chi-Mwi:ni's in being unmarked

for transitivity. The be'havior our theory predicts for the resul t1ng applied

verb construction is exemplified in Bahasa Indonesia, a Western Austronesian

language described in Chung (1976). The superficial syntax of Bahasa Indonesia

is virtually the same as that found in Chi-Mwi:ni. Bahasa Indonesia is an SVO

language whose subjects and objects are unmarked by case or adposition. The

applied affix, -kan-, assigns the goal and benefactive roles. Some applied

verb constrllctions are illustrated in (220b) and (221b).

(220) a. Saja mem-bawa surat itu kepada Ali.
I TRANS-bring letter the to Ali

'I brought the letter to Ali.
,

b. Saja mem-bawa-kan Ali Burat itu.
I TRANS-bring-,\PPL Ali letter the

'I brought Ali the letter.
,
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(221) a. Mereka men-dapat suatu pekerdjaan untuk anak-ku.
they TRANS-find a job for child-my

'They found a job for my daughter.'

b. Mereka l'.en-dapat-kan anak-ku sua tu pekerdjaan.
they TRANS-find-APPL child-my a job

'They found my daughter a job.'

(TRANS = a transitivity marker)

On the hypothesis that -kan- is unmarked for transitivity, the internal

structure of the applied verb in (221b) would look something like (22)

-kan J[1; ], V

[for'~nefact1Ve)

v

~
-dapat-kall

(+transitive], [+Pred SR]
('find' (found) 'for' (benefactive»

~
-dapat- ~

[+tr-ansitive], (+Pred Sa]
'find' (found)

(222)

Since the suffix is unmarked for transitivity, the percolation conventions

demand that the transitivity feature of the root, [+transitive), percolate to

become the transitivity feature of the derived verb in (222). The analysis of

(221b) exactly parallels the analysis of the Chi-Mwi:ni sentence (214) (compare

the derived verbs in(211) and (222». As in the Chi-Mw1:ni sentence, we predict

that only the benefactive NP in (221b) may be the OBJ of the derived verb.

Chung (1976) demonstrates that only the benefactive NP in a benefactive applied

verb construction may passivize.

(223) a. Orang itu me-masak-kan perempuan itu ikan.
man the TRANS-cook-APPL woman the fish

'The man cooked the woman fish.'

b. Perempuan itu di-masak-kan ikan oleh orang itu.
woman the PASS-cook-APPL fish by man the

'The woman was cooked fish by the man.'

c, *Ikan di-masak-kan perempuan itu oleh orang itu.
fish PASS-cook-APPL woman the by man the

'A fish was cooked for the woman by the man. '

As explained in connection with the Chi-Mwi:ni sentences (216) above, our

analysis of applied verb constructions explains the data in (223). The A struc-
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ture counterpart of the benefactive NP must be head-Governed by the applied

verb and thus may appear as the subject of the VP headed by the passive of the

applied verb--see (223b). The s structure counterpart of the logical object

of the root verb, on the other hand, must be head-Governed by both the applied

and ch~ root verb and thus must appear in an argument phrase headed by the root

verb and serving as argument to the applied verb. Because the s structure

counterpart of the logical object of the root verb does not meet these require-

ments in (223c), the sentence is ungrammatical.

Just like Chi-Mwi:ni, Bassns Indonesia expresses OBJs of Vs as [NP, VP] 'a

and allows more than one [NP, VP] per VP. As expected on our analysis, since

it is the OBJ of the root verb in (221b), the logical object of -dapat- 'find',

i.e., suatu pekerdjaan 'a job', appears as [NP, VP].

Suppose we attach -kan to an intransitive verb, as sho~n schematically in

(224).

(224) V
ij-transitivel, [+Pred SRl 1
~ 'verb' (~) 'for' (benefactive)~

~
V -~n

[-transitive], [+Pred SR~ r[ lV l,V J
'verb (~)

~ 'for' (benefactive)

Since the derived verb in (224) inherits ~he semantic role assigning properties

of the affix -kan, it is the s structure counterpart of the aff~x with respect

to the object relation between -kan and its logical object. By principle (66),

the logical object of -kan must bear some grammatical relation with respect to

the derived verb or a phrase it heads in s structu~e. But, because the affix

-kan is unmarked for transitivity, the derived verb in (224) receives the

[-transitive] feature from the root verb and may not take an object at s struc-

ture. Unless Bahasa Indonesia provides some s structure constituent Co 1ntran-

sitive verbs to assign a syntactic role to the s structure counterpart of a
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logical object, the s structure counterpart of the logical object of -kan will

violate principle (66), Chapter Two, when -kan attaches to intransitive Indonesian

verbs. In fact, as Chung (1976) points out, -kan may not attach to intransitive

verb in Bahasa Indonesia, confirming the hypothesis that the applied affix

-kan is unmarked for transitivity.

3.4.1.1.2. Languages which allow more than one object/verb in the

unmarked case. Our theory provides an analysis for derived verb constructions

in Chi-Mwi:ni and Bahasa Indonesia under the assumption that these languagas

allow a verb to assign only one semantic role, in. t;he unmarked case, and only one

syntactic role. It was assumed that the limit of one logical object and one

grammatical OBJ per verb represents the unmarked case crosslinguistically. If

a linguist or a child is to hypothesize that a language allows verbs mote

than one object, then he must have strong positive evidence that sentences in

the language contain two or more objects in a single clause. As Kisseberth

and Abasheikh (1977) demonstrate (see the discussion in 3.2.1.1 above), only

one NP in a Chi-Mwi:ni sentence will display object properties, even in "double

object" constructions like that in (107) above. Only one NP per Ch1-Mw1:ni

verb will passiv1~e and/or control the object prefix. Similar evidence is

presen~ed for Bahasa Indonesia in Chung (1976). Since there is no reason to

believe that a verb in Chi-Mwi:ni or Bahasa Indonesia may take more than one

object, the theory tells us that these languages restrict verbs to one object

each.

There are Bantu languages superficially similar to Ch1-Mw1:n1, however,

which provide direct evidence that they allow more than one logical and gram

matical object per verb. Kimenyi (1980) demonstrates that both arguulents in

a Kinyarwanda double object construction with -haa- 'give', like that in (225a),
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exhibit object properties. For example, either the theme or goal of -haa-

may be the SUB of -haa-'s passive form, -~~-, as ShOWll in (225b&c).

(225) a. Umugabo y-a-haa-ye umugore igitabo.
man SP-PAST-give-ASP woman book

'The man gave the woman the book.'

b. Igitabo cy-a-haa-w-e umug6re n'nmugabo.
book SP-PAST-give-PASS-ASP woman by-man

'The book was given to the woman by the man.'

c. Umug6re y-a-haa-w-e igitabo n'fimugabo.
woman SP-PAST-give-PASS-ASP book by-man

'The woman wab given the book by the man.'

Compare the sentences in (225) to the Chi-Mwi:ni sentences (226),

(226) a. Ni-m-pete Ja:ma kuja.
SP(~'I')-OP-gave Jama food

'I gave Jama food.'

b. *Kuja i-pela Ja:ma na: mi.
food SP-gavePASS f. od by me

'Food was given to Jama by me.'

c. Ja:ma 0-pela: kuja na: mi.
Jama SP-gavePASS food by me

'Jama was given food by me.'

In contrast to the situation in Kinyarwanda, only the goal argument in a Chi-

Mwi:ni double object construction with 'give' mal passivize and, Kisseberth

and Abasheikh (1977) claim, display other object properties.

K1menyi (1980) provides evidence that a Kinyarwanda verb may actually

have more than two objects. Let us SUppOSe that in languages which allow a

verb more than one OBJ, transitivity is a multi-valu~d feature. Intransitive

veres will be [0 transitive], ve~bs taking one OBJ. [+1 transitive], verbs ta-

king two OBJs, [+2 transitive], etc. The passive morpheme in such a 1: .\guage

will carry the features [-Pred SR], [-1 transitive]. The values of the

(n transitive] features of the component parts ~i a derived word will add in

feature percolation to yield a single transitivity value for the derived verb.

For example, attaching the passive morpheme to a [+2 transitive] verb like -haa-
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in (225a) will yiell a [+1 transitive] passive verb, the verb in (225b&c). As

Kimenyi (1980) p:~ovides E:~vidE~;.,ce that the postverbal NPs in the passives of

[+2 transitive] verbs, e.g., umug6re 'woman' in (225b) and igitabo 'book' in

(225c), exhibit the same object properties they exhibit in the active counter

parts of these sentences, it seems correct to say that the passive verbs in

(:;25b&c) are [+1 transitive], i. e., tf\ke OBJs.

The available evidence points to a partial lexical entry for Kinyarwanda

-haa- 'give' like tha~ in (227).

(227) -haa-, V, 'give' (theIne, goa~), [+2 transitive], [+Pred SR]

In order for both the theme and goal arguments of -haa- to be OBJs of the verb,

the verb must assign both the theme and goal roles (recall that an 1-8 argument

of a verb which is not al~o a logical object of trie verb will not correspond

to the s stt'ucture OBJ of the verb or the s structure SUB of the VP the verb

heads). A partial lexical entry for the passive of -haa- 'give', the verb ill

(227b&c), is sho~ in (22R).

(2?8) -haa-w-, V, 'pive' (theme, goal) [+1 transitive], [-Pred SR]

Since the verb in (228) assigns only one syntactic role, only one of its logical

objects may correspond to a grammatical OBJ; the other will correspond to the

SUB of the VP tIle 'Herb heads. Which logtcal object' becomes thr; OBJ and which

the SUB is not specified within the lexical entry :f.n (228), al~d, e8 sho~m in

(225b&c', both possibilities are re~lized.

Gj.~1 en that ~inyarwal1da allows a verb to assign more than one semantic

role in the ~nmarked case, our theory makes the correct predictions about the

grammatical ~elations born by ar5um~nts in Kinyarwanda applied verb constructions.

C()nsider the benefactive applied. affix -ir- in Kinyarwanda. The lexical entry

for -1.£- in its bftIlefactive use is ShOWl.l in (229)., Some benefactive applied

verbs appear in (230).
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(229) -!r-, [ ]V-], 'for I (benefactive), [+1 transitive]

(230) a. Umug6re a-rA-kor-er-a umugabo.
woman SP-PRES-work-APPL-ASP man

'The woman is working for the man.'

b. Umukoo~wa a-ra-som-er-a umuhuangu igitabo.
girl SP-PRES-read-APPL-ASP boy book

'The girl is reading a book for the boy.'

The internal structure of the verb in (230b) is shown in (231).

v

-som~

transitive], [+Pred
'read' (read)

(231)

~+l
v

-som-er- J
[+2 transitive], [+Pred SR]

( 'read' (~) 'for' (benefactive) )

-------- -ir-
[]V ], V

(+1 transitive]
'for' (benefactive)

Since a Kinyarwanda verb may assign more than one semantic role, the derived

verb in (231) may inherit the semantic role assigning properties or both affix

and root. Therefore, the derived verb will function as the s structure coun-

terpart of both affix and root in determining the s structure expression of

the logical object relations between the root and the 'read' argument and the

affix and the benefactive argument. The values of the transitive feature of

both root, [+1 transitive], and affix, [+1 transitive], add to yield the value

for the derived v~rb--[+2 transitive]. Since the derived verb -som-er- is the s

structure counterpart of -~-an,d -~~- with respect to the logical object relations

and since it may assign two syntactic roles, the s structure counterparts of

both the 'read' and benefactive arguments should be OBJs of -som-er-_ Kimenyi

demonstrates that both the It,gical object of the root verb and the benefactive

NP in a benefactive applied verb construction display all the OBJ properties

in Kinyarwanda. For exa,mple, bot'h will passivize, as illustrated in (232).
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(232) a. Umuhudnga a-ra-andik-ir-a umukodbwa lbar~wa~
boy SP-PRES-wr1te-APPL-ASP girl letter

'The boy is writing the letter for the girl.'

b. Ibar6wa i-ra-andik-ir-w-a umuko6bwa n'Omuhu~ngu.
letter SP-PRES-write-APPL-PASS-ASP girl by-boy

'The letter is written for the girl by the boy~'

c. Umuko8bwa a-ra-andik-ir-w-a ib~r~wa n'umuhuQngu.
girl SP-PRES-write-APPL-PASS-ASP letter by-boy

'The girl is having the letter written for her by the boy.'

The sentences in (232) should be compared with sentences (214) and (216) from

Chi-Mwi:ni and sentences (~23) from Bahasa Indonesia, languages I have claimed

restrict verbs to one OBJ each.

That the Kinyarwanda benefactive affix attaches to [0 transitive] stems

like -kor- 'work' in (230a) is further evidence that it is indeed [+1 transitive]

and not unmarked for transitivity. Recall that an applied affix unmarked for

transitivity, like -kan in Bahasa Indonesia, cannot attach to intransitive

atems without causing a violation of principle (66), Chapter Two, in sentences

containing the derived verb.

The simple hypothesis that Chi-~~i:ni restricts verbs to one logical and

grammatical object while Kinyarwanda allows more than one object per verb accounts

for differences between these languages in the behavior of applied varb cons-

tructions. Below, in section 3.4.2.3 on causatives, it will be shown that the

hypothesis that Kinyarwanna allows a verb to be multiply transitive makes correct

predictions for another sort of construction as well. The above arguments for

multiple transitivity could be repeated with data from Kimeru (Hodges 1977) and

Chichewa (Trithart 1977), am~ng other Bantu languages. I will argue below that

Japanese also allows more tnan one OBJ per verb.

3.4.1.2. Instrumental applied verbs. Since it is forced by the

theory, the analysis provided above for applied verb constructions should

extend to all such constructions crosslinguistically. In many languages,

however, applied verb constructions which involve instrumentals behave diffArently
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from other applied verb sentences, Fula, a Niger-Congo language described in

Sylla (1979) is one such language. The Fula benefactive applied verbs behave

just like their counterparts in Chi-~Mi:ni. When a benefactive applied affix

is attached to a transitive roct, for example, the benefactive NP but not the

logical object of the root verb is the OBJ of the derived verb, as evidenced

by the fact that only th~ ~enefactive may passiv1ze,

(233) a. Takko def-an-ii sukaabe 6e gertogal.
. Takko cook-APPL-PAST children Det chicken

'Takko cooked chicken for the children. '

b. Sukaabe 6e ndef-an-aama gertogal.
children Det cook-APPL-PAST!PASS chicken

'The children had a chicken cooked for them.'

c. *Gertogal def-an-aarna sukaaoe 6e.
chicken cook-APPL-PAST/PASS children Det

'Chicken was cooked for the children.'

Compare sentences (233) with (214) and (216) from Chi-Mwi:ni. When the Fula

1nstrumencal applied affix, -£-, is attached to an intransitive verb, the 1n,-

strumentalNP takes on OBJ properties. It passivizes, for example.

(234) a.

b.

c.

Mi am-iiI
I dance-PAST

'I danced'

Mi am-r-ii pade.
I dance-INST-PAST shoes

'I danced ~.,ith shoes.'

Pad~ ngam-r-aama.
shoes dance-INST-PAST/PASS

'~hoes were danced with.'

'fhen the instrumental applied affix attaches to a transitive verb, on the other

hand, the logical object of the root verb, not the instrumental, exhibits OBJ

behavior.

(235) a. Aal! tay-ii lekki.
Aal! cut-PAST tree

'Aal! cut a tree.'

b. Aal! tay-r-ii lekki jammbere.
Aali cut-INST-PAST tree axe

'Aal! cut a tree with an axe.'
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c. Lekk1 tayr-r-aama jammbere.
tree cut-INST-PAST!PASS axe

fA tree was cut with an axe.'

d. *Jammbere ta)f-r-aama lekki.
axe cut-INST-PAST!PASS tree

'An axe was used to cut a tree.'

Compare sentences (235b-d) with sentences (233) above. In the Fula benefactive

applied verb construction with a transitive root verb, it is the logical object

of the applied affix, the benefactive argument, which is the OBJ of the derived

verb.

C"hichewa (Trithart 1977) also displays an instrumental applied verb with

unusual properties. A combination of the causative affix, -ts-, and the passive

affix, -dw-, indicates that an instrumental NP is the subject of the sentence

headed by the verb to which the affixes attach. These two morphemes may attach

to an intransitive or transit~ve verb as in (236a) and (236b) respectively.

(236) a. Khasu 11-ma~(li-) lim-its-!dw-a (nd1 J6ni.).
hoei iti-HAB.IT-(it.i-)farm-CAUSE-P.ASS.-INDIC (by John)

'The noe is farmed with (by John).'

b. Khasu l!-ma~(li-)l1m-its-!dw-a ch1-manga (nd{ Joni).
hoe i iti-HABIT-(iti-)farm-CAUSE-PASS-INDIC corn (by John)

'The lioe is used to farm corn with (by John).'

The unusual property of this instrumental applied verb construction in Chichewa

is that the causative affix alone may not indicate that an instrumental NP is

a post-verbal NP or object. Without the passive aff1x J -dw-, the causative

affix has no instrumental implications, as shown in (237). Sentences (237) are

also ungrammatical with a straight causative reading since the Chichewa cau-
.~

sative-construction requires an animate "causee" (logical subject of the root

verb). If possible with a causative reading, (237a) would mean, 'John caused

the pen to write.'

(237) a. *J~ni A-ma-(yi-)lemb-~ts-ap~ni.

John! hei-HABIT-(it.-)write-CAUSE-INDIC pen
'John writes withJa pen.'
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b. *J6ni a-~-(y{-)lemb-ets-ap€nt dz-!n~ la-k~.
John! hei-PAST-(it.i -)write-CAUSE-.INDIC pen j name his

'John wrote his name with a pen.'

The Bantu language Mashi (Gary 1977) has an instrumental applied verb construc-

tion with the same characteristics as the Chichewa construction just described.

The instrumental affix is not homophonous with the causative in Mash!, however.

One simple assumption abo\lt the, manner in which the instl'umental role is

assigned will predict both the Fula and Chichewa instrumental constructions

described above and explain why they differ from the applied verb constructions

discussed in 3.4.1.1. This assumption is independently motivated -- in fact,

it was proposed by Dick Ca'rter (personal communication) on independent grounds.

Translated into the terms of this dissertation, Carter claims that it is ,~rong

to look at the preposition with in (238) as assigning some instrumental role

inherently associated with the preposition.

(238) Elmer unlocked ftthe porcupine cage with a key II

Rather, it is a predicate produced by unlock in (238) which assigns an instru-

mental role to a key. The idea is that the class of roles we call "instrumental I'

includes widely varying roles. Which member of this class a given instrumental

NP will bear depends on the verb producing the predicate with which the Instru-

mental is associated. We may say that verbs compatible with j,nstrumentals name

CWO functions from arguments to predicates, one producing predi~ates which assign

agent and related ~oles, the other producing predicates which assign instrumental

roles. On this view, the preposition with in English serves much the same

function ~ does. With names a function from an argument bearing an instrumental

role to modifiers of predic~tes. The modifi~r-argument structure of with is

shown in (239).

(239) 'with' (instrumental)

With and its argument will form a modifier which will modifY a predicate, call

it "P." With must indicate that its argument receives an instrumental semantic
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role assigned by a predicate produced by the h~ad of P. Similarly, ~ and

its argument form a modifier which will modify a predicate P. ~ assigns to

its argument ehe role assigned by P (see section 3.1.1.1.2 above).

A number of considerations support this conception of the semantics of

instrumentals. First note that the semantic role of an instrumental does vary

widely, crucially depending on the verb with which the instrumental appears.

Compare the roles of the instrumental NPs in (240).

(240) a. Elmer unlocked the porcupine cage with a key.

b.. Elmer examined the inscription with the magnifying glass.

In (240a) a key 11, an intermediary agent 1n the act of unlocking the porcupine

cage. Elmer does something to the key, the key does something to the cage, and

the cage unlocks. In (240b) the magnifying glass is an indispensible tool in

Elmer's exalnination of the inscription, but it is r,ot an intermediary agent in

the examination. This Jifference between the roles of the instruments in (240a)

and (240b) is reflected syntactically in English 1n the contrast between (241a)

and (241b), in which the subjects are inten~ed to be interpreted as instrumentals,

not (simply) agents~

(241) a. A key unlocked th~ porcupine cage.

b.*The magnifying glass examined the inscription.

Intermediary agent instrumentals can generally serve as subjects of the verb

with which they are associated in English, as in (241a). On the other hand,

facilitating instrumentals like the magnifying glass in (240b) cannot generally

serve as subjects -~ see (241b).

A second con6ide~ation which supports the view that instrumental roles

are assigned by predicates, not instrumental prepositions or case, is the

widesp"read homophony between instrumental and comitative pr~positions and case
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marking. English with, for example, uas a comitative use illustrated in (242).

(242) Elmer ate dinner with Hortense.

It is clear that Hortense in (242) is an eater of dinner; that is) Hortense

bears the role assigned by th~ predicate the 'eat' function produces. Since

instrumental prepositions and case markings in their comitat1ve use mark a

constituent to receive a semantic role assigned by a predicate, it is reasonable

to assume that the instrumental prepositions and case marking perform the same

duty in their instrumental use.

Finally, instrumental case marking and prepositions are the most COIDn!on

markers of the logical subject in passive constructions crosslinguistically;

1.~., they are the items most commonly used to perform the function EY performs

in English. Since the constituent performing the ~ function marks phrases to

receive the semantic role assigned by a predicate, the crosslinguistic use of

the instrumental case marking and prepositions for the Ex function strongly

suggests that they mark phrases to receive the semantic role assigned by a predi~

cate 1n their instrumental use as well. One lnight suppose that the instrumental

is used for the displaced subject in passives in many languages simply because

of some close semantic corr~spondence between instrumentals and agents. But

note that the instrumental case (called "comitative" in Central Arctic Eskimo)

is used for the displaced subjects in the ;assivesof the ergative languages

discussed in section 3.3.1 above, even though the displaced subject in these

languages is canonically a theme or patient rat:ler than an agent.

Let us suppose that Carter's suggestion is correct and the instrumental

case or preposition in a language operates in much the same manner as English

~: it insures that its argument receives a semantic role assigned by a predi

cate. Given Carter's suggestion, it is possible to interpret the semantic role

assigning properties of instrumental prepositions and caRes in two ways. First,
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one may view the preposition or ~ase as itself assigning the instrumental role

assigned by the instrumental predicate with which it is associated. On this

view, the 1-6 structure for (238) above would look like (243).

(243) s-----------------NP VP
~ ---------
Elmer _----~-- -._ l'P

VJ -=::::::~-~:::-=:- ~
un! eked the porcupine cage with a ey

The verb unlock in (243) names two functions from arguments to predicates; one

function produces predicates which assign agent roles, the other produces pre-

dicates which assign 1ntrumental rolea. The preposition with in (243) assigns

to a key the role assigned by the instrumental assigning predicate produced by

unlock. Compare (243) with the 1-5 structure for the passive sentence (244a)

shown in (244b).

(244) a. The porcupine cage was unlocked by Elmer.

b. R
"tmyJ.

v
I

,.,as unlocked b~ r
The p~eposition Ex in (244) assigns to Elmer the role assigned by the agent

assi~ning predicate produced by unlock.

If we view the instrumental applied affix as assigning an instrumental

role as with does in (243), we would not expect the instrumental applied verb

to behave any dieferently from, say, a benefactive applied verb, whose applied

affix assigns the benefactive role. In some languages instrumental applied

verbs do behave like other applied verbs, indicating that thesa languages view

the instrumental affix itself as assigning the instrumental role. Unlike the

situation in sentences containing the Fula instrumental applied verbs described

above, it is always the instrumental NP which is the OBJ of the Cl1i-~ll.,i:ni
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instrumental applied verb, regardless of whether the instrumental affix is

added to intransitive or t~ans1t1ve verb roots. There are some complications

surrounding the instrumental constructions in Chi-Mw1:ni, discussed at length

in KisseberthandAbasheikh (1977), for which I have no explanation. For the

must part, however, instrumental applied verbs in Chi-Mwi:ni exhibit the same

behavior as the benefactive applied verbs analyzed above, with an instrumental

NP replacing the benefactive ~~. Therefore, Chi-Mwi:ni must take the first

view of the semantic role assigning properties of the instrumental affix -- that

the affix itself assigns the instrumental role.

On the second interpretation of the assignment of the instrumental, the

instrumental preposition, ca~e, or affix does not itself assign a role. Rather,

it marks a constituent to receive the instrumental role, which is actually ,

assigned directly by an instrumental predicate. The 1-8 structure of sentence

(238) would look like (245) on thi~ interpretation of the semantics of instru-

mentals.

(245) s
NP

d VP
El ~nt

mer y~ NP

unlocked t~age

VP
....-.~- ----pp

--~r ~P
with ----~
~ ~
V NP a~
I ~--- ..unlocked t4ilPorcup~ne "cage

Again, the verb unlock names two functions from arguluents to predicates. One

function produces predicates which assign agent roles, like VP t in (245).agen

The other function pcoduces predicates which assign instrumental roles, like

VPinst in (245). There is only one verb unlock and one NP the porcupine cage

in (245), but two different predicates produced by the combination of these two

constituents. The peculiar appearance of PP1 in (245) results from decisions
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made in Chapter Two about the representation of arguments in constituent

structure. An 1-8 argument is technically a constituent bearing a semantic

role. The argument of with in PPl is really a key bearing the instrumental

role, not the combination of Vinst and a key. We represent arguments of

argument-taking items which are not also logical objects of these items as

argument phrases consisting of a semantic role assigner, in (245) VP inst ' and

its logical object, in (245) a key. Althougp the argument phrase PP2 in (245)

has the internal structure of a proposition, the instrumental predicate, VP1nst'

is used in (245) merely to assign a semantic role, not to form a proposition.

If we assume that the Fula and Chiehewa instrumental applied affixes ef-

feet the assignment of the instrument~l role in the manner illustrated in (245)

above, we correctly predict th~ syntax of the instrumental applied verb con~

struct10ns in these languages. The differences between the instrumental con-

structions in, the two languages follow from the assumption that the instrumental

applied affix merges with root verbs between I-a and s structure in Fula but

b~tween s and surface structure in Ch1chewa.

Consider first the Fula sentence, (235b), repeated here as (246), and its

1-a structure (247), parallel to that in (245).

(246) Aali tay-r-ii lekki jammbere.
Aa!! cut-INST-PAST tree axe

'Aali cut a tree with an axe.'

(247)
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Given that the 1nstr~mental affix, -~-f and the root verb, tai- 'cut') form

a single s structure verb, the internal structure of the applied verb, tay-r-

in (246) should look like (248).

(248) V2' tai-r- ]
[+transitive], [+Pred SR]

('cut' (patient) 'with' (instrumental»

· v--1
ta{

[+transitive], [+P=ed SR]
'cut' (patient)

[lV_l , V

[+transitive]
'with'.(instrumental)

[semantic role assigning specs]

The applied affix in (248) does not directly assign a semantic role; the semantic

role of its argument is assigned by a predicate, as ShOWll in (247). Since the

affix -£- does not assign a semantic role, the semantic role assigning properties

of the root, tat- 'cu~', may percolate to become the semantic role assigning

properties of the derived verb, tai-r-, in (248). THe 1-s relations encoded

in the 1-s structure ~247) are listed in (249) below.

(249) a. sub(VP1 , NP
l

)

d. arg(V1, NP
Z
)

b. mod(PP1 , VP 2 )-ag

t:. arg(P1 , PP2)

c. obj(V1 ) NP 2)

f. obj(VPZ-inst' NP 3)

In the discussion to follow, we will use X' as an abbreviation for "the 6

structure counterpart of X." Clearly sub ('TP 1" NP 1) will correspond to

SUB(VPi' NPi>. The merger of the root VI and affix Pi in (247) expresses

the mod(PP1~ VPz ) relation, so VP2' = V1 ' PP 1' = Pl' and mod(PP1 , VP 2 )-ag -ag -ag

corresponds to MER(P
1

, V1). Since the instrumental applied verb V2 assumes

the semantic role assigning properties of VI' V2 is the s structure counterpart

of Vi with respect to obj(V1 , NP2)' and obj(V1 , NP2) corresponds to

OBJ(V2, NP Z)' The derived verb V2 also inherits the argument-taking propertico

of itF constituent parts, Vi and Pi' so arg(V1, NP2) corresponds to ARG(V~, NP2)

and a ,(P1, PP2) corresponds to ARG(V2, PPI>.
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To determine the s structure expression of the obj(VP 2 1 t NP3)
- nat

relation, we must know the s structure counterpart of VP2-1nst. The head

of VP2-inst is VI' which merges with Pl in s structure. According to defini

tion (206) above, if the s structure counterpart of the head of an 1-8

phrase stands in the merger relation and this merger relation does not express

· the 1-8 relation between the phrase and another constituent or between two

daughters of the 1-8 phrase, then the s structure counterpart of the i-a

phrase is the s structure counterpart of its head. So the s structure counter-

part of VP2-inst is the s structure counterpart of its head, Vl' which is VI

itself. Since VI is transitive, obj(VPZ-1nst' NP 3) may correspond to

OBJ(V1 , NPj). This is a nice result since NPj, jammbere"axe', is expressed

in (246) as OBJs of verbs are usually expressed in Fula, i.e., as an [NP, VP].

The s structure corresponding to 1-s structure (247) is displayed in (250).37

(250)

v..----

t$!r-
'cut~INST'

VP'
~PP'
~
1ekkl y1
'tree' ta{-

'cut'

The s structure in (250) should be compared to the s structure for a Chi-Mwi:ni

benefactive applied verb construction shown in (213) above. Note that the trees

are isomorphic with the exception that the NP associated with the applied

affix in (213), the benefactive NP wa:na 'children', is the OBJ of the applied

verb in (213), while the logical object of the root verb, lekki 'tree' in

(250), is the OBJ of the applied verb. We saw in (235) above that it is the

logical object of the root verb which displays OBJ properties in a Fula iostru-

menta~. applied verb construction as predicted by the s structure in (250).

I glossed over OGe difficulty in the analysis of sentence (246), If the
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s structure counterpart of VP2-inst is VI' then Vl may be seen as holding

the semantic role assigning properties of VPZ-inst within the derived verb

V
2

in (248). Since a Fula verb may only assign one role in the unmarked

case, V
1

may percolate either its own semantic role assigning features

it assigns the patient role in (248) -- or the semantic role assigning fea-

tures i~ inherits by virtue of serving as the a structure counterpart of

VPZ-inst' but not both. If V1 percolated the semantic role assigning fea

tures of VPZ-inst in (248), the s structure counterpart of VP2-inst with

respect to obj(VP ) NP3) would be V2 ; this is the situation referred
2-inst

to in principle (206) in the part which reads, "then the s structure counter-

part of X is Y' or some derived word containing Y', depending on feature

percolation within the derived word." It seems natural to assume that V
1

would percolate the semantic role assigning features of a verb, i.e., its

inherent semantic role assigning features, over the semantic role assigning

features of a predicate, i.e., the sem~ntic role assigning features VI in

herits from VPZ-inst' but the t~eory as developed 'so far does not demand

this. One more principle will be assumed:

(251) Principle: A consituent in a morpheme structure tree ~~ill percolate
inherent over inherited features.

Pri~lciple (251), which has the prqper consequences for the Fula instrumental

applied verb construction, receives independent support in the analysis of

derived causative verbs found in 3.4.2 below.

The analysis' of a Fula instrumental applied verb derived from an in-

transitive verb like that in (234b) is straightforward It The 1-s structure

for sentence (234b), repeater. here as (252a), is shown in (252b). The internal

structure of the instrumental applied verb, am-r- 'dance-INST', is displayed

in (253).
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(252) a. Mi am-r-ii pate.
I dance-INST-PAST shoes

'I danced with shoes. '

b.

~'
I 2-:i.nst

yl
am-

[ lv_1, V

[+transitive]
'with' (inst)

[semantic role assigning specs]

V am-r2' --
~+trans:i.t:i.vel, [+Pred SR] 1L('dance' (0) 'with~':'instrumental)~

==r-VI

[
[-tranS:i.t:i.~:i [+Pred sRll

, dance' (~) J

(253)

According to principle (206) above, the merger of VI' the head of VP2-inst'

wich Pl at s structure to express the mod(PPl , VP 2- ag) relat:i.on w:i.ll make

either Vl or V2 the s structure counterpart of VP2-inst' depending on feature

percolation within V2 , Since neither VI nor P1 has inherent semantic role

assigning properties, the semantic role assigning properties Vl would inherit

by virtue of being the s structure counterpart of VP2-inst would pe~qolate

up to become the semantic role assigning properties of the derived verb Vz
in (253). So V

2
may be seen as assigning the instrumental role to the argument

of the applied affix, -£-, i.e.) V2 is the s structure counterpart of VP2-inst

with respect to obj(VPZ_inst' NP 2). Since the derived verb V2 inherits the

[+transitive] feature of the affix, obj(VPZ_inst' NP Z) may correspond to

OBJ(V2, NPZ). In fact, NPZ' pade 'shoes' in (252a) displays the properties

of a direct object of the derived verb, ~- 'dance-J:NST.' For example,
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pade 'shoes' passivizes, as was demonstrated in (234c) above. The remainder

of the analysis of (252a) parallels that given above for (246). The s struc-

ture corresponding to i-a structure (252b) is displayed in (254) (each cons-

tituent X' in (254) is the s structure counterpart Qf 1-8 constituent X in

(252b))~

(254) s'

~12 [l2
!!!!!:.!:- Pacre

'dance-INST' 'shoes'

The careful reader might ask what happened to the s structure counterpart

of PP2' PP2' in (254). Following definition (196) above, we determine that

the s structure counterpart of PPZ in (252b) should be the phrase headed by

the s structure counterpart of its immediate head, VPZ-inst' The s structure

counterpart of V-2-inst was determined above to be V2 , at least with respect

to the obj(VPZ_inst,'NP2) ~elation within PP2' V2 assigns NP2 its syntactic role

and NP2bearing a syntactic role serves as argument to V2' So following our

principles, we derive (255) as the s structure corresponding to (252b).

pp'
~,

y2 ~2
am-r- pacte

""VP '~--Jlr---- _

12
am-r-

(255)

But (255) is equivalent to (254); it encodes the same grammatical relations.

Again, confusions arise because of the difficulty in giving a structural

representation to both the argument and the object relations. An argument is

a constituent bearing a semantic/syntactic role. The argument of V
2

in both

(254) and (255) is NP2 bearing the syntactic role assigned to it by V
2

; NP2
is the OBJ of V2 in both structures,

If we assume that the Chichewa instrumental affix, like the Fula, triggers
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the assignment of the instrumental role as shown in (245), but that the Chichewa

affix, unlike the Fula, remains separate at s structure from the root verb to

which it attaches, the theory of this dissertation explains the peculiar as-

pects of the Chichewa instrumental applied verb construction described above:

The instrumental argument appears as the subject of sentences containing the

Chichewa instrumental applied verb and the passive morpheme is obligatory with

the Chichewa instrumental applied affix. Consider Chichewa sentence (236b),

repeated here as (256a). On the assumption that the Chichewa instrumental

suffix -ts- effects the assignment of the instrumental role as does the Fula

affix -~-, the 1-8 structure of (256a) should look like (256b) in all relevant

details.

(256) a. Khasu li-ma-(li-)lim-its-!dw-a chi-manga.
hoe! iti-HABIT-(iti'-)farm-CAUSE-PASS-INDIC corn

'The hoe is used Eo farm corn with.'

b.

"
Yl

-lim-

-----II
-its-{dw-

CAUSE-PASS

Note that I have attached the passive morpheme, -~-, to the instrumental applied

affix -ts- in (256b), respecting the order of constituents inside the Chichewa

verb. The passive' morpheme -dw- &hould carry the feature [-Pred SR] in (256b)

as it does in canonical passives like (257b).

(257) a. J6ni a-nA-(~!-)nyamul-an-th6chi.
John i hei-PAST-(themj-)carry-INDrc bananas

j'John carried the tlananas. '

b. N-th6chi zi-nd-(~!-)nyamul-idw-a,

bananas i theyi-PAST-(theyi-)carry-PASS-INDIC
'The oananas were carried~'
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Whe~her -dw- also carries the [-transitive] feature in (256a) is unimportant,

as we shall see shortly. The internal st'ructure of the combination of the

instrumental applied affix (CAUSE) -ts- and the passive morpheme -dw- is

shown in (258) ..

(258) P
1

-ts-idw-
[-Pr~d SR], ([-transitive])
'with'· (instrumental)

(semantic role assigning specs]
~

-ts:- ' ~dw-

[ 'with-'(inst) ] [[-pred SR]) ([-transitive])1
~semantic role assigning specs] j

Since the modifiers produced by the modifier-argument'structure of -ts-idw-

in (258) modify predicates to yield predicates, the [-Pred SR] feature on

the derived affix P1 , -ts-idw-, in (258) must be interpreted to mean that

the predicate resulting from the combination of the modtf~er that -ts-idw- pro-

duces and a predicate is not a sister to a logical subject at 1-8 structure~

In (256b) the relevant predicate is VP1 , and, as demanded by the [-Pred SR]

feature on P1 , VP1 has no logical subject.

The 1-8 relations encoded in the 1-6 structure (256b) are listed in

(259).

(259) a. mod(PP1 , \~2 )-ag

d. arg(P1, PP2)

b. obj(V1, NFl)

e, obj(VP2-inst' NP2)

We have assumed that the instrumental applied affi~ PI and the verb V1 remain

distinct constituents at s structure in Chichewa. To determine the s structure.
counterparts of the 1-a relations in (259), it is essential to determine the

s structure counterparcs of toe 1-8 constituents mentioned in the relations

(I will again use X' as an abbreviation of "the s structurA counterpart of

X") , Of particular interest are the s structure counterparts of VP
2

and
~ag

VP2-inst. Recall that the s structure counterpart of an 1-8 phrase is defined
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in terms of the s structure counterpart of its head. THe head of both VP
2-ag

and VP2-inst is Vl , and, since there is no merger of 1-8 constituents at s

structure, the s structure counterpart of Vl , Vi, will be V
l

itself. Therefore,

according to (196) above, the s structure counterparts of both VPz and
-ag

VPZ-inst will be the phrase headed by Vi at s structure, a phrase we shall

call VPi. It is clear that mod(PPl , VP Z- ag) will correspond to MOD(PPi' VP2),
obj(Vl , NFl) will correspond, to OBJ(Vi, NFi)' arg(Vl , NFZ) to ARG(Vi' NPi),

and arg(P1 , PPZ) to ARG(Pi' PPi) (see the table in (69) of Chapter Two). To

satisfy principle (66) as applied to the obj(VPZ_inst' NP Z) relation, the s

structure counterpart of NPZ' NPi must be head-Governed by the s structure

counterpart of VPZ-inst' VPZ• Since VPz is modified by PPi, it will head a

VP, VP1, consisting of VPi and PPi. Principle (66) will be satisfied, then,

if obj(VPZ_inst' NFZ) corresponds to SUB(VPi' NP2). The s structure corres

ponding to 1-8 structure (256b) is shown in (260).

(260) s'

. ~ .
fi

-its-idw-
CAUSE-PASS

,
1

ch -manga
'corn'

The tree in (260) contains some peculiarities which are a direct result

of the dec1si~ns made on the representation of arguments in cons1tuent structure~

Recall that an s struct~re argument is technically a constituent bearing a

syntactic role. The argument of Pi in (260) is really NP2 bearing the role

assigned by VPi, not the combination of VPi and NP 2' which is, strictly

speaking, an S. VP' does assign NP2 a syntactic role in (260) and together
1

they do forman 5', S'. However, NP2 bearing its role and not S' is the argument

of Pi.

The surface structure of (256a) follows from the s structure in (260)
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if we make reasonable assumptions about the expression of grammatical relations

in Chichewa surface structures. NP2will not appear in surface structure by

virtue of bearing the SUB relation with respect to VPi (see section 2.6.1),

However, NP2will be the OBJ of tense/agreement in (256a) and will appear by

virtue of bearing this relation (I'left tense/aspect out of the 1-8 and s

structures for (256a) to facilitate the discussion above), The MOD(PP1', VP')2

relation is expressed through the merger of the lexical heads of PPi and VP2,
Pi and Vi' 'Note that the lexical head of PPZ is also Vi • Therefore, the

ARG(Pi' PP' ) relation is also expressed by the merger of p' and Vi' The2 1

OBJ(Vi NP') relation in (260) is expressed by the [NP, VP] structural relation,
1

where the surface structure counterpart of NFi is the NP and Vi heads the VP.

We have just seen why the instrumental NP in Chichewa becomes the SUB

of a sentence containing an instrumental applied verb. It should also be clear

why the passive morpheme is obligatorily used with the Chichewa instrumental

applied affix, -~-. If the passive morpheme were absent from (256b), Pl would

not be [-Pred SRl and thus the predicate VPl would be sister to a logical

subject. The resulting 1-8 structure would look something like (261), with

some NP3 serving as logical subject to VPi.

(26J.) S .

~ __--------v~~~

P l ~
~ VP NP

-~ts- 1\.2-irlst /\.2
CAUSE ~

..... 'hoe'

The s structure counterpart of VP I in (261), VP1) can only take one SUB in s

structure. Recall that the s structure counterparts of both VPz and-ag

VP2-inst will be a single constituent headed by Vi' -lim-- 'farm;' a consti-

tuent we called VP Z abrve. The s structure counterpart of NP 2 ' NP2' must
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be head-Governed by the s structure counterpart of VP2-inst' VPz' while the

s structure counterpartofNP3, NP3, must be head-Go.erned by the s structure

counterpart of VPlt VPi. VPi consists of the s structure counterpart of PP
l

,

PPi, which is a modifier, and of VP2, which is the l&lodifiee of PPi. Since

VP2heads VPi' to be head-Governed by VP2, NP2 must be the SUB of VPi. But

the s structure counterpart of NP3, the logical subject of VP
l

, must also

be the SUB of VPi at s structure. As ~i can only take one SUB and as both

NFl and NP3 must be S~Bs of VPi to satisfy principle (66), Chapter Two, no

well-formed s structure corresponds to the 1-6 structure in (261); that is,

(261) is the I-a structure of no grammatical sentence~

From the example examined in the last paragraph, it should be evident

that if an instrumental applied affix with the semantic role assigning

specifications of the Chichewa (and Fula) affix does not become a single s

structure verb with the verb roots to which it attaches, then either the

applied affix or the verb roots must carry the feature [-Pred SR]. This

restriction, which follows directly from the theory~ surfaces in Chichewa

as the requirement that the passive morpheme, which carries the feature

[-Pred SR], co-occur with the instrumental applied affix -~-. That is, the

theory explains the obligatory presence of the passive morpheme in the Chichewa

instrumental applied verb construction with -ts-.

3.4.2 lt Causative constructions. Causative constructions containing

morphologically derived causative verbs have received a great deal of atten-

tion in recent years (see, e.g., Aissen 1974 and the papers in Shibatani, ed.,

1976a). Some e~amples of these constructions from Turkish (Comrie 1976) are

given in (262).

(262) a. Ali Hasan-± ol-dUr-du.
Ali Hasan-ACe die-CAUSE-PAST

'Ali caused Hasan to die.'
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b. Di~yi mektub-u mUdUr-e imzala-t-t4.
dentist letter-ACe director-DAT sign-CADSE-PAST

'The dentist made the director sign the letter.'

Since the term "causative construction" has been. used in different ways

in the literature, I should make precise the cla~R of constr~ctions under

consideration in this section. First, the head verbs in these constructions

are morphologically derived causative forms. In (262), for example, the

causative morphemes -dUr- and -!- attach to the root verbs 01- and irnzala-

to derive causative verbs. Second, the causative verb formation process

which produces the derived causative verbs is productive. Most verbs in

the languages containing the causative contruct1ons under consideration will

have derived causative forms ~ Third, al though they contain two "logical" -_.-..\,.

clauses, the causative constructions under discussion constitute a single .

surface sentence. For example, although t.heir English glosses are hi-clausal, \
/_.~._~_•....J

the surface structures of (262a) and (262b) contain a single S (as argued in

Aissen 1974). Finally, the semantics of the derived causative constructions

is predictable, conveying the basic menning, 'causer cause that S.' For

example, (269a) means, 'Ali caused that Hasan died,' and (262b) means, 'The

dentist caused that the director signed the letter.'

Comrie (1976) has proposed a universal analysis for the sort of causative

construction described in the above paragraph, To explain Comrie's analysis,

it will be useful to refer to a canonical causative sentence, that shown in

(263).

(263) Elmer made Hortense lock the porcupine cage.

I have provided an 1-s structure for (263) in (264) and have labelled the

constituents of (264) to facilitate the discussion below.
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y-
lock~

lower orl)
root verb

-vP
v------

H~~
"causee" 1)

or "lower
"-------' sub j ec t"

(264)

I will claim that, when we abstract away from the differences among the

lexical items of particular languages, the 1-5 structures of derived causative

constructions are essentially identical to (264).

For his analysis of derived causative constructions, Comrie (1976) intro-

duces the relational hierarchy shown in (265).

(265) subject-direct object-indirect object-other oblique position

Comrie also assumes that a derived causative conlstruction has an 11underlying

structure" similar to (264). He claims that the embedded subject or causee

in a causative construction is knocked O\Jt of the subject "slot" in ttLe

relational, hierarchy (265) by the "causer." The causee then move~l down the

hierarchy, occupying the first empty slot. Thus in the causative of an

intransitive verb like Turkish U1- 'die' in (262a), the causee will become

the direct object, since no argument of the root verb occupies that slot.

In the causative of a transitive verb like imzala- 'sign- in (262b), on Lhe

other hand, the causee must travel to the indirect object position in (265)

to find an empty slot. From his assumptions about the formation of derived

causative constructions and from the hierarchy (265), Comrie computes the

following "p'lt'sdigm case" syntax for derived causatives ~rosslinguistically.

The paradigm case generalizations in (266) are supposed to hold when the derived

causative verb is active.

(266) a. causative of intransitive verb:
causer--subject of derived causative ve~b

causee--direct object of derived causative
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b. causative of transitive verb:
causer--subject of derived causative verb
lower object--direct object of derived causative
causee--indirect object of derived causative

Tl1e "paradigm case" is illustrated by the Turkish examples in (262), where

"ACC" is the marking of direct objects, "DAT" of indirect objects,

l~ile he provides examples of languages which seem'to exemplify the

paradigm case of causative constructions, Comrie (1976) also notes many

languages which do not conform to (266). Of particular importance to the

analysis to be presented below, the generalization that the causee in the

causative of a transitive verb becomes the indirect objeqt finds little

crosslinguistic support. lVhile it is possible in many languages to express

the causee of a causative built on a transitive root in the same case and/or

with the same adposition used to express the goal argunlent of verbs like

'give,' a number of considerations lead one to conclud~ that this fact provides

little evidence that the causee becomes an Hindirect object" in the paradigm

case (266b). First, some languages never express the causee as goals are

expressed (cf. the discussion of ~~layalam below). I know of no statistical

study demonstrating that the causee with causatives built on transitiv~ verbs

is significantly more likely to be expressed as goals are expressed than to

l,e expressed as are, say, instrumentals, Second, in languages which allow

a causee to be expressed as are goals, this expression is often not obligatory

(see Comrie 1976). Third, Comrie (1976) cites numerous cases of what he calls

"doubling on indirect obj ec t ,'" i. e., cases of the callsee being expressed as

goals are ~~presged in the language in the same clause as a goal, yielding

tlelO "indirect obj ec ts" in a single sentence ~ If the causee were truly occupying

the "indirect object" slot in the hierarchy (265) in the paradigm case, 'tlhere

"indirect object" has the same theoretical status as "direct object," one would

not expect the causee to become an indirect object in sentences containing
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an indirect object, just as the causee does not (normally) become a direct

object in sentences containing direct objects. A careful reading of Comrie's

(1976) cross11nguistic survey of causative constructions, then, makes it

clear that there is no evidence for a "paradigm case" in which the causee

in causatives built on transitive verbs becomes an indirect object. Rather,

the evidence indicates that many languages allow the causee of a transitive

verb to be expressed as the goals of verbs like 'give' are expressed, while

othet languages allow this cau:~ea to be expressed ad a,re instrumentals and

still others provide differ~nt u~tions.

Gi'v·sn .:l set of reasonable assumptions, the theory of this dissertation

exp:l~·~lJ\' not only the main aspects of Comrie's "paradigm case" causative con

structions but also the existence of a major, unrecognized class of exceptions

to the paradigm case, as well as phenomena Comrie does not discuss. I will

assume that the causative affix or morphology in derived causative constructions

has basically the same lexical entry as the English causative verb make, that

displayed in (267).

(267) 'cause' (caused)) [+R] , [+Pred SR], [+transitive]

Recall ~hat [+R] is the feature which distinguishes raising from non-raising

lexical items (see section 2.6.2.1 ab~ve). On the assumption that eV0ry mor

pheme with its own argument structure or semantic role assigning features

functions as an independent 1-8 constituent, the 1-a structures of derived

causative constructions crosslinguistically will look just l~ke the I-a

structure of the English causative in (264), with the causative affix replacing

make.

Since the causative affix appears on the root verb in the surface struc

ture of a derived causative construction, the causative aff~ must merge with

the root verb between 1-5 and s structure or between sand surfllce structure.
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The theory predicts that languages in whj.ch the merger takes pl&ce between

1-6 and s structure will exhibit causative constructions with the basic syntax

of Comrie's pavadigm cas~~ However, there are languages in which the merger

of causative affix and root verb takes place between s and surface st~uctures.

The syntax of causative constructions in the~e languages differs markedly

from the syntax of "paradigm case" causative COllstructions in a nlanner predicted

by the theory.
,

Within the present theory, then, we expect three sorts o~ causative

constructions crosslinguistically: the English-type causative in which the. lu
causative morpheme remains a separate constituent at every level of £.inalysis " .....

the paradigm case derived causative constructions in which the causativ~ .. :~.)

morpheme and root verb merge at s structure, and derived causative constructions

in which the causative morpheme and root verb merge at surface structure. I

list in (268) the main syntactic characteristics predicted by the theory for

the two sorts of derived causative constructions. These predictions hold when

the derived causative verb contains no passive morphemes or other morphemes

which affect the correspondence between 1-6 and s structure relations.

(268) a. merger between 1-8 and s structure:
i. intransitive lower verb:

causer--SUB of derived verb
causee--OBJ of derived verb

i1. transitive lower verb:
causer--SUB of derived verb
lower object--OBJ of derived verb

b. merger between s and surfa~e structure:
causer--SUB of derived verb
causee--OBJ of derived verb
lower object--never OBJ of the derived verb

The causee in (268.a.ii) will be an OBJ of the derived verb if the language

allows a verb to assign two semantic and syntactic roles in the unmarked case;

otherwise, it will be a syntactic argument, but not an OBJ, of the derived

verb. In (268b), the lower object will be the OBJ of the lower verb at s
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structure. Since the causee in constructions of type (268b) occupies the

direct object slot in the hierarchy (265) regardless of whether this slot

1s occupied by the lower object, the causative constructions of type (268b)

violate Comrie's theory of derived causatives. In the sec tiona below» I

examine in turn each sort of causative construction predicted by the theory

of this dissertation, beginning with constructions in which no merger of

causative morphemes and root verbs takes place and ending with constructions

in which merger takes place between I-a and s structure.

3.4.2.1. Causative constructions without merger. We will consider

first the English causative construction with make, in which no merger takes

place between the causative morpheme and the lower verb. On the assumption

that make is a raising verb, the s structure for sentence (263) above should

be as shown in (269).

(269)~__a__

Elmer r~
make

.7--___
f ----~[S, VP] NP i __ ~

~ v~Iforten~e ,
lock t cage

Recall that English provides verbs with the structural position [S, VP] to

assign a syntactic role to the s structure counterparts of their propositional

logical objects.

Certain aspects of the syntax of English causative constructions are

easily inferred from (269) and the lexical entry of mak~ in (267). First,

adding the passive affix to the causative make t a raising to the object ([+R})

morpheme, will create a raising to subject morpheme (see section 3.1.1,1.3

above). Thus the causee will be the subject of the passive form of make, as

in (270a). The lower object may not become the subject of the passive version
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of the causative verb, of course (see (270b».

(270) a. Hortense was made to lock the porcupine cage.
b~ *Th~ porcupine cage was made Hortense to lock.

However, the passive affix Inight be attached to the lower verb, making the

lower object correspond to the SUB of the embedded clause and thus to the

OHJ of the causative verb.

(271) Elmer made the porcupine cage be locked by Hortense.

The possible antece4ent-anaphor connections in English are governed by

the bihding theory sketched in Chapter Two, section 2.6.1. Recall that the

binding theory applies at s structure. Since the causee is governed-bt r

(governed with respect to the binding theory) by the causative verb in the

s structure of an English causative1 but not governed-bt in the lower clause,

the causee will have the upper clause 'as its governing-bt category. So a

reflexive anaphor causee may have the causer as its antecedent -- see (272a).

The lower object in an English causative construction is governed-bt by the

lower verb and thus has the lower clause as its governing-bt category. There-

fore, a lower object reflexive anaphor might have the causee as its antecedent

-- see (272b), but the causer, falling outside the lower clause in a causative

construction, may not serve as antecedent for a lower object reflexive --

see (272c).

(272) a. Elmer made himself lock the porcupine cage.
b. Elmer made Hortense help herself to the pate.
c. *Elmer made Hortense help himself to the pate.

3.4.2.2. Merger between s and surface structure. Consider next

Chi-Mwi:ni, a language in which the causative morpheme and lower verb merge

between s and surface structure (data from Abasheikh 1979). A typical Chi-

Mwi:ni causative sentence is found in (273).
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(273) Mwa;limu ~-wa-'andik-ish-iz-e wa:na xati.
teacher SP-OP-write-CAUSE-T/A children· letter

'The teacher made the children write a letter.'

If the Chi-Mwi:ni causative affix -ish- has basically the same lexical entry

as English make, containing the information displayed in \267) above, and if

merger of the affix and verb roots does not take place until surface structure,

the s structure of a Chi-Mwi:ni causative like (273), shown in (274), should

look just like the s structure of an English causative like (263), shown in

(269).

(274)
~

~~
mwa:TImu
'teacher'

v- 11------ pp

-t!h- ~i p...-------S
~ wa:na I -----

CAUSE , children' [8, VPl,)\1 -VP
~~---wa:na V ijP

'children' I ,L:::;:.
, ~

-'anQik- 'letter'
'write'

As was the case with the English causative construction discussed in

the last section, placing the passive morpheme on the Chi-Mwi:ni causative

morpheme -!sh-, a raising to object morpheme, should create a raising to

subject morpheme. So the causee, the SUB of the lower clause, should be the

subject of the derived causative construction whell the passive affix is

attached to the derived causative verb, as in (275a). Of course, the lower

object may not passivize when the passive morpheme is attached to the causative

affix -- see (275b).

(275) a. \~a:na wa-'aufilik-ish-iz-a: xa~i na mwa:limu.
children SP-write-CAUSE-PASS-T!A letter by teacher

'The children were made to write a letter by the teacher.'

b. *Xa~i z-dn~ik-ish-iz-a 'va: na na mwa: limu,
'The letter was made to be written by the children to the
teacher ~ ,

Due to constraints on the order of morphemes in a Chi-Mwi:ni verb, there is

no way to passivize the J,ower verb in a Chi-Mwi :ni causative. The passive
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morpheme is always interpreted as attaching to the causative affix.

Abasheikh (1979) demonstrates that there are severe restrictions Ou

the distribution of and possible antecedents for the CHi-Mw1:ni reflexive

pronoun ru:hu- 'self.' In ~articular, ru:hu- may only appear as an OBJ of

a verb, as in (276).

(276) Chi-ium-i~-e ruhu-z-i:tu.
SP-bit-T!A ourselves

'We bit ourselves.'

More precisely stated, the restriction on ru:hu- is that it appears as the OBJ

and syntactic argument of the same verb. Abasheikh provides convincing evidence

that the restriction on the distribution of ru:hu- refers to the grammatical

relation OBJ and not to the structural position [NP, VP] or some similar

"surfacy" characteristic of the anaphor. For example, in sentence (277) it

is the benefactive 'you,' expressed as the object prefix (OP) alone, which is

both the OBJ and argument of the derived applied verb -- the postverbal NPs

are arguments but not OBJs of the derived verb (see section 3.4.1.1 abov~ on

applied verb constructions).

(277) Ni-xu-som-esh-e~ez-e mwa:na chingere:nzA.
I(SP)-you(OP)-learn-CAUSE-APPL-T/A child English

'I taught the chlid English for you. '

Sincemwa:na 'child' in (277), although an [NP, VP], is not the OBJ of the

verb with respect to which it bears the argument relation, i.e., the derived

applied verb, it may not be replaced by' the reflexive ru:hu-, as shown in

(278)~

(278) *Ni-xu-som-esh-e~e~-e ru:hu-y-a chingere:nza.
myself

'I taught myself English for you. '

In addition to being restricted to OBJs, the reflexive ru:hu- musc have a

SUB as its antecedent, and this SUB must occur in the same s structure clause

as ru:hu- (the latter condition is predicted by the binding theory presented

in (102), Chapter Two). I will not repeat Abasheikh's evidence for these
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restrictions; the reader is referred to Abasheikh (1979) for details.

Given the independently eRtablJ.shed charactertstics of the Chi-Mwi:ni

reflexive £u:hu- 1 our analysis of Chi-Mwi:ni causative constructions predicts

that the causer, as SUB of the causative affix at s structure, can serve as

antecedent for the causee) the OBJ of the causative affix, as a refelexive.

The causee, as 6 structure SUB of the sentential ~omplement of the causative

affix, can serve as antecedent for the lower object, the OBJ of the embedded

verb, as a reflexive. But the causer may not serve as antecedent for the

lower object as a reflexive because the causer, although a SUB, does not

appear in the same 5 structure clause as the loweI object -- see (274) above.

Abasheikh reports just the predicted range of data:

(279) a. Mi m-phik-ish-iz-e ru:hu-y-a cha:kuja.
I SP-cook-CAUSE-T!A myself food

'I made myself cook food,'

b. Mi nl-m-big-ish-iz-e mwa:na ru:hu-y-e,
I SP-OP-hit-CAUSE-T/A child himself

'I made the child hit himself.'

c. *Mi ni-m-big-ish-iz-e A~ ru:hu-y-a
I SP-OP-hit-CAUSE-T!A Ali myself

'I made Ali hit myself.'

Compare (279) with the English sentences (272). As expected, the evidence

indicates that the Chi-Mwi:ni and the English causative constructions have

structurally identical hi-clausal s structures.

We have seen that Chi-Mwi:ni provides striking support for the hi-clausal

analysis of certain causative constructions at s structure. The surface struc-

ture of a Chi-Mwi:ni causative, schematized in (280), is identical to the

surface structure of sentences headed by simple verbs and morphologically

derived verbs such as the applied verbs discussed in section 3.4.1 above.

(280) NP V NP (NP)
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Recall that only one of the postverbal NPs in a Chi-Hwi:ni sentence may be

the OBJ of the main verb. Outside causative constructions, in no situation

may ru:hu- 'self' appear as a postverbal [NP, VP] which is not the OBJ of the

main verb in a surface structure like (280). It is just in the case where the

theory leads us to believe that two s structure clauses underly a single

surface structure clause, i.e., it is just in causative constructions, that

thi.s generalization concerning the distribution of ru:hu- is violated -- see

. (279b).

Like Chi-Mwi:ni, many other Bantu languages provide evidence that their

derived· causative constructions involve merger between s and surface structure.

Outside the Niger-Congo family, hawever~ Japanese is the only language I have

found which also clearly exhibits this sort of causative construction. Some

examples of Japanese derived causatives are given in (281).

(281) a. Tarao ga Hanaka 0 hatarak-ase-ta.
Taro NOM Hanako Ace work-CAUSE-PAST

'Taro made Hanaka work.'

b. Taroo ga Hanaka ni hatarak-ase-ta.
DAT

'Taro let Hanaka work.'

c. Taroe ga Hanaka n1 okasi 0 tabe-sase-ta.
Taro NOM Hanaka DAT cake Ace eat-CAUSE-PAST

'Taro let/made Hanako eat the cake.'

The Japanese causative affix is -sase. In the causative of an intransitive

verb, e.g., (281a&b), the causee may be marked with either £ or 01, the

accusative and dative pa~ticles respectively. If the accusative ~ is used,

the causative has a coercive reading, as indicated in (28la); if the dative

ni is used, the causative is interpreted with a p~rmissive reading, as in .

(281b).

If the Japanese causative construction, like the Chi-~Mi:ni, keeps the

causative morpheme -~ separate from the root verb at s structure, the 8

structure of sentence (281c) should look like (282), isomorphic to (274) and
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(269) above.

s

y
sase-ta

CAUSE-PAST

ta e
'eat'

~ ---_Yl:.- _

~ 'NPi
PI ~_ ~
~ -,. Hanaka ni

[8, 8] NP

~
Hanak\) ni ~

OAT a as 0

cake Ace

As with the Chi-Mwi:ni causative construction, we expect that only the causee,

not the lower object, may passivize when the passive affix, -~, is attached

ta the causative verb. (The particle 01 serves the same function in Japanese

passives as ~ serves in English passives.)

(283) Farmer (1980, p. 105)
a. Taroo wa Hanaka 01 sash1mi 0 tabe-sase-ta.

TOP DAT-sashimi Ace eat-CAUSE-PAST
'Taro made Hanaka eat sashirni.'

b. Hanako wa Taroe ni sashimi 0 tabe-sase-rare-ta.
DAT eat-CAUSE-PAS5-PAST

'Hanaka was made to eat sashimi by Taro. f

c. *Sashimi wa Taraa n1 Hanaka n1 tabe-sase-rare-ta.
'Sashimi was made to be eaten by Hanaka by Taro. '

Some speakers of Japanese permit the passive affix -~ to appear between

the causative -~ and the root in a derived causative verb -- see (284).

As expected by the present analysis, the addition of the causative affix to

a derived passive root yields the causacive of the passive, as shown in (284),

The s structure of (284) is given in (285).

(284) Mary wa Taroo 0 Zirao n1 home-rare-sase-ta.
praise-PASS-CAUSE-PAST

'Mary made Taro be praised by Ziro.'
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(285) _---8--.......- _
p~ ~

~a ---~;::;;~--..------------y
~ pp

~o f--- .~= -sase
[S, S] NP i __--:JJe.-- _

~ f --~
aroo 0 'home-rIre ~o nr

When the causative affix and root verb remain distinct s structure

constituents in a causative construction, as in Chi-Mw!:ni, Japanese, and

English, the causee is both the s structure SUB of the lower clause and the

s structure OBJ of the causative verb, while the lower object is only the

OBJ of the lower verb. In Japanese, with complications discussed at great

length in the sources cited in Marantz (1981a), only subjects may be the

antecedent of the reflexive zibun 'self.' Sentence (286) shows that the causee

in a Japanese causative may serve as antecedent for zibun, as expected under

the present analysis. Since the antecedent-zibun relation in Japanese is not

clause bound, the causer may also serve as antecedent for a zibun in the lower

clause of (286).

(286) Taroo wa Hanaka 0 zibun no ~Jruma kari ori-sase-ta.
self GEN car from come down-CAUSE-PAST

'Taro made Hanako come out of his/her own car.'

My informant tells me that "object honor:l.fication" marking on the derived

causative verb may ind1c~te the esteemed status of the causee but not the

lower object, supporting the claim that the causee but not the lower object

is ao·OBJ of the derived causative verb.

An apparent problem with the above analysis of Japanese constructions

should be mentioned here. Although I claim that it is an OBJ, the causee in

a Japanese causative is marked with the "dative" particle.!!! ratller than with

the "accusative" particle .Q. in many cases, The accusative £ is the usual
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marking for OBJs in Japanese. As was shown in (281a&b) above, if the lower

verb is intransitive, the use of oi on the causee in causative constructions

indicates a "permissive" or "let',' causative while the use of 0 indicates a

"coercive" or "make" causative. As illustrated in (28Ic) above, when the

lower verb takes an object in~, the causee must be marked n1 and the resulting

causative is ambiguous between the permissive and coercive readings.

Within the theory of this dissertation, we must say that Japanese marks

some OBJs with n1 independent of the causative constru,ction, As Kuno and

others point out, some verbs require 01 marking on their OBJs. One such vet'b

is soodan suru 'consult,' which appearSill (287).

(287) From Kuno (1973, p. 347)
a. John ga Mary 01 soodansita.

'John consulted Mary. '

b. Mary ga John n1 soodans-(r)are-ta.
'Mary was consulted by John.'

The passivizability of the "consulted" argument of soodan suru, illustrated irA

(287b), is, ceteris paribus, sufficient evidence that it is an OBJ in (287a)

in the present theory. Martin (1975) also points out that the object of

soodan suru may trigger object honorification. The goal argument of verbs

like ataeru 'giv~' is marked with ni in Japanese. Since either the goal or

theme of ataeru may passivize, both should be considered OBJs in sentences

with active ataeru.

(288) From Kuno (1980, p. 103)
a. Yoshida"'~syusuoo ga Tanaka-tuusandaizin n1 Itunsyoo 0 ataeta.

prime minister Toshida NOM minister Tanaka DAT medal Ace give-PAST
'Prime minister Yoshida awarded minister Tanaka a medal, '

b. Tanaka-tuusandaizin ga Yoshida-syusuoo n1 kunsyoo 0 ataerareta,
give-PASS-PAST

'Minister Tanaka was awarded a medal by Prime minister Yoshida.'

From Ostler (1980, p. 78) 38
c. Sono dorei wa Taroo n1 Hanako n1 ataerareta.

the slave TOP Taro OAT Hanako DAT give-PASS-PAST
'The slave was given to Hanako by Taro.'
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The data in~icate, then, that Japanese OBJs may be marked with n1.

Although the data indicate that Japanese DBJs may be marked ni, the

question remains why the causee as OBJ must be marked n1 in case the lower

verb is transitive. This question divides into two parts. First, we may ask

why the lower object and the causee cannot both be marked o. As has been

discussed at length in the literature, Japanese includes a constraint which

prohibits two 0 marked OBJs from appearing in the same surface clause (see

Poser 1981 for a precise formulation of this constraint). If both the causee

and the lower object were marked with ,2., as in (289)) this "double 0" constraint

would be violated.

(289) *Taroo ga Hanaka 0 okasi 0 tabe-sase-ta.
'Taro made Hanaka eat the cake.'

However, if the lower object must be marked ~ for some reason -- say it is

the OBJ of soodan suru, which, we saw in (287a), requires n1 marking on its

OBJ -- then the causee may be marked with ~.

(290) Bill wa John 0 Mary n1 soodansaseta.
consult-CAUSE-PAST

'Bill made John consult with Mary.'

Given some constraint against two 0 marked OBJs in a surface clause, we still

must explain why the lo\.,er obj ect rather than the causer receives the £ marKing

in causative constructions~ I have no principled account of this phenomenon

and leave the problem open for further investigation. 39

Merger between l-s and s structur~~ The final type of

causative construction to be discussed here corresponds to Comrie's "para-

digm case." In the present theory, the paradigm case resul ts fronl the mE:rger

of the causative affix with the root verb at s structure, Consider the

~lalayalam causatives in (291b) and (291d) (data from Mohanan 1981a, 1981b).

(291) a. kutti kafanfiu., ,.
child-NOM cried

'The child cried.'
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b. acchan ku~~iye karayiccu.
father-NOM child-ACe cry-CAUSE-PAST

'Father made the child cry.'

c. kutti aanaye nulli.II' _ ".
child-NOM elephant-ACe pinched

'The child pinched an elephant. '

d. amma ku~~iyekkonta aanaye ~u+ticcu.

mother child-INST elephant-ACe pinch,..·CAUSE-PAST
'Mother made the child pinch the elephant.'.

In the causative of an intransitive Malayalam verb like kara 'cry' in (291b),

the causee normally appears in the case of direct objects, the accusative in

(291b). lVhen the causative affix is attached to a transitive verb as in

(291d), however, the lower object is marked as are direct objects while the

causee appears with an instrumental postposition -konta. The basic syntax

of the Malayalam causative construction follows, I will claim, from the assumption

that the caus~tive affix merges with the root verb between l-s and s structure.

On the assumption that the Malayalam causative affix -ik'k'- has basically

the same lexical entry as the English causative make, that in (267) above,

except that -ik'k'- has the morphological subcategorization features of an

affix, the 1-6 structu~e of (291b) should be as in (292).

(292)

a~
'father'

The 1-5 relations encoded in (292) are listed in (293).

VI
I

-ik'k'-
CAUSE

(293) a~ sub(VP1, NP1)

d~ sUb(VP2 , NP2)

To determine the q structure counterparts of the relations in (293) we must

examine the inte~ tl structure of the derived causative verb kar ci-ik' k '-
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'cry - CAUSE. '

(294) V3

~
kara-ik'k'- J

[+Pred SR], [+transitive]
('cause' «.!: 'cry' (0) »)

V2 -Vl

~+pred s~j~al[-transitiVe]~ [-~~_'k_'~' V
· 'cry (0)

~ [+Pred sa], [+transitive]
'cause I (caused)

The merger of V
1

and V2 at s structure expresses the logical object and argu

ment relations between VI and 52. According to principle (203), the s structure

counterpart of VI will be VI and that of 82 will be V2 , Principle (66) of

Chapter Two will demand "that obj(V1, 82) and arg(V 1, 52) correspond to

MER(V1, V
2
). Principle (203) also implies that the semantic role assigning

properties of VI th~t allow it to serve as operator in the obj(V1, S2) relation

are absorbed by the merger of VI and V2 such that they will not percolate in

the derived verb V3~

If the merger of VI and V2 absorbs the semantic role assigning features

of VI in (292), then VI will have no semantic role assigning features to per

colate in (294). The root verb V
2

,being mgically intransitive, has no inherent

semantic role assigning properties either. However, by principle (206) above,

either V2 or V
3

will be the 5 structure counterpart of VP
2

and inllerit the

semantic role assigning properties of this predicate. Principle (206) applies

to VP 2 because the merger of Vi and V2 , the immediate head of VP 2 , expresses

neither an 1-8 relation bc,tween VP2 and some other constituent nor an l-s

relation between daughters of VP Z• Since the affix, VI in (294), does not ·

percolate semantic role assigning features, the root, V
2

' would percolate up

to V
3

the features it would inherit if it served as s structure counterpart to

VPi. So V3, the derived causative verb, must be seen as assigning the role
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assigned by the predicate VP Z at l-s structure and V3 is the s structure

counterpart of VP Z with respect to the sub(VP2' NP 2) relation. I have indi

cated the semantic role assigning features of V
3

by underlying "X" withirl

the complex P-A struc ture of the derived verb kara-ik' k' - 'cry - CAUSE, '

Since the merger of VI and V2 within V
3

expresses the logical object and

argument relations between Vl and 8
2

, the predicates produced by V3 in (294)

result from inserting a proposition bearing the "caused" role into the P-A

atructure of -ik'kJ CAUSE. The proposition itself is produced by combining

a predicate produced by kafa 'cry' and a logical subject of this predicate,

"x" in (294). I have schematized the compositional semantics of the derived

verb kara-ik'k'- 'cry-CAUSE' within the complex P-A structure under V
3

in

(294).

Since V3 is the s structure counterpart of VP2 with respect to the

sub(VPZ' NP2) relation, the s structure counterpart of sub(VP2' NP Z) may be

OBJ(V
3

, NP~) (as above, I will use X' as an abbreviation for lithe s structure

counterpart of X,,)t. The derived verb V
3

inherits the [+transitive] feature

of the affix in (294), allowing it to take an OBJ at s structure. From the

above discussion, we may conclude that the s structure for (292) should look

like (295).

(295)
~.-.

NP'

~n
'father'

p'

-----~.---
NP2 Y3
~e kai'al-ik'~-

'child-ACe' •cry-CAUSE ,

Unlike the causee in Chi-~h~i:n1, Japanese, or English, NP2 is not a SUB at s

structure. Malayalam restricts the antecedent of the reflexive~ 'self'

to subjects (see Mohanan 1981a&b). As predicted, the causee may not serve

as antecedent for a reflexive in ~~layalam.
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(296) acchan ku~~iye swan~am wii~~il wecca karayiccu.
father-NOM child-ACe self's house at cry-CAUS~-PAST

'Father made the child cry at father's/*child's hous~,'

Recall that the antecedent of the Chi-~Iwi:ni reflexive ru:hu- 'self' is also

restricted to SUBs. In Chi-Mwi:ni the causee may serve as antecedent for

ru:hu-, as shown in (279b) above. The contrast displayed in (279b) and (296)

is a direct consequence of the difference between Chi-Mwi:ni and Malayalam

in the locus of merger between the causative affix and root verb.

The analysis of a Malayalam causative containing a transitive root

verb is only slightly more complicated than the analysis of (291b). In (297b)

I display the 1-8 structure of (291d), repeated here as (297a).

(297) a.

b.

aroma kuttiyekkonta aanaye nulllccu.... - ..
mother-NOM child-INST elephant-ACe pinch-CAUSE-PAST

'Mother made the child pin~h the elephant.'

The 1-8 relations encoded in (297b) are listed in (298).

(298) a~ sub(VP1 , NP l )

d~ sub(VP 2, NP Z)

b. obj(V1,SZ)

e. obj(V2 , NP 3)

c. arg(V1 , SZ)

f. arg(V2, NP3)

The internal struc ture of the derived causative verb UU~til'"k' - 'pinch-C.\USE'

is shown in (299).
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(299) V3
!!Ul-lik'k' -

[+Pred SR], [+transit1ve]
( 'cause' (X 'pinch' (patien,)

-_..~-..-." ----------. .
V3

-1<.' k' 
[]v_]'V

[+Pred SR], [+transit1~e]

'cause' (caused)

v-
2

nulli-- ..
[+Pred SR], (+trans1tive]

'pinch' (patient)

As the merger of VI and V2 at s structure expresses the logical object

and argument relations between'V1 and 82, obj(V1 , 52) and arg(V1 , 52) cor

respond to MER (VI , V2). As explained above, the merger of Vi and V2, in ex

pressing the obj(V1 , 52) relation, will be seen as absorbing the semantic

role assigning properties of VI' Therefore, the causative affix VI in (299)

will have no semantic role assigning features, and the semantic role assigning

features of the root V2 will be free to percolate. Since the merger of Vl

anJ V2 ~Apresses neither the 1-8 relation between VP2 and some other constitu

ent nor an 1-5 relation between daughters of VP 2 , by principle (206) the s

structure counterpart of VP2 will be V2 or V3 depending au feature percolation.

So V2 may have both inherent semantic role assigning features -- it assigns

a patient role -- and the semantic role assigning features of '~2. However,

according to principle (251), a principle which proved necessary in the ana-

lysis of instrumental applied verbs, a morpheme will percolate inherent features

over derived fee res. Thus V
2

will percolate to V
3

the patient assigning

feature and not the semantic role assigning features of VP2 and V2 itself

will be the s structure counterpart of VP 2 with respect to sub( VP 2' NP Z)'

Since V3 is transitive~ the obj(V2 , NP3) and arg(V2"NP3) relations will

correspond to the OBJ(V3, NP3) and ARG(V3, NP3) relations.

The remaining difficulty in the analysis of (297a) is determining the
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s structure counterpart of the sub(VP
2

, NP
2

) relation. As stated above, the

s structure counterpart of VP2 with respect to sub(VP 2 , NP Z) is v2 ' There

fore, to satisfy principle (66) of Chapter Two, the 5 structure counterpart

of NP
2

, NP Z' must be head-Governed by V2 at s structure. V2 will not head

an argument-taking phrase at s structure, but it is [+transitive] , so the

sUb(VP2 , NP2) relation may correspond to OBJ(V2, NP2) , The s structure cor

responding to (297b) is given in (300).40

NP'
~ /~
aanaye A nullil(k'-

'elephant-ACe' ' - ,.
'pinch-CAUSE'

V NP'
1
2 C .....·· ....._,.

nu~~1- kut~iyek-kon=ta.,

'pinch' 'child-INST'

s'
~--,-.._----

NP' VP'

L1amma
'mother-NOM'

(300)

The s structure in (300) is structurally similar to the s structures of the

applied verb constructions analyzed in section 3.4.1. In particular, compare

(300) to the s structure of the Fula instrumental applied verb construction

in (250) above. As in (250), it is the logical object of the root verb which

cor~esponds to the OBJ of the derived verb in (300). Since NP2 is the OBJ

of a verb in (300), although not the main verb of VPi we would expect it to

be expressed as OBJs of verbs are usually expressed in Malayalam, just as

jammbere 'axe' in the Fula sentence (250) is expressed as an [NP, VP] altllough

it is not the OBJ of t~e main verb. However, unlike Fula, Malayalam does

not exhibit "double object" constructions in surface structure; it does not

allow two OBJs to be expressed the same way in a single surface structure

clause~ Malayalam chooses to express the causee 1n structures like (300) as

the object of the instrumental postposition -konta. Tamil is a Dravidian
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language very closely related to Malayalam. As far as I have been able to

determine, the syntax of Tamil arld Malayalam causatives is identical with

the following exception: where Malayalam expresses the causee of a causative

construction with transitive root verb in a postpositional phrase containing

the instrumental postposition -konta, Tamil puts the causee in such construc-

tions in the accusative case. That is, Tamil exhibits the double object

constructions with derived causatives containing transitive ~oot verbs expect-

ed from the s structure in (300). Other languages which merge the causative

affix and root verb at s structure express the causee of 8 structures like

(300) in the manner of goals (as "indirect objects") while still others ex-

press the causee of such s structures however the displaced subject in a pas-

sive is expressed (see Comrie 1976 for examples of the various sorts of lan

guages.) 41

As predicted by the s structure in (300), it is the lower object, not

the causee, which becomes the subject of the passive of a ~~layalam causative

built on a transitive verb. Sentence (301) contains the passive of the vert

in (300).

(301) anunayaal aana BUtt it( k' appe t tu •
mother-INST elephant-NOM pinch-CAUSE-PASS-PAST

'The elephant was caused by mother to be pinched.'

Compare the passive in (301) with the ungrammatical (275b) from Chi-~lwi:ni

and (283c) from Japanese. It is only when merger of causative affix and root

verb takes place between l-s and s structure that the lower object of a de-

rived causative may passivize. Recall that the Malayalam reflexive~

'self' requires an s structure subject for its antecedent. Because it is

not a SUB at s structure, the causae of the Malayalam causa~lve, unlike the

causee of the Chi-Mwi:ni and Japanese causatives discussed above, may not serve
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as an antecedent for swa- 'self' as illustrated in (296) above in a causative

containing an intransitive root verb and in (302) containing a transitive

root.

(302) amma ku~tiyekkoQta aanaye swantam wit~il wecca nulliccu,
mother child-INST elephant-ACe self's house at pich-CAUSE-PAST

'Mother made the child pinch the elephant at mother's/*child's/
*elephant's house.'

Again, this behavior of Malayalam causatives stands in direct contrast to

the behavior of causatives in languages which keep the causative morpheme

and root verb separate at s structure.

Turkish derived causatives, discussed in Aissen (1974), must also be

analyzed as involving merger of the causative affix and root verb between

1-5 and s structure. Crucially, in the causative built on a Turkish transi-

tive root verb it is the lower object and not the causee which exhibits be-

havior indicating it is the OBJ of the derived causative verb. A causative

of a Turkish transitive verb appears in (303a). Note the accusative case

on the lower object in (303a). When the verb in (303a) is passiv1~ed, as

in (303b), the lower object becomes the subject of the derived verb.

(303) a. Mehmet Hasan-a bavulu a9-t~r-di.

-DAT suitcase-ACC open-CAUSE~PAST

'Mehmet had Hasan open the suitcase.'

b. Bavul (Mehmet taraffndan) Hasan-a a~-t~r-~l-d*.

suitcase (Mehmet by) Hasan-DAT open-C.A,.USE-PASS-PAST
'The suitcase was caused (by Mehmet) to be opened by Hasan.'

Again, according to our theory, the lower object may become the subject of

the passive of a derived causative verb in a language only if merger of the

causative affix and root verb takes place between 1-8 and s structure in the

language. The data in (303) indicate that the causative affix and root verbs

merge between 1-8 and s structure in Turkish.

Aissen shows that the antecedent-anaphor relation between reflexive
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kendi- 'self' and its antecedent is clause bound, at least with a first per-

son antece1ent. Sentence (304) is ungrammatical with the indicated inter-

pretation because the first perso~ antecedent, ben 'I,' does not fall into

the same s atructure sentence as the reflexive kendi- 'self.'

(304) *Ben Hasan-~n kendim-i y~ka-mas*na sevindim.
-GEN self-ACe wash-PART was-pleased

'1 was pleased that Hasan washed me.'

When merger of the causative affix and root verb takes place between 1-8 and

s structure, the causative construction has a monoclausal s structure and

the causer and lower object fall into the same s structure sentenc~. Thus

a first person causer should be able to serve as antecedent for Rendi- 'self'

as lower object in a Turkish causative construction. As Aissen shows, this

is precisely the case.

(305) Hasan-a kendim-i y*ka-t-t~m.

-DAT self-ACe wash-CAUSE-PAST.lsg
'1 made Hasan wash me.'

Compare (305) with the ungrammatical Chi-~lwi:ni sentence (279c)~ When merger

takes place between s and surface structure, as in Chi-Mwi:ni, and the ante-

cedent-anaphor relation is clause bound, the causer may not serve as ante-

cedent for a lower object reflexive.

The causee is not an OBJ of the derived Malayalam or Turkish causative

verb formed from a transitive root because these languages allow a verb to us-

sign only one semantic role in the unmarked case. Percolation of the inherent

semantic role assigning features of the transitive root verb to the derived

causative verb prevents the percolation of semantic role assigning properties

it might inherit from the embedded predicate in a causative construction.

Therefore, the derived causative verb does not serve as the s structure counter-

part of the lower predicate with respect to the logical subject relation
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between the causee and the lower predicate) and, one may determine, the causee

must be the OBJ of the constituent which does serve as the s structure counter-

part of the lower predicate with respect to the logical subject relation.

In a language which allows a verb to assign more than one semantic role in

the unmarked case, we would expect both t~e inherent semantic role assigning

properties of a transitive root verb and the semantic raJe assigning properties

the root verb might inherit from the lower predicate to percolate to become

features of the derived causative verb. In such a language, the derived

causative verb would serve as the s structure counterpart to the lower pred-

icate with respect to the logical subject relation between the lower predicate

and the causee and as the s structure counterpart to the root verb with re-

spect to the object relation between this verb and the lower object. Thus

~oth the causee and the lower object could be OBJs of the derived causative

verb.

In section 3.4.1.1.2 above I presented evidence that Kinyarwanda (see

Kimenyi 1980) allows a verb to assign two semantic roles in the unmarked case.

Kinyarwanda also seems to merge its causative affix and root verbs between

1-8 and s structure. I provide an example of a Kinyarwanda causative built

on a transitive verb stem in (306) below.

(306) Umugabo a-r-uubak-iish-a abakozi inzu.
man SP-PRES-build-CAUSE-ASP workers house

'The man is making the workers build the house,'

If our analysis is correct, both the causee abakozi 'workers' and the lower

object inzu 'houses' should be OBJs of the derived verb -uubak-iish- 'build-

CAUSE' in (306)~ In fact, Kimenyi (1980) demonstrates that both have the

Kinyarwanda OBJ properties. In particular, both will passivize.
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(307) a. Abakozi ba-r-iiubak·.. iish-w-a inzu n' umugabo.
workers SP-PRES-build-CAUSE-PASS-ASP house by-man

'The workers are made to build the house by the man.'

b. Inzu 1-r-uubak-iish-w-a abakozi n'amugabo.
house SP-PRES-build-CAUSE-PASS-ASP workers by-man

'The house is being made to be built by the workers by the
man. '

Compare sentences (307) with sentences (283b&c) from Japanese and sentences

(275) from Chi-Mw1:ni. Recall that since either the goal or the theme argu-

ment of Japanese ataeru 'give' may passivize (see (288) above), Japanese,

like Kinyarwanda, must be seen as allowing verbs to assign two syntactic

roles -- to take two OBJs. Yet only the causee, not the lower object, may

passivize when the passive affix is attached to a Japanese derived causative

compare sentences (288) to sentences (283). In contrast, either the causee

or the lower object of a Kinyarwanda derived causative may passivize, as

shown in (307) above. As we have seen in the above paragraphs, this difference

between Japanese and Kinyarwanda is predicted under the assumption that the

causative affix and root verb merge between 1-8 and s structure in Kinyar-

wanda, but between s and surface structure in Japanese.
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FOOTNOTES

1. For present purposes we will consider "affixE:s" those morphemes

with word tree subcategorization features. See Lieber (1980) for a de-

finition of "affix."

2. Throughout the rest of the dissertation I will sometimes write

"principle (66)" for "principle (66), Chapter Two."

3. The [-transitive] feature of passive participles might be provided

to them by the markedness principle that [-Pred SR] verbs are [-transitive]

in the unmarked case -- see section 3.1.1.2 below. That is, the passive

affix need not carry the feature [-transitive] to insure that passive

participles are [-transitive]. However, as will be explained below, the

English passive affix -en must carry the feature [-transitive] because

it attaches only to [+transitive] roots.

4. A predicate is a function from arguments bearing semantic roles

to propositions. One possible representation of a predicate is as an

open sentence with a free variable. We may say that the value of each

of these predicates/functions given the null argument, i.e., no argument,

as in agentless passives, is determined by subs ti tuting "solneone" or

"something" for the free variable in the open sentence. The predicate

returned by sell in the agentless passive (16) is a function from ar

guments bearing the "seller" role to propositions and may be represented

as the open sentence, (x sell the porcupine for twenty dollars). Hhen

given the null argument, as in (16), this function returns the propositi()n,

(someone sell the porcupine for twenty dollars).

5. Since the logical object of ~ is assigned its semantic role (in-
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directly) by a predicate and serves as an argument to a predicate, it

is, in an important'sense, a logical subject. If some rule or general

ization in a Idoguage referred to logical subjects as a class, it should

apply to the object of £r.

6. It is quite simple to collapse the account of the ~ phrase used

with passive participles with that of the Ex phrase in nominalizations

like the city's destruction by Elmer. However, there are a number of

interesting phenomena associated with derived nominals which indicate

that the connection between, e.g., the city's destruction bv Elmer and

The city was destroyed bv Elmer is not straightforward (see, e.g., Kayne

1981, Rappaport 1980, Williams 1980b, and the references cited in these

sources). For the moment, suppose that certain nouns are associated with

nominal-argument structures like those described in Chapter Two, but in

stead of nominals, nominal-argument structures like (i) produce functiuns

from argument to nominals.

(i) 'destruction' (destroyed)

The nominal-argument structure named by destruction -- (1) -- takes in

arguments bearing the "destroyed" role and yields an object, which we

may call "nominal-producer," that assigns a semantic role to a constituent

and takes in a constituent bearing this role to yield a nominal. A de

rived nominal like destruction creates nominal-producers which assign

the same semantic role as the predicates created by the P-A structure

of the related verb destroy.

In addition to heading predicate modifiers, the preposition Ex may

head a modifier of nominal-producers. \~ithin NPs, £r would assign to

ita logical bject the semantic role assigned by the nominal-producer
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which is sister to the modifier ~ heads at 1-8 structure. Then ~ would

apply the modifier-producer to its logical object to yield a nominal.

That is, ~ functions in nominals precisely as it functions in sentences.

· This account of the function of ~ in nominals allows us to gener-

alize the use of ~ in passives to its use with nouns lik~ portrait in r

(i1) which have no obvious verbal counterparts.

(11) The portrait of Elmer by the famous post-dadaist hangs in
the public zoo.

Although portrait 1s not directly related (i,e., related by a productive

morphological process) to a verb with a P-A structure, it names a nominal-

argument structure, which takes in Elmer as an argument in (ii) and yields

the nominal-producer 'portrait of Elmer.' The nominal-producers that

portrait's nominal-argument structure yields take 1n an argument bearing

the semantic role, "painter of the portrait of the logical object of

portrait," a role which ~ may assign in nominals.

The possessive marker, ~, is available to every noun phrase and

serves a variety of functions. Like £f (see section 2.4.2.4.3), ~ may

be provided to any noun to assign a syntactic role to the s structure

counterpart of the noun's logical object, creating an argument phrase

to bear the argument relation with respect to the noun at s structure.

(iii) the city's destruction

In (iii) destruction's logical object, the city, corresponds to an CBJ

in an argument phrase headed by ~ which serves as argument to destruction

at s structure. In addition to serving as a syntactic role assigner with

no 1-5 counterpart, as in (iii), the possessive ~ may play the role of

£! in nominals, as in (iv).
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(iv) Elmer's destruction of the city

The possessive ending in (iv) serves the same function as Ex in (v).

(v) the destruction of the city by Elmer

The resemblence between derived nominals and passive constructions

tn the present theory is accounted for by the similarity between the nom

inalizations and passive participle formation processes. Since nouns

are by nature [-transitive], nominalization like passivization detrans~

:ttivizes a verb. And since neither nomirlals nor nominal-producers are

predicates, nominalization in effect makes an argument-taking verb [-Pred SR],

Unlike the logical subject semantic role of a predicate, which the predicate

in certain situations (i.e., when the item which produces the predicate

is [+Pred SR]) must assign, the semantic role assigned by a nominal-pro-

ducer is never obligatorily assigned.

7. It has been suggested in the Extended Standard Theory literature

that the [-Pred SR] and [-transitive] features of English passive parti

ciples need not be explicitly associated with passive morphology. In

Marantz (l981b) I demonstrate why the [-Pred SR] feature of passive par-

ticiples can not follow from the use of the copula in passive sentences--
and why their [-transitive] feature ~ not follow from their "adjectival"

nature.

8. Not everyone considers (25-27b) ungrammatical, but there is general

agreement that (23b) is much better than these sentences.

~. Williams (1979) makes a similar argument against a promotion analysis

of passivization and his article was the inspiration for the present argu

ment. However, Williams' argument depends on allowing passivization to

apply to intransitive verbs in English. As Williams points out, although
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he can account for the facts surrounding the sentential complements of

feel, reason, etc., he can not account for the ungrammaticality of sen

tences like *It was died. Also, Williams fails to provide evidence

against the obligatory sentential subject extraposition analysis of sen-

tences like (25-27c).

10. A promotion analysis of passivization could account for the behavior

of the sentential complements to passive participles if it postulated a

special rule of impersonal passivization in English which applies only

to verbs taking sentential complements. This impersonal passive rule

would "demote" from subject status the logical subject of verbs taking

sentential complements but would not promote to subject the sentential

complements of these verbs. A dummy!! would take over the subject posi

tion in such impersonal passives. Since, on an impersonal passive ana

lysis, the sentential complements in (34a&b) and (35a&b) would be sub

jects at no stage in the derivation of these sentences, such an analysis

would make the proper distinction between these sentential complements

and extraposed subjects, Although someone could make a promotion analysis

of passivization consistent with the data presented in this ~ect1on if

he assumed that a rule of impersonal passivization applies to a limited

set of verb in Engli.sh and attributec special features to verbs like feel,

he would make the promotion analysis consistent with the data at great

cost in ad hoc stipulations.

11. Actually, in Chapter Two I only proved that logical subjects must

correspond to grammatical subjects when certain types of mergers of l-s

constituents at s structure do not occur. I will not argue here that

adversity passives do not involve the sorts of merger which render the
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proofs of Chapter Two invalid but will assume this without further comment.

12. In Chapter Four I will review Ostler's (1979) demonstration that

Sanskrit data falsify the lAEX within Relational Grammar. Although Ostler's

data do necessitate major chs'nges in Relational Grammar, given one simple

assumption about Sanskrit, they are consistent with the principles of

the present theory which account for the data associated wtth the lAEX.

That is, Ostler's argument works only against the lAEX within Relational

Grammar and not against any conceivable explanation of the data the lAEX

predicts.

13. It is not the door ('by') phrase in (60b&d) which renders the sen

tences ungrammatical. Impersonal passives of unaccusative vetbs are un

grammatical without door phrases.

14. Some sentences containing the passive participles of unaccusative

verbs might look grammatical because such passive participles are often

homophonous with passive participles of related transitive verbs. The

grammatical readings of such sentences would implicate the passive par

ticiples of the transitive verbs, not of the homophonous unaccusatives.

In English we have transitive wilt in, The sun wilted the flowers, and

unaccusative wi~ in, The flowers wilted. The passive participle, wilted,

in, The flo,~ers were wilted, is formed from the transitive root. We know

that the passive sentence contains the logically transitive verb because

it implies an agent someone or something wilted the flowers. The un

accusative verb has no agentive implications (see section 3.2.2.1 below).

15. Postal (1977) re.\'.,.cts examples of what he calls "antipassivization"

in a variety of languages. However, most of the constructions Postal

discusses turn out to be examples of what I call "indefinite object deletion"
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in 3.2.2.2 below. See the introduction to section 3.2 below for a dis

cussion of the differences between the class of constructions containing

what I call antipassives and the class of constructions containing what

I call "indefinite object deletions." Most of the constructions Postal

describes in his paper share the characteristic features of con8t~uctions

in the latter class.

16. Like the passive affix in a language which exhibits impersonal

passives (see 3.1.1.2 above), the reflexive affix could just carry the

feature [-Pred SR]. The implication in (41) above would provide the [-Pred SR]

reflexive verb with the feature [-transitive]. I do not know of any

evidence which indicates whether or not the reflexive affix should carry

the [-transitive] feature.

17. When its subject is plural, the Albanian reflexive verb may have

a reciprocal interpretation. This reciprocal reading is possible for

the reflexi.ve verbs in many languages.

18. In addition to the fact that the reflexive verb form in the Romance

languages often has a passive reading, the syntax of reflexive constructions

shares many features with the syntax of passive constructions containing

passive verb forms not homophonous with the reflaxive -- see, e.g~, Burzio

(1981).

19. Lexical reflexivization, however, does involve adding to a verb's

lexical entry a quasi-independent feature bundle containing the argument

structure and semantic role assigning properties of English Ex.

20. This prediction holds only for nominative-accusative languages;

see section 3.3.2 below for a scussion of dative shift in ergative
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languages.

21" Dutch (Zaenan, personal communication) and Korean (Sh1batani 1977)

present potential counterexamples to the predictions of the theory con-

cerning double object constructions. Dutch speakers disagree about the
,

crucial data, however, and I have been unabla to track down enough Korean

data to Gay anything about that language. Shibatani (1977) provides just

enough Korean examples in ~ discussion of Japanese to make it clear that

a potential problem exists for the present theory.

22. Double object constructions in Swahili proper exhibit the same be-

havior as that described above for Chi-Mw1:ni double object constructions

(see, e.g., Ashton 1944).

23. Jane Simpson informs me that double object constructions in the

closest neighboring languages to Yindjibarndi also exhibit the behavior

described above for double object constructions in Ylndjibarndi.

24. Alternatively, (101) and (102) may be seen as two "branches" in a

single lexical entry for ~~, (114) and (115) as two branches in a single

lexical entry for bake. See section 3.2.2 below for a description of

"branching" lexical entries.

25. Burzio (1981) argues explicitly that English anticauRatives are

"unaccusative" in the sense of section 2.2 above.

26. Other analyses of the indefinite object deletion alternation 11-

lustrated in (144) are conceivable. However, if it is to account for

the connection between the ~'s in (144a) and (144b), the grammar must

prevent the~ in (144b) from assigning the patient role that!!! assigns

in (144a), allow eat not to assign the patient role in (144b), or "bind"
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~'s patient argument in (144b) to some non-overt indefinite NP. Regard

less of which of these analyses one chooses to p11rsue, no percolation

of features from an affix attached to the .~ in (144a) could create a

derived verb with the properties necessary to serve as the eat in (144b).

27. 0f.course, the antipassive affixes discussed in 3.1.2 above may

have the effect of allowing logically transitive verbs to appear ~ithout

overt logical objects. However, in all cases of true antlp~ssivizat1on,

the logical object of a verb may appaar overtly with the verb's anti

passive form -- the antipassive affix does not indicate the absence of

the ~ogical object from the sentence.

28. On "ergativity" see Dixon (1979b), Comrie (1973), and the papers

and references in Plank (1979). For a discussion of Dyirbal's ergativity,

see Dixon (1979a), Heath (1979), Mel'Xuk (1979), Schmerling (1979), and

che references cited in these sources.

29. As Dixon (1977, pp. 388-392) explains, the Yidin coordination con

structions referred to here differ in many respects from the Dyirbal

topic ~hain constructions. However, the differences are not sufficiently

deep to weaken the point to be made below.

30. l'1e ID\.lSt assume that comitative (CO~l) case assigns the theme role

in (174). There is no reason to believe that the comitative case Should

be able to assign the tlleme role in Arctic, but tTe already argued above

that it was a failing of the nominative-accusative analysis-of Arctic

dative shift constructions that it could not predict the case marking

on the theme argument.
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31. Relational Grammar would have no natural way of ruling out (174)

on a nominative-accusat~ve analysis of Arctic. Dative shift in Relational

Grammar is analyzed as indirect to direct object advancement. Antipas

sivization (see Postal 1977) is the demotion of a subject to object,

which puts the current object "en ch6mage," then the subsequent advance

ment of the demoted subject back to subject. Since data from the Bantu

languages precludes the postulation of a "2 Advancement Exclusiveness

Law" which would block a rule which puts a derived object "en chOmage"

(see Perlmutter and Postal 1978a), no current laws of Relational Grammar

prevent dative shift and antipassivization in the same clause. Therefore,

the laws of R~lat1onal Grammar do not block (174) if Arctic is considered

nominative~accusative.

32. The various sources on Greenlandic employ different orthographies.

Each example sentence is reproduced in the orthography of its source.

33. The theory of this dissertation provides a straightforward analysis

of alternations like those illustrated in (190). Basically, they should

be treated as we treated the English benefactive alternation in 3.2.1.2

above. The lexical entries of the transitive verbs in the alternations

should embed the P-A structures of their intransitive counterparts and

the transitive verbs should assign a directional role. For example, the

P-A structure of transitive Tikippaa 'he has come to it' in (190a) should

look like (is); the P-A structure of its intransitive counterpart Tikippuq

'he has come' in (l90b) should look like (ib).

(1) a. ('come' (~) 'to' (direction» b. 'come' (~)

34. I only proved that the correspondences listed in Table (69) of

Chapter Two hold in the absence of certain types of merger of constituents
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between 1-6 and s structure. By following the line of reasoning used

in the proofs of section 2.4.2, the reader may verify that the corres

pondences of Table (69) hold in the context of most sorts of merger as

well.

35, Except in certain cases when the NP which depends on the applied

affix bears the instrumental role.

36. The applied verb constructions in Fula, a Niger-Congo language de

scribed in Syl1a (1979) behave essentially as do the Chi-Mwi:ni applied

verb constructions just discussed. An exception is the Fula instrumental

applied verb, to be discussed in 3.4.1.2 below.

37. Note that VP1 and PPi in (250) are the proper s structure counter

parts of VP1 and PP1 in (247) according to our principles. Since the

merger of VI and PI expresses the 1-8 relation between daughters of VP1

in (247), principle (204) tells us that VPi should be a phrase itmnediately

headed by the combination of Pl and VI' i,e., V2• The s structure coun

torpart of the immediate head of PPZ in (247) is the s structure counter-

part of VP2-inst~ which we determined to be V1 • So definition (196) says

that PPZ should be a phrase immediately headed by VI-

38. The passivization data in (288) provide additional support for the

proposed hi-clausal s structure of Japanese causatives. The surface

structures of (288a) and (283a), a causative containing a transitive

lower verb, are structurally identical; each contains a verb, a subject,

an 0 marked argument, and a B! marked argument. Yet only the £ marked

argument of (288a), not that of (283a), may passivize. The hi-clausal

analysis of (283a) yields a straightforward explanation of tile facts.
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39. A further difficulty for the present ana:ysis of Japanese causatives

is the fact that although the active causative verb has both coercive

and permissive readings, as shown in (281), the passive of a causative

has only the coercive reading. I discuss this problem at some length

in'Marantz (1981a) and will not repeat the proposed solution here_

40. The reader might wonder why NP2 bearing the syntactic role assigned

to it by V2 in (300) serves as argument to V3- NP2 is the logical subject

of VP 2 in (297b). Recall that the logical subject relation is not a

basic 1-8 relation. Rather, the logi.cal subject of predicate P was de

fined as the constituent which is assigned its semantic role by P and

which serves as "argument" to P in the broad sense of argument. Given

that Malayalam allows verbs to assign only one role in the unmarked case,

we stated that V2 in (299) was prohibited from percolating to V3 any

semantic role assigning features it might inherit from VP
z

by the prin

ciple that morphemes percolate inherent over inherited features. However,

because V3 is not limited to one argument, V2 would percolate to V3 ar

gument-taking features it inherited from VP Z- We must split the

sUb(VP Z' NF 2) relation into its basic parts, the semantic role assigner

semantic role assignee basic relation and the argument-taking item-argu

ment basic relation. With respect to the former relation, V2 is the s

structure counterpart of VP2' as explained in the text. With respect

to tl~e latter, since V
2

would percolate to V3 any argument-taking prop

erties it inherited from VP
Z

' V3 is the s structure counterpart of VP2.

So both V2 amd V3 must head-Govern the s structure counterpart of NP2'

NP2· We saw above that this requirement could be met only if NP2 was

an OBJ in an argument phrase headed by V2 and serving as argument to V3 •

The required argument phrase is the PP in (300).
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41~ Malayalam passives use the instrumental case as ~ is used in En

glish passives, but this instrumental case is distinct from the instru

mental postposition which marks the causee in a causative construction

with a transitive root verb.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THEORIES OF GRA}MATICAL RELATIONS

4.0. Introduction. In the first three chapters of this disserta

tion I presented and explored a theory of grammatical relations, i.e., a

theory of the mapping between semantic interdependencies among sentential

constituents and the expression of these interdependencies in surface

structure. I avoided above explicit comparison of the present theory with

other theories of grammatical relations; rather, I concentrated on demon

strating how the present theory makes a wide range of interesting and cor

rect predictions about a variety of constructions in the world's lan

guages. In this chapter I examine the present work in the context of

previous investigations of grammatical relations.

The chapter is divided into two parts. In the first I discuss some

similarities and differences between the present theory and the theories

to which it is most closely allied -- the Government-Binding (GB) theory

of Chomsky (1981) and the Lexical-Functional (L-F) theory of Bresnan

(1981a). Since a theory of grammatical relations is only a chunk of a

theory of grammar, the present theory must be encorporated into a broader

grammatical framework. The comparison of the present theory to the GB and

L-F frameworks should facilitate the assimilation of my work into one of

these farther ranging theories of grammar, In the second part of the

chapter I contrast the general approach to grammatical relations taken

in this dissertation with other approaches exemplified in the literature.

In particular, I characterize approaches to grammatical relations according

to the source they propose for grammat al relations and according to the
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manner in which they account for generalizations that seem true of gram-

matieal relations. The present theory locates the source of grammatical

relations in logico-semantic interdependencies. Its approach to phenomena

which implicate grammatical relations may be characterized as "explanatory"

in that generalizations true of grammatical relations are shown to follow, ,

from fundamental principles of grammar and from inherent properties of

grammatical relations. Most current theories of grammatical relations

locate their source in semantic roles, not semantic interdependencies (re-

lations) and are "non-explanatory" in that they account for generalizations

true of grammatical relations by reference to laws or rules which are inde-

pendent of fundamental grammatical principles and of inherent properties of

grammatical relations. In discussing alternative theories of grammatical

relations, I devote special attention to Relational Grammar.

4.1. The present theory of grammatical relations and broader theo-

retical frameworks. 4.1.1. The Government-Binding framework. Rather

than a replacement for Government-Binding theory (Chomsky 1981), the

theory of this dissertation may be seen as a development of the GB frame-

work, taking off from suggestions found in Chomsky (1980b). There is

nothing fundamentally incompatible between the present work and Chomsky

(1981); there are, however, significant differences. These differences

fall into three categories. First, I have developed Rreas of syntactic

theory that Chomsky (1981) does not discuss at great length. For example,

the account of lexical entries and argument structures developed here fills

in details left open by GB theory. Second, I chose to develop one line of-

research in certain cases where the GB line is consistent with the data and

mainly consistent with the rest of the present theory. For example, although
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I sketch a treatment of PRO in section 2.6.1 different from the GB account,

the treatment is not forced by fundamental assumptions of the theory, and I

could adopt the GB treatment of PRO without changing, e.g •• my analyses of

the constructions discussed in Chapter Three. Third and most important,

there are differences between the theory of this dissertation and GB theory

which implicate fundamental principles of the two theories. Adopting the

GB position to reconcile differences of this last sort would completely

alter the present theory. These differences include the choice of principle

(66) of Chapter Two and the principles of merger in 3.4 over Chomsky's (1981)

"projection principle." Below, I will only discuss differences of this

third, fundamental sort.

For purposes of comparing the present theory to GB theory, I will

quickly sketch some basic features of the GB framework. What fo~lows is

not an introduction to GB theory; to fully comprehend the discussion in

this section, the reader must consult Chomsky (1981). Consider the model

of grammar in (1), suggested in Chomsky (1980b).

lexical properties -
theta-role assignment &
subcategorization

"Assume Grammatical Func
tion"f

D-structure

Move ex

--~

-:/

S-structure ( A, B)

phonetic form~ logical form

pllrase structure
rules

(1)

In (1) the phrase structure rules of a grammar generate D-structures into

which lexical items are inserred. A general trace-leaving movement rule,

Move 0., generates the structule labeled "A" in (1) from D-structure.

Move a in (1) may either move a constituent and (Chomsky-)adjoin it to a

node or move a constituent and substitute it for a node (in "structure
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preserving" movement transformations). The lexical properties of theta-

role (thematic role) assignment and subcategorization determine the struc-

ture labeled liB" in (1). "Thematic" or "theta-roles" are roughly equivalent

1to the semantic roles of the present theory; theta-role assignment is

similar to semantic role assignment. A lexical item "subcategorizes" its

arguments. The property of an item that it assigns a theta-role or subcate-

gorizes a certain argument establishes a structural relation at structure

B between the item and the constituent to which it assigns a role or which

it subcategorizes. For example, for X to assign a role to or subcategorize

Y, both X and Y must be immediately dominated by the same node Z. The "pro-

jection principle" of Chomsky (1981) states roughly that theta-role 8ssign-

ment and subcategorization are preserved at every syntactic level of analysis

-- in our diagram the relevant levels are B and logical form. That is, the

structural relations established by theta-role assignment and subcategori-

zation are preserved in the course of a derivation. The pair consisting of

structures A and B in (1) constitute "S-structure." Rules of the logical

form component derive a logical form from S-structure, while rules of

phonology map structure A onto a phonetic form.

Grammatical relations or "functions" are defined in GB theory in

terms of structural relations at structure B. The rule "Assume Grammatical

Function" in (1) allows a constituent to freely bear (assume) a structural

rel~tion (grammati~al function) in structure B not dictated by theta-role

assignment or subcategorization. To clarify further "Assume Grammatical

Function" and to facilitate a comparison of (1) with (4) of Chapter One,

we may redraw (1) as in (2).
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f--t theta-role assign
ment and subcate-
gorization

S-structure (A , B)
~

phonetic form logical form

"Assume Grammatical Function" of (1) reduces to substitution Move a between

B' and B 1n (2); that ~s, a constituent assumes a grammatical function by

moving to occupy a new structural position. Chomsky divides language into

two classes, the "configurational" and "nonconfigurational" languages. 2

Configurational languages are those for which the relationship between

structures A and B in (2) is identity. In nonconf1gurational languages,

there is some more complicated relationship between structures A and B.

When Chomsky's (l980b) model of grammar is diagrammed as in (2), it

becomes clear that the present theory, associated with the model of grammar

in (4) of Chapter One, conforms to the general lines of GB theory. Struc-

ture A' of (1) corresponds to deep structure in (4) of Chapter One, struc-

ture A corresponds to surface structure, structure B' to l-s structure, and

structure B to s structure. As B' is a projection of theta-role assignment

and subcategorizat10n, so 1-8 structure is a construction from the ba~ic

semantic relations, semantic role assigner - semantic role assignee and

argument-taking item - argument. Chomsky defines grammatical relations

as structural relations at structure B; I encode grammatical relations in

structural relations at s structure.

Despite these strong correspondences between the GB framework and the

pres~nt theory, certain differences in fundamental assumptions clearly

distinguish the two. First, Chomsky assumes that Move a is crucially in-

volved in raising to subject and in the "promotion" of objects to aubject
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in pass1vizat1on~ That is, GB theory claims that there is a relationship

between a (moved) constituent and a structural position (the source of the

moved constituent) in passive and raising constructions which shares some

feature(s) with the relationship between a constituent and structural posi

tion in, e.g., wh- questions and relative clauses. The assumed similarity

between these two sorts of constructions is captured by having the relation

ship between constituent and structural position in both cases established by

Move a. In the present theory, no direct connection is claimed to exist

between passive and raising constructions on the one hand and constructions,

like wh- questions, generated by adjunction Move awithln the theory. The spe

c:f,fication of "head-Government" in place of "Government" in principle (66)

of Chapter Two allows for the "promotion" of logical objects to subject in

passivization, while raising involves a special sort of anaphor, the a-trace

(see section 2.6).3

Although passive and raising constructions are generated with the "same"

~wve a rule used to generate wh- questions and relative clauses in the GB

framework, Move a in passivization and raising is a substitution rule while

other examples of Move a, e.g., Move a in constituent questions, adjoins

the moved constituent to a node. Furthermore, substitution Move a leaves a

trace which 16 identified as an anaphor with respect to the binding theory

(see section 2.6.1 above). In contrast, adjunction ~~ve a generally leaves

a trace which is subject to the sante clause of the binding theory as non

pronominal lexically filled NPs, clause 11i of (102), Chapter Two; 1,e.,

traces of adjunction ltfove a. must be "free." In short, although the G~ frame

work establishes a similarity between passive and raising constructions and

constructions like wh- questions, it also allows thes~ constructions to differ
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in many important features. One feature the constructions must share by

virtue of being generated through Move a is that the connection between

the moved constituent and its trace, that are assumed present in the construc-

tions,must obey the "subjacency" condition on Move a" The subjacency con-

dition insures a specific structural proximity between moved constituent and

trace, keeping them "close" in a well-defined sense. As demons trated in
,

Marantz (l981b), however, the subjacency condition never plays a demonstra-

ble role in constraining the relationship between a moved constituent and a

trace in passive and raising constructions because this relationship is more

highly constrained by the binding theory.4

In terms of mechanical details, the GB treatment of raising and of pro-

motion in passivization differs markedly from the treatment of this disser-

tation. Howeve~, it is not clear that there are serious discrepancies be-

tween the treatments at a deep level.

A second major difference between GB and the present theory involves

the GB "case filter" (see Chomsky 1980a, 1981). Basically, the case filter

demands that an NP with phonological content bear "case" if it appears in

surface dtructure. In general, an NP may be assigned case if it is "governed u

(in a structural sense which Chomsky makes clear) by a lexical category --

either a V, a P J or an agreement element. Much of the work of the GB case

filter is accomplished in the present theory by principle (98) of Chapter

Two, which states roughly that a cc~st1tuent which is not an operato~ or

the head 0f a phrase will appear in surface structure only if it is Governed

by a lexical item (or a structural position). Both the GB case filter and

principle (98) insure that an NP with phonologial content will bear a grarn-

matical relation with respect to a lexical item in many situtat1ons. But
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the case filter and principle (98) are clearly not equivalent, and they play

distinct roles 1n their respective theories. For example, the GB case

filter is instrumental in forcing tt&e "promotion" of NP logical objects to

subject in English passive constructions, while principle (98) was exploited

in the present theory to account for the distribution of PRO ..
Another important discrepancy between the GB framework and the present

theory lies in the connection the theories assume to exist between relational

structure (structure B in (2) and s structure in (4) of Chapter One) and

surface constituent structure (structure A in (2) and surface structure in

(4) of Chapter One). Chomsky assumes that the relationship between the

structures A and B in (2) is identity in "configurational" languages like

English. To my knowledge, the GB framework says nothing explicit about the

relationship between structures A and B in nonconfigurational lr.nguages. In

the present theory, because 5 and surface structures are fundamentally dif-

ferent sorts uf representation, it makes no sense to claim that s structure

is identical to surface structure in any situation. An 6 structure is a

representation of the grammatical inter-relationships among constituents,

while the surface constituent structure encodes linear order and constituent

structure dominance relations directly relevant to phonological interpreta-

tion. The principles described in sections 2.5 and 2.6 which govern the con~

nection betwe~n s and surface structure, e.g., (81) and (98), are !utended to
.

apply to all languages whether configurational or nonconfigurational in

Chomsky's terms. It was suggested in 2.5.1 that configurational languages

express Government, as defined in (64) of Chapter Two, directly in "struc-

tural government" at surface structure, as defined in (85) of Chapter Two

(see (86), section 2.5.1),
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Although the differences between the GB framework and the present

theory discussed in the above paragraphs do implicate fundamental principles

of the theories and may have empirical consequences, I am unaware of any data

which strongly support either position on these issues. The last difference

to be discussed here does point to a failing in the GB framework, however.

Recall that the connection between structures B' and B in (2) is constr&ined

by the projection principle, which insists that the structural relations esta

blished by thematic role assignment and subcategorization at B' are preserved

at B. In contrast, I assume that the counection between i-a and s structures,

which correspond roughly to B' and B respectively, 1s governed by principle

(66) of Chapter Two and by the principles of merger given in 3.4. As a conse

quence, the present theory is able to predict the syntax of ~pplied verb

constructions (3.4.1) and derived causative constructions (3.4.2) calling

upon the same general principles wh1cr g~vern the derivation of any sentence.

For the GB framework, constructions I would analyze as involving merger of

independent J.-s constituents between 1-5 and s structure present a major

problem. If the principles of the GB framework are interpreted in a straight

forward manner, these constructions violate the projection principle. If

the constructions are analyzed in such a manner as to preserve the projection

principle, the GB framework offers no explanation of the syntax of these

constructions comparable to the explanation provided by the present theory.

As an example of the problems merger constructions present for the GB

framework, consider the Malayalam causative construction discussed in 3.4.2.3

above. Examining the semantic role assigning propett1es of the morphemes

in the Malayalam sentence (3), I proposed the I-a structure for (3) shown in

(4).



(3)

(4)

acchan ku~~iye karayiccu.
father-NOM child-ACe cry-CAUSE-PAST

'Father made the child cry.'

S
~ 1______

~. --~

~l . ~
acchan ~ -Vl

NP '--VP -kJk l
-

~ I 2 CAUSE
kuttiye V2' • I

kara-

Since B' in (2) is a p~ojectlon of thematic role assignment and subcategori-

zation, which correspond to semantic role assignment and argument structures,

the GB structure B' for (3) should look like (4) too. I argued in 3.4.2.3

that the correct s structure for (3) 1s (5), where X' stands for the s stlUC-

ture counterpart of X.

(5) s'1
NP' ---.------------- VP I
~ ~.::J.

accnan NPZ- -- V3~ r~
kuttiye ~2 VI.. 'I

kara-k k'-

Using the same data presented in 3.4.2.3, one could argue that (5) is the

proper GB structure B (see (2» for (3) as well. However, the relationship

between (4) and (5) violates the projection principle. Technically, the

structural relation between NP
2

and VP2 in (4), which is established because

VP
2

assigns a thetl .. tole to NP2, is not preserved in (5). Also, while NP 2

is not subcategorized in (4) in the technical sense, it is subcategori~ed by

V3 in (5).

To preserve the projection principle in merger constructions, one could

claim that the 1-8 structures postulated in Chapter Three for such construc-

tiona are not appropriate GB B' structures, Rather, the B' str~cture for
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(3) is structurally isomorphic to (5), the analysis of (3) would not vio

late the projection principle. However, if GB theory proposed (5) as the a'

structure for (3), some additional account would need to be given for how

V3 acquires the thematic role assigning and subcategorization properties

reflected in (5). Also) postulating (5) as the B' structure for (3) would

seriously endanger the explanatory force of the projection principle. The

projection principle says that the lexical properties of theta-role assign

ment and subcategorization are structurally encoded in a specified manner at

every syntactic level of analysis. However, if (5) were a syntactic struc

ture for (3), the lexical properties of the Malayalam causative affix -k'k'-,

i.e., that it takes a sentential argument and assigns a theta-role to this

a~gument, would not be structurally represented at some syntactic level.

If lexical properties of some itemo are not subject to the projection prin

ciple, how do we determine to which properties the principle applies?

Of course, another approach to merger constructions like (3) within

the GB framework would be to modify the projection principle to accord with

principle (66), Chapter Two, and the principles of merger found in the pre

sent theory. These principles of the present theory share the basic insight

of the projection principle, but capture this ~ns1ght in a formally different

manner.

4.1,2. The Lexical-Functional framework. The theory of this disser

tation differs too greatly from Bresnan's (1981a) Lexical-Functional grammar

to invite close comparison of datails. In this section I will layout some

of the major correspondences and differences between general features of

the L-F framework and of the present theory. The following discussion should
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aid anyone trying to incorporate the advances of this disse~tation into

the L-F framework. As with the discussion of the GB framework, what is pro-

vided here can not serve as an introduction to the L-F system. An understan-

ding of the L-F framework is a prerequisite to the discussion.

Consider the nlodel of grammar proposed by L-F theory, which is diagrammed

in (6).

(6) annotated phrase
structure rules --7 c-structure -----~

.J,
phonological
interpretation

f-structure

~
semantic
interpretation

The annotated phrase structure rules of a grammar produce constituent struc-

ture trees called "c-structures." The an~otations on the phrase structure

rules plus information contained in the lexical entries of items inserted

into c-structures determine the mapping between c-structure and "f-struc-

tureH ("functional structure"). The f-structure serves basically the same

function in L-F theory as 5 structure serves in the theory of this disserta-

tion. Although Bresnan does not represent f-structures as constituent struc-

ture trees, there is no principled reason why she could not do so.

B~cause the phrase structure rule of L-F theory generate in place what

I have been considering "traces" of adjunction Move a and constituents

moved by Move a , the c-structure of (6) collapses the deep and surface

structures of the present theory. There is no level of analysis in the

L-F framework even roughly equivalent to the 1-5 structure of the present

theory. One may read from f-structure which constituents serve as arguments

for which argument-ta lng items, however, Much of the machinery of the

L-F theory is devoted to handling the mapping between c- and f-structure,

i.e" the mapping between constituent structure and relational structure.
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the GB framework, at least for "nonconfigurational languages."

Perhaps the most important difference between the present theory and

the L-F framework lies in the treatment of alternations in the expression of

a verb's semantic dependents (see Chapter Three). In the L-F framework, the

connection between argument positions in predicates and grammatical relations

:1s stipulated within the lexical entry of each argument-taking word. For

example, (7) displays the "predicate-argument structure" for give in the

L-F theory (where "TO OBJ" stands for the OBJ in a PP headed by to).

(7) 'give' ( (SUB),
agent

(OBJ) ,
theme

(TO OBJ) )
goal

Alternations in the expression of a verb's semantic dependents are accounted

for by lexical rules, which a?ply to lexical entries of verbs and change

the stipulated correspondences between argument positions and grammatical

relations~ Applying the "passive" lexical rule to (7), for example, would

yield the entry in (8).

(8) 'give' ( (BY OBJ) ,
agent

(SUB),
theme

(TO OBJ) )
goal

In the present theory, we account for most alternations in the expression

of a verb's semantic dependents through the interaction of principles of

morphology and the general principles governing the mapping bdtween 1-8

and surface structures (see Chapter Three),

To encorporate the present theory into the L-F framework would require

some major modifications in L-F theory. For example, the connection bet\~e~n

semantic roles and grammatical relations stipulated in the L-F lexical entries

would have to be mediated by something corresponding to the l-s structures

of the present theory. Also, L-F tory would have to encode the asymmetry
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between the logical subject and a verb's arguments in argument structures like

that in (7) and represent the asymmetry between the SUB and the syntactic

arguments of a verb in f-structure.

I should warn that the differences between the present theory and the

L-F framework block easy comparisons of apparently similar features in the

two theories. For example, it might seem that my contention that a verb may

take two OBJs contradicts the L-F "functional uniqueness principle," which

limits clauses to one example of each grammatical relation (function). How

ever, because "OBJ" does not mean the same thing in the two theories, it is

not clear that there is any real contradiction here. Only after an attempt

is made to integrate the present theory into the L-F framework will signi

ficant incompatibilities of any but a general sort become evident.

4.2. Alternative theories of grammatical relations. In comparing

theories of grammatical relations, I will characterize them according to

the source they attribute to grammatical relations and according to the

approach they take toward accounting for syntactic phenomena which seem to

implicate grammatical relations. The theory of this dissertation locates

the source of grammatical relations in logico-semantic relations, as ex

plained in Chapters One and Two, The theory is "explanatory" in that it

attempts to explain generalizations true of grammatical relations by ap

pealing to fundamental syntactic principles and to the inherent properties

of grammatical relations. For example, the fact that grammatical subjects

but not objects are "controlled" in control constructions like those des

cribed in section 2,6 follows in the present theory from the interaction

of principle (98) of that section with inherent properties of subjects and

objects, Principle (98) implies that a constituent bearing a grammatical
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virtue of bearing this relation. By the definition of these grammatical

relations, subjects bear a grammatical relation with respect to a phrase

while objects bear a grammatical relation with respect to a lexical item

(or structural position). In section 2.6.1 I demonstrated how principle (98)

and these properties of subjects and objects allow PRO to occur as a subject

but not as an object. Since PRO is what is controlled in control construc

tions, it follows that subjects but not objects may be controlled. I will

classify as "non-expJanatory" theories which, in order to account for gene

ralizations true of grammatical relations, rely on rules or laws that are

independent of fundamental principles in the theories and which refer to

specific grammatical relations. For example, a theory which accounts for

the generalization that only subjects are controlled with a law which states

that only subjects may be controlled would be classified as non-explanatory

on this criterion.

I will review some theories of grammatical relations in the fol

lowing pages, organizing the theories according to the source they posit

for grammatical relations and classifying tll-em as "explanatory" or "non

explanatory" according to the definitions provided above. In violation

of this organizational scheme, I will reserve a few words about Relational

Grammar for a special sub-section at the end of this section,

4.2.1. Grammatical relations from structural relations. Some theories

define grammatical relations in terms of dOlninance relations in phrase struc

ture trees. This approach to grammatical relations is usually associated

with Chomsky's Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Chomsky 1965; see pp. 70-71).

Since the appearance of A5pects~ a great deal of literature, particularly
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in the Relational Grammar framework, has been devoted to demonstrating that

there exist crosslinguist1c generalizations referring to a set. of grammatical

relations which cannot be defined in terms of phrase structure configurations

(see also Marantz 1981b), It has become clear that no universal def1n1tj.on

of grammatical relations in terms of ~urface constituent structure would be

adequate to capture these generalizations, where we understand surface

structure to refer to the surface structure of the present theory or struc

ture A of (2) above.

Although inadequate as construed in versions of Extended Standard The

ory up to Chomsky (1980b), Chomsky's attempt to rlef1ne grammatical relations

structurally was generally explanatory in the sense descrlbed above. Funda

mental principles of the theory were structurally based and generalizations

true of grammatical relations were shown t~ follow from these fundamental

principles. For example, the fact that subjects but not objects are controlled

in control constructions was shown by Chomsky (1979) to follow from the

"bi.tlding theory" (see 2.6.1 above). The binding theory defines the struc

tural domains in which anaphors must find their antecedents and in which

non-anaphors must be "free." Objects, by their definition as [NP, VpJ's,

are "governed-bt" (governed with respect to the binding theory, see section

2.6.1) while subject, by their definition as (NP, S]'s, are not. Since,

as Chomsky demonstrates, the binding theory implies that PRO must be un

governed-bt, and since it is PRO which is controlled in control constructions,

subjects but not objects are controlled.

4.2.2. Grammatical relations from semantic roles. Semantic roles are

implicitly or explicitly assumed to be the source of grammatical relations

in most linguistic theories. Pedogogical grammars consistently define

----------~---

~------------



grammatical relations in terms of semantic roles. Although simple semantic

definitions of grammatical relations have been generally recognized as lna

~,uate for capturing ~eneralizations in the mapping of semantic roles onto

their expressions in sentences, more sophisticated attempts have been made

to formalize the intuition that there is an inherent connection batween

certain semantic roles and certain grammatical relations. For example,

Starosta's (1978) "Lexicaseu granunar in effect views grammatical relations

(he calls them "semantic relations") as grammaticalizations of semantic roles.

Although it is not possible to determine the granunatical relation of a par

ticular C0~stituent on purely semantic grounds in Starosta's system, each

gramm~ _~cal relational class has a semantic core. Membership in a given

class may be determined on grammatical as well as semantic criteria; if a

constituent behaves syntactically like a core member of a class, it may be

placed in the class regardless of its semantic feat~res. Some linguists

take the position that many of the phenemona thought to implicate grammatical

relations actually involve rules which refer directly to semantic roles.

We may place Ostler (1979) and Carter (1976) in this category, along \~ith

the Fillmore of "The Case for Case" (1968).

Two currently popular theoretical frameworks which claim to incorporate

"primitiveH grammatical relations are also associated with the view that

semantic roles are the "source" of grammatical relations in some sense.

Pinker (1981) has suggested that children learn language with the initial

assumption that agents will be subjects and patients objects. Grammatical

relations are "flagged" wi th semantic roles in the child's innate knowledge

of language. Thus semantic roles serve as the developmental source of

grammatical relations in the Lexical-Functional framework. In assuming that
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of a universal initial assignment of grammatical relations to semantic roles,

Relational Grammar places semantic roles as the source of grammati.cal rela

tions in the analysis of every sentence. Relational Grammar's many to one

mapping of semantic roles onto initial grammatical relations constitutes an

extremely strong connection between semantic roles and grammatical relations,

a connecti.on which, I argued in Chapter One, may be considered a definition

of grammatical relations in semantic terms.

r am unaware of any serious attempts to provide an explanatory link

between the semantic role source of grammatical relations and generalizations

true of grammatical relations. Moreover, it 1s unlikely that any such link

may be forged. If the agent role is somehow intimately associated with the

subject relation, for example, this feature of subjects seems unlikely to

enter into an explanation of why subjects but not objects are controlled in

control constructions. Since semantic roles seem unconnected with syntactic

properties of grammatical relations, theories which posit semantic role

sources for grammatical relations are non-explanatory as defined above.

4.2.3. Grammatical relations from compositional semantics. An inte

resting characterization of grammatical relations within a Montague Grammar

fraulework has been provided by Dowty (1981b). Dowty defines granunatical

relations in terms of the composition of sentences and sub-sententisl

constituents, Roughly, a subject is what one puts together with a verb

phrase ("intransitive verb" or IV in the ~lontague terminology) to produce

a sentence. An object is what one puts together with a transitive verb to

produce a verb phrase. Although Dowty's definitions of grammatical relations

in one sort of compositional semantics are superficially similar to the
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definitions of grammatical relations provided in the present theory, his

grammatical relations are not really rooted in what I have called "logico-

semantics" as are the grammatical relations of this dissertation. For ex-

ample, the structural asymmetry between subject and object in Dowty's system

does not mirror an asymmetry at a deeper semantic level; he assumes that

transitive verbs name simple two place predicates and that the argument
,

positions for subjects and objects in the predicates are essentially equi-

valent. Contrast Dowty's approach to verb semantics with the present ap-

proach in which the asymmetry between subject and object is projected [rom

an asymmetry inherent to the predicate-argument structures of verbs.

Dowty does not attempt to e~pla1n phenomena impl1ca ting grammatical rela-

tiona by reference to fundamental principles of his theory and to his

definitions of grammatical relations. However, Dowty's approach seems to

have explanatory potential and its implications need to be worked out.

4.2.4. Grammatical relations from clusters of properties. Keenan

(1976) defines "subject" in terms of a cluster of properties subjects share

crosslinguistically, It is not clear to me whether Keenan is defining a

theoretical term which might appear in principles or rules of grammar or

a "concept" he believes speakers of languages acquire. B.is mechodo).ogy

seems geared to the latter cask. As he writes (p. 312), "on this type of

definition 'subject' does not represent a single dimension of linguistic

reality. It is rather a cluster concept, or as we shall say, a multifactor

concept." Keenan assumes we have pretheoretical intuitions about gram-

matical relations (p. 306): "we are not free to define a notion like 'sub-

ject' in any way that suits our purposes. There is a large body of lore

concerning the notion, and any proposed definition must at least largely
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agree with the traditional, and to some extent, pretheoretical usage of the

term." In defining "subject" in terms of a cluster of properties, Keenan's

task is to capture the concept linguists have when they refer to "subjects."

Keenan seems to be making a funrlamental error here. As Wittgenste1n

(1958) explains at length, just because we use some words to refer to objects,

there need not be an object behind every word. That we use the word "subject"

in a variety of situations does not imply that there is a definable concept

"subject," even a "cluster concept," which stands behind our use of the word

in each of the situations. What Keenan (1976) does in his article 1s recount

various ways in which linguists have used the term "subject" -- an interesting

exercise but of questionable importance to linguistic theory. There i~ a

body of linguistic work which makes use of grammatical relational terms.

We are free to define grammatical relations in any way that contributes to

an explanatory theory of grammar, ignoring intuitions about the appropriate

use of grammatical relational terms and precedents for the use of the terms

in the literature. We are not free to ignore any insights or generalizations

in the literature that refer to grammatical relations.

Defi~ing grammatical relations in terms of the cluster of properties

that constituents bearing them seem to share is an inherently non-explana-

tory approach to grammatical relations. If, in fact, a set of constituents

shares a cluster of properties, the explanatory task is to account for why

these properties cluster together.

4.2,5. Grammatical relations as primitives. Proponants of Relational

Grammar and Lexical-Functional grammar have claimed that the grammatical

5relations in their theories are primitive. I made some general comments

about this approach to grammatical relations in Chapter One. Here I wish
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to emphas12e that, like the cluster of properties view of grammatical rela

tions discussed in the last section, the grammatical relations as primitives

position is inherently non-explan~tory. Nothing can follow from the nature

of grammatical relations on such a position because grammatical relations

lack a nature. Relational Grammar and L-F theory resort to stipulated laws

referring to particular gralnmatical relations to account for generalizations

true of their grammatical relations. For example, consider the "1 Advance-

ment Exclusiveness Law" of Relational Grammar, which states that there may

be no more than one advancement to subject ("1") within a given clause

(see section 3.1.1.3). Because subje~ts and objects have no inherent pro

perties.in Relational Grammar, there is no way to explain the existence of

a "1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law" but no "2 (Object) Advancement Exclusive

ness Law" by appealing to the inherent properties of these grammatical re

lations. Within Relational Grammar, this asymmetry is taken as an arbitrary

fact about universal grammar. To take a sl.lllilR.r example from the L-F frame

work, consider how this framework accounts for the generalization that only

subjects are controlled in control constructions. The machinery of L-F theory

which handles control constructions (the "control equations1f
) has only SUB,

not OBJ or some other gramInatical relation, in the crucial position to indi

cate the grammatical relation of the controller. Because SUBs and OBJs have

no inherent properties in the L-F system, the theory cannot explain why OBJ

does not occur in th~ place of SUB in the control machinery by referring

to inherent properties of grammatical relations.

4.2.6. Relational Grs\nmar, Since Relational Grammar (see the sources

cited in f,n. 10 of Chapter Two) is the only theoretical framework outside

the present work to treat the full range of constructions examined in
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Chapter Three in a systematic manner, it deserves special comment here~

Perhaps the most fundamental principle of Relational Grammar is the assumed

universal initial assignment of grammatical relations to semantic roles

(or "relations"), which WRS discussed in Chapter One and elsewh.:re in the

dissertation (see, e.g~, section 3.1.1.3). This principle ailows one to

identify the initial grammatical relation that a sentential constituent will

bear on the basis of its semantic role in the sentence. Without this prin-

ciple, it would be extremely difficult for Relational Grammar to derive

predictions about particular constructions in particular languages because

the theory would leave open too many possible analyses of any given con-

struction.

We have encountered data in this dissertation which call into question

the universal intial assignment of grammatical relations to semantic roles

within Relational Grammar (the universal initial assignment hypothesis or

"UIAH"). Recall the discussion of Sanskrit impersonal passivization in 8ec-

tion 3.2.2~1 above. We saw in section 3.1.1.3 that the combination of the

1 Advancement Exclusiveness Law (lAEX) and the UIAH, taken with the Relational

Grammar analysis of impersonal passivization, predicts that intransitive

verbs whose sole argument bears a theme or patient role ("unaccusative verbs")

may not undergo impersonal passivization. By the UIAH, the sole argument of

such intransitive verbs is an intial object, which is promoted to subject.

Since impersonal passivization of such verbs would involve the subsequent

promotion of a dummy obj~ct to subject on the Relational Grammar analysis,
I

resulting in two advancements to subject in a single clause, the lAEX rules

out impersonal passivization with unaccusative verbs. However, Ostler (1979)

showed that unaccusative verbs in Sanskrit do undergo impersonal passivization
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(see section 3.1.1.3 above). Therefore, it seems that either the lAEX or

the UIAH is wrong as currently stated in Relational Grammar. But, as Ostler

also demonstrates (see section 3.1.1.3), passive clauses in Sanskrit do not

undergo impersonal passivization. Since Relational Grammar relies on the

lAEX to prevent the impersonal passivization of passives, the Sanskrit data

indicate that the lAEX must be maintained in Relational nrammar. Because

Ostler's Sanskrit evidence not only demonstrates that the lAEX and the urAH

cannot both be maintained, but also provides support for the lAEX, we are

led to conclude that Relational Grammar should drop the UIAH. That is, the

sole semantic dependent of a Sanskrit verb which bears the theme or patient

role should be allowed to bear the initial subject relation in violation of

the UIAH, which would assign the initial object relation to such an argument.

The data in section 3.3 on ergativity also present a serious challenge

to the UIAH. The initial grammatical relations of Relatiortal Grammar cor

respond roughly to the 1-5 relations of the present theory -- at least the

initial subject and object relations correspond to the logical subject and

object (of a verb) relations. It was only on the assumption that agent

and theme or patient arguments canonically bear differen~ l-s r~lations in

nominative-accusative languages from those they bear in ergative language~

that the present theory was able to explain the differences between nomina

tive-accusative and ergative l&u~\\ages described in section 3.3. It is un

clear how Relational Grammar could characterize the demonstrable differences

between nominative-accusative and ergative languages without allowing the

ergative languages to violate the UIAH. If the conclusions of section 3.3

are correct, the association of semantic roles and initial grammatical rela

tions si~ould be allowed to differ from language to language.
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Without the UIAH, Relational Grammar consists mainly of a series Ot

universal laws concerning grammatical relations, none of which seem funda

mental to the tlleory, The laws amount to generaliz~tions over the behavior

of various constructions in some number of languages. For example, Relational

Grammar accounts for the syntax of the derived causative constructions dis

cussed in 3.4.2 above by stipulating what happens to the grammatical depen

dents of the causative affix and root verb under "clause union," i.e., the

union into a single sentence of the clause headed by the causative morpheme

and the clause headed by the lower verb (see 3.4.2 for an explanation of

the vocabulary used in discussing derived causative constructions). The

Relational Grammar laws of claUde union "predict" the sylltax of Comrie's

paradigm case causative constructions by, in effect, stipulatin~ the cor

respondences listed in (266) of Chapter Three. As sho\vn in 3.4.:.2 abovQ,

there is a type of derived causative which does not conform to Comrie's

paradigm case, namely causative constructions in which the causative affix

an~ root verb remain separate at s structure~ Because the stated effects

of clause union in Relational Grammar, like most universals in the theory,

are independent of fundamental principles, the existence of the~e derived

causative cons tructions does not undermine the theory of Relational Gl"ammar.

To account for this alternate type of derived causative construction, Rela

Graiwar could simply add another optj.on to tha clause un~lon laws II Languages

like Turkish would choose one option in these laws while languages like

Japanese would choose the other (see section 3.4.2), Or Relational

Gramma~ might claim that no clause union takes place in the second, Japanese

sort of derived causative, Because Rela'~ional Grammar included no general

principles determining the interaction of morphology and syntax, the fact
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that the causative verb appears as an affix on the lower verb of a causative

construction holds no particular importance tor the analysis of causative

constructions in Relational Grammar. That is, the affix status of the causa

tive verb need not imply clause union in the theory.

In contrast to the Relational Grammar analysis of derived causative

constructions, the present theory predicts the syntax of these constructions

from fundamental principles of the grammar. That a causative affix appears

on the lower verb as an affix in a causative construction implies that it

must merge with the lower verb between 1-8 and surface structure, either

between I-a and s structure or between s and surface structure. General

principles, like principle (66) of Chapter Two, determine the consequences

of merger at each location for the syntax of the causative constructions.

Empirical discoveries could force changes in principles like principle (66),

but, because it applies in the analysis of every sentence, any change in

this principle would have far-reaching consequences throughout the gralnmar.

The principles of the present theory have a tight interdependency and wide

range of application nat characteristic of the laws and rules of Relational

Grammar.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Within the GB framework, there is assumed to be some small set of

thematic roles which constituents may assign. If an item assigns a theta

role, the role must belong to this set, Moreover, if two items assign, say,

the theule role, they assign the~ theme 'role. In contrast, it is assumed

in the present theory that the set of semantic roles may be quite large

(see section 2.2), There are linguistically significant classes of seman

tic roles which correspond roughly to the thematic roles of the GB theory.

However, an item may assign a semantic role which belongs to none of these

linguistically significant classes. Also, if two items assign a "theme"

role, where "theme" names a semantic role class, the items may be assigning

different theme roles. See section 2.2 for a discussion of semantic roles

with1t\ the present theory.

2. These should not be considered mutually exclusive categories. Lan-

guages are configurational to the extent that their A structures are iso

morphic to the corresponding B structures.

3. Since I have assumed that the a-trace, like tIle "a-trace" left by

adjunction MO\Te 0., is subject to Chomsky's "Empty Category Principle,"

I have in fact postulated a connection between raising constructions and

constructions generated by adjunction Move a.

4. There is only one feature one can demonstrate that passive and

raising constructions share with constructions like wh- questions within

the GB theory that is captur~d by assuming Move a is involved in the deri

vation of both sorts of constructions: The traces in all the constructions
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must be "properly governed" as demanded by Chomsky's (1981) "Empty Cate

gory Principle" (ECP). See Chomsky (1981) for evidence that raising and

adjunction Move a constructions are governed by the ECP. As explaine~ 1.n

f.n. 3 above, the present theory also assumes that the trace of raising

constructions (the ~-trace), like the trace of adjunction Move a (the a

trace), is subject to the ECP,'

5, In Chapter One, I questioned whether the grammatical relations of

Relational Grammar are actually primitives within that theory.
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